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PREFACE

We take it as a privilege to publish this book 'The Vision of
Reality' in English in six volumes written by our father.

Vol (1) : Self-Knowledge

Vol (2) : Mystery of Creation

Vol (3) : A Revelation

Vol (4) : The Supreme Secret of the Gita

Vol (5) : Practical Gita

Vol (6) : The Nectar of the Gita

We have already published the Telugu version in four volumes
and they are well received by the seekers of God. The last volume (5)
is yet be published.

These books give us the Vision of Reality. The vision becomes
open the moment the screen of illusion is lifed. The aim of these books
is to lift the screen so that the seekers of God will have the privilege
of direct experience of that Reality.

We hope the purpose will be fulfilled.

We could do all this only by the Grace of the Lord of Seven Hills,
the Abode of Bliss Sri Venkateswara

We earnestly seek His mercy, love and favour for our success.

Om Namo Venkatesaya

K. Sasi Bhushan
K. Rajaninatha Bhushan

Dr. K. Sudhakara Bhushan
Dr. K. Chandra Bhushan
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5. INTRODUCTION

Revelation is the suposed disclosure of knowledge by a divine
or supernatural agency. However this disclosure of knowledge has two
aspects.

Deny no one can that one day
the outer Reality science will unravel
as yoga does the inner Reality.
Of one Reality twin aspects both are;
The Vision of Reality
that is Revelation.

Knowlege is the only way to attain that revelation. Knowledge
is awareness, understanding and range of information about a subject.
Information is acquired. Wisdom is commonsense fortified by learning.
Knowledge is acquired and it is concrete. Wisdom is inborn and it is
brought out by experience. This is physical. When the experience
becomes supraphysical an abstract panorama of the universe is revealed.
Understanding that panorama is the revealed wisdom.

Knowledge of the 'Self' is wisdom. It is revealed through
'Direct Experience' (!tm1nubhuti of the 'Self'.) Experience is practical
acquaintance and intense feeling. Mere knowledge of the 'Self' is not
experience. Feeling the existence of the Self is experience. If the
relationship between the individual 'Self' and the universal Self is
realised, that leads to 'Direct Experience' of the 'Self'. Ultimately it is
'Sat-Cit-Ananda' which is existence – knowledge – bliss absolute.
The Upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita show the way to 'Direct
Experience' which, infact, is the wisdom revealed. Knowledge with out
the experience of the 'Self' is of no use.

Seeing the Infinite in the Finite is the 'revealed wisdom'. That is,
realising the Absolute Brahman in the individual self. Some say,
"Study man and try to understand him". That is wisdom, they say. But
man is the Creation of God. Unless we know the Creator we cannot
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understand His Creation. If we try first to understand Creation without
knowing the creator, it will be like putting the cart before the horse.

That is why Ramakrishna Paramahamsa always said, "First
experience the visible manifestation of God, then only think of Creation
and the related things." God is the 'First' and the world comes next.
First if you know that 'One' you will know the rest easily. If you put
zeros after the digit 'One', the number becomes larger. If we erase the
digit 'One', the zeros become nothing. That 'One' makes many. So first
know that 'One' makes many. So first know that 'One' and then only the
rest. That is what is called wisdom. For people lingering in worldly
attachments, that 'One' always remains far away. If you detract yourself
from attachments, that 'One' is always near you. So know the 'Infinite'
first, the 'Finite' will be known to you. It is said that service to
humanity is service to God. But mere service is of no use. See God in
every man, not every man as God, then service to humanity becomes
service to God. But first know God, then only you see Him in every
man. That becomes the revealed wisdom. Knowing that we are one
with the universe is wisdom. That is possible only if we get out of
delusion. Revealed wisdom is like butter, churned out from milk. The
butter is there in the milk but not visible. It has to be churned out.

The word 'Creation' in English language is equivalent to
'projection' in Ved1nta, because there is nothing like 'Creation' as it is
regarded in the West. What we mean by Creation is projection of that
which already existed. How to know this projection? All matter through
out the universe is the outcome of one primal matter called 'Akasa' and
all force, whether gravitation, attraction or repulsion or life is the
outcome of primal force called 'Prana'. 'Prana' acting on '!k1sa' is
creating or projecting the universe. Creation and dissolution are in
cycles. At the beginning of a cycle, !k1sa (cosmos) is motionless and
unmanifested. Then Prana begins to act more and more creating grosser
and grosser forms out of !k1sa like plants, animals, men, stars and so
on. After an inclaculable time evolution ceases and involution begins.
Everything is resolved back through finer and finer forms into original
!k1sa and Prana. Then a new cycle follows. Both can be dissolved
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into Cosmic Mind. Cosmic Mind is Brahman. Consciousness comes
out from Brahman and enters the fluid matter in Cosmos. Then
manifestation begins. Conciousness can be taken as Prana. Cosmic
Mind does not create !k1sa and Prana but changes itself into them
through Consciousness.

Sankhya philosophy speaks of the beliefs about mind, soul and
God. For instance, there are the eyes which are the instruments of
Vision. Behind these eyes there is the organ of vision, the optic nerve.
It is not an external instrument, but the eyes cannot see without it.
Still more the mind must attach itself to the organ. Then the sensation
must be carried to the intellect or Buddhi. Intellect is the reactive state
of the mind. Along with the reaction from Buddhi, the external world
flashes together with egotism. Then there is the will. Every picture is
composed of successive impulses of light and these must be combined
on a stationary thing to form a whole. So all the ideas in the mind must
be gathered and projected on what is called the soul of Atman.

Sankhya philosophy further says that the reactive state of the
mind called intellect is a certain manifestation of the Mahat or Cosmic
Mind. The Cosmic Mind becomes changed into vibrating thought. That
becomes changed in one part into the organs and in the other part into
the fine particles of matter. The whole of the universe is produced out
of the combination of all these things. There is a certain unmanifested
state behind the Mahat whereever the manifestation of mind is not
present. Only the causes exist. It is called Prakriti. Beyond this Prakriti
there is the purusha, the self without attributes. It is eternally separate
from Prakriti and it is omnipresent. The Purusha or the Self is not the
doer but the witness. The Purusha is said to be like a crystal without
any colours. But, when different colours are placed before the crystal,
it appears to be coloured by the colours before it. But, infact, it is not
coloured.

Ved1nta rejects the Sankhya concept of the soul and nature.
Sankhya idea is that the soul is entirely separate from nature. Sankhya
system on the one hand comes to nature and then at once it jumps
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over to the other side and comes to the soul which it says, is separate
from nature. It questions how the different colours, which Sankhya calls
the nature, can act on the soul which by its nature is colourless. So
Ved1nta affirms that the soul and this nature are one. The Ved1nta –
God developed out of Sankhya's Purusha. Both the Ved1nta and the
Sankhya believe in the infinite soul. Only Sankhya believes that there
are many souls (selfs or purushas) and it says that the universe does
not require any explanation from outside. The Ved1nta believes that
there is only one soul or self or purusha which appears as many. This
nature is not different from the soul.

The dualistic philosophers also admit that the !tman or God is
not only the efficient cause of this universe, but also the material cause.
They say that there are three existences in this universe. – God, soul
and nature. Nature and soul to a certain extent are the body of God.
In this sense it may be said that God and the whole universe are one.
But this nature and all these various souls remain different from each
other through all eternity. Only at the beginning of a cycle they become
manifest. When the cycle ends they become fine (subtle) and remain in
that state.

The Advaita philosophers – the non-dualists reject this theory of
the soul and build their philosophy entirely upon the upanishads as
they have the whole range of the upanishads in their favour. All the
upanishads have one theme : by the knowledge of one lump of clay,
we have the knowledge of all the clay in the universe. So also by
knowing 'that' we know everything in universe. So what is 'That' is the
theme of the upanishads. The idea of the Advaitists is to generalise
the whole universe into 'one' which is really the whole of the universe.
They assert that this whole universe is one and that it is one 'Being'
manifesting itself in all these various forms.

The Advaitists admit that what the Sankhya calls 'nature' exists,
but say that nature is God. It is this 'Being' the Sat that has become
transformed into all this – the universe, man, soul and everything
that exists. Mind and Mahat are the manifestation of that 'One' Sat.
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But then one difficulty arises that this would be Pantheism. Pantheism
says that God is identifiable with all the forces of nature and with all
natural substances. It means that everything in nature is God. But this
is not the truth. Everyone cannot be Brahman. Brahman is not every
one but Brahman is in every one. The great sentence "Aham Brahma
asmi" means that I become Brahman Itself when I realise the Absolute
Brahman in my individual Self. This realisation is the revealed wisdom.

'Sat' (Brahman) is absolute and so it is unchangeable and
unperishable. How can it be then changed into that which changeable
and perishable? Advaitists have the answer to this question. They have
a theory called 'Vivarta V1da' or apparent manifestation. This apparently
transformed object is called a 'Vivarta' of the original and the theory
(V1da) is known as 'Vivarts V1da'. The Dualists and the Sankhyas say
that the whole universe is evolution of primal nature. Advaitists say
that the whole universe is the apparent evolution of God. God is the
material cause of the universe, but not really, only apparently. The
celebrated illustration used is that of the rope and the snake. The
rope appeared to be the snake in dimlight, but was not really so. The
rope did not really change into snake. The rope appears as snake as
long as we are in illusion. When the illusion ceases the snake vanishes.
So also this whole universe as it exists is that 'Being'. It is unchanged
and all the changes we see in it are only apparent. The changes are
caused by space, time and causation (Desa, K1la and Nimitta). It is by
name and form (nama and Rupa) that one thing is differentiated from
another. The name and form alone cause the difference. In reality they
are one and same. Knowing this is wisdom.

Vedantists say that there is nothing as phenomenon or noumenon
(unknown and unknowable substance or thing as it is in itself). The
rope as given in the illustration is cahnged as the snake apparently only.
When delusion ceases the snake vanishes. When one is in ignorance, he
sees the phenomenon and does not see God. When he sees God, this
universe vanishes entirely for him. He realises that all this phenomenon
is only Maya. Maya or ignorance as it is called, is the cause of all this
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phenomenon. That which the mind or the senses notice is phenomenon.
In other words, that which appears or is perceived is phenomenon.
The Absolute which is the unchangeable is taken as the manifested
universe. Maya is not absolute zero, nor non-existence. It is not existence,
because that can be said only of the Absolute, the unchangeable. In this
sense, M1ya is non-existence. Again, it cannot be said, it is non-existence,
becuase if it were so it could never produce the phenon. So it is something
which is neither. M1ya is also called as ajnana or avidya (ignorance or
nescience). It is the power of Brahman responsible for the illusory
projection of this world. !varana (covering or hiding and Vikshepa
(projection) are the two aspects of this power. We cannot define it. In
the Ved1nta philosophy it is called 'anirvachaniya' (indescribable).
M1ya, then is the real cause of the universe. M1ya give the name and
form of what Brahman or God (Isvara – not Siva) gives the material.
Brahman appears to have been transformed into all this. That is M1ya.

In the Advaita system there is no place for the individual soul.
It is said that the individual souls are created by M1ya. In reality they
cannot exist. If there were only one existence throughout, how could it
be that I am one and you are one and so forth? We are all one and the
cause of evil is perception of duality. As soon as I begin to feel that
I am separate from this universe, then first comes fear and then comes
misery. According to Advaita philosophy this differentiation of matter,
these phenomena are for a time hiding the real nature of man. But the
real nature of man has not been changed at all. In the lowest worm, as
well as in the highest human being, the same divine nature is present.
The worm form is the lower form in which the divinity has been
more overshadowed by M1ya. That form is the highest in which the
divinity has been least overshadowed. The same divinity exists behind
everything and out of this comes the basis of morality. Love everyone
as your own self because the whole universe is one. If you injure
another you injure yourself. In loving another you are loving yourself.
This is the principle of Advaita morality. It can be summed up on one
word – denial of one self. It is giving up something you have or would
like to have. That leads to detachment or release from attachment.
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Knowing and following this is wisdom.

Advaita philosophy says that even little selfishness is the cause
of all misery. This makes the self (Jiva) individualised which makes one
different from all other beings and brings hatred and jealousy. It results
in misery, struggle and all other evils. When this idea of differentiation
is removed, all struggle will cease and all misery vanishes. Knowing this
is wisdom. So individualisation is to be given up. Then one reaches
perfection and the veil of ignorance falls away from him. He will feel
his own nature – divinity. In this life itself he will feel one with the
universe. That is the wisdom revealed. For one who has attained this
wisdom, this whole phenomenal world will disappear and he will realise
what he is. But so long as the karma of the body remains he will have
to like. This state, when the veil has vanished and yet the body remains
for some time is what is called 'J2van Mukti' the living freedom or
liberation while alive which is the ultimate wisdom.

When a man sees a mirage he is naturally caught in delusion. But
one day or other the mirage has to disappear. If the man sees the mirage
next day or sometime in future he will not be deluded because the
mirage has disappeared. Infact it was not there. It only appeared to be
there. It was a delusion. On a later day he is not deluded because he
knows the truth (reality). When he first saw it he could not distinguish
between the reality and delusion. However, as long as he has organs
and eyes he will see the image of the mirage but he will no longer be
deluded. He knows the distinction between the reality and the mirage.
He is no more deluded. So when a Vedantist has realised his own real
nature, the whole world has vanished. He will see the world again, but
no more the same world of misery. The world has become changed into
Sat, Cit, !nanda. Existence Absolute, Knowledge Absolute and Bliss
Absolute. The attainment of this is the attainment of Divine wisdom.

The upanishads and the Bhagavad Gita are the eternal fountain
heads of spiritual knowledge. They inspire the humans to reach the
portals of the revealed wisdom. The eternal relations between souls and
God are embodied in these two vital scriptures.
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The upanishads give us a wake-up call 'Uttishtata j1grata' (Katha
Up.3-14) 'Arise and awake' while the Gita reveals the path called yoga
to reach God.

Now we shall see the revelation given by the Upanishads. Then
a question arises. Great pioneers, scholars and Vedantists have already
written then interpretations, then why this book again? There is only one
answer. Ved1nta is such a fount that it always awakes and inspires us
to say in our own way about the Vision of Reality that always lies in
us in a shell. Sometime or other it springs out and needs expression which
depends on how one views the vision because a vision is a thing or idea
perceived vividly in the imagination. As such this book is my humble
expression of my thoughts and understanding.

All by the Grace of Lord Sri Krishna.

5:1. WHAT ARE THE UPANISHADS
The Upanishads are the 'Breath of the Eternal'. They are

concerned with knowledge of God, the highest aspect of religious
truth. The literal meaning of 'Upanishad' is 'sitting near devotedly'.
(upa = near; ni = devotedly; shad = sitting). It picturesquely brings to
mind an earnest disciple learning from his teacher. The word also
means secret teachings of a secret doctrine. Sankara sponsors another
interpretation : "The knowledge of Brahman, the knowledge that
destroys the bonds of ignorance and leads to the supreme goal of
freedom".

How many upanishads once existed is not known. However one
hundred and eight upanishads have been preserved. They range in
length from a few hundred words to many thousands of words. Some
are in prose, some in verse, some are partly in prose and partly in
verse. They vary widely in style and manner. Often with in the same
upanishad, now simply narrative, and now subtle and abstract. Their
tone (manner of expression) often fluctuates. There is characteristic
seriousness and elevation, with occasional relief in humour. No one
knows with any accuracy who wrote them and when they were written.
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They embody the insight of the Rishis who remain wholly in the
background. Impersonal they were as the truth they stood for. Their
individual lives and even their names are lost forever in the dark
background of time.

Of the one hundred and eight preserved upanishads, Sankara
recognised sixteen as authentic and authoritative. He wrote elaborate
commentaries on ten of them which include quotations from the other
six. These ten upanishads are regarded as the principal upanishads.
They are : Isa, Kena, Katha, Prasna, Mundaka, M1ndukya, Tattiriya,
Aitereya, Chandogya and Brihadarankya. They constitute the primary
object of Hindu religion.

Homogeneity is a characteristic of the upanishads though
apparently differing conceptions are to be found in them; but these are
to be found in all of them. These differences are not distributed one in
one upanishad and another in another. It is true that one upanishad
may emphasize certain ideas or certain views more than the rest.
Sometimes it may specialize in a particular topic. But such distinctions
are purely accidental and so are never important. Therefore the
partitions between the upanishads might be done away with. The whole
hundred eight upanishads may be reduced to one.

The Upanishads are the work of saints and seers who are
concerned with reporting insights which came to them in thought and
vision. They were not builders of systems but recorders of experience.
Therefore we must be prepared for apparent inconsistency, temporary
absorption in one conception forgetting another. No where we find the
whole truth gathered together for conscious formulation. Nowhere there
is a logical beginning and no where a logical end. Attention is not
upon parts but upon wholes, upon brief, comprehensive unanalysed
statement. However the upanishads say that the real study is the study
of that by which we realise the changeless. The real study is first is
first hand experience of God. The aim of work and renunciation is to
know the Self within and Brahman without and to realise their identity.
The Self is Brahman and Brahman is all. It means that Brahman
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pervades the whole world. This is the central theme of all upanishads,
namely the spiritual unity and solidarity of all existence.

As Dr. S. Radhakrishna points out, the upanishads are just
glances at truth from various points of view and not a systematic study
of the important problems of philosophy. Their expressions are often
vague and so it is difficult to ascertain their views. Badarayana tried
in his 'Brahma sutras' to bring out the philosophical thoughts in the
upanishads in a systematic form. The 'Brahma sutra' is thus the first
systematic exposition of the philosophy of the upanishads. A 'Sutra'
means the shortest possible expression containing the widest possible
thought or meaning. Its brevity often makes a sutra ambiguous in
meaning. Various interpretations by different commentators or
'Acharyas' gave rise to many schools of Ved1nta. The upanishads,
Brahma sutra, and the Bhagawad Gita together are called 'Prasthana
Trayam'. The commentator of the 'Prasthana Trayam' is given the title
'Acarya'. The upanishads being the end portion of the Vedas, their
exposition in 'Brahma Sutra' by Badarayana is named as Ved1nta. Most
of the commentators except Madhvacarya are the advocates of
'monistic' theory in philosophy. Hence their systems are known as
Advaita Ved1nta. Advaita means nondual. Prominent preceptors are :

1. Sankaracharya 788-820 AD Absolute Monism (Non-dualism)
2. Bhaskara 1000 AD Bheda-Abedha
3. Ramanujacharya 1140 AD Qualified Monism
4. Madhvacharya 1230 AD Dualism
5. Nimbarka 13th Century Dual-Nondualism

second half
6. Vallabhacharya 1479-1544 AD Absolute Nondualism

It will be much exertion in vain to discuss their merits and
demerits because all of them were great seers and preceptors and they
were able to realise Brahman in their own way. Ultimately there are
only two systems Non-dualism and Dualism. Non-dualism aims at
realisation while Dualism is 'Bhakti'. The subtleties in their systems
are only for academic discussions which cannot alter Brahman. The
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knowledge of Brahman, the revealed wisdom leads to the supreme
goal of freedom (liberation).

The two words 'Brahman' and '!tman' are the two pillars on which
rests the whole edifice of Hindu philosophy. They are respectively, the
objective and the subjective views of the Reality behind the world of
appearances. 'Brahman' is the source of all power. It is without cause
and without effect, without anything inside or outside. It is formless and
self luminous Being. The upanishads reveal that, when the quest for the
knowledge of Brahman is pushed to its utmost limit, it eventually ends
by seeing the Brahman with in the inquirer's own Self. Only thus does
the abstraction become a reality.

Upanishadic concepts of 'Brahman and !tman' are revealed, with
more completeness in the, 'Great Sayings' (Mahavakyas). They are :

1) Prajn1nam Brahma : This is from Aitareya Upanishad (3-3) of
Rigveda. It says that every thing in this world is 'Brahman' and
Brahman is 'Prajn1nam'. Whatever breathing thing there is here
whether moving, flying or stationary – all this is guided by
'Prajn1nam' which is wisdom or intelligence and is established
in intelligence. The world is guided by intelligence. The support
is intelligence. Brahman is intelligence which is Brahma the
creator. Sankara says, "Brahma : Hiranyagarbhah pr1nah prajn1tma.
Praj1-patih : yah prathama jalsariri".

2) Aham Brahm1smi : This is from 'Brihadaranyaka' Upanishad of
Sukla Yajurveda (1-4-10) "Brahman was there in the beginning.
It knew itself only as 'I am Brahman'. Therefore it became all.
Who ever among the gods became awakened to this he became
'that'. It is the same in the case of seers, same in the case of men.
This is so even now. Who ever knows thus, 'I am Brahman'
becomes this all. Even gods cannot prevent his becoming thus,
for he becomes their Self. So who ever worships any divinity other
than his Self thinking that he is one and Brahman is another, he
knows not that he is Brahman. He is like an animal. 'Aham
Brahm1smiti' : Brahman was all this universe before creation. It
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knew Itself only as "I am Brahman". Therefore It became all.
Whoever among gods, rishis and others knew this became
Brahman. Aitareya Upanishad (1-1-1) says that 'thought' was the
reason or source of creation. Before creation the whole universe
was 'Self' only and nothing else was there. The Self (!tman)
thought, "Let me now create the world" and the universe
manifested itself.

Now this gives scope for confusion. Can any one become
Brahman simply by thinking that he is Brahman? No. He cannot,
because first he has to achieve necessary state of mind. The
state means the condition of mind suitable to understand who
Brahman is? Then the identity of individual Self with Brahman
will be realised. Simply by uttering 'Aham Brahma asmi' no one
can become Brahman. He simply becomes a sage by word not
by sense.

As soon as Brahman wills to create universe He becomes
qualified Brahman called 'Isvara'. From Isvara emerges Hiranya
Garbha Brahma. From his egg shaped stomach came out
everything one after another linked by a string. That is why
Hiranyagarbha is also known as 'Sutratma'. This is all symbolic.
The whole Cosmos is in egg form and it is said to be the belly
(garbha) of Hiranyagarbha. Just as Hiranyagarbha Brahma by
reflecting or concentrating the mind on the 'Saying' 'Aham
brahma asmi' got all knowledge and energy to create the world
any body can accomplish and achieve provided he can concentrate
on 'Aham brahma asmi' without any diversion.

3) 'Tat tvam asi' : 'That art thou'. This is from Chandogya
Upanishad (6-9-4) of Samaveda. It says : if we know one lump
of clay, all that is made of clay is known. The difference is only
in name and form (n1ma-r3 pa). So is that knowledge, knowing
which we know everything. 'That' is the subtle essence and
'That' has all this. This whole world has 'That' for its Self
(Visv1tma – the universal Self). It is its existence. 'That' is the
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'Truth' – 'Sat'. 'That' is the Self and That art thou.

You can not perceive the 'True' – 'Sat' – 'That', but there
is indeed 'That'. 'That' is the subtle essence and all this
existence (being) is in 'That'. 'That' is true. 'That' is the 'Self' and
that art thou. For more details please see Vol.I 'Self-Knowledge'
Ch.(1-6).

4) 'Ayam 1tm1 Brahma' (Brahman) : This is from Mandukya
Upanishad (2nd 'Mantra') of Atharva Veda. All this is certainly
Brahman. This 'Self' is Brahman,

'Sarvam etad' = that which is said to be 'AUM'
     ('OM') is the whole universe

'Brahma' = is certainly Brahman
Sah + ayam + atma = Sah = That
(soyam atma)
Catus-p1t    ayam atma = is this 'Jivatma' – individual 'Self'.

It has four quarters – AUM (OM) and the fourth is Turiya.

First three are wakeful, dream and deep. The fourth is not
a state. It is simply called 'Turiya' (mandukya 12). 'Turiya' has
no elements and the world is resolved into it. Thus the syllable
'AUM' is the very 'Self'. He who knows it thus enters the 'Self'
with his 'Self'.

In 'Turiya' the mind is not simply withdrawn from the
objects but becomes one with Brahman. In both deep sleep and
transcendental consciousness (beyond deep sleep) there is no
consciousness of objects but this objective consciousness is
present all though but, ofcourse, in unmanifested 'seed' form,
while it is completely transcended in the 'Turiya' consciousness.
Consciousness is thus present in all the three states.

The same is spoken of in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
(4-3-17,18). Sankara says that 'Svapnanta' – the end of dream state
may also be interpreted as deep sleep (Susupti). Infact, these
three states, wakeful state, dream state and deepsleep state are
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not watertight compartments. One automatically eases into the
next without losing basic consciousness. Thus the consciousness
passes on effortlessly through all the three states into Turiya the
fourth (it is not a state but simply Turiya where it is transcended).
Thus in the three states of waking, dream and deepsleep the
Self apparently becomes Jiva covered by the limited adjunct (the
body-mind complex is upadhi for the Self (!tman)). When it
comes to the end of deep sleep state it becomes itself and enters
Turiya. Thus when Jiva passes through the three states (avastha-
trayepi) it is actually the Self sheathed as Jiva. Therefore, in all
the three states the Self remains uneffected – (avastha-trayepi).

Soyam 1tma Catus-p1t (M1ndukya 2) Catu=-pat means
the four quarters (states). They are the waking state (Visva), the
dream state, 'Taija=a' deep sleep state (Prajna), and finally Turiya
the fourth which is the spiritual consciousness. The knowledge of
the fourth is obtained by merging the previous three states.

5) Soham asmi : Sa# + aham + asmi. 'I am That'. It means 'Aham
Brahma asmi' I am Brahman. Maitreyopanishad (1-11)

6) Sarvam Khalvidam Brahman : Chandogya Upanishad (3-14-1)
Sarvam. The whole world

Khalv + idam = Fully whole universe with different
     names and forms

Brahman = is Brahman

This whole world with different names and forms is
Brahman. As Sankara says, according to the purpose a person has
in this world, so does he become on departing hence. So let him
frame for himself a purpose.

7) Ekam Sat Vipra Bahudha Vadanti : This is from Rigveda
(1-164-46). 'Sat' means 'Truth' or 'Reality'. Brahman alone is 'Sat'.
His qualified form is God – Isvara, not Siva. Sages call him by
different names. Bhagavad Gita (4-11) also says the same.
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Different kinds of food suit different beings. So also are
the ways that the men follow to realise God. Lord Krishna says
in the Gita (4-11) "I am whatever way men identify with Me,
in the same way do I carry out their desires; men pursue My
path in all ways." God does not give only one and the same
result (fruit) that is Moksha (liberation) to all.

8) Tadekam (Tat+ekam) : This is also from Rigveda (10-8-129).
Where from this whole world that Substance (Mind Substance)
that Substance is the source and support of all creation. It
sustains and protects all and that one substance is Brahman
called 'Brahmapadardha'. That Substance is primordial and that
alone is the Lord of the whole universe. 'That' alone knows the
'Truth' or Reality of Creation. 'That' means Brahman without
form, sex and qualities (Gunas). Formless 'That' is Brahman.

9) Satyam, Jnanam, Anamtam Brahman : says Taittiriya
Upanishad (2-1-1). He who knows Brahman as the Real, as
knowledge and as the Infinite, placed in the secret place of the
heart and in the highest heaven realises all desires along with
Brahman, the intelligent. Brahman is Truth, Knowledge and
Infinite. These words are meant as a definition of Brahman.
These three words distinguish Brahman as substantive (having
independent existence) and firm. These are attributive words. But
they are used here to define Brahman and not to speak of his
qualities. Brahman is beyond all qualities.

Each of these attributive words is related with the word
Brahman independently of the others : Satyam Brahman, Jnanam
Brahman and anantam Brahman. A thing is true only when it
does not change its nature. So the phrase Satyam Brahman
(Brahman is Truth) distinguishes Brahman from mutable things.

Brahman is not insentient like earth. Hence it is said
that Brahman is Jnanam. 'Jnana' means knowledge. But Brahman
is not the agent of knowledge. An agent is always mutable, and
Brahman is not mutable.
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According to Chandogya Upanishad (7-24-1) where one
sees nothing else, hears nothing else, that is infinite. Brahman
is the One and there is nothing else to see, to hear and to
understand. So Brahman is Infinite.

Thus Brahman is defined as Satyam, Jnanam and Anantam.

10) Sachidanandam : Sat + Cit + Anandam. That is Brahman, the
aim of man is to realise Brahmajnana – knowledge of Brahman.
When one acquires that knowledge he reaches the state of
'Sachidananda'. All Upanishads speak of only one aspect, that is
the relationship between the individual Self (atma) and the
universal Self (parama atma). That is the knowledge of Self –
which is itself the knowledge of the Absolute Self (Brahman).
Brahman is the form of Satcitananda. The highest state of
existence (Absolute existence), the highest state of knowledge
(Absolute knowledge) and the highest state of bliss (Absolute
bliss). The combination of these three is Brahman.

'Sat' is existence which also means '!tma'. 'Cit' is
knowledge or intellect (Buddhi). Then 'Ananda' is bliss. These
are the characteristics of '!tman'. One who acquires this
knowledge of !tman attains the state of 'Sat Citananda'. This
cannot be described in words.

5:2. BRAHMAN AND JIVA
The identity between 'Brahman' and Jiva (Jivatma) is the

fundamental truth of the philosophy of the Upanishads. Man, in the
form in which he is known to his feellows is called 'Jiva' – he who
breathes or who lives. All the living beings in the state of bondage
and undergoing transmigration are called 'Jivas'. The Jiva is a reflection
of the Caitanya or pure consciousness in the antahkarana or internal
organ, or buddhi, the intellect. The Jiva has three types of bodies –
Sth3 la sareera (the gross body); S3 kshma sareera (the subtle body); and
the K1ranasareera (the causal body). When the Jiva leaves the gross
body it is left here. The subtle body moves out along with causal body
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which, infact, is not separate from the subtle body. It is enclosed in
five sheaths (pancakosas). They cover the !tman. They are not separate.
They are concentric, one in another with a common centre. They are
called 'Kosas'.

1) Annamaya Kosa (sheath of food, the physical body)
2) Pranamaya Kosa (sheath of Prana air (vital airs))
3) Manomaya Kosa (sheath of mind)
4) Vijnanamaya Kosa (sheath of intellect (buddhi))
5) Anandamaya Kosa (sheath of bliss)

Jiva denotes the biological and physiological aspects of his life.
It is his individual Self which is the experiencer and the enjoyer
(bhokta) and also the doer (Kartha). It is he who sees, hears, smells,
tastes, perceives, conceives and acts. This Jiva is associated with
'Prana' (vital air), 'Manas' (mind) and Indriyas (organs). 'Prana' is the
vital principle which expresses itself as breath. 'Manas' comprises
mind, intelligence and ego. The 'Indriyas' (sense organs) are according
to the Upanishads ten in number. Five organs of senses (sense organs):
sight, hearing, touch, smell ands taste – these are the senses of knowledge
and the other five organs are the senses action; speech, holding, moving,
excretion and generation are the senses of action.

As already said this Self (Jiva) is covered by sheaths. First is the
physical sheath – this physical body which is called 'Annamaya Kosa'
composed of food; the second is 'Prana' the life principle which is
'Pranamaya Kosa' manifesting as energy; the third is 'Manomaya Kosa'
made up of mind; the fourth is 'Vijnanamaya Kosa' which is intellect
(buddhi); the last and the innermost is 'Anandamaya Kosa' the sheath
of Bliss.

The true Self (!tman) is one with Brahman. It is the universal
Self. It is not covered by any of these five sheaths. Its nature cannot
be known as long as '!tman' is identified in our physical consciousness
with one or all of these sheaths. Hence as Katha Upanishad says : Know
the body as the chariot, the intellect (buddhi) as the charioteer (driver),
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the mind as the reins and the Self (!tman) as the Lord of the Chariot.
This idea or analogy of the Self riding in the Chariot which is the
psychophysical vehicle is a familiar one (Katha Up.3-3). The Chariot
with its sensitive horses represents the psycho-physical vehicle in
which the Selfrides. Mind holds the reins. It may either control or be
dragged by the team of senses. The conception of 'yoga' is derived
from the root 'Yuj' which means to yoke, to harness or to join. 'Yujyata
iti yoga#' – Amarakosa. It is connected with the symbolism of the
Chariot and the team. Yoga is the complete control of the different
elements of our nature, physical and physical and it guides them to the
highest end.

Western philosophy declares mind and soul to be identical with
nothing existing behind the mind and the ego. But the Upanishads
declare that something desired the changing forms of our lives does
exist. It is '!tman' which is distinctly different from the mind, the
intellect, the ego and the body. When this '!tman' identifies itself with
the sheaths (kosas) it appears as 'Jiva' – an individual man. The
Upanishads declare that 'Jivahood' has been effected by the forgetful-
ness of the '!tman' the loss of its essential identity with Brahman.
Sankara considers this identification of '!tman' with sheaths as being
caused by 'Avidya' or ignorance. Attributes of the body are super-
imposed on the 'Self' if a man thinks of himself only. Vivekananda
considers this state as hypnosis into weakness by surroundings. The
province of Ved1nta (Upanishads) is the de-hypnotization of the 'Self'.

Ved1nta says that a knower of Brahman becomes fearless. Fear
originates from duality. Because an illumined soul experiences the
non-dual Brahman, he can never fear anyone so have no fear.

As Swami Vivekananda says :
"Ask questions and find out

 the truth for yourself
Never believe anything unless

 you know it is true."

"Be strong and fearless"
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5:3. ETHICS
Man is the only ethical subject of the universe according to

Sankaracharya.

Ethics is a set of moral principles and rules of conduct. Ethical
judgements generally take two forms.

1) Theory of Values : It deals with significance of values to be
followed.

2) Theory of Obligation : It deals with the theory of what is
to be done.

One must know the ends to be kept in view before knowing
the means to be employed to achieve them. Means and ends are the
essential aspects of life. Means is way to achieve a result. End means
a thing one seeks to attain, often used as ends. Ex – He will do anything
to achieve his ends. – 'Ends and means.

Owing to ignorance ('Avidya') man identifies himself with the
finite body and seeks pleasure through that medium. The true method
therefore is to get over 'Avidya' to realise one's natural Self. This is
lasting bless. This is the theory of values which is to be followed.
Sankaracharya insists that knowledge of the basic reality alone will
lead to liberation from fetters of Avidya (ignorance) which is at the
root of miseries. Its removal is the subject of all the Upanishads. He
says, Karmas have nothing to do with liberation proper which is
due to Self-knowledge alone. What ever leads to the attainment of
knowledge is to be adopted as right action. This sumsup Sankaracharya's
theory of obligation.

Regarding the means of liberation, Sankaracharya finds difference
between internal (antaranga) and external (bahiranga) means. Direct
knowledge of the Self is the internal and direct means. Others are
external means. Qualification for knowledge is four fold according to
Sankaracharya.
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1) Discrimination between internal and non-internal.
2) Non-attachment to enjoyment of fruits eternal and non-eternal.
3) Rigorous discipline in the form of control of mind and bodily

organs.
4) Desire for liberation.

These four qualifications together constitute what Sankaracharya
calls "Citta Suddhi" (purification of mind). It qualifies a person for the
knowledge of Self.

Scriptural duties like 'Dana', 'Tapa', 'Agnihotra etc. without
desire for fruit are moderately useful for the purification of mind –
But they have to be given up after purification. Sankaracharya insists
on renunciation of all karmas after this stage as a condition of self-
knowledge. Jnana and Karma are inherently opposed according to him.
The actions after realisation are not karmas. Sankaracharya does not
suggest that no physical activity is at all possible after knowledge.

Sankaracharya insisted on observation of caste rules and of the
rules of 'Asramas' – periods of life in a religions point of view, life
being dided into four such periods. He insisted on this in conformity
with his own times. The Vedic rules did not however apply to some
sections of society and yet they obtain liberation through God's grace.
The gates of eternal knowledge are open to all true aspirants. All forms
of religion must ultimately come together towards the rise of Self-
knowledge. Without this knowledge pilgrimage and other observances
would not lead to liberation.

According to Sankaracharya, ethics has meaning during the state
of 'Avidya' only (ignorance). Ethical values cease to operate in respect
of a liberated person. The vedas also have no meaning for him.
Injunctions and prohibitions do not apply to the liberated man. He
becomes his super-normal. Moral behaviour becomes his nature. His
every act is grounded is Self. Knowledge and it leads to the highest
truth or in an expression of reality itself. The Self-realised person
leads such a life till his 'Prarabdha Karma' (the effects of Karma that
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have already commenced to be experienced) is exhausted and he is
merged in the Infinite permanently.

The purpose of life should be to break down the barrier of ego
and realise Brahman, the innermost 'Self' in all beings. The means to
that end is to see 'One Self' revealed in all and to love and equally.
So the man of attainment who has arrived at the goal of Divine
Consciousness devotes his life to the service of all. One who aspires
to the Divine state should like wise devote himself to the service of
God in humanity.

"He who judges pleasure or pain everywhere, by the same
standard as he applies to himself, is regarded as a perfect yogi". (Gita
6-32)

He does not any more shrink from pleasure and pain. As he
sees God in the world, he fears nothing but embraces all in the equality
of the Vision of the Self. The inner life of man must possess perfect
tranquity, and freedom from passions and passionate desires in order
that he may realise the blissful Brahman.

The tranquility is not an indolence, incapacity, insensibility or
inertia. It is full of immortal power capable of all action, adjusted to
deepest delight, open to profoundest love, and compassion and to bliss
('Ananda'). To gain this tranquility one should practise self-control.
Sankara says, "By whom is the world conquered? By him who has
conquered his own mind?"

Self-Control does not mean repression and inhibitions talked
about so much in the language of the recent psychology of the west.
This very thing is condemned by Sri Krishna in unmistakable terms.

"He who restrains his organs of action but continues to revolve
in his mind over the objects of sense and who is deluded is said to be
a hypocrite (a man of false conduct)". (Gita 3-6)

But at the same time Gita does not offer the behaviouristic
remedy of giving free play to all impulses and all desires, which is
creating a condition of moral chaos among the youths of today.
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"The turbulent senses do violently snatch away the mind of
even a wise man, striving after perfection. The stead fast, having
controlled them all, sits with his mind focussed on me as the Supreme.
His wisdom is steady whose senses are under control." (Gita 2-60,61)

This ideal of control means in short the directing of the thoughts
and energies of the mind towards a higher ideal. Direction rather than
repression is the method of the Hindus for control of the operation of
mind.

According to the Gita, fearlessness, purity of mind, steadfastness
in knowledge and concentration, charity, self-control and sacrifice, study
of scriptures, austerity and uprightness, vigour, forgiveness, courage in
pain and misery, freedom from intention to do evil and excessive
pride – these are the assets of him who is born with divine nature.

The qualities of those who aim at power, glory and easy life
are : display of wealth and luxury, arrogance, excessive pride, anger,
harshness and ignorance. (Gita 16-1 to 4)

However, the distinction is neither exclusive nor comprehensive.
Many have the nature of both. Mahabharata says, "Nothing is wholly
good or wholly evil".

"n1tyantam gunavat kincin n1tyantam do=avat tatha" –
Mahabharata – as quoted in the Bhagavad Gita (Ch 16) (P335)

By Dr. S. Radhakrishna.

Lord Krishna says (Gita 16-21) "The gateway of the hell leading
to the ruin of the Self (soul) is three fold – lust, anger and greed.
Therefore one should abandon these three".

Regarding self-control and the moral life, the Gita lays great
stress on self exertion for the sake of self-improvement and at the same
time exalts Divine grace and the need for us to surrender ourselves to
God. "The Self is to be saved by one's own Self (soul)", Man through
his strivings ultimately learns that all the success he gains is only by
Divine grace. This is what is meant by reliance upon a higher will.
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Sri Ramakrishna expressed this truth thus : "The breeze of Divine
grace is blowing upon all. But one needs to set sail to feel this breeze
of grace".

The doctrine of unity and plurality has absorbed the attention of
the student's mind very much vaguely as 'Atma tattva has been varyingly
interpreted by commentators and critics and the Gita merely hits at it
(2-22 to 26) Pessimist scholars of more recent times observe : when
thought dares to get into the complicated network of analysis, it discovers
that there is individual behind society. When it becomes free from its
normal function it turns inward and discovers the Self. The mysticism
of man has discovered this inner Self peculiar to himself – call it God
or what ever else you like. This is due to thinking of more personal
nature.

Inspite of westerner's general indifference to Indian philosophy,
some of them could grasp the core idea of the Bhagavad Gita. R.W.
Emerson is one of them. Philosopher and poet, Emerson (1803-1882)
was an idealist who had read Indian literature and assimilated Indian
philosophical thought. His famous poem 'Brahma' really deals with
the Indian Concept of 'Brahman' the Absolute, rather than with Brahma,
the creator.

"If the red slayer think he slays,
or if the slain think he is slain,

They know not well the subtle ways
I keep, and pass and turn again".

If Siva (the red slayer) the destroyer in the form of Rudra thinks
he kills and if the killed thinks he is killed, they donot know the subtle
ways in which the Absolute (Self) regulates the cycle of birth, growth,
death and birth again.

This is similar to what we find in the Bhagavad Gita (11-32).
Lord Krishna says, "I am the mighty world-destroying time now engaged
in wiping out the world. Even without you the warriors arrayed in
hostile armies shall not live".
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Time is the prime mover of the universe. God is thought of as
time, and He is perpetually creating and destroying. Time is a
continuous stream of change and it moves on unceasingly. The
Supreme Being takes up the responsibility for both Creation and
destruction. God has control over time because He is outside of it and
we also shall obtain power over time if we rise above it.

Man has eternally sought perfectibility. No bounds have been
fixed to the improvement of human faculties. The perfectibility of man
is absolutely indefinite and the progress of this perfection has no other
limit than the duration of the Earth. Intellect rests on intuition and
moral life on spiritual freedom. It is the germ out of which the flower
of perfection evolves.

There is another source of tranquility and joy which is the
concept of beauty, that lies with in man. It is to be awakened for
realising tranquility. It is everywhere in the universe in everything.
What is the Beauty? It is abstract and all pervasive. It is the 'Eternal
Light' – Sphota, the source of the universe. It is the symbol of 'OM'
(AUM) – the primal sound of creation. The endless tranquility and
beauty emanating from thi Light manifests itself in everything around
in universe. The concept of that 'Beatific Vision' sprouts joy and
tranquility in the minds which are open to that concept and vision. The
vision of 'Beauty' is eternal 'Bliss'. It is the Vision of Reality.

First we shall see now the revelation of outer Reality with
regard to birth of man from biological point of view. Then we shall
move on  to Inner Reality from Upanishadic point of view. Biological
point of view is scientific and upanishadic point of view of spiritual.
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6. REVELATION

6:1. THE OUTER REALITY
The Outer Reality deals with birth of man from biological

point of view. From the point of view 'GENOME THEORY' which
expresses the source of human birth is an essential subject to know
and understand.

GENOME (Based on the books on Genome)

Biologists accept the theory of evolution, but they reject the
theory of reincarnation. 'Atma' finds no place in their view. Only
Genome predominates their thinking. Genome is not in any way related
to the upanishads. But we cannot deny the fact that everything that
happens in the universe is a part of the mystery of creation. Nothing
escapes from the grasp of M1ya, the power of Brahman. Everything
happens as M1ya intends and M1ya is the core point of the upanishads,
because consciousness of Brahman is Nature (Prakriti) and Man is
Nature's replica. So we can say that Genetics is the material expression
of Karma theory; in other words it is the abstract manifestation of
karma.

"Know then thyself" said Alexander Pope (1688-1744), the Chief
Poet of his period in England, "the proper study of mankind is man, a
being darkly wise, and rudely great with too much knowledge for the
sceptic side, with too much weakness for the stoic's pride (indifferent
to pain and pleasure). He hangs between in doubt to act or rest;
indoubt to deem himself a god or beast; in doubt his mind or body to
prefer; born but to die and reasoning but err; alike in ignorance, his
reason such, whether he thinks too little or too much; chaos of thought
and passion, all confused; still by himself abused or disabused; credited
half to rise and half to fall; great lord of all things, yet a prey to all;
sole judge of truth in endless error hurdled : the glory, jest and riddle
of the word." (From 'An Essay on Man')
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True it is, man is a riddle of the world and the machine behind
is Genome. Genome is a set of human genes and gene is a unit of
heredity composed of DNA or RNA and it forms a part of a chromosome
that determines a particular characteristic of an individual. Chromosome
is one of the thread like structures usually found in the cell nucleus that
carry the genetic information in the form of genes.

Genome is a packaged set of twenty three separate pairs of
chromosomes. Of these, twenty two pairs are numbered in approximate
order of size. Number (1) is the largest and Number (22) is the
smallest. The remaining pair consists of the sex chromosomes : two
large 'X' chromosomes in women; one 'X' and one small 'y' in men. In
size the 'X' comes between chromosomes '7' and '8' where as the 'y' is
the smallest.

The number '23' has no significance because many species like
the apes have more chromosomes and many have less number.

This is not a book on Genome. So only that much required will
be given within the limits allowed by the prime subject of this work.

A packaged set of human chromosomes is called human
Genome. Modern Genetics is a terrifying bush of thorns full of terms
not in use. Only in recent times 'Genome Theory' has been given
some shape. But biologists say that research work on genetics is not
yet complete.

The information of genetic codes enclosed in a life cell is called
'Genome'. The genome in all the life cells of a person remains the same.
There is genome in every living being. It is said that in one life cell of
a human there is genome built with 300 crore codes of information.

If we put it in brief every living being has life cells and every
cell has a nucleus with 23 pairs of chromosomes in it. There are genome
bundles in chromosomes. This is how the human body is formed. The
signals given by genome are highly complicated. If we think that the
chromosomes are formed with bundles of genes without any cause, you
are mistaken. Every chromosome has its own individuality. It is said
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that human genome contains 60 thousand to 80 thousand genes. Of them
only 8 thousand are discovered. Still new genes are being discovered
at a rate of 100 genes per month. Some day in future all the genes may
be discovered.

As already said modern genetics is a thorny bush because the
technical terms are very confusing. Human body contains 100 thousand
crore life cells. Every life cell is extremely small with a diameter of one
tenth (1/10) of a millimeter. Every life cell has a black dot or spot called
Nucleus. Every Nucleus contains two complete genomes. There is only
one genome in the egg in a woman and also in man's sperm. There are
no genomes in the red corpuscles of human blood. One set of genomes
comes from the mother. There are subtle differences between the
genes of father and mother. The differences are the main reason for
the differences in the eyes and skin colour of the humans. When a child
is born one complete set of genome is transferred into it. The
chromosomes that come from the parents exchange small parts. This is
called 'Recombination'.

If we consider man as a book the genome in his life cells becomes
that book. Let us put it in simpler way. Think genome is a book and
there are 23 chapters in it. The chapters are the chromosomes. Each
chapter has so many episodes or stories. Each episode is a gene.

Naturally every story has parts. Here these parts are called
'Exons'. In between these exons some unwanted things may be formed
These are called 'Introns'. Paragraphs in a story are formed with words.
Here 'Condons' are like the words. Every word is formed with letters
and here the 'Bases' are like the letters. It is said that there will be 100
crore words in the book called Genome. If we divide it into volumes,
it comes to 5000 parts or volumes. If we read it at the rate of one word
per a second it takes 100 years to read the whole book of 'Genome'.
This is all just a figurative account of genome to say that genome is
endless. There is another problem. To grasp completely the signs with
digits of the groups of genes it may take more than a century time.
More over there is a complication. Some Codes of genomes are from
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left to right and some others are from right to left. However these two
types will not be at the same time.

How to write genome signs? Genome signs are only three-letter
words. These letters are like the bases. But the letters are only four :
A, C, G and T. Their meaning is Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine and
Thymine. These signs can not be found in books. They are formed on
the long chains made of sugar and phosphate. These chains are called
D.N.A. The molecules of DNA are joined by side-rings also called
'Bases'. In every chromosome there is a pair of DNA atoms.

Genome has another strange habit. At favourable time it makes
a photocopy of itself and reads it. This photo making is called
'Replication' and reading is called 'Translation'. Four letters (bases) help
in replication. Some bases have peculiar characteristics. 'A' likes to
mate with (associate with) 'T'. Similarly 'G' likes to mate with 'C'. So
one strand in a DNA arranges 'A' facing 'T' and 'C' facing 'G' and makes
a copy of it itself.

DNA is usually like two snake spirally twisted together going
up. DNA always keeps on copying. So one copy becomes original for
another. The order of the letters ACGT becomes TGCA. DNA always
keeps on replicating but already contains the same information.

Reading or translating the signs is some times complicated.
The signs in the genes are replicated by coupling the letters. But the
replication does not belong to DNA. It belongs to RNA which is a
slightly different chemical. This also uses the same letters except 'T'. 'U'
is used in place of 'T'. RNA copy is called messenger or courier. 'Introns'
which cause obstructions are removed and 'exons' are twisted together.

The messenger (RNA copy) makes friends with Ribosome
which is a sort of microscopic machine. RNA makes this Ribosome.
Ribosome moves on with RNA. It reads or translates every three-letter
word ('Condons') and changes every word into a letter in the 'Alphabet'.
This 'Alphabet' contains 20 letters which are called amino acids'. Each
letter in the amino acid is brought by atom (a minute particle) of
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different form. This atom is known as transfer RNA. In the series of
'Condons' these amino acids also are attached to one another as a chain.
After translating the message the chain of amino acids wraps itself up
into a roll in the same order. These rolls are called Proteins. So proteins
are amino acids.

Everything in our body right from hair to a harmone is formed
by proteins. Every protein is translated gene. All chemical reactions in
human body are caused by proteins. Such proteins which cause
chemical reactions are called Enzymes. To make photo replicas, to
correct the errors, to being about or to produce DNA and RNA – all
these works are done by proteins. Along with the text of gene signs, as
promoter in the beginning stage and also enhancer the proteins divert
the path of the genes.

When genes are replicated there is possiblity of errors some-
times. A letter may become wrong or a wrong letter may be included
and some sentences and paragraphs may be duplicated fully or may be
dropped or may be reversed. This is called mutation. Mostly there is
neither use nor harm from these mutations. For example, there is no
harm if a Condon mutates with another Condon having the same amino
acids. What is amino acid? Amino acid is the meaning of the term
Condon (word). There are 64 varieties of Condons but amino acids are
only twenty's so most of DNA words have the same meaning. Human
beings of one generation credit or gather one hundred mutations. But
these mutations don't require much consideration, because there are over
ten lakh Condons in human genome. But if mutation occurs at a wrong
place it becomes fatal.

Rules are always there, but there are exceptions also along with
them. Same is true in the case of genes also.

All genes may not be with 23 pairs of chromosomes. Some are
little blobs. These blobs are called mitochondria.

The mitochondrias are like free moving bacteria, but there may
be some genes in them. All genes may not be made of DNA. Some
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viruses make use of RNA. Further, all genes are not proteins. Some
genes change as RNA while some as proteins or they may directly get
into work like Ribosome part of RNA or like transfer RNA. All
chemical reactions may not be prompted by proteins. RNA may
promote some reactions. Every protein may not come from genes.
Some genes may come in other ways. All Condons (three-letter words)
may not specify amino acids. Some may specify 'stop' sign. Finally total
DNA may not speak of genes.

How is this? This is like somthing formed without order or like
series formed again and again. This DNA looks like a junk. What is all
this? This is a part of the mystery of creation. However much scientists
boast of their discovers, it is not certain that they will be able to break
the mystery completely. In fact, they are not discovering anything new.
Everything is a part of mystery. They are only trying to find out what
is happening and not why it is happening.

Man looks superior to the genes in him because he is trying to
find them and open their secret. It looks there may be truth in it. So
far gene has remained a concealed secret. Now the secret is slowly
coming to light. Answers to some questions about genes are being known.
But at the same time new questions and doubts are cropping up.

Gene is a unit of heredity composed of DNA or RNA and is
formed as a part of a chromosome that determines or particular
characteristic of an individual.

Genome is a big riddle or puzzle. It is said that the responsibility
of human behaviour lies with the genome. But the recent evidences
reveal that it is not completely true. The influence of the surroundings
seems to be of primary importance. Arguments cropped up regarding
the number of genes in man. Genetic signs in humans seem to be alike
in all ethnic groups (of a social group having a common national or
cultural tradition), say the biologists. They say that it is discovered that
99% of genetic signs in a human being are similar. In different stages
of evolution hundreds of genes exchanged with bacteria. Similarly this
exchange occured with worms and insects.
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As already mentioned DNA is like two snakes in spirally
twisted embrace. Some compared it to a ladder. Each of the four
letters in a gene is a chemical unit. This letter is like a step of a ladder.
Crores of series of letters in a genome reveal our genes. It gives
indication for the production of proteins necessary for forming life
cells and make them work. Variation of genes is seen more in Africa.
Some say that in countries outside Africa only sub-set genes are found.
This is only to propagate the idea that humans are Africans in the
beginning and later migrated to other countries. Itis only in the proposal
state and it could not get the approval of majority. Infact, majority of
the people rejected it.

Scientists themselves admit that there may be some dangers
due to genome research. The theory or proposal that Africans are in
majority may lead to racial discrimination. Too much thinking about
genetic diseases may result in Genetic Hypochondria. Too much of
importance of genes may generate blind faith that genes are everything
for human character. In truth, genes are only a part of man not the
whole. It is delusion to think that genome alone tells us what it means
to be a human.

Genes in humans are more complex than in flies and insects
because they are formed by the combination of many. Human genes are
regulated by intricate control circuits. Genes become divided into many
parts or pieces and these pieces become proteins. Again and again
proteins combine and form different combinations. This combination of
proteins is called 'protiome'. This is more complex. Some say that clear
proteins are 90 thousand and others put the figure at 2,50,000. Proteins
react immediately when conditions are changed. These revolve round
the life cells and protect their stability by getting separated into bits or
fragments. This nature of proteins looks very strange. One proteine in
our body does many works and also many together complete a work.

The process of gene formation or forming genetic recipe is very
complex. But some say that it is not more complex than man made
machines.
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It is true that genetic analysis helps to identify various diseases
and find suitable medicine for the diseases. Alteration of single letter of
the genetic code causes differences between persons. This alternation of
one letter in gene signs (letters) is called 'snip'. Due to this 'snip' some
abnormal proteins are produced. They don't work properly. Because of
these proteins medicines work instantly without any side-effects or
allergy on some people. However on some other people 90% of
medicines produce severe side-effects or allergy. This is what is called
reaction of the medicine.

The proteins that cause chemical reaction in our body are called
enzymes. Some sort of defects in genes that produce proteins cause
diseases in children. Thus genes have a prominent role in health matters
life long. More detailed discussion about genetic diseases is not possible
with in the scope of this book. So let us close this matter here.

A question arises, what for is this genetic mystery within the
purpose of this book which is basically spiritual? What is 'spiritual'?
Realising the meaning of 'The Vision of Reality' is the purpose of
spirituality. 'Reality' is a mystery. Both the physical and the spiritual are
part of this mystery. We have to unravel these twin aspects. Then only
we can enter the portals the Vision of Reality.

I am not a geneticist. I have given here the information I have
gathered from various sources as much as necessary to clarify the
mystery of Creation. I may kindly be pardoned if any mistakes have
tumbled in, in the explanation of genetic terms.

6:2. HEREDITY
He who would search for pearls must dive below : That is where

the heredity lies in the net of genes led by DNA and RNA in the cob
web of life cells in human body. The following are the elements or
factors that decide heredity.

The substances that pass on hereditary characteristics among
plants and animals are called genes. Heredity provides for modification
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of its own machinary. The genes that create colour are in pairs. That
means two genes for red and two more for white colour. When
they are merged one red gene and one white gene come together. The
seed of that plant will be red-white seed. From that seed plant with
red-white genes sprouts. That plant will have all red flowers. Why? It
is because red gene is stronger and more powerful than white gene.
Mendel produced a theory called Mendelism. Theory of heredity is
based on recurrence of certain inherited characteristics transmitted by
genes. Mendel's theory says that red gene swallows white gene.

1) When flowers with mixed genes of red and white are self-
pollinated. Only red genes come together from both the pollen and
the female ovule and only red flowers are produced.

2) When a pollen grain with white gene mates with the female ovule
with red gene, then also only red flower is produced because red
gene is stronger.

3) Similarly when a pollen grain with red gene mates with the female
ovum with white gene, then again red flower is produced.

4) But when a pollen grain with white gene mates with the female
ovum with white gene, then only white flower is produced because
both are white genes.

This mating is in four ways; three times red flowers and once
white flowers are produced. This is called Mendel Ratio (3:1).

In all beings mating of genes happens in the same way. In the
third generation red and white flowers are produced in 3:1 ratio.

In the first generation black and white are produced. In second
generation the white completely disappeared. But in third generation the
white appears in a fixed ratio. This was experimented on black and white
hares.
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In Plants :

Pollen grain (male) mates with female ovule.

1) Red pollen + Red ovule = Produce R.R. plant with
       (R) +     (R) all red flowers.

2) White pollen + Red ovule = Produce W.R. plant with all red
       (W) +     (R) flowers because red gene is stronger.

3) Red pollen + White ovule = Produce red white plant with all red
       (R) +     (W) flowers because red gene is stronger.

4) White pollen + White ovule = Produce complete white (W.W)
       (W) +     (W) plant because both are white genes

and there are no red genes. So all
white flowers.

In Animals :
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There is one peculiarity here. Four types of mating are mentioned
above. In R.W (Red + White) or W.R (White and Red) plants there are
half red genes and half white genes. So it comes to the fact that
half genes are not red and the other half genes are not white. As already
mentioned their mating should happen in four ways. So three parts
(3/4) will be essentially red flowers and the remaining one part (1/4)
will be white.

Of the three parts mentioned (red flowers) only one part (1/3) is
R.R. flowers. Plants that come from these flowers produce only red
flowers. The plants that come from the remaining 2 parts (2/3) produce
R.W. flowers produce three parts red flowers (3/4) and one part white
flowers.

W.W. (White pollen + White ovule) produce white flowers only.

Even if the process is tried any number of times, the same result
will be obtained.

Not only in plants but in all organisms there are genes. Gene
is a unit of heredity composed of DNA or RNA forming part of a
chromosome that determines a particular characteristic of any individual.

DNA = Dioxyribo nucleic acid
RNA = Ribo nucleic acid

There is one more aspect in evolution called cell division.

There are two types of cell division.
     1) Mitosis,  2) Meiosis

1) Mitosis : is a type of cell division that results in two daughter cells,
each having the same number and kind of chromosomes
as the parent nucleus.

2) Meiosis : is a type of cell division that results in two daughter cells
each having half the nuclear and kind of chromosomes.

Human way of life is formed basing on evolution and heredity
in rebirth. Everything that we see in this world follows cause and effect.
"Cause and effect" is a universal law. Effect is perceptible but cause
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remains imperceptible. We can see the apple falling from the tree but
the force of gravity which is the cause is not visible. Everything that
we see is a part of various expressions of different forces. These forces
as invisible agents work on minute invisible substances. These agents
or forces form the subtle states in the world that we see. When this
subtle force gets form it becomes visible as gross object. So every
gross object that we see is the expressed form of the subtle force that
works on subtle particles of matter.

When the subtle particles of Hydrogen and oxygen are joined
by chemical force, water is produced. But we cannot separate water
from Hydrogen and Oxygen. When subtle stage is changed, gross stage
also changes. That means the gross form depends on the subtle form.
It is same for plants or animals. So is the subtle form of a tree. In
man also the gross body is related to the subtle body with in itself.
The movements and changes of the subtle body are the source for the
movements and changes of the gross body. The subtle body expresses
itself in a corresponding gross form.

Ved1nta says, that Conscience is the subtle body. It is internal
organ known as mind substance. Mind has variant forms : mind, intellect,
understanding, memory, sense organs, motor organs, five forms of vital
air, – all these are the variants of mind. Every work done by our body
and is stored in subtle forms called impressions in our subtle body.
After some time they come out in the form of desires. It is not possible
to resist these desires. The desires form the new body.

Human form corresponds to the human will. So the individual
body structure corresponds to the character, desires, will and thoughts
of the individual. The outer nature is nothing but expression of inner
nature. Thoughts and desires which have been powerful in life time
become stronger at the time of death. But they are not visible. Whether
we remember them or not they are the root cause for the formation of
our nature (character). We get reincarnation with the same nature. This
nature is the cause of inequalities and variations among the individuals.
Every subtle body stores these impressions of past experiences in sub-
conscious state.
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What is meant by heriditary features and how are they related to
reincarnation? Al physicists, materialists, atheists and agnostics accepted
the theory of heredity. Further there are some people who believe that
humans still continue to have hereditary characteristics of the first born
man and woman. Passing on certain specific physical and mental
features from parents to their children is called heredity.

The theory of heredity is not new. It has been there from times
immemorial. But this has come into more prominence after the
propagation of Darwinean theory of evolution of species. More and
more findings in biological research work revealed that heredity
means not simply the passing on of physical features but also individual
characteristics. However, it is not that easy to explain the hereditary
features as to speak of them. It is highly a complex problem.

The German biologist August Weismann (died in 1914) proposed
that self acquired characteristics of the parents will not be passed on
to their children. This theory is known as Weismannism. This is the
theory of heredity assuming continuity of germ plasm and non-
transmission of acquired characteristics. Acquired characteristics are not
transmitted. The parents may acquire certain characteristics by their
individual efforts, but they cannot transmit them to their children.
According to Weismann, an organism cannot acquire anything unless
it has the pre-disposition to acquire it.

There is a strong belief that the characteristics of the parents
are transmitted to one of their children and the other will get the
characteristics of his or her parents. But there seems to be no scientific
bais for this faith. The substance responsible for hereditary features in
the human body is called germ-plasm.

Germ-plasm is a fluid substance present in the blood. It is
called 'gene'. 'Germ' means that which originates and 'plasm' means
that which gives form. Germ-plasm is present in chromosomes. It is the
root cause for hereditary features.

After the discovery of DNA in 1953, the hereditary matters
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became more complicated. DNA is a self-replication material. It is in
the chromosomes, which means that chromosomes are formed by the
DNA. Heredity is a part of the process of the evolution of life and
of the causes which act directly dining 'Ontogeny' (origin and develop-
ment of an individual).

Heridity looks very strange. In some families the children are
like photocopies of their parents. In certain other families the children
have none of the features of their parents. What ever may be the reason
it is all nothing but mystery of creation. It is said, that when the germ
cells have intention only, they take the parental features and give them
complete form as the children's individual features. So heredity means
uninterrupted flow of the germ cells from generation to generation. So
parents are only a channel for this flow.

As Ved1nta says the subtle body is the germ of life. God or
parents are not responsible for the characteristics of the children. It is
the past karma of the children that forms their nature. Of the children
of the same parents one is not the same as the other. It is their past
karma that is behind all this drama of their life.

Heredity does not mean prototype. Only certain features and
characteristics are transmitted. In rare cases only, children are like
photocopies of their parents. Then there is one question. How can a
child get its grand father's features, who died long, long ago? Science
says that all these features pre existed in the form of proto plasmic
cell, but it is not known when and in what form they come out.

When tributaries flow into a larger river, the water in the main
river is not changed. Only some new water comes into the main river.
Similarly a young man receives certain characteristic impressions
which come through the channel of his parents. A tree gets certain
peculiarities the surroundings during its growth. So the root cell for
heredity is the subtle body which is the source of reincarnation.

Some people at a very early age acquire great proficiency in
fine arts, profound scholarship and resourcefulness. Is it heredity? It
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cannot be, because none of his ancestors was proficient in fine arts or
was a scholar. It is their own genius. The reason is that the impressions
concealed in the subtle body have come out at early age.

"What thou sowest thou must reap". The impressions of our
past karma are the source of our body, character and genius. These
impressions are the genes. This is called 'Genetic Science' which
describes the features transmitted from generation to generation.
Hereditary information remains concealed in code form in DNA. DNA
substance is in the chromosomes, that means chromosomes are formed
with DNA substance. The genetic codes in DNA are the genes.

There are 23 pairs of chromosomes in human beings. Man
and woman have equally 22 pairs. Then there is the last pair of
chromosomes, the 23rd. It remains separate. It is called sex chromo-
some. It contains 'XY' chromosomes. 'X' chromosome is big and 'Y'
chromosome is small. There are two 'X' chromosomes in women and
men have one 'X' and one 'Y' chromosome. 'Y' chromosome has made
identity. Of the remaining 22 pairs of chromosomes the first pair is the
biggest and 22nd is the smallest. These (1 to 23) numbers are identity
numbers and they don't have any other significance.

These chromosomes contain genes. For hereditary and evolution
of species, genes are the channels. The secret of life is concealed in
these 22 pairs of chromosomes. Modern science opened the doors for
new knowledge and brought the human mind nearer to the ultimate
reality of universe burning away the superstitions in the process.

What does science say?
1) Science rejects the faith that the universe is created from void

(nothing or vacuum) by a superhuman power.

2) The universe as it is today was suddenly created.

3) The universe undergoing changes for crores of years reached the
present stage.

4) Every age in this long process of changes is related to the past
age according to the law of cause and effect.
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5) This phenomenal universe subject to evolution developed
progressively and reached the present complex condition after
passing through the uniform condition.

6) Everything in this universe, right from solar system to a blade of
grass is formed through the process of evolution.

7) Planet Earth from the initial airy stage became hazy nebulous
mass and then through evolution reached the present stage.

8) All planets like the sun, the moon etc were formed similarly.

9) Similarly the living matter on this earth evolved to the present
stage from the stage of minute living cell.

10) Man was not formed suddenly. Directly or indirectly man is
related to lower animals and also to plants.

11) The life cell or living cell passing through many stages of
physical form evolved finally into the present human form.

Man is the summary of the whole Creation. What ever exists in
microcosm (small form) exists also in macrocosm (large form).

This is the 'Law of Nature'.

6:2:1. Procreation and Genes
The whole genetic programme reflects the rule of Nature. It is

nothing but a part of the mystery of Creation.

Life is essential for man. What is life? It is a condition that
distinguishes man (animals and plants also) from inorganic matter and
it includes the capacity for growth, functional activity and continual
change preceding death. Inorganic substance is of mineral origin. It is
a substance obtained by mining the earth. It is usually a metal or coal
obtained by digging earth. Opposite is organic which means an organized
physical structure with organs. An organic substance essentially contains
Carbon. In all human animal or plant bodies there is Carbon. Organic
also means structural, inherent, an organized whole without chemical
substance. Organic Chemistry is the Chemistry of Carbon compounds.
Inorganic matter has no life and growth.
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Without life physical body cannot exist. In a  life molecule there
are Crores of life cells which are the cause and source of growth
which is the symbol of life. In truth there is only one life in human
body. It is also called vital an which pervades the whole body in
different forms. So broadly life means the interior part of the body.
There are one hundred thousand crore life cells in human body.
Every life cell contains 23 pairs of chromosomes. The collection of
their signs or signals is named Genome. Apart from these, there is
two meter long DNA in every life cell. This contains all the life signs.

'X' chromosome is the seventh in size in the order of chromo-
somes. But its pair chromosome 'Y' is very small. Together they are
called the 23rd pair. In these pairs some have two 'XX' chromosomes
and others have one 'X' and one 'Y' chromosome. 'Y' chromosome is the
cause of male progeny. It is very small. Some say that 'Y' chromosome
will disappear incourse of time. Then will there be no men? It will be
a wonder.

'Y' chromosome is called genetic junk-yard. The male-determining
'Y' chromosome vanished or was destroyed long ago and only its
residue remained as the present 'Y' chromosome. There are only 40
genes in this chromosome. Its inability to cross over to pain with other
chromosomes is the reason for its dwarfism. Genes can be saved by
genetic mutation. Because 'Y' chromosome could not perform this
repair programme its genes gradually vanished. It is said that 'Y'
chromosome with completely vanish in about 50 lakh years. That
means there will be no men on this earth after 50 lakh years. What a
wonder? But it is common that no theory receives the approval of all
the scientists. Every theory faces rejection by some scientists. Same is
the case of disappearance of 'Y' chromosomes.

Some scientists found some common proofs in favour of 'Y'
chromosome. They say that 'Y' chromosome is more powerful than it
is said to be and that it has 78 genes. these are found in highly tangled
places in the chromosome. They reflect mutually and are repetitive in
nature. This system is called gene conversion. So the self-repair process
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is found in 'Y' chromosomes. Changes in 'Y' chromosome occur quite
often by intermixing.

The 'Y' chromosome transferred from father to son has 600
bases. So genetic deficiencies can be rectified within one generation.
Formed in such an orderly way, 'Y' chromosomes are found in humans
only.

There is a power that continues this genetic programme based
on karmic impressions. That power is self (Atman). Genetics is able to
reveal the cause for genetic deficiencies. But it is not able to say anything
about the cause for the causes. That cause for the cause is the karmic
impression. These karmic impressions are invisible. It is a power which
remains in the subtle body.

The process of reaction moves on by itself. Nobody interferes.
We go for reasons only when something strange happens. Science
speaks of cause and effect which are nothing but karmic impressions.
The form (manifestation) of nature is creation. Later creation progressed
by itself according to that process. Now and then certain strange occur.
That is also a part of the process. What we sow we reap. This is the
eternal truth behind the mystery of creation.

6:2:1:1. Some men cannot procreate, why?
The reason for some men becoming infertile is 'Y' chromosome.

Deletion of some mirror image regions is the cause. It is the place for
genetic mutation. Because of their repetitive nature, they delete
themselves at times. Certain genes present in 'Y' chromosome are
absent in 'X' chromosome and that is the reason for certain diseases
in women.

At first the genes were supposed to be the servants of the body.
But infact, body is the play ground for the genes. Body becomes a tool
for the genes to fulfil their desires. Though 23rd in order number 'X'
chromosome comes after 7th chromosome in size. Women have two
'X' chromosomes. One of them is a stiff and is in stand-still position.
It determines female sex. In men there is only one 'X' chromosome.
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Every child definitely gets one 'X' from the mother. Whether the child
is boy or girl depends on the chromosome it gets from its father. If
the child receives 'X' chromosome from its father also, it will be a
female. It will be male if it gets 'Y' chromosome from its father.

There are certain exceptions to this rule. There are some women
with 'XY' chromosomes. Why does this happen. The male gene that is
supposed to be on 'Y' chromosome may either be missed or destroyed.
As such they are women only in form. But why should this happen?
No answer is given so far. Some men have colour blindness because
they cannot see some colours. Some others have 'haemophelia'. Even a
minor injury causes heavy flow of blood for a long time. Gene in men
sit on 'X' chromosome. In some men there is no spare 'X' chromosome.
This causes the problems mentioned above. 'X' chromosome in men is
like a pilot flying the plane without a copilot.

In men's body 'Y' chromosome always fights with 'X' chromo-
some. 'X' chromosome is stronger. So the 'Y' chromosome runs away
and hides. It leaves behind certain 'signs' which are of no use to it. This
is called 'intergenomic conflict and enemy with in'.

There are genes both on 'X' and 'Y' chromosome. The genes on
the 'Y' chromosomes are useful to men but harmful to women. Similarly
the genes on the 'X' chromosomes are useful to women but harmful to
men. The recently discovered gene 'DAX' sits on the 'X' chromosome.
Some men though born with 'XY' chromosomes, are men genetically but
grow as women because of the two 'DAX' copies on 'X' chromosome.

The 'SRY' gene sitting on 'Y' chromosome makes men. One 'SRY'
gene defeats one 'DAX'. But two 'DAX' genes defeat one 'SRY' gene.
So 'X'-'Y' chromosomes never work for the good of the other. If they
get chance one tries to smash the other. The gene destroyed by 'Y'
chromosome is good for 'X' chromosome. Similarly the gene destroyed
by 'X' chromosome is good for 'Y' chromosome.

6:2:1:2. Some people have only girls. Why?
In some men a special gene is formed on the 'X' chromosome. It
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is fatal poison. Why is it formed only in some men? There is no answer.
This special gene destroys the sperm carrying 'Y' chromosome only.
So in copulation only 'X' chromosome enters the egg of the woman
resulting in the birth of girls only and not boys. Why, because there are
only 'X' chromosomes in woman and the 'Y' chromosome falls a prey
to the poisonous gene. Women born thus also will have only girl
children and no boys. Why, because girls have only 'X' chromosomes
and they also get the poisonous gene along with the 'X' chromosome
from her father.

If the 'Y' chromosome happens to escape the fatal gene that man
will get male child. There will be no poisonous gene in the male child
born thus. Men born thus will have only male children and no female
children because the 'Y' chromosome in them is free from the poisonous
gene.

This looks very strange. But the genetic scientists say it is true.
Same thing happens in butterflies. Hence 97% only female butterflies
are born. Similar is the case in humans also. There are many families
which have only female children. It is a well known fact that some
generations have more female children and less male children.

'Y' chromosome removes most of its genes due to fear of attack
by 'X' chromosomes. As already mentioned gene conversion occurs in
tangled places in 'Y' chromosomes. This does not fall in the way of
'X' chromosome. Not only that, the 'SRY' gene present in 'Y' chromo-
some is powerful. So male race is saved from extinction. If male race
becomes extinct there can be no creation. It is the mystery of creation.
Genetically there is no chance of female race becoming extinct.

If you still think that evolution is for the good of the species, stop
thinking so right now, say the geneticists. There is no 'Y' chromosome
in women. So 'Y' chromosome has freedom to secure genes that do
some good to men and cause harm to women.

Man's sperm floats in soup-like fluid. There are proteins, products
of genes in this fluid. This flows from the prostate gland which is
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present only in men. This carries the sperm into the vagina of the
woman. This helps to keep the sperm to survive even after entering
the Viginal Canal.

William Rice, the geneticist expressed a wise opinion about
this soup-like fluid. Proteins in this fluid enter the blood stream of the
woman and reach the mind. It reduces the instinct of copulation in her
and increases liking for him. That means man skilfully makes the
woman to like him. Sometimes by the influence of her chromosomes
the woman will resist his overtures. But after some time the influence
of the sperms enchroaches on the woman. That is why it is better for
the sperm to enter the egg in the woman as early as possible, says
William Rice.

The genes from the father form a placenta (a layer or membrane)
around the egg to prevent the resistance of the mother's genes. They
control the mother's blood pressure and also blood sugar and help the
growth of the embryo. Placenta is a tissue which joins the embryo
(foetus) to the inside its mother's womb. It nourishes and maintains
the foetus through the umblical cord and it is expelled after birth.

This is so far the description of 23rd chromosome. Now we move
on to the significations of other chromosomes.

The literature of genetics of today becomes outdated by
tomorrow. It requires updating or revising. So fast is new knowledge
of genetics. As such what ever is given here is the present knowledge
of genetics.

the idea that the gene and indeed life itself consists of digital
information is the essence of genetics.

Chromosomes Their signifacation

Chromosome (1) Indicates life which is a secret contained in the
chromosomes.

Chromosome (2) Indicates the story of human evolution from
an ape. So it signifies species.
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Chromosomes Their signifacation

Chromosome (3) History of genetics which forms the secret of
life.

Chromosome (4) Inherited disorders and diseases.

Chromosome (5) Effect of enironment and diseases.

Chromosome (6) Genes that influence intelligence.

Chromosome (7) Evolutionary psychlogy Anatomy and
behaviour.

This is Genomic conflict of 'X' and 'Y' chromosomes.
Chromosome (23) Chromosome (7) is the largest and
that comes in between 'X' chromosome comes next.
(7) and (8) depending
on the size.

Chromosome (8) Selfishness. Source of genetic finger printing.
(DNA finger printing)

Chromosome (9) Contains the gene that determines blood group
(AB, O)

Chromosome (10) Contains the gene that causes stress.

Chromosome (11) Personality genetics indiciating personality
differences.

Chromosome (12) Self-assembling embryology.

Chromosome (13) Geography of genes. Similiarity of
embryological genes in worms, flies, chicks
and people. It speaks of common descent.

Chromosome (14) Immortality of genome. Unbroken chain of
descent links.

Chromosome (15) This contains sex gene. Genomic imprinting.
All women become like their mothers. No man
does. That is his
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Chromosomes Their signifacation

Chromosome (16) Genetics of learning mechanisms. Heredity
provides for the modification of its own
machinery. That is memory.

Chromosome (17) Genes in the chromosome are linked with
death. Mutiny is a perpetual problem with
cells in the body. Every day there is a cell
that breaks ranks and starts to divide as if
unable to resist the age old call of genes to
reproduce themselves. If the cell can not be
stopped, the result is cancer.

Chromosome (18) The gene on this Chromosome suppresses
colon cancer. This suppressor gene has not
yet been located. It is elusive. When it is
located gene therapy becomes real.

Chromosome (19) Prevention is better than cure. Genetic screening
is being attempted. There are promises and
perils of genetic screening. This revolution has
not yet come. Location of prevention gene is
expected very soon.

Chromosome (20) On this chromosome (20) there lies a fasci-
nating mystery. This mystery is to be opened.
Mere revelation that it is there yielded two
Noble Prizes.

Chromosome (21) This is the smallest human chromosome. It
signifies 'Engenics' which means improving
the human population by controlled breeding.
Engenic breeding of the best is encouraged by
halting breeding of the worst.

Chromosome (22) This contains the gene that signifies free will.
If our actions are determined then we are not
responsible for them, or if they are the result
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Chromosomes Their signifacation

of random events then also we are not
responsible for them. This chromosome
contains a massive and complicated gene.
Free-will does not come from this gene. It
comes from society and culture.

Chromosome (23) Contains ever fighting 'X'–'Y' chromosomes.
'X'–'Y' chromosomes Already explained.

6:2:2. Human Body is a Battle Field
Male peacock expands its big tail in display like a fan to attract

the peahen which generally shows much resistance. Instead of forcing
the peahen, the peacock tries to court her. It is said that this effort or
courtship is found in all species. Female species either shows acceptance
or resistance. In evolution this is called sexual selection. Sexual selection
is an expression of sexual antagonism (opposition) between genes for
seduction and genes for resistance.

Bill Hilton was the first scientist to identify this sexual anta-
gonism. Bill Hilton said that the opinions held so far were completely
shaken and efforts started to find the truth.

Genome is not the monolithic databank. It is not an executive
team devoted to one project. It is not a team always devoted to the
project of producing new genes for procreation. Truth is otherwise.
Genome is like a 'Board of Directors' of a Company.  There is always
struggle between individual members of the 'Board' for power. They
are egotists and so factions are developed. Genome also is similar.
Genome is a group of genes fighting always for power.

So our body is a battle field. It is a coalition that is always
prone to division. This is gene coalition. Genome is like an empire
that may be broken at anytime due to contraversial orders of the
authorities struggling in turbulence. Our body looks united but it is
only a delusion. All are in one, that means all the genes are in one
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person. Woman is there in man, son and daughter is there in the father.
Our body is full of segments of chromosomes always engaged in fight.
This is the secret of Nature and it is the mystery of creation.

Doctors are trying to cure certain diseases by gene therapy. If
they succeed it is good. It is not against the law of karma? No, it is
not. As long as we are undergoing the effects of karma, we don't find
the ways of cure or therapy. When the karma is exhausted the way
appears by itself. If we understand the doctrine of karma wisely, we will
know that it is not against anything. But blind faiths or superstitions
are very dangerous.

On April 25, 1953, an American brologist James Watson and a
British scientist Francis Crick together announced the double helix
form of DNA (like a corled curve or like a water spring). This is very
helpful in determining the heredity. But is leads to danger if we cross
the rules of Nature. Science means systematized knowledge. But
knowledge alone is not enough. It must be aided by wisdom. Proper and
rational use of knowledge is wisdom. Knowledge without wisdom is
dangerous. This is of Atombomb led to mass destruction. This is a clear
example of knowledge without wisdom.

Similar is the case of cloning. Cloning is creating or making
exactly identical animals or men. Clone is a person or animal regarded
as identical with another. The whole world opposed when efforts
started to make human clones. Cloning is done by making other cells
from stem cells. Stem cell is an undifferentiated cell from which
specialised cells develop. How dangerous it will be when human clones
are formed, we can imagine. This is what is called scientific terrorism.

Wisdom is to make good use of knowledge. DNA in finger
prints in Crime investigation, DNA in diagnosis are some of the good
uses of scientific discoveries.

Genetic information regarding hereditary characteristics of the
beings is stored in the filament-like substance called DNA. DNA is a
long complicated particle or molecule but its structure is simple. Two
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chains twisted together as if in embrace are in a ladder-like form.
That is DNA. The chains are two wall-like structures made of sugar
and phosphate molecules. Walls are joined by bands made of four
chemical substances called Adenine (A), Cytosone (C), Guanine (G)
and Thymine (T). 'ACGT'

These substances are arranged in a specific way. These chemical
substances are called genetic signs which are otherwise called
Nucleotides. Hereditary characteristics or features depend on the way
these four letters are arranged. These four letters form different pairs.
These Necleotides are joined by Hydrogen. The letter 'A' joins the
letter 'T'; and the letter 'G' joins 'C'. Every 'Necleotide' (letter) has one
sugar molecule and one phosphorus molecule. 'Nucleotides' are
identified by their Nitrogen based units (ACGT). Every three pairs
(triplets) in DNA produce one kind of amino acid.

Human genome is a book of information. It may bring about
revolutionary changes in medical field. Geneticists say that it is not
impossible to get immortality if we know the genes that bring about
old age and give the necessary treatment.

If this is achieved scientists may face one problem. They don't
believe the puranas that speak of elixer and gods who drank that elixer.
If they can make humans immortal, they lose the chance of denying
the existence of gods who drank the elixer (amrita). They may boast
about achieving immortality but they don't have the chance of
blaming gods and puranas. Not only that, immortals will not have old
age, because death comes definitely after oldage. If humans eternally
become free from old age, there will be no retirement in service. So
people are to be retired after a limited period of service and then
appoint younger persons in their places. Otherwise unemployment
increases without limits. That leads to chaos and anarchy. If elder (not
old) persons are retired, they will have no work and become a great
problem to the country. What is the answer to this problem? Child-birth
will have to be abandoned. Then society without births and deaths will
be formed. The same persons continue to life forever. Father and son
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or even grandson will reach the same age. Who is father? Who is son?
and who is grandson? How to distinguish? Ultimately man becomes
vexed with life. So change is essential in life.

Change is natural. There is no nature without and we cannot be
there without nature. Birth and death are natural. Childhood, youth,
middle age and then oldage are the stages that Nature has arranged for
us. If man opposes them, ultimately he becomes useless. 'Chiranjeeva'
means not immortality but long life. Long life means long life-span, not
immortal which means deathless. Nobody can escape death, the end of
the period of life, however long it may be.

If we think that the secret of life is unfolded with genome we
are only mistaken. What we have come to know about life is only first
quarter of the first chapter.

It is necessary to know the genes which cause 'Cancer' and
'Alzheimer's' by finding the signs of genome and bring about necessary
changes in them. Only 97% of the signs of DNA are recognised.

When we are able to create life from chemical elements (ACTG)
we can break the secret of life and achieve divine power. However if
we think we can create life by mixing chemicals in the laboratory it
will be delusion only.

So far scientists achieved counter creation by cloning, fertility
measures, creating test-tube babies. What is it that actually happened
in these achievements? 'Life matter' is not created. Only the life matter
created by Nature played the keyrole.

Certain changes may be brought about in the natural life matter.
But man is far away from creating life matter by mixing chemicals in
the laboratory. It will be good if we find the way to rectify hereditary
or genetic deformities.

Life Cell is the generator of energy necessary for our activities
in daily life. As already mentioned there are 23 pairs of chromosomes
in the life cell. In every chromosome there is a six feet long DNA.
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Except in red corpuscles DNA is present in every cell from head to
feet. There will be no difference in the genetic information. But if one
gene shows its influence in the brain another gene will show its
influence in the stomach. Thus in the life cells of each part of the
body, there are specific influences of genes.

Human 'Genome' project is to identify the order in which the
genetic signs are formed in the life cells of each part of the body. The
order of the genetic signs in the total DNAs present in the 23 pairs of
chromosomes is called the human genome. It is said that there are 300
crore genetic signs.

If we are able to know the complete genetic information, it will
be possible to know the behaviour of different types of genes, how one
gene behaves with the other and diseases caused by the changes in
genetic signs. Then there will be a chance to compare the signs of
defective genes with those of health genes and rectify them. It will be
a blessing.

The process of finding the genetic information by breaking DNA
into pieces is called 'shot gun'. However it is highly essential to see that
there is no error in putting together the information gathered by
breaking DNA into pieces. Computer also plays a key role in this
process. With the help of specially formed software, lacs of parts along
with genetic signs are put together.

Nucleus is the centre of life cell. It is very important part. All the
secrets of life are concealed in this Nucleus. 23 pairs of chromosomes
are there in it. Building DNA with chromosomes, the arrangement of
genes in order in DNA and the gene signs in them – all these can be
found in the Nucleus.

The geneticists say :

1) Genome project has brought revolutionary changes in medical
field.

2) Diseases can be identified at the genetic stage.
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3) It helps the preparation of genetic medicine instead of antibiotics.

4) Humans may be cloned in required form by cloning the genes.

5) There will be chance to know the source of creation and cause
for the differences among humans.

6) If the gene that causes old age is recognised then the genome
research will be a ladder to heaven.

7) Then man may be made immortal. These are the expectations of
genetic scientists. How does it look? It looks more like a fantasy
or scientism or science fiction. Nother else.

6:2:3. Blessings of Science
The blessings of science are always mixed. Curses often come

with major discoveries. If bilogical weapons fall in the hands of crooked
or perverse scientists, we can imagine what happens. Not only that, if
scientific discoveries get out of control or cross the limits the results
will be horrible. Can the human genome 'genie' ever be safely put back
in a bottle, if it threatens our very existence?

We know how much agitation or anxiety the commercial matters
related to science cause in our daily life. Scientific experiments
involve lot of expenses. No doubt it is the government that gives
financial help. Not only government but some individuals and
individual institutions also invest money in these experiments. But
this is not charity and the institutions are not charitable trusts. When
anyone invests money naturally he expects returns and he expects more
income than investment. He takes over the results of the experiments
for himself and tries to get profits from them. Vaccines and medicines
are clear examples. This exercise for prifts leads to fatal dangers.

We cannot be sure that all scientists are honest. Certainly some
of them are selfish. They declare themselves to be the holders of rights
and thus try to acquire money. The result will be complete will be
complete division of world population into rich and poor classes. Trying
to read the book of life some persons may tinker with human genome.
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It becomes interfering with God's programme. Some feel it is a crime.

Keeping stem cell and embryo (fetus) in market is really
horrible and disgusting. It is more disgusting than flesh market or
commercial prostitution. So scientists should know in advance such
possibilities and take necessary action.

It started in Canada that fresh foetus should be used for stem
cells. Dr. Andrews Nagi declared that he was trying to create the root
cell of human fetus. Immediately another scientist from Ontario
University, Canada declared that such women who offer their fetus
and the people who procure the fetus, both are immorals and criminals.
He said that such women would face danger of complete infertility in
future. But Ian Mill Matt said that it would be better to use human
foetus.

Is this true research or hideous work? It is definitely horrific. It
is nothing less than infanticide which should be banned. It is in the
news that the fetus with genetic deformities are being destroyed.
Government should take all measures to see that people with genetic
deformities are allowed to live as freely as others. With increasing
technical knowledge this is possible, say the scientists. To have abortion
due to problems or defects in the fetus is also nothing less than
infanticide.

It is the duty of the doctors to inform the would be mothers
about the genetic defects in the fetus after necessary tests. Answer
to genetic problems is not infanticide. No mother will sustain the
experience of killing a fetus. To save the child from severe genetic defects
the doctors resort to genetic changes. But they don't accept sex change.

Some couples are postponing the first pregnancy. Doctors say
that it is dangerous to postpone the first pregnancy upto 30 years
because it may lead to heart diseases. Life is a clock. To reverse the
clock is humanly not possible. It is not in our hands and every one
should realise this truth.

It is in the news that efforts are being made to make procreation
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possible without the sperm. This is unnatural. It will be artificial or
synthetic to procreate children without natural fertilization of the egg
with sperm. So far there is no news that the experiments have been
successful.

Natural is natural. Artificial is artificial. Artificial creation
amounts to counter creation.

The term 'Cell' is derived from latin origin 'Cella' which means
store room. Robert Hook was the first man to use this term cell. Human
manifestation started with single cell and gradually by cell division the
present human was formed with one hundred thousand crore life cells.
There are 200 types of life cells. So to know the secret of the life cell
is life science. All the activities of man are controlled by life cells.

There is possibility of antibiotics effecting the life cells. Efforts
are going on to find medicines that work without any effect on the
life cells. Recently it is discovered that life cells in the foetus start
the process of installing life before fertilization. It is really a great
discovery in biology. Indeed it is, but it is only a discovery of what is
happening, but not why it is happening so. That is the mystery of
creation. So many mysterious things happen in creation.

The fertilised egg creates different cells. It is a very complicated
process. More than 200 kinds of cells are produced from a matured
embryo. The total number of life cells is ten crore crores. We can not
even imagine this number. Embryo is divided in a very extraordinary
way. So far how this division is effected is not known. Again a
mystery it is.

Right from fertilization these cells improve their special or
specific characteristics. From this it is clear that man depends completely
on the life cells in his body.

In the research at Gardona Institute of Cambridge University by
Dr. Magdalena and her group, it is revealed that new life starts even
before the stage of fertilization. The cells in the embryo divided even
before they attain maturity. May be, this is a progressive way. But it
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is said that there is possibility of complication in the treatment of
principal diseases and in identifying hereditary genetic deformities.

Foetus is different from the rest of the cells. The difference is
evident in its formation and in the nature of chromosomes. As soon as
the sperm enters the egg new life is manifested. The signs of mani-
festation are transmitted like a shock through Calcium waves. The
unnecessary chromosomes gather in the small cell called 'Polar body'.
Polar body is a small cell produced during the formation of an ovum
which does develop further.

The remaining chromosomes together get a ball form. This is
called pro Nucleus. At the same time sperm forms another 'Pro
Nucleus'. The division of DNA received from the parents as a new
being is fertilization.

Technically fertilization is the fusion of male and female gametes
during sexual reproduction to form a zygote – A gamate is a mature
germ cell able to unite with another in sexual reproduction. Zygote is
a cell formed by the union of two gamates. In this process the fusion
of genes coming from the parents goes on till the first cell division is
effected.

It is said that experiments done by Dr. Magdalena and her
associates on womb and embryo reached a firm stage about four years
ago. Their observations revealed that :

They observed green signs shining in blue colour between the
embryo and the uterus. They are identified as the places where the sperm
eners the ovum (egg).

They found that the ovum to some extent gets egg shape after
the sperm enters it. After so many actions the embryo is divided into
two, then into four, then into eight and soon into many. Primarily all
these are in the same size. But after cell division only so many changes
occur.

They firmly believe that the cell division which divides the
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fertilized egg into two is not accidental but it happened according to
an established plan.

They found that the ovum (egg) becomes flat with the entry of
sperm. Dr. Magdalena thinks that it is split with the first division in a
small way. Their observations led to a new mystery in life science.

The first fifteen minutes in the process of the birth of a being
(an infant) is the biggest mystery.

But now it is no more a mystery, as the scientists succeeded in
unfolding the mystery. Fetus is formed when the sperm cell unites with
ovum (egg) cell. Dr. Tumkar of Bath university found the answer to
why the egg cell in the woman cannot grow by itself.

There is gene called 'Hira' in the male sperm cell. It is very
important. It reaches the cell in the egg and achieves fertilization. It is
said that, when the sperm cell and the egg cell unite they make a
kind of dance. This dance is similar in all beings. The speciality of
'Hira' is to change the protective layer around the DNA in the egg.

There is only one gene in 'Hira'. It assumes the most important
part in the union of the sperm cell and the egg cell in the first 15
minutes. There is a protective layer or membrane combined with
'Histone proteins' around the sperm cell. When the sperm cell reaches
the egg cell, the DNA in the sperm cell must unite with the DNA in
the egg cell. At this stage the protective layer of the sperm cell is
changed as required and it is made a new 'Histone protein state'. This
is called male 'pro-nucleus'. 'Hira' cannot be identified unless the
experiment is conducted with great care.

'Hira' has great importance in the first cell of embryo which is
necessary for the manifestation of all beings. Only this helps the union
of the sperm cell and the egg cell. The DNA in one person is different
from the DNA in another person. These differences are very minute.
Still they are being identified. It helps in identifying the genes that
cause diseases. As a result not disease-based, but individual-based
treatments are developed. This is described as the highest progress in
genetic science.
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6:2:3:1. Can the infant in the uterus listen?
The story of 'Abhimanu' in the Mahabharata is well known.

While Arjuna explains to his wife Subhadra about the war stratagem
of 'Lotus-like' array of the army, 'Abhimanu' in the uterus of Subhadra
listens about the lotus-like array of the army to some extent. Meanwhile
Subhadra slips into sleep and Arjuna leaves. Abhimanu could not listen
to it fully.

Similarly Prahlada listens from his mother's womb to what rishi
Narada tells his mother about the real nature of Narayana and
becomes a great devotee of Narayana. There are so many such stories
in the Puranas. So much of research work is done on this matter.

Does the offspring in the womb really listen and learn?

On July 30, 1984 PTI published a news item that learning
begins in the womb. It was related to the research work on the infants
in the womb in the USA. Scientists there discovered that the infants
in the womb have the power of accomplishment along with listening
power. Further it is said that the infant will develop the listening
power even before its birth. Western scientists are able to grasp this
fact now. But it was known in India some thousands of years ago as
revealed in the Mahabharata and the puranas.

It is said that wellknown magazine 'Science' revealed the way
the human infants can recognise the words and vocal sounds. The
psychologists of North Carolina University conducted experiments on
ten just born infants. It is said that by sucking the tip of the milk
bottle in a particular way the infant could indicate that it has recognised
its mother's voice. If it is another woman it sucks it in a different way
to indicate that she is not its mother. This way of sucking is recorded
suing a tape recorder by connecting the tip of the milk bottle to the
recorder. Instrument to make this possible was prepared and used. The
infant liked that instrument which reflected the manner of its mother's
voice. After some days the infant showed interest to listen to its
father's voice.
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It is declared that the effect of the sounds listened while the
infant was in the womb are expressed even after the infant's birth.
Mother's mental condition will have more effect on the infant to be
born, say the experts in medical science. There are so many mental
conditions like fear, anger, affection, love, joy and sorrow. Due to these
conditions some strong chemicals flow through the navel. As such they
influence the infant in the womb.

When the pregnant woman experiences mental anxiety, there will
be a feeling that the infant in the womb is kicking. Researches say
that it is the effect of the chemicals. Scientists recorded that, when a
light like lightning was transmitted to the infant in the womb, the
infant closed its eyes. The infant turned its head sidewards, and
nervous excitements also increased. It is also found that, when the
pregnant woman listens to sweet music, the infant appears to show
enthusiasm. For example, it is said a musician played naturally on the
violin without learning anything from any teacher. When enquired it
was found that his mother was a skilled violinist. The researchers came
to the conclusion that the said musician must have listened to the
Violin when he was in his mother's womb. About the relationship of
the infant in her womb, the famous psychologist of Canad, Dr. Thomas
Werne wrote the book named 'The Secret of the unborn child'.

6:2:4. Genes and Evolution
Genes in the world of biology are like atoms in the world of

physics. Genetic information is passed on from parents to their children.
The chemical alphabet in the DNA Double Helix (Helix is a spiral
curve like a cork screw or a coiled curve like a watch spring) gets
separated easily and forms a different combination. That means a new
world is formed.

In this process the letters in the chromosomes from the mother
combine with the letters in the chromosomes from the father. This is
the source of procreation, resemblances and differences in the children.
This is the greatest discovery in the 20th century. In a way this discovery
of genes happens to be more important than the discovery of atom.
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Evolution in creation started with monocellular organism.
Gradually by cell division the present human was formed with one
hundred thousand crore life cells. There are 200 types of cells in
human body. These cells control all our activities in life.

It should be noted here that what is explained here is purely
genetic evolution. Religions and traditional faiths are already discussed
in "The Vision of Reality-2 : Mystery of Creation". Please see it again
atleast for comparison?

Procreation is the direct or evident form of evolution. It is found
that the root gene which is the cause for fertility or infertility of the
sperm has been there right from the ancient times. This gene named
'Boule' helps in the formation of sperm. Cell division happens in two
ways : Mitosis and Miosis. In Motisis the two daughter cells get the
same number and kind of chromosomes as the parent nucleus. Miosis
means a large one becoming small. In Miosis each of the two daughter
cells gets only half the number of chromosomes. Miosis makes the
sperm infertile.

In recent times this Boule gene is transformeed into two. These
also help the growth of sperm.

In cell division a life cell doubles its DNA and undergoes
division twice. The part of the chromosomes formed in the division
merge with the life cell in the woman. Thus a complete (a whole)
DNA is formed in the new born child. Why, because the same type of
cell division occurs in the woman also.

The Boule gene is on the chromosome No (2). From this a gene
called 'DAZL' is formed. This will be on chromosome No (3). This
helps the growth of 'Reporductive Cells'. 'DAZ' gene is formed from
'DAZL' gene. This will be 'Y' chromosome in men. It is due to the
changes that occur in 'DAZ' gene that sperms in some men become
infertile. Scientists think that this DAZ gene has not evolved into
complete form.

Success in reproduction is at the decision point in determining
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the success of a species. After some thousands of years in future this
DAZ gene may become the source of the growth of the sperms, say the
scientists. This 'DAZ' gene is the proof of the duplication of different
stages that appear on the chromosomes.

In the process of evolution at times an organism will duplicate
its entire content of genome; at other times it will duplicate small
segments single chromosome. Nature is pretty smart and that is the
mystery of creation. Instead of starting production of a new gene, it
duplicates the existing gene. This duplicate gene with new functions
gradually grows with a little difference from the parent cell. This is all
a part of the mystery of creation.

Before the first dinosaurs, before the first fish, before the first
worm, before the first mould before the first mushroom, before the
first bacterium, it was all RNA world. this was the state nearly 40 crore
years ago. It was the beginning stage of the Earth.

RNA is a chemical substance. It connects the DNA world in the
body with the protein world. RNA is Ribose Nucleic acid. Ribose is a
form of sugar. Beings filled with RNA are called Ribocreatures. Their
form is not known. Nothing is known about the creatures before the
Ribocreatures. From the information available now it is clear that there
was RNA once upon a time, say the scientists.

It is not known how Ribocreatures evolved and developed. It is
a problem because RNA substance is not stable. It breaks within a few
hours. But then how did Ribocreatures survive? The Ribocreatures
found a hard form (shape) for RNA by trial and error method. That's
DNA. DNA means making copies of RNA or duplicating RNA. A
machine called 'Photo Ribosome' is there in itself. Thus a sophisticated
creature is formed or developed. It stores the gene signs on DNA. It
makes the protiene into a machine that works for it. It fills the
vacant spaces between them with RNA.

Bacteria is the next creature after it in evolution. Bacteria is the
ancestor of all humans. Its form is bacterium. It is found in hot ponds,
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hot springs, marine lagoons. It is called 'Luca'. Its recent dwelling
place is deep underground hot beaches, or cracks in the rocks, say the
scientists. Its food is sulpher, iron, hydrogen and coal. Bacteria is the
cause for the formation of Natural gas deep under the Earth.

It is not easy to recognise the forms of ancient creatures. No
creature can get genes except from its parents. But long back (in
ancient times) bacteria was able to get genes from another bacteria.
Not only that, stealing genes was common then, say the scientists.
Perhaps genes were then many and also small. At that time the form
of an organism was temporary grouping of genes. So the scientists say
that the genes in humans might have come from creatures belonging
to different species. The geneticists say that it is practically impossible
to divide the human species evolutionarily according to their lineage.
Not only from bacteria called 'Luca' but also from many genetic
organisms human form was manifested. Human life physically has
history but human form has no genealogical history.

Thus man was formed by the most complex evolutionary
process. Even though small all those present in the gross body are also
present in the subtle body. Evolution is really a revelation whether
in genetic way or in religions faith. Which ever is relevant falls in
endless debate. Only the Creator will have to solve the question.

6:2:5. Creation and Counter Creation
Generally children imitate or follow their parents while playing.

Essentially the conduct and behaviour of the teachers and the parents
are reflected in their play or games. What does it mean? It expresses
the desire of the children to be like their teachers and parents.

The source and cause of creation is Brahman. Just like children,
voluntarily or involuntarily man tries to imitate God. Man's intellect
always moves in the progressive way. In all his activities atleast a little
of God's creature power is seen.

This imitation is called counter creation. Every creation is
genetic programme. Who executes this genetic programme? Man is the
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doer of all this. Who is man? Man is a being. What is the difference
between man and other creatures? What is that which no other creature
has or possesses. It is the mind (buddhi or intellect). The result is the
power of thinking.

Of all beings God has given knowledge and intellect to man
only. He has also provided opportunities to make good use of his
knowledge and intellect. Surprisingly God has also given freedom to
make immoral and illicit use of the chances given to him with
perverted intellect that finally leads to his fall.

God is not a despot. He never ordered man to live in a particular
way. Even in Bhagavadgita God declared (9-22) that he would take all
responsibility of man's welfare and also liberation if he surrenders to
Him with all his heart. So man alone is the cause of his rise or fall due
to his free-lance behaviour (behaviour according to his will and
pleasure). Food is essential for all beings. All struggle is for food first
and then only for luxury. If this struggle has not been there man would
have become workless and lazy.

Man invented machines. He is able to travel fast in the air. But
even that machines require food. Fuel is the food for the engine. The
fuel may be coal, firewood, petrol, diesel or electricity. In a way man
is also a machine and infact, all organisms are machines. Without food
they become powerless. Now and then machine requires repairs and
so also are the diseases and medicines.

God has given man freedom to achieve something good.
Creation is only a primary model. Basing on this man is given freedom
to create or make new forms. But if man begins to think that all his
inventions or creations are only his achievements, he is mistaken. It
evokes ego in him and ultimately leads to his downfall. When the
machinies are given fuel they will get energy to work or move. Where
from has this energy come? Not from outside. It is there with in them.
It has risen when the fuel is given to them. So also when man
achieves a counter creation, it is a mistake if he thinks it is different
from God's Creation. God has provided chances for counter creation in
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the creation itself. Just as power lies concealed in a machine, God is
there in all beings as the inner self (Antaratma). Bhagavad Gita says
(18-61), "God abides in the hearts of all beings causing them by His
Maya to revolve as if they are mounted on a machine."

In truth, it is not man that is making this counter creation. It
is the inner Self that is the cause for all this. Physical part of counter
creation only belongs to man. But the thought that is the source (mind)
belongs to the inner Self, because mind is the entrance door to the inner
Self. Nothing happens without connection with the Self. Mind cannot
do anything without contact with the Self. God has regulated Creation
this way. Everything runs strictly according to that law ($ta). Nothing
contrary happens. So the so-called counter Creation of which man boasts
himself is also a part of that 'regulation'. God alone is the regulatory
authority.

As we find in the puranas, sometimes man out of arrogance tries
to overreach the limits imposed by regulations. He does not get even
a fragment of thought about the possible dangerous repercussions of his
obtinacy. For example cloning which was rejected by the whole world,
because that would destroy moral values and it was contrary to natural
creation. Human cloning was ultimately prohibited all over the world.

Man discovered DNA 50 years ago. It has become the source
and basis for every prominent discovery. The ultimate goal of these
discoveries is to make man free from diseases. That is why research
and experiments have been going on all over the world incessantly.
Researchers have resorted to stem cells for the treatment of diseases.
Where can these stem cells be found? It has become a big problem
for the scientists. However they have discovered that stem cells are
available in the bone marrow – a soft tissue in the Cavities of bones.
But it is not possible to extract it. So research for the alternative
started. British scientists have done a wonderful search. Sperm is
essential for the fertilization of the ovum, but have got the ovum
fertilized without the sperm. This is praised as a great success in
biological science. The research team of Cordif University have
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achieved this success. How could they get the ovum fertilized without
the sperm?

They used this method to create embryonic stem cells. Their
argument is that an embryo will not grow as an infant because there
are no chromosomes of the father in it. So there will not be any ethical
problem. Embryo is the fetus in its early stage. Fetus is fertilized ovum
(egg).

There is an enzyme in the sperm (semen). Enzyme is a protein
acting as a catalyst in a specific biochemical reaction. Effecting the
division of the ovum with the help of the enzyme is the speciality of
this method. Researches have declared that this enzyme is useful in the
case of infertile parents. The protein in the male male sperm is called
PLC Jeta. This plays crucial role in the fertilization of ovum (egg). This
is produced by male sperm. The ovum fertilized with PLC Jeta gets
divided in four or five days. The developed embryo through this
fertilization is suitable to extract stem cells say the researches. The
embryo developed by this method works in the same way as the natural
embryo. This also produces stem cells according to Prof. Carl Swan of
Cardif University. Scientists say that there are many advantages from
the stem cells produced in this way.

It is said that this is useful in treating infertile couples. Due to
the deficiency of PLC Jeta in the male sperm, the ovum will not be
fertilized. What is achieved in this research is only primary. It may lead
to many wonders in future. It is said that the division of ovum is
possible with the help of chemicals, says Dr. Simon Fischel. He says
that separation of enzyme from male sperm is a great thing.

By IVF method the sperm is inserted directly into the ovum in
the laboratory. IVF means 'invitro fertilization'. 'Invitro' means taking
place in a test tube. Opposite of 'invitro' is 'invivo' which means taking
place in a living organism. Babies born by 'invitro' process are called
'Test Tube' babies.

In this process sometimes the ovum is not fertilized. This is due
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to the deficiency of PLC Jeta in the male sperm. However, it is said
that the division of embryo by mixing the enzyme artificially.

With the help of stem cells it is possible to fertilize the ovum
without the male sperm. With some more research, there may be some
more relief from diseases and also infertility.

The stem cells are available in many parts of human body : in
marrow streams in bones; intend as and ligaments; in cartilage which
is the connecting fibre tissue replaced by bone at later stage, in Cardiac
muscle and in genes.

Stem Cell means undifferentiated Cell but from this the
specialized Cell develops.

6:2:6. Baby from two fathers
Stem Cell researching far into new paths. Through stem cell

technology the way for non-traditional parents to get children is
cleared. It is found that human sperm can be created with the help of
some chemicals. This research is going on in England. Government
there realised that certain ethical and safety problems may be created
by this research. But so far no action seems to have been taken. If
craziness or mania is added to knowledge, it leads to many problems.
The benefit from it is only limited but harm will be enormous.

The results of stem cell research are like science fiction horror
movies. Women past menopause, infertiles, clergy can have their own
children. This paves the way for fertilization of the egg without any
contact with women.

This stem cell research is creating new ways outside the
existing controls on human fertilization process. These new methods or
ways are ethically and socially obscene and indecent and also may
become dangerous in practice. There is every need for the respective
governments to take suitable action at the earliest. Delay lead to
perversions.

Revolutionary stem cell technology developed by leaps and
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bounds in the last two or three years. But it may take some more time
to use this technology on humans, say the scientists. There is news that
the researchers in America are using the embryos donated by women
who got treatment through IVF. Unmatured embryois allowed to mature
in the laboratory and then stem cells are extracted from it. It is said
that different kinds of cells can be created from stem cells. For
example, skin cells, heart cells, kidney cells, brain cells can be created.

That means efforts are made to create special cells from the
stem cells which have nothing special. Insulin secreting cells for sugar
disease, brain cells for parkinson's disease can be created. Scientists
say that very shortly they will be able to create sperm cells, egg cells
and also stem cells through special chemicals.

Scientists assert that by this stem cell technology through
cloning process genes along with stem cells suitable to the patient to
the patient can be created and from them sperm can be created.. But
so far only immature sperm and egg cells are produced. Scientists say
that it may take some, may be 5 or more years to create mature sperm
and egg. However, the scientists feel that as the primary technical
knowledge is new, it may be achieved at the earliest possible times.

There is one disturbing issue here. More than infertility, people
are worried of giving the sperm or the egg to others. Not only that,
stem cells created from human skin can be used to create egg.
Anybody can beget children by stem cell created thus. But some woman
has to bear the egg fertilized this way. Such a baby will have two
fathers one mother. The person who gave the skin cells is one and the
other is one who gave sperm cells. The baby will get the genetic nature
of the two persons. Thus the baby gets two fathers. But the purpose of
developing stem cell technology is not this. Some scientists say that it
is intended only for the benefit of infertile parents and not for some
perverse creations. If we think that all scientists are honest, it will be
only a delusion. So it is upto the governments of the corresponding
countries to regulate the use of stem cell technology.

Science is progressing very fast. That is why scientists find no
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time to look back and rethink. First rushing forward in craze and then
look back and say, "something was wrong some where". That sort of
repenlance is common with scientists. But creating children by stem
cell technology is a different issue. Here there is no scope for
rectification. Thinking after creation whether any error was committed
is of no use. Good science must progress slowly, steadily and
uniformly. In a running way to make a woman pregnant while in
menopause, making an insignificant person a father, are not acceptable.
They are nothing but crossing the limits of nature and such unnatural
methods are not for the good of humanity. This is a genetic material
and when you create a new life, you have to know and confirm that it
is properly formed and imprinted.

Western genetic scientists are struggling with stem cell experi-
ments. But such experiments were done in India in the days of
Mahabharata. However it is a pity that we don't know that those
experiments done in the past in India are the same as there experi-
ments being done in the west now. More over, after the times of
Mahabharata, due to the formation of religions like Buddhism,
Jainism, Charvaka and also due to contacts with other religions and
other countries. We have lost contact with our ancient culture and
knowledge.

Being drifted by the flood of so called modernity which is
artificial, we are getting away from our culture and knowledge. We
achieved long ago the present results of medical researches declared
by the westerners. But we don't know that and don't care to know.
Those great books are no where now. That has distanced us from the
processes and methods described in those book. As a result we have
now to depend entirely on the research work of the Westerners.

6:2:6:1. Donation of sperm
In artificial pregnancy the sperm of the husband or any other

male is inserted into the egg in the woman and thus pregnancy is
caused. It is called artificial insemination. The name of sperm donor
is not revealed. To maintain anonymity of the donor sperm banks are
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established. The sperm from sportsmen, artists, scientists etc are
preserved separately. We have to admit that these are the achievements
of the present day science. But does any woman accept the sperm from
the donor other than her husband? Probably no woman will accept
because of culture and wife – husband pious relationship. Further the
husband psychologically finds it extremely difficult to own the child.

But we find many such practices in puranas. The birth of Lord
Kumaraswamy Bhakta Hanuman and Pandavas are of this kind. It is
said that, when the sperm of Lord Siva fell down, the God of wind
secured it and gave it to the God of Fire, Agni and Parvati donated
her egg to Swaha, the wife of Agni. By the union of Agni and Swaha
Kumaraswami was born.

When the lord of wind (Vayu) who first received the sperm of
Siva, united with Anjana Hanuman was born. For Pandavas, Yama,
Vayu, Indra and Aswinis became the source of their birth. It is said
that they are the amsas (parts) of the respective gods. What does this
term 'amsa' (part) mean? It means sperm. Indra the Lord of gods was
the main source. Yama, Vayu and Aswins were all Indra's parts
(manifestations) while Indra himself was there for Arjuna. The idea
here is that the sperm of Indra reached Kunti and Madri through
Yama, Vayu and Aswins. Gods (divine forms) are different forms of
Natural energy. Energy of Nature is the Consciousness of Brahman.
What happened thus to Kunti and Madri was nothing but artificial
insemination. This story reminds us of modern 'Sperm Bank' episode.
How the sperm was sent into the ovum of Kunti and Madri is not
known and there is no chance of knowing it. Why? Because it is
described as divine power in epics and puranas. Thus these instances
remained as mythological stories. No efforts are made to know the
scientific aspects of these stories. Infact there is so much scientific
knowledge enclosed in the puranas.

In the days of puranas some women got the sperm not by
artificial insemination but directly for supernatural beings or seers. This
was for the sake of the growth of dynasty not for sensuous pleasure.
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In the 'Mahabharata' it is said that the seer Vyasa donated his sperm
directly to Ambika and Ambalika. Dhritarashtra and Pandu Raju were
born. Vyasa donated his sperm also to Ambika's servant maid and sage
Vidura was born. Mahabharata says that Vyasa did all this at the
command of his mother, the queen of Hastinapur, just to prolong the
progeny of Kauravas and save their dynasty." It was not for any sensual
pleasures.

There are certain cases in the epics and puranas where offspring
was born without the union of the sperm and the ovum. It is called
instant pregnancy instant pregnancy. Modern scientists are trying to
bring about this sort of pregnancy. It is said that the birth of Karna
was due to this instant pregnancy. But some mythologists say that
Kunti had physical union with god Surya and became pregnant and
delivered Karna in the natural process. It looks that god Surya coming
in physical form to have union with Kunti is all mythological
presumption. Birth of Karna cannot be discussed here. The question
here is whether instant pregnancy is possible. Only the scientists have
to answer this question.

6:2:6:2. Test-tube babies
The test-tube baby process today is extolled as a great achieve-

ment. But it was achieved long back in India in the days of Mahabharata.
In fact all the Kauravas were test tube babies. The woman's egg and
the man's sperm are united in a test tube. After fertilization the embryo
is inserted into a woman's womb. All the growth of the embryo and
formation of the infant takes place in the womb of that woman. This
is similar to surrogacy. In this process a woman bears a child on behalf
of another woman from her own egg fertilized by the other woman's
husband. This woman bearing the child is called surrogate mother.
Here the child will not have any genes of the original mother. Only the
genes of surrogate mother will be there. If we put it in another way,
it is hiring the womb of surrogate mother. This is also a sort of
prostitution.
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Test-tube baby is not new. About 5000 years ago Rishi Vyasa
achieved this. He created 101 infants by this method. He used pots
instead of test tubes. But what type of pots they were was not
described in the epic. Gandhari felt jealous when Kunti delivered her
first son before Gandhari could and hit hard at her stomach. The
embryo was broken into pieces and the pieces fell down. Rishi Vyasa
gathered all those pieces and put them in 101 pots filled with ghee.
He gave instructions to moisten them with cool water. 100 fullfledged
boy-infants and one girl-infant evolved from those embryo pieces.

Scientists today say that parts of embryo can grow into full
fledged babies. But Rishi Vyasa achieved it without inserting the pieces
of the embryo back into the womb. There is no chance of knowing
what process it was because nothing was written in the epic. Today for
the growth of a test tube baby womb of a woman is essential.

In the days of the epic Mahabharata great men like Drona,
Drupada and Suka were born by test-tube baby process. Changing the
embryo from one woman's womb to another woman's womb was also
achieved in the days of the puranas, but how we don't know. The 7th

embryo of Vasudeva's wife Devaki was transferred to his elder wife
Rohini's womb. The purana says that it was done by the yogic power
(Maya) of Sri Mahavishnu.

That transferred embryo was Balarama. 'Yoga Maya' was a
puranic term. Yoga Maya also must have used some expertise. There
is no way of knowing the details.

6:2:6:3. Change of sex
Today it is said that change of sex is achieved. But it was

already achieved in India in the days of Mahabharata. 'Amba' was born
as Drupada's daughter and grew as a man with the name 'Sikhandi'.
Later by the help of a 'Yaksha', 'Sthula Karna' attained temporary
change of sex and became man. Due to the curse given by Kubera to
'Sthula Karna' Sikhandi had to remain lifelong as a man. Magical
powers and curses are seen in abundance in puranic stories. So there
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is no chance to know how the change of sex was effected. But it is a
fact that change of sex was effected.

Transforming the great warrior Arjuna as 'Brihannala' a enuch
and the sage Narada becoming a woman – all these are the results of
curses in puranic stories. So we have no chance to know how the
change of sex was effected.

6:2:6:4. Psychology
Some of the things spoken by Sigmund Freud, the Austrian

psychologist and founder of psychoanalysis are of much importance in
connection with sexuality in human behaviour in epics and puranas.
Freud said that the mental condition of the pregnant woman will effect
the embryo in the womb of the woman. This was known even the days
of Mahabharata. When sage Vyasa had union with Ambica, Ambalika
and the servant maid, seeing their mental disposition he forecast the
features of the sons that were to be born. Here there were no yogic
powers or chanting of 'manthras'. At the time of union seeing the glare
of the great Rishi Vyasa Ambica was afraid and closed her eyes. So
'Dhritarashtra' born to her was blind. Ambalika at that time became
completely pale and so plae coloured 'Pandu' was born to her. The
servant maid was neither afraid nor turned pale but remained calm
and peaceful. So sage Vidura was born to her.

Abhimanu in embryo form in his mother Subhadra's womb
heard what Arjuna was telling her abut 'Padmavyuham' – army arranged
in the form of a lotus. Similarly Bhakta Prahlada who was in embryo
stage in his mother's womb heard what all Narada narrated to her
about Vishnu the Almighty.

There are such innumerable stories in the puranas. Can we say
that there is no scientific truth behind these stories? If it is not mystery
of creation, what else?

6:2:7. Man and Woman : Different Notes
Nature is the source of different notes (characteristics) of man
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and woman. Psychologists and geneticists are trying to analyse these
different notes. Geneticists analyse them genetically. Psychologists are
trying to analyse them in terms of behaviour. So far no steady and
clear results are seen.

Here different notes means not musical notes, not vocal sounds
but certain facts of psychological differences between man and woman.
If we consider their skill and intellect with reference to the theory of
genetic evolution, their different notes will be very clear.

Men and women may not accept these analytical results. But
scientists say they are clear truths.

It is not possible here to mention the analyses of the scientists
individually. We will consider the results of their observations only
generally and broadly. As in everything there may be some exceptions
here also. The reason is their genetic specialities or distinctions.

6:2:7:1. Intellectual distinction
This distinction may be called sharpness of intellect. This is

generally in two modes or ways, one is hereditary and the other is the
form and condition of the body. The first mode applies to men and
the second mode to women.

Comparatively men have more skill (not all but majority of men)
in solving problems. They are wise in understanding the problem first
and then in finding the solution. This is a hereditary feature.

It does not mean that women don't have intellectual skill. It is said
only in comparative sense. There may be some exceptions as usual.

Basic characteristic of women is that they don't accept frequent
changes. They work skilfully. But psychologists say that their ways
or methods are moulded and stereotyped. Woman gets hereditary
characteristics from her mother. Her nature and habits are mostly
derived from her mother. But the nature and habits of son are rarely
akin to his father.
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Woman's intellect and skill are limited to the state of her body.
In majority of women skill and also dullness are in extremes. Either
they are extremely skilled or extremely dull. Usually intellect and
skill remains concealed in delicate woman without any pomp or show.
Usually intellectual dullness is due to the influence of surroundings.
When intellect becomes sharp beyond limits it becomes crooked more
in women than in men. As a result virtue and good thinking become
reduced. Cruelty in men comes out easily. Cruelty in women is like
water under the mat. State of body does not mean state of health. It
means form, appearance and personality. Ambition, hardwork and
knowledge by observation are found in women. Woman tries to solve
problems by experience, but her methods are always stereotyped.
Because of extremities and overactivity, instant flourish of intellect and
skill are more in women than in men. They shine in the fields of
literature and fine arts. They shine in politics also, but 95% of such
women are crooked.

6:2:7:2. Nature
Behaviour depends on genetic evolution. Nature decides physical

duties. So men have more physical strength than women. The effect of
surroundings on men is less and response to the surroundings also is
less in men. Delicacy also is less in men. Many men are decisive
and reconciliation is less. Sharpness is taking independent decisions
is more in men. This nature is formed basing on social conditions.
Competitive spirit is more in men.

In women tendency of imitation is more than competitive spirit.
She wants to be exactly like others. The nature and behaviour of
women depends more on the way they are brought-up and also on the
surroundings. In general women are soft and mild. They are easily
attracted by other's opinions. They can get their works done easily.

6:2:7:3. About Beauty
Men adore beauty very much. They want beauty. They try to get

beautiful things. Their physical beauty has no effect on their behaviour
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and activity for the reason that physical beauty of men lasts longer
than that of women.

More than adoration women have more desire to be beautiful.
Women give attention to their beauty more than men do because
masculine beauty is not magnetic. But feminine beauty is higher
magnetic and the women are aware of that. Man cannot know about
his own beauty. Further feminine beauty begins to lose its charm
fast. That is the main cause for hesitation, distruct and diffidence in
women.

Men don't have any faith or fear about their beauty. They neither
think much of their beauty nor become egotists. So their confidence is
not affected. But women are not so. Weaknesses are more in women.
Over confidence in their beauty leads to egotism. Pride increases and
it makes them unpopular.

In general women are overambitious, jealous, overanxious, excited
and angry. Men cannot make friends with neighbours as women do.
Women have more skill in extracting information but men are not so
skilled. Men and women are almost equal in helping neighbours, but
we must say that women's share is a little more. Of all weaknesses in
women obtinacy is prominent. They are more obstinate than men. In
harshness and in making others anxious women have upperhand. In
this respect they have great skill.

6:2:7:4. Self-respect
Self respect is more in men. But their self-respect does not

depend on their successes. They achieve success through their self-
respect and win dignity and honour.

Women also have self-respect. But it depends more on their
likes and dislikes, needs and a suspicion that others are making light
of them.

In family mater selfrespect in between wife and husband leads
to friction between them. So self-respect should not become an obstacle
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between them. Essential thing in family is pleasant atmosphere. Due to
the weaknesses mentioned above the atmosphere in the family becomes
polluted leading to suspicious. Life becomes sapless and causes disgust
and aversion.

When the limits imposed by nature, genetic limits and the
weaknesses of wife and husband are realised there will be no scope
for jarring notes in family. Where is the source for these jarring notes?
It is a mystery and the mystery lies in the mind. That is a part of
mystery of Creation.

6:2:7:5. Mind
Minds of man and woman are different that is the reason for

distortions in their thinking. Scientists say it is proved by recent
findings.

a) There are 4% mind cells (i.e.) 100 grams more in men than
in women.

b) In between right and left lobes there is 'Corpus Cellogem'
which transmits information. It is large in women and so
transmits the information faster.

c) In men the left side of mind is more active while in women
both right and left sides are equally active.

d) In men the signals of everyone of their actions are received
from the left side only. In women signals are received from
both sides and this gives many benefits to them.

e) So in women, even if they get stroke in the front of the left
side, the right side continues to work. So the stroke will not
have much effect on their thoughts and actions. 'Stroke' means
sudden interruption in the flow of blood to the brain.

In men the effect of stroke is more. There is danger of
losing power of thinking and movement.

f) In general women move and behave with neighbours and
relatives more freely than men. But psychologists say that
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there are indications that women get into depression more
than men. Depression is a mental state of dejection and
melancholy, a mood of hopelessness. Further it is said that
woemn are prone to attempts to commit suicide three times
more than men. But surprisingly men are dying in their
attempts to commit suicide three times more than women.
The reason is the methods of suicide the men choose are
more dangerous. Further men commit suicide in lonely
places.

What is all this? It is all the effect of Nature and is nothing but
mystery of Creation. It is highly concealed and mysterious. It is not
easy to understand the mystery.

6:2:8. Marital Happiness is an Art
Age is not an obstacle to marital happiness and it should not be.

That happiness should be there life long. Romance is life to marital
happiness. Romance, however, need not be essentially physical union
which is transitory. Keeping romance alive is essential in married life.
But it is becoming one of the greatest challenges. Even elderly couple
can enjoy romance by bringing into their memory their past experiences.

What is the source of marital happiness? Just by wishing can
anyone get marital happiness? Is it a matter of luck? Is it in selecting
right time? Is it confluence of love? Or is it attained by determination
and commitment?

Perceptions are changing in urban areas. Young men and women
are getting into wedlock with the idea that they can change their mind
at their will and get separated anytime. But the purpose and concept of
marriage is to keep the sacred wedlock lifelong. It is the concept in Indian
tradition. But now that sanctity is vanishing and marriage is becoming
only a temporary 'lock' or a contract.

Marital happiness is an art and that should be understood.
Parenthood cannot be taught. It is natural. It comes out at the right
time if there is some effort. It is true that marriage involves certain
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expectations and desires. It is based on the wish to have a companion
and help mate lifelong. In the jouney of life we wish for an honest
partner (wife or husband). He or she hopes for a faithful partner in life
who can laugh with her or him, but not at her or at him. There should
not be any scope for pretension. Not only partnership but together
they must be able to build the palace of happy life. It is natural that
there will be some changes in wife and husband. But that need not
necessarily lead to separation, if changes come together in wife and
husband. Some women wish to have husband who is like a hero in
movies or in novels. It remains as wish or idea. This nature or habit
is found in some men also. They wish to have wife who is like a
heroine in movies or in novels. Here also it remains as a wish or idea.
These desires or wishes may continue to haunt men and women in
the present social condtions and individual weaknesses.

For the stability of marriage, traditional and religious rules
and obligations, parental influence and social principles are the main
reasons. Marriage alliance is like interwomen jasmine creapers. But
in the present society so many forces are becoming cause for breaking
the network of marriage. Wife and husband being busy in employment,
travel to and from their place of work, linking of profession with
family. – All these are the forces that are hindering marital happiness.
These are called commuter marriages. Due to office timings or due to
transfers wife and husband are getting away from each other for a long
time. Because of this marriages are torn apart or getting terminated.

Professional responsibilities on one side and authoritative
demands from husband on otherside are making the women neurotic (a
person suffering from neurosis which is mental illness characterized
by irrational or depressive thought or behaviour caused by a disorder
of nervous system usually without organic change). Most of the women
don't to adjust their professional work for the sake of husband and
family.

In successful married life wife and husband are like a single
unit. Even if they have different opinions they present a united front.
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Contented and happy couple always says that they depend on each
other. Especially in important matters they have same opinion. They
confidently believe that there is no question of deceiving or playing
mischief as they have firm faith in each other. Such faith is invaluable
foundation for joy and happiness in married life.

For romantic and happy life lively laughter is a great catalyst.
Laughter out of the heart is really a great gift. Such a laughter is
wealth accumulated in the heart. Of all our relationships marital
relationship is puzzlingly inticate. Unexpected changes are the cause
of this intricacy. Crises come that can even root out the marital
foundation.

Such couple who develops skill and patience to with stand such
crisis and to adapt themselves to the circumstances will have lasting
marital happiness. Happy marital relationship is a big challenge every
moment. So every moment rebuilding must be continued. In the journey
of marital life wife and husband together should proceed further.

Early marital life is naturally and warmly emotional and
passionate incourse of time it changes into contentment and devotion.
However, romance should be alive throughout. What is this romance?
Romance does not simply mean conjugation which is physical. There
is something more.

Romance is the feeling of love and experience. Love is intense
feeling of deep affection or fondness for a person. If we put it in
another way, Romance is idealization (become imaginative) of every
day life. It is a mystery surrounding mutual attraction. It is sentimental
love vibrating always. Further more it is the state of mind that lifts
one into fanciful and imaginary world. Romance includes love which
is mutual tender regard and passionate attachment with excitement
with in limits. Romance in the early days after marriage needs to be
passionate and also conjugal ofcourse but gradually it should be
mellowed. Transformation or evolution is an essential feature of
creation. All that we see now is a phase of that transformation or
may be transmutation. That is the mystery of creation.
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Romance should be alive through out. Then only wife and
husband will have strength and courage to face the challenges and
problems successfully. If you ask any couple they confidently tell you
that romance should never be thrown back.

If romance fades away in family they search for it else where.
Why? It is just to show that attraction has not yet receded in them. So
for marital happiness mutual faith is the corner stone.

Selection of suitable partner alone is not enough. One should
himself or herself be suitable. Wedlock is not simply entering into it
but the couple must identify themselves with marital relationship.
That is the essential way to be happy. There is nothing like superiority
or inferiority between wife and husband. There are only limits and
differences established by Nature. If anyone of man and woman is
not there Creation ceases to exist.

Reflection of Nature is Romance. It flows incessantly in Nature.
Just divert us from the mystery of Creation, 'Romance' is passed on
to us as a sweet fragrant flow. Romance and marital happiness are
formed as a part of mystery of Creation.

So far we have seen revelation of certain prominent discoveries
related to our physical body and physical life. No one can deny that
science will unravel the outer 'Reality'.

Doubt, there is none that scientists are creating wonders. It is
in the news that doctors in England or may be Japan are trying to
transplant the heads of humans. It is said that the body of a brain-dead
patient is donated for this purpose. Certainly it is a wonder. But still
it is not divinity because the brain-dead man is in a sense sacrificed.
However if the brain-dead man's head is removed and healthy man's
head is transplanted, it is alight, but where from? If the head of
healthy man is taken for transplantation it amounts to the crime of
murder. If he is a dead main how long the head of a dead man will be
active? It all looks a fantasy or whimsical speculation. The scientists
seem to be aiming at successful counter creation.
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What all happens in the universe is a part of the mystery.
God created the world and then left everything to the efforts of man
to progress in life. Whether he becomes progressive or retrogressive
it is up to him. He may create wonders or spoil everything in the
name of counter creation. God oversees everything. When these
wonders cross the limits into evil God takes care. The lord says in
the Gita, "when ever there is decay of dharma and rise of a dharma,
then I embody Myself." (4-7).

Once wonders were created by chanting mystical words
(mantra). Then 'tantra' followed. Here also mystical words but not as
mantra. Tantra is black magic used to achieve evil end by acquiring
supernatural powers. Scientific discoveries also become tantric when
the scientist becomes perverted. 'Yantra' (machine) plays a prominent
part in science. However 'Yantra' has another meaning. It is a copper
plate with mystic syllables engraved on it. It is placed under the feet
of an idol when it is installed in a temple. Infact 'Yantra' is mystical
whether used for Vedic purposes or scientific purposes.

Now it is the period of machine. What is there to happen in
future, we cannot foretell. But one thing is clear. What ever happens
is certainly apart creation including counter creation. All these wonders
are being observed by God. It is the ultimate Reality. We have to dive
deep to grasp that Reality.

"Errors, like straws, upon surface flow;
 He would search for pearls must dive below"

– 'All for Love' – John Dryden

God knows all. Omniscient He is. Now let us go to spiritual
revelation of the Upanishads. That is the ultimate Vision of Reality.
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7. THE UPANISHADS

Superstitions are to be burnt away. But that is not enough.
There is more about Truth. We must delve into the annals of the
upanishads. He who would search for pearls must dive below. We
must dive into the depth of Reality. Then only we can have atleast a
glimpse of the Reality. The literal meaning of upanishad is "sitting near
devotedly. (upa = near; ni = devotedly; shad = sitting). Upanishads are
not narratives or epics.

Upanishads are golden thresh hold to the stream of Conscious-
ness that is the everlasting fountain of nectar surrounded by the
garden of endless fragrance of the "Breath of the Eternal". The tumbling
flood of thought are turned into serene flow in the haunted minds
by the Upanishads which echo the Breath of Eternal.

"The outer reality, the Science with unravel as Yoga
 does the inner Reality."

Now we will move on with the upanishads to get a glimpse of
inner Reality. There are four Vedas and each Veda has four divisions:

(1) Samhitas,  (2) Br1hmanas,  (3) !ranyakas,  (4) Upanishads

7:1. SAMHITAS
Samhitas are systematically arranged collections of hymns a

mantras. Samhita is the hymnical text of the Veda as formed out of
the individual words (padas) by proper phonetic changes according to
different Sakhas or schools. Most of the hymns are in praise of one
or another personal god. Sometimes the god is conceived as a little
more than a magnified man. For example, Indra the god of rain has a
strong body dressed in golden armour. He descends to earth, lives and
eats there with his followers enemies the demons. In another hymn
Varuna is described as a nature of good. He presides over air and water
in human form (personality). But the same god, now so much a man
suddenly becomes nothing less than the Supreme Being within whom
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all the phenomenal, world (visible) is contained. He is conceived as
Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscient.

Varuna is conceived as the principle of universal law and order
'$ta' both physical and spiritual. This principle is said to exist in
complete perfection for ever in Varuna. This principle is faintly
reflected in the created world. Yet Rigveda says (1-24) because of this
principle moral order exists in this world. The sun, moon and stars,
morning and evening, day and night, all keep their appointed time
following the path of $ta.

Hiranyagarbha Sukta in Rigveda (10-121) is perhaps the highest
in conception of gods with concreate names. This can called 'Creation
hymn' which poses questions about an unnamed god. Later tradition
identified this god with Prajapati or Brahma (not Brahman) the
Creator. But the original force of the hymn is spectacular; since the
creator preceded all the known gods who could he be? In verse '7'
he seems to appear after the waters; in verse '9' the waters seem to be
coming from him. They are born from one another, a common paradox.

The Creator in this hymn is called Hiranyagarbha, a truly
pregnant term. The term is a compound noun, its first element means
'gold' (Hiranya) and the second element means womb (garbha) seed,
embryo or child in the Rigveda. Later it comes to mean 'egg'. The
later meaning becomes prominent in the Cosmogonic myth of the
gold egg that separates into two shells. The two shells of the egg
become sky and the earth while the 'yolk' (internal part) is the sun.
Yolk is the internal part of an egg that nourishes before it hatches.
The golden embryo (Hiranyagarbha) is the god or seed. Later it is
interpreted anthropomorphically (attribution of a human form or
personality to a god) as possessing the golden seed or egg. Sayana
interprets possessively as he (Hiranyagarbha) in whose belly the
golden seed or egg exists like an embryo. This seed of fire is placed
in the waters of the womb; it is also the embryo with which waters
become pregnant. So also Agni is the child of water (born from waters)
but it also means that he is the god who spills his seed in the water.
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It means that Agni is born from water and also water is born from
Agni.

These are interlocking rather than contradictory concepts in the
sense that they fit together or coordinate with each other. The sun by
his greatness became the one king of the world who rules over his
two footed and four-footed creatures and whom we should worship
with oblation. When the high waters came pregnant with the embryo
that is everything, bringing forth fire. Agni arose from that as the breath
of gods. He is the god whom we should worship with oblation.

In the later Vedas, the father is specially identified with the son.
Further more, the egg is both a female image (that which is fertilized
by seed and which contains the embryo that is like the yolk (the yellow
internal part) and a male image (the testicles containing the male
seed). Thus the range of meanings may be seen as a continuum of
androgynous birth images (hermaphrodite) with seed (male egg) womb
(female egg) embryo, child.

Verse (6) of Hiranyagarbha Sukta presents an image on two levels.
The two oppose masses are armies, the polanised gods and demons
(asuras) who turn to the creator for help (as in Rigveda 2-12-8). But
they also represent the parted sky and earth who seek literal support (the
pillar to keep them apart). The images combine in a metaphor suggesting
that sky and earth themselves form a phalanx (a line of battle infantry
drawn up in close order) in the fight between gods and demons.

In the Verse (8) Daksha represents the male principle of creation
and later is identified with Prajapati. As the embryo of the waters, he
is identified with the seed or fire (Verse 7), the fire then explicitly is
defined in this verse as the sacrifice or sacrificial fire. Sacrifice is often
an element in primeval creation. (Rigveda 10-9-6 to 9 Verses)

Then there is the famous hymn Purusha-Sukta or the Hymn of
Man as called by the Westerners. In this hymn the Supreme Being
or God is represented as at once concrete with infinite heads,
unnumbered eyes and in the highest degree abstract beyond all
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predicates (affirmations). He both is and is not the created universe,
for while the created universe is a part of his being, it is not the whole
of it.

Rigveda 10-90-Verses (1 to 5) – Enveloping the universe on
every side, He exists transcending it. All this is He – what has been
and what shall be. He is the Lord of immortality. Though He has
become all this, in reality He is not all this. For verily is He
transcendental. The whole series of universes – past, present and
future – express His glory and power, but He transcends His own
glory. All beings of the universe form, as it were, a fraction of His
being; the rest of it is selfluminous and unchangeable. The part of
Him which is relative universe appears as sentient and insentient
beings. From apart of Him was born the body of the universe and out
of this body were born the gods, the earth and mens.

There is a definite rejection of Pantheism in this hymn. "Though
He (God) has become all this, in reality He is not all this." These words
are characteristics of all Indian thought. There is no Pantheism in
Indian thought. The Hindus see God as the ultimate energy in and
behind all creation, but never, either in ancient or in modern times as
identical with it. God is in every thing and not as everything.

'S3 kta' means good utterance and 'hymn' means a song of praise
in honour of a god. There are over hundred suktas in favour of Agni,
Sri, Durga and other gods and two in favour of 'Food or Annam'. But
easily the most important and popular of them is 'Purusha S3 ktam'.
There are two rescensions (Versions) of Purushan Sukta. One is in
Rigveda (10-90) and another in Yajurveda Samhita. (31st chapter in
Sukla Yajurveda). Yajurveda Version is fuller and in greater use.

Purusha S3 kta is put to various uses in karmas or rites. In a
sacrifice the figure or man is arranged and is offered in the Mahagni
(great fire). In Uttara Anuvaka it is used in the Purusha Medha
sacrifice where Aditya is invoked through it according to the directions
given by sage Apastamba in his Sutras.
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But in the gradual evolution of India, the age of sacrifice passed
away, but the value of Purusha Sukta was recognised and it was
inducted into worship. There are sixteen steps (shodasa upc1ras) in
worship and it was prescribed that sixteen $ks of the Purva Anuvaka
should be used in worship at the rate of one $ke per one up1cara.
This is now extensively practised. But still a higher use to which it
has been fillingly applied is the spiritual contemplation and attainment
of God.

The Western Critics
Some of the Western Critics, we may include A.A. Macdonell,

utterly failed to understand the real sense of Purusha Sukta. Macdonell
in his 'The Vedic Reader' (P 195-203) considers Purusha Sukta a
hymn of man and says the gods as the agents of creation and the
world is made from the material of the body of a primeval giant
named Purusha. He believes it to be one of the very latest hymns of
the Rigveda because for the first time and the only time in the
Rigveda it mentions the four castes and the religious view is more
over different from that of old hymns as it is pantheistic. "Purusha is
all the world, what has been and shall be". It is infact the starting
point of the  pantheistic philosophy of India (P.195).

What more nonsense can there be? Though we appreciate his
efforts to learn Vedic Sanskrit, we can not go by his interpretations.
There is absolute confusion and absurd interpretation due to misunder-
standing. The truth is other wise : (1) It is not the hymn, but of
Purusha, (2) The body cut is not that of any primeval giant but of
Cosmic Virat Purusha, (3) The hymn is not one of the latest, (4) It is
wrong to state that only three Vedas are referred to by name. What is
referred to as Rig, Yajur and Sama are the peculiar castings of
hymns at a time when the Vedas had not yet been classified and
grouped, (5) Similarly the caste system in India is not referred to.

The hymn deals with Cosmic Creation and it is absurd to limit
it to India. The four universal kinds of occupations prevail and must
prevail for all time not only in India but in the whole world. $uk 13
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says that the face of the Virat Purusha became the Br1hmin, His arms
became Kshatriya, His two thighs became the Vaisya and from his feet
came manual workers.

The S3 kta speaks of the Creation of man over the entire
universe. Hence those who want to deduce the institution of caste
system from this $uk like Macdonell are entirely on the wrong track.
India is a small part of the universe and caste system in India came
into being many centuries later. What this $uk refers to is not the caste
system but the four kinds of activities which are valid at all times all
over the world. What the $uk speaks of here is not caste system but
four Varnas (qualities) or attributes. Bhagavad Gita also speaks of the
four. Varnas not castes based on attributes and work (guna and karma).

Pantheism as interpreted by Western critics is whole sale and
utter 'parinama' (transformation) of God into the world with nothing of
the original substance left over. This is not the Vedic thought. At no
time God is equated with the world. Major portion of God remains
unaffected. Only an infinite simal portion (very small) of His Conscious-
ness gets manifested as the world. God transcends it infinitely and
entered the universe. The infinite universe as it appears to us, is only
a small fraction of His Glory. So God is not the world but He is in the
world.

Another wild theory advanced (proposed) by one or two western
critics is that human sacrifice was prevalent in India at onetime and it
is reflected in the Purusha Suktam. It was a prejudiced view about
India and was the hangover of the political subjugation of the Country
by the British. Indian religion and sentiment never even thought of
the barbaric custom of human sacrifice which was sanctioned in the
religions of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Mexico and the Mayas in South
America. The Purusha Suktam clearly says that the sacrifice referred
to there in, is purely imaginary.

Purusha dealt with in the Purusha Suktam is not a human being.
The word 'Purusha' is full of significance. As Sankara mentions in his
commentary on Vishnu Sahasranama 'Puram' is the body and He who
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resides in it is the Purusha. As the Mahabharata states, the body is the
holy city furnished with nine gateways. The great Self lies per meating
it and hence he is styled as the Purusha. This Purusha existed before
all things and that is the 'Purushatva' of all things. So the Purusha of
the Purusha Suktam is not the Purusha (man) as was understood the
western critics. Infact it is not the 'Purusha' that manifests as the world
but His Consciousness or Maya (Caitanyam) manifests as the world.
Higher than the Purusha there is none.

What is the sacrifice in Purusha Suktam? It is not real. It is a
symbolic expression of manifestation of the world from 'Brahman'
spoken as 'Purusha'. The sacrifice mentioned in Purusha Suktam is the
'Kalpana' (fiction) of act of creation as a sacrifice. It is a sublime idea
that God sacrificed Himself and out of the supreme sacrifice of
Himself He has created the universe. In truth it is not Kalpana or
figure of speech. The world is a mysterious manifestation of Brahman's
'M1ya' or Consciousness.

What about Caste system?
Some so-called Indologists particularly like M.A. Macdonell

deduced that caste system in India was in course of time derived from
'Varna' system given in Purusha Suktam. But their thought proceeded
completely on the wrong track to think that Varna system was the
precursor of caste system in India.

Infact any society in any country in the world is only a reflection
of the body of Virat Purusha. Creation is not something related to our
country only. So the intellectuals, soldiers, businessmen (produces of
wealth) and labour in the respective societies have to be considered
to belong to the Varna system. Varnas are the same but the names
may vary and may not be the same as Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya and
S3 dra. Man belonging to any country will have the same parts in his
body. Names of the organs of the body depend on the language. Even
if the language changes form and nature of the organs will not change.

So the 'Varnas' spoken in Purusha S3 ktam are not castes. Varna
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comes from attributes and karma (Guna and Karma). The four Varnas
emerged from Virat Purusha are the same for any country or any
society. Society is like a body and the Varnas are the organs. For the
body to be healthy every organ has certain binding or rule and the
organ has inevitably to follow that rule or system. It has to do its work
only, not something else. No organ works with selfish motive. When
the organs work together in unity the body will be healthy. Only when
the body is healthy the organs will be healthy. The body and organs
work in unity with mutual dependence.

Hands of the body do all the work but it is the mouth that
takes in the food. If hands stop giving food to mouth, because it is
lazy, it will be the hands that become weak not the mouth because
food gives strength to all parts of the body. Mind thinks and its work
is not visible. The intellectuals in any society are like the Mind in the
body. Educationists and scientists belong to this category. So it is not
correct to say that the intellectuals are not working. Their work is not
'production'. But they don't invent machines, the manual workers will
not have any work. That is why the intellectuals are said to be the
mind of the society. This is the subtle meaning in what Purusha Sukta
says that Br1hmins emerged from the face of Virat Purusha. 'Brahma'
means wisdom and 'face means important. Brahmin is like the mind
for the body. By the selfless work of the intellectuals the society is
benefited.

Strength is as much necessary to the body as defence to the
country. Soldiers shoulder this duty. Soldiers need physical strength
and courage. That which protects is 'kshatram'. If society is taken as
a body, its protectors are kshatriyas like hands for the body. If the
body has to remain healthy and happy, intellect and physical strength
alone are not enough. When the head and shoulders, the upper parts of
the body are correlated with the lower parts of the body, the legs and
feet, then only the body remains steady. So the middle part of the body,
the waist and thighs are the correlating part of the body. Vaisyas are
the correlating part of the society. They are the suppliers of the daily
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needs like food and other accessories. If the upper and middle parts of
the body are to be steady, strong support at the bottom is essential. Legs
and feet provide such strong support. So legs represent manual labour.
In the society also manual labour are like such support. Without their
labour the society cannot sustain itself (keep itself in existence).

Thus these four Varnas are the four pillars on which the palace
of society stands. If anyone of pillars is moved the whole building
collapses. So also the society become disordered if any one of the four
Varnas becomes ineffective.

Thus the emergence of Varnas given in Purusha Suktam is purely
symbolic. These Varnas are only the tokens of attributes and activity and
there is no mention of any caste system. Further there is no superiority
or inferiority in Varna system as is prevalent in caste system.

Rain-god Indra with his golden armour is no where near a
Universal Being who envelops and transcends the world. But still a
step remained to be taken. This also the Sahmitas took. From the
conception of God as a personal being the Vedic seers passed onto
almost their final conception of him as utterly impersonal with no
resemblance what so ever to anything human and no longer they
referred to him as He or Him, but only 'Tad Ekam'. That is the only
word in English under this designation. He appears in hymn of
Creation called 'Nasadiya Sukta'. Further it is said in RigVeda
(1-164-46) that 'Ekam Sat Vipra Bahudha Vadanti' – "Sat (the Truth is
only One and the wise men call it by different names."

This famous hymn 'Nasadiya Sukta' (Rig Veda 10-129) provided
the basis for a great deal of philosophic speculation. In it God is
represented as the material cause and also the efficient cause of the
universe. Material cause is that out of which it is made and efficient
cause is that by which it is made.

We find varying conceptions of God in the Samhitas. They raise
two questions.

1) The first question is this : Why the idea of many gods is
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lifted to the loftiest idea of only One Supreme Divinity – "Tad Ekam"
(10-129-2 Rig Veda) in this hymn. Its mystery is explained in the
hymns themselves. As Swami Vivekananda declares, "It is a grand
explanation, one that has given the theme to all subsequent thought in
India and one that will be the them of the whole world of religions :
"Ekam Sat Vipra Bahudha Vadanti" (Rigveda 1-164-46). That which
exists is One, sages call it by various names". (Complete works Vol (1)
P347.)

In these words lies the secret of the hymns and also of the
religious life of India through out her long history. Only Casual visitors
to this ancient land carry away with them the impression of an
elaborate polytheism (many gods). It is true that many gods are
worshipped in India. In reality there is only one God and He is called
by various names. Whom ever the Hindu chooses for this worship,
that one becomes the God for him. In Him all things exist including
other gods. It is the spirit of Vedanta – 'Ekam Sat Vipra Bahudha
Vandanti'. This spirit gives little scope for religious fanaticism or
religious persecution.

Then there is the (2) second question : We find in the Vedic
hymns both elementary and advanced ideas of God. Why is it so? That
is the mystery of God in the Vedas. For the western mind there is no
mystery. There is only evolution which is conceived in simple anthro-
pomorphic terms. The western mind sees the first stages of growth
which slowly ripens to abstraction in anthropomorphic notion. But the
orthodox Hindu sees the varied stages of religious attainment in the
hymns which reflect the graduated scale of Vedic conceptions. Naturally
some men are spiritually barbarians while others are seers and sages.
The Vedas render help to all according to their needs. To men at low
stage they offer polytheism (many gods), to those at a higher stage
monotheism (only one God) and finally to those at the top the idea of
impersonal and absolute God, formless and attributeless.

However, there is one thing that should not be missed. Even the
greatest of the Hindu seers and sages finds the abstract conception of
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God too difficult or too subtle for constant use. No doubt, occasionally
they rise to the abstract conception of God, but in regular devotion
they also like other ordinary men showed strong emotional desire for
the idea of divinity (God) which they could readily worship and
meditate upon.

The spiritual levels of Vedic hymns are thus varying and flexible
to reach the needs of men at different levels of spiritual elevation.

7:2. BR!HMANAS
In contrast to Samhitas the Br1hmanas deal more with every day

things like sacrificial rites and with specific duties and rules of conduct.
Br1hmanas are the second division of the Vedas. The brahmins then
felt that they would get the knowledge of Brahman, when the heart
became purified by the performance of Yajna (sacrifice) and charity.
Thus the need for the performance of sacrifices and for the ceremonials
and rites of religion was acknowledged. However these things were
given undue importance and mere chanting of the Vedic words
(mantras) became the practice. As a result the sacrifices (Yajnas)
themselves often took the place of a living religion. Ofcourse, such
circumstances occur in the development of all religious institutions.
Such conditions of prayer and object of worship become unnecessary
because of the belief that by the performance of elaborate and fixed
sacrifices (Yajnas) the gods may be forced to grant one's desires.
These sacrificial rites became the source of or the germ of the Law of
Karma. The Law of Karma was later systematized philosophically by
Manu. Thus came the saying, "Thou Canst not gather what dost sow,
so wilt thou reap." The Bible also says the same thing "Whatever man
sowth, that shall he also reap." (Gal 6-7)

The duties and rules of conduct prescribed by Br1hmanas are
largely common to all religions. Self-control, love and kindness are
emphasized. Theft, murder and adultery are forbidden. Br1hmanas
declare that we are all in deep debt and the most important of our
obligations are those to the gods, to the seers, to the spirits of the dead,
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to living men and also to animals. We must pay our debt to the gods
with sacrifices (Yajnas); to the seers with feelings of admiration; to
departed souls with prayers on their behalf; to living men with love
and kindness; to animals with food and drink.

But gradually in course of time the spirit of the Br1hmanas
became extinct (dead) by the hardening of the institutional part of
religion and by the exalted power of priests. Buddha rose in revolt
against the tyranny of the priests. The Bhagavad Gita also condemned
the tendency of giving undue importance to the ritualistic sacrifices
(Yajnas). We achieve no merit by discharging our moral debts but
by neglecting them we become unworthy of being humans. Our moral
duties must be performed with no thought of selfish ends or benefits.

7:3. !RANYAKAS
!ranyakas are the third division of the Vedas. They are the

forest treatises. They supplement the Br1hmanas but end in the
Upanishads. Infact, they are a corrective to the Br1hmanas. They lead
to the upanishads which are considered the end part of Vedas, hence
called as Vedanta.

Like the Br1hmanas, they do deal with rites and ceremonies, but
unlike the Br1hmanas they do not stop there. They reveal that the
truth ties not in rites and ceremonies but in spiritual realization. That
is why, the end part of the !ranyakas is called the upanishads. The
!ranyakas deal more with inner reality than with outward symbols and
performances.

The division of each of the Vedas into Samhitas, Br1hmanas,
!ranyakas and lastly upanishads, is related to the four stages or
asramas in man's life. According to Vedic teachings man's life is
divided into four stages. First is brahmacharya or student life when
the boy lives with his teacher and receives both religious and secular
instruction. The youth is trained in self-control and acquires such
virtues as chastity, truthfulness, faith and self-surrender, The second
stage is garhasthya or married life. The chief duty at this stage is to
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practise the ritualistic sacrifices as given in the Br1hmanas. The third
stage is V1naprastha or the age of retirement. At this stage man need
not follow ritualism

This gives the general plan of our life successively student life,
married life, life of retirement and finally the life of renunciation.
Each of these periods of man's mortal life has special duties and
observances. However, a man may enter immediately into the life of
renunciation without passing through the intermediate stages. The
period or the stage of renunciation is also called monasticism. On
entering into the monastic life he begins to meditate upon the truths
of the upanishads. According to Vedic teaching monastic life is the
highest stage a man may attain. Does it mean that every man
invariably has to enter into monastic life. It is absurd to say so. But
the idea of monastic life is not completely erased. This idea is still
retained in modern India. A few here and there are willing to assume
monastic life. Even some of the highly trained western scientists,
literates and philosophers are willing to get into monastic life.

Having obtained mental purity (Citta suddhi) one must seek the
solitude of forests for further concentration and meditation. Chanting of
Vedas, performance of yajnas and rules of discipline are all meant as
preliminaries for the ultimate meditation on the true nature of the
Self and the true nature of Reality.

The !ranyaka portions of the Vedas are meant to explain the
inner meaning the doctrine or philosophy contained in the Samhitas
as mantras and in the Brahmanas as Karmas. !ranyakas enlighten us
about the obscure imagey which the Vedas contain. The !ranyakas are
the relt of meditation of sages who sought the solitude of the forests.

It is true that people in India even today are guided by the
Vedic laws in the ceremonies connected with birth, marriage and
also death. It is said that social, legal, domestic and religious customs
are rites of the Hindus even today are mere systematized old Vedic
teachings.
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Gayatri Mantra from Rigveda is the best example. Every brahmin
repeats daily this prayer Gayatri.

"Om bhur bhuvah swah,
     tat savitur varenyam, bhargo
 devasya dhimahi,
     dhiyo yonah pracodayat.

Gayatri is the symbol of Light transmitted from the sun. Sun's
light is the symbol of divine light. Gayatri manthra reflects our wish
to expand our consciousness and intelliect. Vedic view of Light is very
important. Light is the primary force in the universe on which energy
and matter depend. The entire universe is nothing but a play of light.
Light is honoured and defined in various ways in all religious and
spiritual traditions of the world as the Supreme Reality or as Divine.
Right from the Rigveda Light has been one of the main concepts in
the vedic tradition. Many vedio terms relate to light, illumination,
radiance or heat starting with Agni or fire. Light or fire (Agni) is the
basis of the entire Vedic approach to worship and to understand the
working of the universe.

Vedic concept of divinity is light and the term Deva is related
as the realm of light. This is not light in material sense. The Vedic
Concept of Deva as light is reflected in Deva as also a power or
intellect. The Vedic Concept is that all light-forms in the universe
reflect a higher divine Light of Consciousness.

Agni (fire), Vayu (wind in the sense of lighting) and Surya (sun)
are the dominant Vedic deities who are fixed up as powers of light. It
is said that Vedic mantras reside in the rays of the sun. Agni (fire) is
said to be the Vedic deity of speech and the Vedic mantras are said to
be energized by Agni. The Vedic ritual is nothing but extending light
from Agni which is the light on earth to Surya (sun) who is the Light
in Heaven.

The Vedic Concept of Self as Purusha or Atman is identification
with Light at Cosmic level not merely with a human faculty or mind.
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The upanishads speak of the Purusha as dwelling in the sun (Isa 16)
and also in other light forms as the Moon, Lightning (electricity), Fire
(Agni) and water (Apas). Atman is identified with the Sun in the
Rigveda itself (1-115-1). The Vedic Gayatri mantra chanted to the Sun
as God head is a prayer for greater spiritual light and the illumination
of the mind.

The object of Vedic worship is Cosmic Light, which is equated
with Self and Consciousness. Here light is not merely a natural
phenomenon. This higher light dwells beyond the mind and the
embodied Creatures. Ultimately it is the light of existence itself, the
Supreme Brahman, the $tam, B4hat or vast Truth of the Vedas.

The Vedic prayer leads us from the unreal to the real, from
darkness to light, from death to immortality. The true light of the Vedas
is the immortal Consciousness. It is the meaning of Vedic deities at a
spiritual level.

7:3:1. Secret of OM
M1ndukya Upanishad speaks of Om in detail. " 'AUM' ity etad

aksharam idam" – (1) The syllable 'AUM' is all this. All that is the
past, the present and the future, all this is only the syllable 'AUM'.
And whatever else there is beyond the threefold time, that too is only
the syllable 'AUM'.

"Sarvam hy etad Brahma, ayam atma Brahma,
 so'yam 1tma catus-p1t" – (2)

All this is, verily Brahman. This Self is Brahman. This same
Self has four quarters, the waking state, the dream state, the state of
dreamless sleep and Turiya the fourth, is the state of spiritual
Consciousness. The knowledge of the fourth is attained by merging the
previous three.

'Self' is the Truth which is beyond the level of mind and intellect.
But it can be grasped easily through 'OM' (AUM). Meditation becomes
stilled through 'OM'. The 'Self' seeks refuge in 'OM'. If we take 'OM'
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as a single syllable or sound not as 'AUM' separately, it becomes united
or identified 'Self'. Cosmologists say that an enormous explosion called
Big Bang some millions of years ago and that gave rise to the process
of creation and evolution.

But Ved1nta sastra says that it was not explosion but the sound
of 'OM' that created enormous vibration in the universe that caused
creation and evolution. It is called 'Visphota' which means enormous
light or glare which caused waves or vibration of the sound of 'OM'.
'Visphota' means that which was already there in still condition is
roused up to take phenomenal form. These waves of 'OM' sound
resounded in the minds of the sages and they gave letter-form to that
sound waves. That way the Vedas were formed. They reained in
unwritten form for a very long time and were taught and propagated
orally in teacher-student tradition. That is why it is said that Vedas are
not man's creation.

'OM' sound symbolizes Brahman. It is the root source of all
Vedas. In the stillness of meditation that which becomes revealed is
'OM'. Everything evolves from 'OM' sound and 'OM' is Brahman. Every
Vedic chanting begins with OM. 'OM' is the symbol of worship.

Knowledge lies hidden in all beings. It comes out when suitable
atmosphere is created and a suitable Guru (teacher) is required to
create such atmosphere. In 'sphota' theory 'OM' is called 'N1da Brahma'.
'OM' is a single syllable. This syllable is the source of all sounds
(N1dam). If the difference between one sound and another is
eliminated, only the root sound remains. That is 'OM'. This is the
essence of 'sphota' theory. If there is anything beyond the past, the
present and the future time that is 'OM'. That which is beyond this
phenomenal world is OM.

The source or origin of Creation is active divine power of
energy of Nature. By the activity of Nature Creation began to manifest.
There is an order or arrangement in Creation. The reason for that order
is the vibration caused in Nature or universe which is the root energy
of Creation. Sound was originated by these vibrations. The symbol of
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that sound is 'OM'. If we have to imagine or try to form an image
of something that is the origin of the universe and higher the threefold
time, we should have a symbol of that Supreme thing which should
have some name. That is 'OM'. For example animals are identified
without seeing them by the sound that comes out of their mouth. Dog
barks, snake hisses and so on.

'!tma' means breath. There was only one 'Atman' before Creation
and that '!tman' was Brahman. By the breathing sound of Brahman,
there was activity in the universe and this caused vibration in the
substance of the universe. Consequently five elements were formed
which activated creation. The breathing sound of Brahman is 'OM'
sound which caused vibrations in the substance of the universe. The
symbol of all vibrations is 'OM' which further symbolizes universe or
Nature and it asserts firmly the idea of Brahman in our imagination.
'OM' sound is so fluent and easy for anyone of any country or any
religion to utter. As such it becomes universal symbol. The word
'!men' uttered by Christians after prayer and '!meen' by Muslims
seem to be similar to 'OM'. !men means 'so be it' and '!meen' means
certainly.

If we say that this universe is the manifested form of
Brahman, the 'OM' becomes the sound of Brahman. That is why we
can visualize Brahman in 'OM', either Nirguna Brahman (attributeless)
or Isvara (not Siva) Saguna Brahman with attributes. The whole
universe spoken as 'OM' is none other than Brahman. Even our 'Self'
is Brahman as much as the manifested universe. All sound in the
universe is the permeated 'OM'. It is said that 'OM' indicates acceptance
and also imitation. The $iks in S1maveda begin with 'OM'.

That which is Truth is 'OM' and 'OM' is also called Pr1na. 'OM'
is the essence or sap of S1maveda. M1ndukya Upanishad (8) that we
can visualize Atma by 'OM'. For instance we can imagine any animal
by the sound it makes. If we have to imagine something beyond this
universe and beyond the three times past, present and future we
should have a name for it. That is 'OM'. 'OM' should be uttered as a
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single syllable, not as A+U+M separately. 'OM' is absolute and
everything emanates from it. 'OM' has hundred meanings and one of
them is Welcome to God.

Just as the Self has three states of, dream sleep and deep sleep
(dreamless sleep), 'OM' also has three states. The three letters that
form 'OM' are its states. 'AUM' letters together constitute 'OM'. The
combination of these three letters is the fourth. It is called mystical
and sacred sound of 'OM' (Pra7 ava N1dam). This mystical sound is
Turiya the fourth. The three letters are the symbols of three states.
The mystical sound the fourth is the extension of the third letter 'M'.
The fourth is not full letter but only sound. This sound is the
mystical power of 'OM'. The third letter 'M' is end letter. So the first
two sounds 'A,U' merge with the third letter 'M' and this sound is
extended as the fourth. As already said the fourth is not a letter but
only sound. This is the full-fledged sound. This is the ultimate which
represents !tman and it is the state of union of individual Self
with the universal Self. (M1ndukya Upanishad (12)). OM represents
non-dual or Advaita state of the Self.

'OM' is not a different letter. It is the combined form of
'AUM'. It is the mystical sound which is symbolic of Brahman. It
represents Sat Cit Ananda state. Brahman is always in that state.

Sat = Absolute existence,
Cit = Absolute knowledge,
Anand = Absolute bliss.

The union of these three is the state of Brahman.

The mid rib of a leaf joins all the parts of the leaf. So also
'OM' through its mystic sound permeates all sounds in the universe
and unites them all into one.

Meditation through the mystic sound of 'OM' needs extreme
concentration. The waves of knowledge in the mind of devotee are
stirred and the mystic light of knowledge is lit in his mind. The idea
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that Brahman (Isvara, Sagu7 a Brahma) permeates everywhere, fills
the heart and makes him highly enlightened.

The three letters in 'OM' symbolize the three states of Creation.
With the short utterance of 'A' sound the mouth opens a little. This is
the state of imitation of Creation. When the mouth opens up fully the
sound 'O' also becomes full. It remains in this state for sometime. This
is the state of existence in Creation. With the last sound of 'M' the
mouth closes and it represents the end of Creation. Thus 'OM'
represents the three states of imitation, protection and dissolution of
Creation. This whole period of Creation is the duration of on breath
of Brahman.

AUM. E, G, ™. J, L, =∞.
OM.  EÁz™.   FO.

7:3:2. Gayatri Mantra
Only brief explanation is given. More details are not possible

within the scope of this book. Rishi Visvamitra is said to be the
founder or seer of this Mantra (drashta).

Gayatri Mantra occurs once in Rigveda (3-62-10); four times in
Sukla Yajurveda (3-35; 22-9; 30-2; 36-3), the 3rd mantra in Chapter 36
appears along with Vyahritis; two times in Krishna Yajurveda (4-1-10-
43; 1-5-6-24) and once in S1maveda (6-3-10-1).

Adharva Veda has separate Gayatri Mantra.

Mantra is a sacred incantation beginning with 'OM'. Beginning
with 'OM' a mantra becomes mystical and sacred. Mantra is a formula
or a sound chanted to aid concentration in meditation or worship of
God. It is a Vedic hymn. Of all mantras (incantations) Gayatri Mantra
is the most sacred.

Gayatri Mantra has three parts. The first is 'OM'. The second
has three vyahritis. 'Vyahriti' means a mystical word or sound. The
third is the actual Gayatri Mantra.
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(1) Om.
(2) bhur, bhuvah, suvah.
(3) tat Savitur Vare7 yam

bhargo devyasya dhimahi
dhiyo yonah pracodayat.

As already mentioned 'Om' is Pranava the sacred syllable
symbolic of Brahman. It is the root sound which is the source of whole
Creation. Bhuh, bhuvah, suvah are called vyahritis. Vyahriti means a
mystical word or sound which is a form of the Veda. It is said that
these words from the body of Brahma (the Creator not Brahman). So
they are called Vyahritis. Vyahriti also means 'OM'. Vyahriti further
means utterance, speech, words. These are the basis of the three
regions – Earth, Cosmos and Heaven. There is another interpretation
that Sat, Cit and Ananda – which means – (Sat) Absolute existence,
(Cit) Absolute knowledge, (Ananda) Absolute bliss, are formed from
these Vyahritis in order of sequence. Their union is Brahman that is
Self. The attributes of Self are Sat (existence – bhur), Cit (knowledge –
bhuvah), Ananda (suvah – bliss) that is beyond description. – Sat Cit
Ananda. Jnana (knowledge) is attained through these vyahritis. So they
are included in Gayatri mantra.

The three parts of Gayatri mantra are associated with Sat, Cit
and Ananda in their order. All the 'beings' (Creatures) exist through
these three Vyahritis.

'Bhu' is the vital air (or Prana), 'Bhuvar' (Cosmos) is symbolic
of relief from miseries and the third Vyahriti 'Suvah' means heaven
that which gives joy and happiness. It is also said to mean Aditya, the
sun. Broadly these three vyahritis represent Brahman (paramature the
Supreme Self) – Tittiriya Upanishad (sikshavalli-5).

Brahman is the cause of the universe – cause of the world –
'Life of the life' – Pranasya Pranam' (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad).

The third part the principal or real Gayatri mantra.
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If the words in this part are put in order corresponding to their
meaning we will be able to understand the mantra better.

"Yah, nah, thiyah, pracodayat, kat, devasya, savituh, varenyam,
bhargah, dhimahi."

yah = that divinity and light of God
nah = our
thiyah = intellect and behaviour
pracodayat = that which inspires to know their object
tat = such effulgent light
devasya = that which illmines the souls and runs the world
Savituh = Brahman in the sun. One who is the creator of the

 whole universe and giver of all power.
Vare7 yam = supreme, the highest, most adorable.
bhargah = dazzling brightness, divine light
dhimahi = let us pray, let us meditate

May we meditate on the effulgent light or power of Him who is
worshipful and who has given birth to all worlds. Me He direct the
rays of our intellect towards the path of good.

Gayatri mantra is a profound prayer. It elevates. This 'Maha
mantra' is a true prayer that not only reaches out but also reaches
in. It is not a prayer for worldly and material benefits. It is a prayer
for the highest enlightenment. It is a prayer that leads to a sublime
experience, a prayer that opens up our mind and vision and intellect
to a world beyond worldly attachments. It is a prayer that leads to the
ultimate Truth and supreme 'Bliss' that every enlightened human being
seeks.

7:4. UPANISHADS
Upanishads come towards the end of the !ranyakas. In other

words they are the extension of !ranyakas. If the Samhita is likened
to a tree, the Brahmanas are its flowers and the !ranyakas are its fruits
in an unripened state, the upanishads are the ripe fruits. The direct
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method of realising through the path of knowledge (Jnanamaarga) the
nonduality (abhedha) of the Supreme Being and the soul are explained
in the upanishads. Although upanishads contain reference to various
disciplines of learning (Vidyas), Yajnas and Worship of devatas, etc.
essentially their main theme is philosophical enquiry and dealing with
that state of the mind with all shackles destroyed.

The Vedas are generally considered to have two portions (i.e.)
karmak1nda (portion dealing with action or rituals) and jnanakanda
(portion dealing with knowledge (learning)). These are also referred to
as Poorva Mimamsa and Uttara Mimamsa (Vedanta) respectively.

7:5. FOUTAIN-HEAD OF KNOWLEDGE
Fountain-head means the original source. The upanishads are

the fountainhead of knowledge of Brahman. The upanishads begin with
a peace chant and end with a peace chant. The peace chant varies
depending on the Veda to which the upanishad belongs. Generally the
peace chant at the beginning and at the end are the same.

In general all the peace chants speak of peace. The chants are
prayers to Brahman for guidance, protection, strength, right under-
standing, love and harmony. OM peace, peace and peace. This is the
general trend of the peace chants.

Principal Upanishads :

1) Rigveda : Itareya Upanishad (1)

2) Sukla Isavasya Upanishad
Yajurveda : Brihadaranyaka Upanishad

(2)

3) Krishna Taittiriya Upanishad
Yajurveda : Katha Upanishad (3)

Svtasvatara Upanishad

4) Sama Kena Upanishad
Veda : Chandogya Upanishad (3)

Maitreya Upanishad

}

}
}
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5) Adharva Prasna Upanishad
Veda : Mundaka Upanishad (3)

Mandukya Upanishad

7:5:1. Peace Chants (Invocations)
(1) Rigveda Upanishads :

Iitareya Upanishad   –   Invocation (or) Peace Chant
"Vangme manasi pratishita................
 avatu vakt1ram. Aum S 1ntihi, S 1ntihi, S 1ntihi."

May my speech be one with my mind, and may my mind be one
with my speech. O! Thou self-luminous Brahman remove the veil of
ignorance from me so that I may behold thy light. May Thou reveal to
me the spirit of scriptures and reveal Thyself to me.

May the spirit of the scriptures be the carriers of Vedas to me.
May the truth of scripture be ever present for me.

May I seek day and night to realize what I learn from the sages.
May I speack the truth of Brahman
May I speak truth.
May that (Brahman) protect me.
May that (Brahman protect my teacher.

OM. peace. peace. peace.

(2) Sukla Yajurveda Upanishads :
Isavasya or Brihadaraka Upanishad –
Peace Chant (or) Invocation
"P3r7am adah, p3r7am idam,

p3r71t purnam udacyate

 p3r7asya p3r7am 1d1ya

p3r7am ev1 va0i=yate.

OM. That (Brahman) is infinite (full); and this (universe) is
infinite (full). The infinite (full) comes of the infinite (full). Taking the
infinitude (the full) of the infinite (full) (universe from the infinite (full)

}
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(Brahman), the infinite itself (Brahman) remains as infinite (Brahman)
alone."

OM. Peace! Peace! Peace!

"Brahman is both transcendent and immanent. (indwelling).

The Creation of the universe does not in any manner affect the
integrity of Brahman.

OM. Peace! Peace! Peace!

(or)

OM! Filled full with Brahman are the things we see
Filled full with Brahman are the things we see not
From out of Brahman floweth all that is :
From Brahman all – Yet is he still the same.

OM. Peace! Peace! Peace!

Also :
"asatom1 sadgamaya,

 tamasoma jyotirgamaya,

 m4tyorm1 am4tam gamaya."    (Brihadara7yak Up. (1-3-28))

Lead me from the unreal to the real.
Lead me from darkness to light.
Lead me from death to immortality.

(3) Krishna Yajurveda Upanishads :
Tittiriya Upanishad, Katha Upanishad, Svetasvatara Upanishad
Peace Chant (or) Invocation
OM. Saha n1vavatu, saha nau bhunaktu,

saha v2ryam karav1vahai :

tejasvin1v avadh2tam astu :

m1 Vid vi=1vahai;

OM..
May Brahman protect us;
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May he guide us,
May he give us strength and right understanding.
May love and harmony be with us all.

OM. Peace, Peace, Peace

Taittiriya Upanishad also belongs to Krishna Yajurveda but begins
with a different invocation.

"/anino Mitrah, 0anino Varunah

 0anino bhavati Aryam1

 0anino Indro Brihaspatih

 0anino Vishnur uru kramah;

 namo Brahmane!"

OM...
May Mitra (the sun) grant us peace!
May Varuna grant us peace!
May Aryama grant us peace!
May Indra and Brihaspati grant us peace!
May all – pervading Vishnu grant us peace!
Hail to Brahman!
Hail to thee, thou source of all power!

OM. Peace, Peace, Peace

(or)

This Upanishad ends with the peace chant –
       "Om, Sahan1yavatu... mavidvi=1 vahai."

OM. Peace, Peace, Peace

Of all the principal Upanishads Taittiriya Upanishad is the only
one to have different peace chants one in the beginning and the other
at the end.
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(4) S1maveda Upanishads :
Kena Upanishad, Chandogya Upanishad, Maitreya Upanishad
Peace Chant (or) Invocation
!py1yantu mam1}gani v1k pr1na0 cak=u#

0rotram atho balam indriy1nica sarv17i.

Sarvam Brahmopani=adam m1'ham Brahma

Nir1kury1m m1 m1 Brahma nir1karot

anir1kara7am me'stu.

Tad 1tmani nirate ya upani=atsu dharm1s

te mayi santu. Aum. peace, peace, peace."

May quietness descend upon my limbs,
My speech, my breath, my eyes, my ears;
May all my senses be well developed
May Brahman show himself unto me.
May I never deny Brahman, nor Brahman me.
I with him and he with me – may we abide always together.
May there be revealed to me,
who am devoted to Brahman,
The holy truth of the Upanishads.

OM. Peace, Peace, Peace

(5) Adharva Veda Upanishads :
Prasna Upanishad, Mundanka Upanishad,
M1ndukya Upanishad
Peace Chant (or) Invocation
"Bhadram kar7ebhih 0ru7u yama dev1#,

 bhadram pa0yem1k=abhir yajatr1#;

 sthirair a}gais tu= 5uv1msas tan3bhih,

vya0ema deva – hitam yad 1yu#.

Svasti na Indro V4dha-0rav1h, savsti

na# p3=ha visva-ved1h, svasti nas

t1rk=yo ari=5a-nemih, svastino Brihaspathi dadhatu."

Aum, Peace, Peace, Peace
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"OM!
With our ears may we hear what is good.
With our eyes may we behold thy righteousness.
Tranquil in body, may we who worship thee find rest!
OM! Peace! Peace! Peace.
OM! Hail to the Supreme Self!

The peace chants are typical of the essence of the Upanishads.
The Upanishads represent the human spirit and also constitute the
vital source of the philosophy, religion and life of India for very much
over three thousand years. We cannot fix the year or the period when
the Upanishads were formed. The aim of the Upanishads is to strive
towards divine and help us to rise above our daily worldly existence
based on materialism. They have inspired generations of thinkers with
Vision and Comfort. Infact, in the whole world, there is no study so
beneficial and so elevating as that of the Upanishads.

Greek philosophy, Judaism and even early Christianity have been
influenced by these scriptures which have made a major impact on the
minds of eminent poets and philosophers, mystics and scholars around
the world.

No one knows with any accuracy who wrote the Upanishads and
when they were written. But is generally believed that the Upanishads
contain the major spiritual thoughts that were presented by various saints
and sages to their pupils in the period between 800 and 500 BC.

7:5:2. Prose and Verse forms of Upanishads
The Upanishads are not uniform in their form. Some are in prose

and some are in verse while some others are partly in prose and partly
in poetry.

1) Ancient Prose Upanishads :
1) Brihadarnyaka Upanishad
2) Chandogya Upanishad
3) Taittiriya Upanishad
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4) Itareya Upanishad
5) Koushitaki Upanishad
6) Kena Upanishad (partly prose)

2) Verse Upanishads :
1) @sa Upanishad
2) Katha Upanishad
3) Mundaka Upanishad
4) M1ndukya Upanishad
5) Svetasvatara Upanishad

3) Later prose Upanishads : and also verse Upanishads
1) Prasna Upanishad (prose)
2) Maitrayan Upanishad (prose)
3) Maitri Upanishad (verse)

The Principal Upanishads are put in the order in which
Sankaracharya wrote commentary on them.

1) Isa Upanishad 7) Tattiriya Upanishad
2) Kena Upanishad 8) Aitareya Upanishad
3) Katha Upanishad 9) Chandogya Upanishad
4) Prasna Upanishad 10) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
5) Mundak Upanishad 11) Svetasvatara Upanishad
6) M1ndukya Upanishad

The Upanishads contain some eternal truths. For example,
Maitreya Upanishad says :

"Deho dev1laya# prokta#,

sajiva# kevala# siva#

 tyajet ajnana nirmalyam

so ham bhavenapujaet."  (2-1)

"It is said that this body is the temple. Jiva (individual Self) is
@svara (Brahman with attributes) only. Discard the remains of ignorance.
Worship the Lord with the thought, 'That art thou'.
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Uttam1 tattva Cintaiva

madhyamam =astra Cinta7am

 adham1 mantracint1ca

teerdha bhranti adham adham1.   (2-21)

Best is the Vision of Reality;
Pondering over precepts is mediocre;
Care for incantation is the lowest;
Illusion of pilgrimage is the meanest of the mean.

7:6. THE SPIRIT OF UPANISHADS
The word 'upanishad' literally means upa-ni-shad. upa = near;

ni = down devotedly; shad = sitting. Sitting down near the teacher
devotedly. The teacher imparts divine revelation about the true nature
of reality underlying the superficial multiplicity of the phenomenal
world and also insights into eternal truths. The main aim and theme of
the upanishads is to explore the mystery and riddle of this complex
universe.

Our intellect is inadequate to understand the Eternal and
Infinite. The sages always insist on this because they realised that
there is only one permanent ultimate 'Reality' called 'Brahman' behind
this ever changing phenomenal world and that this Reality Truth called
Brahman is identical with the essential reality in the human being
called !tman or Self.

Introspection and intuition are the methods the sages followed
to realise the eternal Self with in them which is called individual soul
or Atma. Brahman is the universal Self, the only 'One' omnipresent,
omniscient, and omnipotent. This 'One' is the essence of this intangible
world. This 'One' is the Absolute Reality. The Vision of this Absolute
Reality is the spirit of the Upanishads. Brahman is not Brahma a
member of the Hindu trinity of gods – Brahma, Vishnua and Maheswara.

The spirit of the upanishads is revelation of relationship of
Brahman the universal Self with soul the individual Self. The
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upanishads insist on the 'oneness' of the universal Self and individual
Self. When a person realises this he becomes one with Brahman and
attains supreme Bliss.

The spirit of the upanishads is to reveal the delusion of the
phenomenal world. This delusion is the source of man's ego, desires
and emotions which entangle him in this phenomenal world. The
upanishads provide ways and means to get free from this entanglement
and get spiritual realization of one's identity with Brahman.

The spirit of the upanishads is to reveal the individual's longing
for release from the endless cycle of births and deaths and become one
with the universal Self. This longing is always there with in the layers
of mind and the upanishads show the path to bring it out. As the
flowing rivers disappear into the sea losing their name and form,
man also loses his identity when his concealed longing for union with
God is brought out. The purpose of the upanishads is to provide this
'Self-knowledge'.

Brahman is unmanifest to the senses and is beyond all thought.
He is infinite and is supreme 'Bliss'. He is eternal beyond knowledge.
He is primal energy, both visible and invisible. He is the creator,
controller and also destroyer of the universe. He is incomprehensible,
imperishable and beyond description. All that is said of Brahman in the
upanishads is 'Neti-Neti" 'not this – not this' (Brihadaranyaka Upanishad)
(2-3-6; 3-9-26; 4-4-22 and 4-5-15). This seems to be the essence of the
spirit of the upanishads.

Brahman pervades the whole universe and dwells in the core of
human heart. He is smaller than the smallest, greater than greatest,
the source of all life and one Light that gives light to all. The syllable
OM is Brahman.

To realise their purpose the upanishads make use of imagery and
parables. 'Imagery means mental image, figure of speech in writing or
literature, a figurative illustration. Parable is a narrative of imagined
events to illustrate a spiritual or moral lesson.
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A seed of banyan tree sets an example that huge banyan tree
arises from its very small seed. The small seed is the essence of the
huge banyan tree. The essence is the soul of all. That is the tree of
Reality and that is the Self. As the great saying 'Tat tvam asi' – 'That
art thou' declares you are that 'Self'.

In another context the imagery of salt and water is used. Water
with salt in a glass tastes salty at the top as well as in the middle and
also at the bottom. Salt is the suble essence of salt water but we can
not see it. That One Reality (Brahman) dwells in your body but you
don't see it or feel it. You can not deny the fact that the salt is there
in the water. So also because you can see it and cannot hear it you
cannot deny the presence of God (Esvara - Brahman with attributes) in
the soul.

It is eternal truth that the world originates from Brahman and
ultimately returns to Brahman. Synthesis of Individual Self and
universal Self (Brahman) is the essence of upanishads.

This one chant gives us the spirit of upanishads. (Br. Upanishad
1-3-28)

"Asatoma sadgamaya
 Tama soma Jyotirgamaya
 Mrityorma amrutam gamaya."

From the unreal lead me to the real; from darkness lead me to
light; from death lead me to immortality.

7:7. THE SUBTLETY OF THE UPANISHAD
The upanishads are known for their sublimity and subtlety. We

see these qualities in their 'Great sayings' : These sayings have passed
from Vedas to the upanishads. They reveal the oneness of individual
Self and universal Self. They lead to 'direct experience'.

(1) Prajnanam Brahma :
This is from Aitareya upanishad (3-1-3). Prajnanam means

intellect or consciousness or presence of mind. All that is moving or
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flying or stationary is established in intelligence and is guided by
intelligence. The support is intelligence. That intelligence is Brahman.
Intelligence is said be the basis of all existence and the final Reality.

Aitareya upanishad is from Rigveda.

(2) Aham Brahm1smi :
This is from Brihad1ranyaka Upanishad (1-4-10) which is from

Sukla Yajurveda.

Brahman was there alone in the beginning. The whole universe
before creation was in the form of One Self and that One Self was
Brahman. Brahman knew he was Brahman. So he said 'I am Brahman'.
So he became. It can be put in another way. As said in Aitareya
Upanishad (1-1-1) there was only one 'Self' before creation "1tma v1

idam eka eva agra 1s2t" – This Self was one only in the beginning.
Nothing else was there. It thought "Let me now create the worlds".
That 'Self' was Brahman. It said 'I am Brahman'. Therefore it became
all. Who ever is awakened to this, indeed he becomes all (Brahman).
Thus the individual souls are nothing but that 'Self'. When one
realises this that 'oneness' envelops him. His 'Self' becomes one with
universal Self. When he thinks 'one and another' he knows not
Brahman and becomes alienated. As long as he continues to think
'aham Brahm1smi' he becomes one with Brahman.

(3) Tat tvam asi :
This is from Chandogya Upanishad (6-9-4). This is said to be the

essence of all upanishads – 'That art thou'. Tat is that; tvam is thou
(you); asi means are. If we know one lump of clay, all that is made of
clay is known. The difference is only in name. The truth is that all is
clay. Similarly by knowing a lump of gold, we know all that is made
of gold. The difference is only in name and the truth is that all is
gold. So is 'That' – knowledge, knowing which we know everything.
'That' is the Truth – Sat. 'That' is the Self and thou art 'That'. You can
not perceive the 'True', but there is indeed 'That'. 'That is the subtle
essence and all this existence (being) is in 'That'. 'That' is True. 'That'
is the 'Self' and 'Thou art That'.
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Brahman is all. From Brahman come appearances, sensations,
desires and deeds. But all these are merely name and form. To know
Brahman one must experience the identity between him and the Self,
or Brahman with in the lotus of the heart. Only by so doing can
man escape from sorrow and death and become one with the subtle
essence beyond all knowledge. So, know That art thou. Chandogya
Upanishad is from Samaveda.

(4) Ayam 1tma Brahma (Brahman) :
This is from M1nd3 kya Upanishad (2). 'Sarvani hy etad Brahma'

all this is, verily, Brahman. 'Ayam 1tma Brahma' 'ayam atma' = This
individual Self is Brahman.

So'yam 1tma :
sa# = that (Brahman)
ayam + 1tma = This Self (individual) (Jivatma, becomes

     one with the universal self.

In this phenomenal world there is all Brahman; So the inner-
most Self in us is Brahman. This Upanishad is from Adharva Veda.

(5) Sarvam khalu idam Brahma (Brahman) :
Sarvam = all this world is Brahman.

This is from Chandogya Upanishad (3-14-1).

sarvam = all this

khalu = This has no special meaning. This is an indeclinable
world, a particle, used here for embellishment of the
sentence.

idam = This. This world diversified through names and forms.

Brahma (Brahman) = has Brahman as its origin.

Brahman is prior to all this and produces all this.

(6) Soham asmi :
This is from Maitreya Upanishad (1-11). Sa# + aham + asmi.

That 'I'. 'That' is the source of all Bliss. This is similar to 'aham Bramha
asmi'.
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(7) Ekam sat vipra bahuda vadanti :
Sat means Truth and Truth is Brahman. Brahman is one. Sages

and seers call Him by different names. Saguna Brahman (Esvara, not
Siva) is God. He is one. He is worshipped by different names. This is
from Rigveda (1-164-46).

(8) Tadekam :
This is from Nasadiya Suktam in Rigveda (10-8-129). 'Tat' 'that'

is only one. He creates, sustains and dissolves. 'That' also means He
has no gender, no name and no form.

(9) Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam Brahman :
This is from Taittiriya Upanishad (2-1-1). Brahman is Truth

(Real), Knowledge and Infinite. This is explained in detail later.

(10) Sat Cit Anandam :
This is the ultimate stage that man seeks to reach. That stage is

Brahman. Man seeks to realise Brahman. This stage is spoken of in
almost all the Upanishads. This is the stage of realisation of
Brahman. That is the knowledge of Self and Brahman. Sat Cit Ananda
is the symbol of Brahman. This is the state of Absolute existence,
Absolute knowledge and Absolute bliss. Brahman is the union of all
these three. Bliss is something that cannot be explained. It is to be
experienced. That is 'Direct experience'.

7:8. NATURE OF THE UPANISHADS
As Sri Aurobindo observes in his "The Upanishads", (Introduc-

tion) the Upanishads are the supreme work of the Indian mind, the
highest self-expression of its genius and its sublime poetry. Its greatest
creation of thought and word is not a literary or poetical masterpiece
of the oridinary kind, but a large flood of spiritual revelation. They are
a record of the deepst spiritual revelation. They are a record of the
deepest spiritual experiences and they are documents of revelatory and
intuitive philosophy of an inexhaustible light, power and largeness.
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Whether written in verse or prose they are spiritual poems of an
absolute and an unfailing inspiration."

"They are the expression of a mind in which philosophy, religion
and poetry are made one. This religion does not end with a cult and
is not limited to a religio-ethical aspiration, but it rises to an infinite
discovery of God, of Self and speaks out of an ecstacy of luminous
knowledge. It is an ecstasy of fulfilled experience. This philosophy is
not an abstract intellectual speculation about Truth or a structure of
the logical intelligence but Truth seen, felt and held by the inmost
mind and soul in the joy of utterance of an assured discovery and
possession."

"The poetry in the upanishads is the work of the aesthetic mind
lifted up beyond its ordinary field. It expresses the wonder and beauty
of the rarest spiritual self-vision and the illumined truth of Self, God
and Universe. Here the intuitive mind and intimate psychological
experience of the Vedic seers passes into a supreme culmination in
which the spirit discloses itself and reveals Self-knowledge."

"The Western translators ignore this character of the Upanishads.
They seek only to bring out the intellectual sense with out feeling
the life of thought-vision and the ecstasy of spiritual experience. This
philosophical substance of the upanishads needs no new stress of
appreciation of its value. The whole history of philosophy is its
evidence."

"The Upanishads have been acknowledged source of numerous
profound philosophies and regions that flowed from it in India like her
great rivers from their Himalayan cradle fertilising the mind and life
of the people and kept its soul alive through the long long procession
of the centuries, never failing to give fresh illumination, a fountain of
inexhaustible life-giving waters." – Sri Aurobindo

The ideas of the upanishads are found in the thoughts of
Pythagoras and Plato and they form a part of Neo-Platonism. Sufism
only repeats them in another religions language. There is no main
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philosophical idea which cannot find a seed or indication in the
upanishads. Those who say that the upanishads are speculations are no
better than crude, barbaric ignoram uses.

It must be noted that the upanishads are neither philosophical
speculations of intellectual kind nor a metaphysical analysis which
struggles to define ideas. If the upanishads had not these characteristics
they could not have preserved so much undying vitality. The seers saw
the Truth rather than merely thought it and went deep into things of
life in the light of Self-existence with the eye of the Infinite. That is the
reason why their words always remain alive and immortal. Aurobindo
says that the upanishads are Vedanta in a higher degree even than the
Vedas. They are not mere thinking and grasping of a mental form of
Truth but seeing of it with the soul. They are a total living in Truth
with the power of inner being. The Vedic seers and sages sought to
know, to live in and to be one with the Self by identity. Through effort
they could see that the Self in us is one with the universal Self or
Brahman. The seers lived in the inmost truth of all things in the
universe. Thus the upanishads are the hymns of Self-knowledge. They
are not simply intellectual generalizations that may enlighten the mind
but do not move the soul to ascension. They are the lights of an intuitive
and revelatory illumination. Their chants are of inspired language and
their hymns breathe intense aspiration and ecstasy. They are beyond
cults and are the special forms of devotion to the Universal Bliss
(Ananda), that comes only by oneness with the self-existent Universal
Self.

The upanishads take the metaphysical truths and subtle psycho-
logical experiences into inspiration to discover the spirit. They are
packed with perfectly lucid brevity in language and completeness. The
imagery of the upanishads is in large part developed from imagery of
the Vedas. Though it prefers unveiled clarity, sometimes it uses the
same symbols in a way closely akin to order symbolism. This character
of the upanishads is not grasped or seized by our way of thinking. It
has baffled certain western scholars and made them cryout that the
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upanishads are a mixture of sublime speculations and the stammerings
of the child-mind of humanity.

The upanishads are not a revolutionary departure from the Vedic
mind but a continuation and development by enlarging to a certain
extent into open expression all that was concealed in the symbolic
Vedic language as a mystery. They turn the ritual symbols of the Vedas
and the Brahmanas in such a way as to bring out the inner and mystic
sense which serve its purpose of evolving spiritual philosophy. The
prose upanishads contain passages which are entirely of this kind and
which are obscure to the modern understanding. But they lead the
thought of the upanishads to deepest spiritual truths. These passages
are not childish aberrations void of sense. We find they have deep
enough significance when we get into their symbolic meaning.

Typical passages of peculiar expression are found in the upanishads.
For example: In Br. Upanishad 2-1-16,17. Aj1ta0atru explains that a man
recovers his consciousness after deep sleep means that it was present
even in sleep, though we are not conscious of it. I deep sleep the Self
perceives nothing whatever and is of the nature of inactive conscious-
ness (2-1-16). Aj1ta0atru further says "when this being fell asleep, then
the person who consists of intelligence, having by his intelligence taken
to himself the intelligence of these breaths (sense organs) rests in the
space within the heart. When the person takes in, these senses, he is
said to be asleep. When the breath is restrained, speech is restrained,
the eye is restrained, the ear is restrained and the mind is restrained."

Sankara identifies 1k10a with the Supreme Self. "1k10a-sabdena
para eva sva 1tma cyate" when the organs are restrained, the Self rests
in its own self".

In Prasna Upanishad the passages on the vital principle and its
motions are good examples (3-3 to 6) "This life is born of the Self. As
in the case of a person there is this shadow, so is this life connected
with the Self. It comes into this body by the activity of the mind.

A person's life in this body is the appropriate result of his
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activities in the previous existence. As the shadow of former lives a
new life arises (3-3-1).

As a sovereign commands his officers, saying, "you superintend
such and such villages" even so does this life (vital air or pr1na air or
breath) allot the other vital breaths to their respective places (3-4). The
out-breath is in the organs of excreation and generation, the life breath
as such is in the eye and ear as also in the mouth and nose. In the
middle is the equalising breath. It is this that equalises what ever is
offered as food. From this arise the seven flames.

What is Pr17a?
The original state of Pr17 a is an ocean of supraphysical energy.

Pr17 a comes into motion from it spontaneously. There are only two
states: state of motion or state of rest. The state of motion can be
inward or outward. It is like breathing in and breathing out : inhale or
exhale. Air (wind) when it is inhaled gets into contact with !tma
(Jeeva), becomes vital because !tma is the real or vital Pr17 a (Mukhya
Pr17 a. When the air becomes vital it acquires five state of movement
in the body. They are referred to as 'five Pr17 as' – 'Panca Pr17 as', which
are essential for the body to be alive.

The five states of vital air are : (1) Pr17 a air, (2) Ap1na air,
(3) Vy1na air, (4) Ud1na air and (5) Sam1na air. Pr17 a is the supra
physical energy of motion. All objects are sustained only when the
equilibrium of inflow and outflow of the supraphysical energy is
maintained. The two main states of the supraphysical energy are Pr17 a
and Ap1na is the outflow. Let us get a clear picture of the five states
of vital air.

(1) Pr17a air : moves into the body through the nose and the heart.

(2) Ap1na air : Stationed in the abdomen it pushes out the super-
fluous (excreatory) material.

(3) Vy1na air : It is spread all over the body.

(4) Ud1na air : Stationed in the throat, it facilitates speech.
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(5) Sam1na air : Stationed in the stomach it is near the digestive
heat of the stomach ('Jathar1gni).

A planned and balanced interaction of these states of vital air
(supraphysical energies) ensures the healthy and prolonged existence of
the person. Their relationship is generally harmonious but sometimes
it may not be in harmony continuous interaction of these state of
'Pr17 a' (vital air) takes place according to certain specific laws. Only
human beings tend to violate these laws.

There are passages in the upanishads in which the vedic idea of
struggle between the gods and the demons is given spiritual signifi-
cance. More than in Rigveda and Samaveda the Vedic god heads are
invoked more openly in their pure innerfunction and spiritual power.
For example a passage in Taittiriya Upanishad shows Indra as the
power and god head of the divine mind. (Ref : 'Upanishads' by
Aurobindo P.(7))

A similar passage is there in 'Isa' Upanishad (16) Surya (Pusan)
the Sun-God is invoked as the god-head of knowledge. His supreme
form of effulgence is the oneness of the Spirit and his rays dispersed
here on mental level are the shining diffusion of the thought mind and
conceal his own infinite supramental truth. Pusan the sun, the god of
light is invoked as the protector of the world (Br. Upanishad 5-15-1).
"O P3 san, the sole seer, O controller, O sun, spread forth your rays
and gather up your radiant light that I may behold you of loveliest
form. Who so-ever is that person, that also am I." (Br.Up.5-15-2).

Typical passages of this kind of peculiar expression are found
in the upanishads. For example : In Prasna Upanishad (Question (4)
Gargya, the grandson of Surya asked Pippal1da : What are they that
sleep in this person (the sun)? What are they that keep awake in
him? What is the god that sees the dreams? Who is this happiness? In
whom, pray are all these established?

The sun in many systems of ancient times, is regarded as the
infinite life of all beings. (1-10 Prasna Up.) The Sun is life. Matter itself
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is the moon. Matter is all this, whatever is formed and formless.
Therefore, whatever is formed is itself matter. 'Rayi' is the material
medium in which all forms are expressed.

Pippal1da replied to G1rgya : as all the rays of the setting sun
become one in this circle of light and as they spread forth when he
rises again and again, even so does all this become one in the supreme
god, the mind. Therefore, in that state, the person h              ears
not, sees not, smells not, tasts not, touches not, speaks not, takes not,
rejoices not, emits not, moves not. (Then) they say, he (the person or
the sun) sleeps.

In Brihad. Up. (2-1-16 to 20) Aj1ta Satru said to G1rgya : when
this person (sun) who consists of intelligence fell asleep, where was it
(consciousness) and when did it come back?

The fact that a man recovers his consciousness after deep sleep
means that it was present even in sleep, though we are not conscious
of it. In deep sleep the Self perceives nothing whatever and is of the
nature of inactive consciousness. (2-1-16)

Aj1ta Satru further said : When this being fell asleep then the
person who consists of intelligence and who has taken to himself the
intelligence of these breaths (sense organs) rests in the space with in
the heart. When the person taken in these (senses), he is said to be
asleep. When the breath is restrained, speech is restrained, the eye is
restrained, the ear is restrained, the mind is restrained. Ak1sa (space)
is identified with the Supreme Self. When the organs are restrained
the Self rests in its own Self (inner Self) (2-1-17).

When he moves about in dream these are his worlds. Then he
becomes as it were a great king, a great 'Br1hma7 a' as it were. He
enters, as it were, states high and low. Even as a great King, taking
his people, moves about in this country as he pleases; so also here, this
one (this person in dream) taking his breaths (senses) moves about in
his own body as he pleases (2-1-18).

Again when one falls sound asleep, when he knows nothing what
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so ever he rests in the pericardium (the membranous sac enclosing the
heart). Verily, as a youth, or as a great King or as a great Br1hma7 a
might rest when he has reached the summit of bliss, so does he then
rest. (2-1-19)

As a spider moves along the thread, as small sparks comeforth
from fire, even so from the Self comeforth all breaths, all worlds, all
beings, all divinities. Its secret meaning is the truth of truth (satyasya
satyam) vital breaths are truth and their truth is Self. 'Satyasya Satyam'
truth of truth means that the world is not to be repudiated as false. It
is true but it is true derivatively which means that it is not original by
itself. It is derived (obtained from) from another source. (the ultimate
truth – Esvara the qualified Brahman. (2-1-20)

Isavasya upanishad says, (15 to 18 verses). "The face of the
Truth is covered with a golden disc. O sun! uncover it so that I, who
love the truth may see it. O sun! the sole seer, O controlling Surya,
son of Prajapati, the father of beings spread forth your rays and
gather up your radiant light so that I may see your loveliest form.
Who so ever is that person, that also I am. May this life enter into the
immortal breath; then may this body end in ashes. O! Intelligence
remember what has been done. O Agni! lead us along the auspicious
path to prosperity along the auspicious path to prosperity. O God!
Thou knowest all our deeds. Take away from us deceitful sins. We
shall offer many prayers unto thee. In the verse (15) the sun symbolizes
the Self or Brahman as is usual in the Vedas. The golden orb, like the
rays and the light as described in verse (16) is M1ya, the world of
appearance. In verse (18) the mind is exhorted to remember its past
deeds because it is these deeds that accompany the departing soul and
determine the nature of its next incarnation. Since Cremation involves
fire, Agni is invoked as the presiding deity of fire. The God is invoked
here both in his own character and also as a symbol of Brahman.

The verses from 15 to 18, particularly 17 and 18 verses are
uttered at the time of death. Even to day they are used by the Hindus
in their funeral rites.
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Isa Upanishad emphasises the unity of God (Isvara the qualified
Brahman) and the world. "Isa Vasyam idam sarvam". Whatever moves
in this moving world is enveloped by God. This upanishad stresses
the union of two lives, the contemplative (meditative) and the active.
We cannot live the contemplative life without the active. We must
cleanse our souls to ascend the heights of contemplation.

7:9. SYMBOLISM IN THE UPANISHADS
Our present mentality does not believe in the living symbols in

Vedic and Upanishadic imagery. However this imagery is certainly not
a childish or a primitive and barbarous mysticism. It is living and
luminously poetic. This stage of imagery passes to another magnificently
open and sublime imagery in the prose upanishads. The Prasna
Upanishad illustrate the earlier stage of this process.

Prasna Upanishad : Question (5) :

Pippalada the significant OM which implies three letters AUM.
This is already explained else where. Here we speak of its symbolism
only. Pillalada says that the sound of AUM is verily the higher
(Absolute Brahman) and also the lower Brahman – the qualified
Brahman, Isvara. With the support of 'AUM' the wise man reaches
the one or the other Brahman. This verse distinguishes between
unqualified Absolute Brahman and the qualified Brahman called
Isvara. Infact Brahman is only one and Absolute. Isvara (not Siva)
the qualified Brahman is not another Brahman but only a reflection
of the Absolute Brahman. He creates and controls this world. If
anyone meditates on one element 'a' of 'AUM' he come back to the
earth quickly after death. There with austerity, chastity and faith he
experiences greatness.

If he meditates on the double letters (elements) 'AU' he becomes
accomplished in the mind. He is led by the 'yajus' to the middle world,
the world of the moon. After experiencing the greatness there, he
returns here again. 'Yajus' means 'mantra'. Infact, all the Vedas contain
mantras. But the Rigveda mantras are called 'Riks' which means
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prayers (hymns). 'Yajurveda' mantras are not 'Riks'. They are formulas
indicating the procedure of the 'yajnas'.

If he meditates on the highest 'purusha' with three letters
(elements) by the syllable 'aum', he is perfected in Light and becomes
one with it (sun). As a snake is freed from its skin, he is released from
sins. He is led by Samaveda chants to the World of Brahma (not
Brahman).

He sees the person that dwells in the body who is higher than
the highest. Brahma is Hiranyagarbha Brahma who is a phase of the
qualified Brahman – Isvara (not Siva). As Sankaracharya says Hiranya
garbha is the inner Self of all living beings in the subtle form. The
knower of the three letters a, u, m, finally sees the Supreme or the
Absolute beyond Hiranyagarbha. He obtains liberation and is not forced
to return to this world. He sees the Supreme Isvara who is beyond the
world and that vision, the Vision of Reality qualifies him for liberation.

The three letters separately lead to mortality, but if they are
united as 'AUM' and are meditated upon he goes beyond mortality.
The interconnection of these three elements 'a,u,m' indicates the
interrelation of the three worlds of waking, dream and sleep. He
becomes one with personal Brahman, Isvara and then becomes one
with the universal Self.

With the 'Riks' one attains this world, with the 'yajus' one attains
the middle world and with the 'S1m1s' one attains that which only the
Seers see and make known to us. The wise man, the man of
knowledge of the three elements together, 'AUM' attains the Supreme.
The Supreme is the 'turiya' state that is beyond the three worlds, this
mundane world, the middle world of Soma (the moon) and the top
world of Hiranyagarbha. This turiya state underlies the other three
states, waking, dreaming and deepsleep but goes beyond them. Though
the sumbols here indicate psychical experience leading to different
states of spiritual realisation, they are still obscure to our intelligence.
These states are three, our ward, mental, supramental. Later in
M1ndukya Upanishad the symbols are cast aside and so the meaning
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has become unveiled. Knowledge has emerged to which modern
thought with its intellectual, rational, and scientific method is returning.
Our waking mind is surface action and there is spiritual superconscience
above which is the highest state. It is the secret of our whole being.
This knowledge is already there in Prasna Upanishad but rather veiled.
The utterances of the ancient sages, though perplexing to the rational
mind are not childish mysticism but imaged expression. The upani-
shadic expressions are natural to the mind of that time. Now the reason
by its own process is revealing the profound Truth in the upanishadic
knowledge.

There is deep spiritual knowledge in the upanishads. The
knowledge based on express (not implied) proof depends on contem-
porary scientific knowledge. Thus it becomes timed. Usually changes
creap into all literatures depending on the passage of time. So their
authen-ticity or value is affected. But the spiritual knowledge of the
upanishads is not affected by the passage of time and the ever-changing
scientific outlook has not been able to change the value of the
upanishads. Scientific outlook is the result of research. Upanishadic
knowledge also is the outcome of research. But the field of research
here is not outwards. It is in the inner world. All the upanishads and
also the Bhagavadgita ask us to leave fear. By realising the 'Truth' in
the Upanishads one can get rid of fear and weakness and gain strength
and courage.

Swami Vivekananda is the great person who brought out the
value of the upanishads in terms of social aspect. Vivekananda devised
the motto 'Arise-Awake' from Katha Upanishad. (1-3-14)

"Utti=tata j1grata pr1pya var1n nibodhata"

pr1pya var1n : having attained the boons.

"Arise, awake, having attained thy boons, understand them." This
is vivekananda's slogan.

Vivekananda says, "Strength, strength is what upanishads speak
to me from every page. This is one great thing to remember, it has
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been one great lesson I have been taught in my life, strength, it says
strength man, be not weak...... strength, o man strength, say the
upanishads, stand up and be strong. Ay, it is the only literature in the
wold where you find the word 'Abhih', 'fearless' used again and again;
in no other scripture in the world is the adjective applied to God or to
man". – The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda (abridged edition
p.222)

This highly charged symbolism is continued in the verse
upanishads – Isa, Katha, Mundaka and Svetasvatara, but more lightly
and the expression is more unconcealed (overt). The Self, the God in
man and other creatures and all this world are put in hymns without
any veils. There are many such passages in the upanishads.

As already explained else where 'Om' syllable is Brahman. 'Om'
(aum) is treated as mystic syllable representing the essence of the
Vedas and the universe. It is the symbol of the manifested Brahman as
well as the unmanifested beyond.

The Self (individual Self) constitutes the inner reality of each
individual. It is without a cause and is changeless. When it knows
itself as the spirit and ceases to know of itself as bound up with name
or form, it realises its true nature. The Self is eternal and death does
not refer to it. If the slayer thinks that he slays or if the slam thinks
that he is slam, both of them donot understand the truth. Smaller
than the small, greater than the great, the Self is set in the heart of
every creature. He who beholds him is freed from sorrow. Through
tranquility of the mind and the senses he sees the greatness of the Self.

The statement, "smaller than the small and greater than great" –
implies lot of meaning. 'Smaller' means smaller than the minute atom.
When the Self is thought of as a psychical (concerning psychic
faculties) principle its smallness is emphasised. In Katha Upanishad
(2-1-12) it is described as thumb-sized 'angushta m1trah'. The person
(Self or Brahman) of the size of a thumb resides in the middle of the
body like a flame without smoke.
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He is the Lord of the past and future. He is the same today and
the same tomorrow – changeless. Sankaracharya in his commentary on
Brahma Sutras (1-3-24,25) argues that the soul which is said to be of
the size of a thumb is in reality 'Brahman'. Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
says that the 'Self' is as small as a grain of rice or barley. Yet it is the
ruler of all and lord of all. In Chandogya Upanishad (5-18-1) it is said
that the Supreme Being is specially manifested in the heart which is
conceived as of the measure of a span. 'Span' is the maximum distance
between the tip of the thumb and the little finger. The Self that has
assumed the shape of the whole universe is the Universal Self. It is to
be known as the Self of all beings. One has to realise the Self in
oneself before one can understand Him as the Self of the whole
creation. The individual 'I' and the universal 'I' are one. Maitri Upanishad
says (6-38) that a man reaches the Supreme by meditating on the Self
which is smaller than an atom or of the size of a thumb with in the
span of the heart in the body. When the Self is thought of as Cosmos,
its vastness is emphasized.

Another subtle but clear image is peepal tree (Mundaka Up.3-1-
1). This is beginningless peepal tree with root above and branches
below (drop roots). The tree is the pure Brahman and that is called
immortal. All the worlds rest in it and no one goes beyond it.

The branches of the peepal tree spread sidewards and the drop
roots grow down from these branches into the earth. They grow as the
trunk of the tree and the branches are extended from the trunk. As the
branch grows further some more drop roots grow down and become
trunks. Thus the tree spreads farther and farther. 'Roots above' are the
branches from which the drop roots grow down taking the sap from the
branches. As that which supplies the sap is said to be the root, the
branches become or work as the roots for the drop roots which grow
down and become trunks.

The peepal tree is the tree of life or world. The root (source) of
a cotton tree can be traced or inferred by seeing its cotton. The cotton
tree is not seen when we see the cotton, but we know that the tree,
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though unseen is rooted somewhere because the cotton would not
have been there without the cotton tree. Similarly the world which is
the effect is seen and therefore its cause, Brahman, though unseen
must be there.

The tree, roots and branches represent Brahman in its manifested
form. While the tree of life is said to be imperishable, Brahman the
Bhagavad Gita asks (15-1) us to cutoff the tree of existence by the
potent weapon of non-attachment.

With roots 'above' and branches 'below' this world tree is Cosmic
tree. As this tree originates in God, it is said to have its roots 'above',
as it extends into the world, its branches are said to go downwards.
The world is a living organism united with the Supreme. Bhagavadgita
also uses the same illustration (15-1,2,3). It is said that the peepal tree
which has its roots upward and branches downward is imperishable
Brahma. The Vedas are its leaves. Brahman who is endowed with the
power of 'M1ya' is said to be above. Brahman is the root (source or
m3 lam) of this tree of transmigrating life with its roots (the branches
growing sidewards) above is a riddle. Its branches (the drop roots)
consist of intellect and egoism. The word 'upward' (3 rdhva m3 lam)
refers to Brahman possessed of the unmanifest power in the form of
M1ya because of Its power being subtle and also the cause of the
world and also because of Its eternality and vastness. It is the root of
this world.

'Below' is the sphere of living beings from men to stationary
objects like trees. The roots 'above' – the sideward branches are the
sphere of Brahman. It is the region of the fruits of knowledge. The
peepal tree is the treeof life or world. Its branches do not last even
for a day. The tree undergoes destruction every moment. What does it
mean? The tree of the world is said to be imperishable, but then
how does it perish. The tree is Brahman but being enveloped by
M1ya it appears to be perishable.

The imagery of the Tree of life further says that the branches
extending downwards and upwards are strengthened by qualities
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(attributes) and have sense objects as their shoots. The roots, which
are followed by actions spread downwards in the human world.

Mahabharata also refers to this imagery (Asvamedha Parva. 47-
12 to 15). One who cuts off this tree of life with supreme sword of
knowledge and detachment gains the Bliss of Self and never returns to
this word.

There is another subtle image that is of spider (Mundaka Up.1-
1-7). As a spider sends forth and draws in its thread, as herbs grow on
the earth, as the hair grows on the head and the body of a living
person, so from the imperishable arises here the universe. Another
image of 'aum' is also very subtle (Mundaka Up.2-2-4). The syllable
'aum' is the bow : one's Self is the arrow. Brahman is spoken of as the
target of that. It is to be hit without any mistake. Thus one becomes
united with it as arrow that means one becomes one with the target.

The parable of the Chariot is another subtle and extraordinary
imagery in the (Katha Up.1-3-3); "Know the Self as the master of the
Chariot and the body as the Chariot. Know the intellect as the
Charioteer and the mind as the reins.

This idea of the Self riding in the Chariot is a familiar one.
(Katha 1-3-3). The Chariot with its sensitive horses represents the
psycho-physical vehicle in which the Self rides. The body is pulled
by the organs which are the horses tied to the Chariot. Intellect is the
Charioteer because the body has the guiding intellect as its Chief. The
horses act when held in by the reins. Similarly the organs act when
held in by the mind.

The imagery of the two birds sitting on a tree is highly subtle and
engrossing (Mundaka 3-1-1), Svetasvatara (4-6) and Rigved (1-164-20).

"Dv1 suparn1 sayuj1 sakhay1 samanam
v4ksham parishasvaj1ta

 tayor anyah pippalam sv1dv atty
ana0nann aryo'bhic1ka0 iti".
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Two birds are companions and are always united, cling to the
same tree. Of these two, one eats the sweet fruits and the other looks
on without eating.

One bird is the individual soul and the other is Brahma. Our being
(existence) is infact an encounter of empirical existence (worldly life)
or life deriving knowledge from experience alone and transcendent
Reality (Brahman). The 'Reality' (Absolute Brahman) is eternal in
itself while the eternal in this empirical or phenomenal world is the
individual Self caught in a state of flux (continuous change). The world
is the meeting point of these two, one is eternal and changeless and
the other is manifested in time.

They both are said to be companions because the individual soul
with its limited knowledge is dependent on God. They are said to be
clinging to the tree because of their similarity to or analogy with birds.
The individual soul clings to this world tree and the Eternal pervades
the world. The same single tree (sam1nam vriksham) means the identity
of the place. 'Tree' means body because of being demolished like the
tree. This tree (the body) sprouts from its material cause; M1ya is the
field that provides a support for all the results of Karma of all beings.
The individual soul conditioned by the subtle body which holds in itself
the tendencies and impressions created by ignorance desire and action
(the impressions of karma) and the Eternal Self (God) as the inner Self
(Ataratma) in the subtle body cling to it like birds.

The individual soul clings to the tree of the subtle body which
is its limited adjunct (upadhi or support) and enjoys discriminately the
fruits of happiness and misery. The other bird who is God or the
universal Self is eternal and omniscient with M1ya as His limited
adjunct (upadhi). The body-mind complex is limited adjunct (upadhi)
for the Atman (the individual soul) making it appear as jiva (the limited
transmigrating Self). The world is an upadhi for Brahman (super-
imposed on Brahman) the Absolute who has nothing to do with
creation. This bird (God) does not taste the fruit and remains as the
eter witness. He only looks on without enjoying.
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On the same tree the individual soul (Jeevatma) remains drowned
in the sorrows of the world and grieves on account of his helplessness.
When he sees the other, the Eternal or the Absolute, he becomes freed
from sorrow.

Bhagavad Gita also speaks of the field and knower of the field.
This body is called the field and he who knows this is called the
knower. They are 'Kshetra' and 'Kshatrajna' respectively. Events happen
in the field (body) – growth, decline and finally death. The consciousness,
itself inactive is detached and lies behind all active states as witness.
It is the knower of the field. Consciousness is distinct from the
objects it observes. Kshetrajna is the light of awareness and is the
known of all objects as the witness. The witness is not the mind in
the body but the Cosmic Consciousness for which the whole Cosmos
is the object. The Cosmic Consciousness or the Cosmic mind is calm
and eternal. It does not need the use of senses and the mind for its
witnessing.

Prakriti the body is active but unconscious and purusha the
Consciousness is inactive. Kshetrajna is the Supreme Lord (Brahman
or Isvara – not Siva) and he is not an object in the world. He is in all
fields (bodies) differentiated by the limiting conditions from a seen to
a blade of grass. But He himself is devoid of all limitations and
He cannot be defined under any category, Consciousness which is
immutable (unchangeable) is spoken as cognizer (knower) only figura-
tively. If we want to know the human soul we can know it from the
divine principle. Man is a contradictory being. He is free but at the
same time enslaved. He is god-like but has the symptoms of fall in
himself. He descends from Cosmic level to the level of nature (prakriti).
He seems to be actuated completely by the elemental forces, sensual
impulses, fear and anxiety. But he wishes to get better and rise from
his fallen nature. Objective sciences like biology and psychology study
man as a natural being. He is the product of processes that take place
in the world.

However, man is not simply an object, He is a subject also (a
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person giving rise to specified feelings). As a subject he has another
origin. He is not a child of the world and he is not prakriti (norture).
He is not a subordinate part of nature. Purusha or Kshetrajna is not
one of the objects and he is not a subject also. He is the subject in
whom (which) the secret of existence is hidden. He is a complete
universe in an individual form. Therefore he is not a part of the
world. In an empirical being he is shut up in the closed body. Again at
the same time, as a subject as a subject he enters infinity and infinity
enters into him. Kshetrajna (Purusha) is the universal form and cannot
be repeated individually. He is in the individuals not as individuals.

There are both the universal-infinite and the universal-particular
in Him. He is a union of the two. Accomplishment of the universality
is the ideal of man. At the end of the journey of life man achieves
unity in wholeless. Man is not merely the body with its organs, but he
is the possessor of the inward principle which makes him to acquire
a qualitative content of life. He is a unique quality. He is ideal
personality and is unrepeatable. At the end of life each person becomes
distinct with a unique form.

Knowledge remains covered by ignorance. There by man
becomes deluded. When he conquers delusion his mind sees God who
is present every where alike. Therefore he attains the supreme goal of
realising the Absolute in himself. Man with his doors open outwards
sees only outward and not the inner Self. There are wisemen here and
there who turn their eyes inward and see the Self directly. Childish
minds follow only surface desires fall prey to death which is spread
like a net. The wisemen seek immortality and not transcient things.

The Vedas and Upanishads are not only the fountain-head of
Indian philosophy and religion but of all Indian art, poetry and
literature and they built the structure of dharma recorded in the
Mahabharata and the Ramayana.

The upanishads have been the acknowledged source of
numerous profound philosophies and religions that flowed from them
in India like her great rivers from their Himalayan Cradle fertilising
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the mind and life of the people and kept its soul alive through the long
procession of centuries, never failing to give fresh illumination. They
are a fountain of inexhaustive life-giving waters. The knowledge of
upanishads is jnana, which is grasping the truth by intellect. Ultimately
this 'jnana' is seeing the Self and total living in it.

7:10. QUEST FOR TRUTH
'Tat tvam asi' – 'That art thou' is the core philosophy of the

upanishads and that is the ultimate truth. The upanishads go about in
search of this truth. 'Brahman' (Absolute) and Atman (individual Self
or Jivatma) are the two pillars on which stands the whole complex of
the upanishadic philosophy. They are the reality behind this phenomenal
world. They are not different from one another. They are one and the
same. This is the subtiety of the upanishads. 'Truth' is the essence of
upanishadic philosophy. But 'Brahman' is the objective view being
the universal Self and external to mind and 'Atman' is the subjective
view and internal to mind being the individual Self belonging to the
individual consciousness. Whatever view you may derive from 'just'
(merely) reading the upanishads, they are essentially revelations of an
unchangeable reality behind this everchanging universe and the identity
of this reality with the reality with in man. In short, they reflect our
quest for 'Truth' from the external world to the world with in ourselves.
This quest is not as easy as it is said. God infact puts us to rigorous
test. He is there within us as the 'Inner Self' (Antaratma). It is upto us
to realise this. God has also given us senses which are forever outgoing.
They hinder our quest to see the 'Inner Self'. The upanishads show the
way to overcome these outgoing senses and see the 'Inner Self'.

Though it is not easy to define Brahman, the Absolute, the
upanishads try to give us a broad view of Brahma, the universal Self
as given in the 'Taittiriya Upanishad'. Brahman is 'that' from which all
beings emerge and in which they live and into which they are absorbed
at the time of final dissolution.

So on the whole Self-Knowledge is the essence of the philosophy
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of the upanishads and self-knowledge amounts to knowledge of
Brahman. Kena Upanishad says that Brahman is the source of all power
like fire, water and of all the senses of man. Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
describes Brahman's transcendental nature as one without cause, without
effect and without anything inside or outside. He is transcendent and
also immanent. Mundaka Upanishad explains this quality of immanence
as inherent and indwelling. Brahman is formless and self-luminous
being who exists within and without and He is higher than the highest.

Brahman is abstract but the abstraction becomes reality when
one realises and sees Brahman in his own Self. As given in Katha
Upanishad Brahman as Atman which signifies the Self in man is subtler
than the subtle and greater than the great and is dwelling in the hearts
of all. Though only One the Atman (Self) exists in all and assumes
different forms according to what even it enters. At the same time
Brahman exists without (outside) as the universal Self and pervades the
whole universe. Brahman is not everything but He is in everything.

The whole teaching of the Upanishads Centres round "Brahman
and Atman". This aspect is revealed in the great Sayings or Maha
Vakyas like 'Tat tvam asi' (That art thou); 'Aham Brahmasmi' (I am
Brahman); 'Soham asmi' (I am He) and so on. In Chandogya Upanishad
the dialogue between Uddalaka and his son Svetaketu gives us clear
meaning and implication of the great Saying 'Tat tvam asi'. Infact, this
great Saying implies the meaning of all other great Sayings. The great
Sayings bring out the identity of Brahman and Atman. If we sip the salt
water we feel the taste as salty, but we don't see the salt in that
water. Similarly though we don't perceive the Truth, 'That' is there
always. 'That' is the 'Tru'; and 'That is the 'Self' and 'That art thou'.

Bees gather honey from different flowers but the different drops
of honey donot know that they are from different flowers. Similarly the
rivers after becoming one with the ocean, lose their identity. So also we
are all from 'That' but when we come out of 'That' we don't know we
are 'That'. 'That' which is everywhere is the subtle essence and 'It' is
the 'True'. 'It' is the Universal Self and 'That' art thou, O Svetaketu,
says Uddalaka.
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Thus we learn from the dialogue between Uddalaka and
Svetakelu in Chandogya Upanishad that all existence is in the subtle
essence which is 'That'. 'That' is 'Sat' which is 'Existence' itself and
'That art thou'. This is the fundamental truth of the philosophy of the
Upanishads – the identity between Brahman and Atman, between God
and man. Superficial reader fails to go deep into the mystery of man's
soul and that is the reason why the identity of Brahman and the Self
is often misunderstood and misinterpreted. The analysis of the
essential nature of man given by the upanishads explains convincingly
the identity of the Self in man and Brahman.

When the Atman, the individual Self identifies itself with the
sheaths (kosas) in man, it becomes 'Jivatma'. Jivahood has been effected
when Atman forgets its identity with Brahman. Atman identifies itself
with the sheaths in man due to ignorance or Avidya, says Sankara.
Attributes of the body are superimposed on the individual Self when
man identifies the Self with his body. As Swami Vivekananda puts it:
we are clothed in habits and surroundings and this clothing hypnotizes
into weakness. The province of the upanishads to de-hypnotize the Self.

Can we derive Brahman logically? We cannot perceive Brahman
by our senses. Hence there cannot be empirical verification (based on
experiment not on theory). An alternate procedure is to find out logical
proof. But logical analysis can be done only with the help of language.
Advaita Vedanta says that no language can be used for Brahman. Hence
Brahman cannot be derived either empirically or logically.

Language is used for anything that has attributes and functions.
We use language for the world. We also use language for God and
M1ya although both are not sense-perceptible. For use of language, it
is not necessary for something to be sense-perceptible. The particles
and microparticles are not sense-perceptible. Still we do use language
for them. When ever some entity has got attributes and functions we
use language for it.

The classical logic of Aristotle cannot be applied here. The three
laws of Aristotelian logic are : (1) The law of identity, (2) The law of
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Contradiction, (3) The law of excluded middle. Everyting is what it is.
A triangle is a triangle and not anything else. This is the law of
identity. Then what is contradiction? It is a statement of denial. A
figure with three angles is triangle. We cannot say it is 'not triangle'.
These two terms cannot be applied to the same figure, because they
are contradictory. A person can be Gopal or not Gopal. We can say he
is Gopal or he is not Gopal. But we cannot say he is Gopal and also
he is not Gopal. This is the law of Contradiction. A given predicate
must either be affirmed or denied of a given subject. There is no
middle way. One must be either Gopal or not Gopal. This is the law
of excluded middle. These laws of logic are not applicable to Advaita
Vedanta.

The electron is a wave and it is said that is also a particle. So
the electron is both a particle and also a wave. The terms 'particle'
and 'wave' seem to be contradictory ones. Anything that is a wave is
continuous and anything that is a particle is discontinuous. Onething
can not be both continuous and also discontinuous. But the election
is said to be both continuous and also discontinuous. Hence the laws
of the classical logic are not applicable here.

So also Brahman is beyond the bounds of logic. When the
physicist speaks about reality, he means atoms, electrons, neutrons etc.
On scrutiny he realises that there is no reality in what is called reality.
Advaita Vedanta also says that the world of matter and energy, waves
and particles does not really exist, waves and particles does not really
exist. But that 'One' really exists and that 'One' is Brahman. That
reality is Brahman.

The world is illusory, says Advaita Vedanta. We use common
and mathematical language illusory world. Our language cannot be
precise in this illusory world, says Advaita Vedanta. There are pairs of
opposites. Nothing in this world is purely one thing. For example, we
cannot say for certain that some one 'A' is 'A' for certain because there
may be also some 'B' in the person 'A'. So in this world everything is
a pair, of opposites though it is unbelievable. Only Brahman is beyond
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these pairs of opposites. Brahman has no attributes and so there is
no there is no question of possessing pairs of opposites in Brahman.
All entities of the world being uncertain and found to be expressed
in Contradictory and uncertain way.

The World of Advaita is magical and so it cannot be objective.
It is a conjured world. The world we conjure (cause to appear or
disappear) is an interaction of the observer and the observed. M1ya
has both concealing and projecting powers. It conceals the person 'A'
and the observer does not perceive the person 'A' as 'A'. 'A' is
projected by M1ya as 'B' or 'C' or 'D' etc. But the fact remains that 'A;
is perceived as 'not-A' and this 'not-A' changes in infinite range. Advaita
Vedanta does not isolate the observer from the observed for the
purpose of the observation of the world. The 'Self' is the same in all.
Only 'upadhi' the limiting adjunct changes (body changes).

Advaita Vedanta does not use language for Brahman that is
attributeless, actionless, non-dual and non-relational. It is impossible to
use language for such an entity. It is the Reality in Advaita Vedanta.
Language can be used for the phenomena, but nor for nonmena
(unknown and unknowable. The vedantic seers indicate Brahman
without speaking about it, "Lakshyate na tu (but) ucyate).

Sometimes as we see in the upanishads attempts are made but
in vain to describe Brahman. Brahman (Sat) is real and existent and
also non-existent (asat), near and also far, inside and also outside,
larger than the largest and smaller than the smallest as thumb sized
(angushta) matrah. Negative language is also used to discribed
Brahman; nothing positive about it is said. Brahman is neither gross
nor subtle, neither small nor big, It is attributeless, actionless, formless,
spaceless, pr1na-less, colourless etc. In another way questions about
Brahman are answered negatively by saying 'not this (neti)', 'not this
(neti).

When language fails, symbols are used to describe Brahman.
The sound of the syllable OM (aum) is said to symbolize Brahman.
All these symbols are not realities. There is no direct correspondence
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between the symbol and reality. Symbols are only media for linking
the psychology of an individual who makes effort for ascendance from
the level of matter to that of spirit. When the symbol is not sufficient
and no medium is adequate. Brahman is to be realised without the aid
of symbols or media. This process is called annihilation of mind. Then
the psychic process stops working. The individual then experiences
Brahman without any medium. This is what is called 'Dynamic
Meditation' – 'aparoksha anubhuti'. Silence in this meditation leads to
ecstasy and then to illumination. In this condition one experiences.
Brahman and there by becomes Brahman. In this stage of immediate
realization, mystic experiences enter and they are relevant also.

He who learns about his 'Self' realises Brahman. As Taittiriya
Upanishad puts it (2-1-1) "Brahma-vid 1pnoti param". Brahma-vid
means the knower of Brahman, 1pnoti means gains or reaches and
param is Brahman. The knower of Brahman reaches the Supreme or
Brahman. Then what is Brahman? Abstract terms, not symbols are used
to describe Brahman.

7:11. SATYAM, JNANAM; ANANTAM BRAHMAN
Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam Brahman; says Taithiriya Upanishad

(2-1-1). Brahman is Truth, Knowledge and Infinite. These three words
are meant as a definition of Brahman as substantive (having indepen-
dent existence, firm) because Brahman is something to be known.
These three words stand in apposition to Brahman. These nouns are
used as adjectives to qualify Brahman because a thing becomes known
only when it is differentiated from others like a flower that becomes
known only when it is described as big, sweet smelling and red or
blue etc. Adjectives are used by way of definitions.

(1) SATYAM : Each of these attributive wods in related with the
word Brahman independently of others; Satyam Brahman, Jnanam
Brahman, Anantam Brahman. A thing is true only when it does
not change its nature and a thing is unreal when it changes its
nature. It is emphasized that 'That' alone is true that exists.
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So the phrase Satyam Brahman (Brahman is true) distinguishes
Brahman from mutable things.

In fact, Brahman is the only one and non-dual. Hence it
is not possible to say that He has these qualities – Satyam,
Jnanam, Anantam. But seekers of final salvation need to know
that Brahman is not like mutable things in the world. So
Brahman is said to have these qualities. In truth Brahman is
beyond truth or untruth; knowledge or ignorance; existence or
non-existence. These are all subsistence of mind. Brahman is
beyond all these qualities.

(2) JNANAM : The unchanging Brahman is the material cause of
all subsequent changes in the universe. Since a material cause
is a substance, it can also be an accessory. There by it becomes
insentient like earth. Hence it is said that Brahman is Jnanam.
Jnana means knowledge. But Brahman is not the agent of
knowledge because truth, knowledge and infinitude are said to
be His qualities. An agent of knowledge or truth or infinitude is
mutable. Then Brahman cannot be true and infinite. So Brahman
is not the testimony of existence because testimony of existence
is to be knowable or to be known. Anything becomes known
only when it is visible. Brahman is infinite. How to see Him?
He may be insentient or insensate. Hence to obviate such doubts
knowledge is said to be his quality. Here knowledge is not mere
knowledge of material things. It is 'Cit' pure consciousness, the
essential nature of Brahman. Knowledge 'Jnanam' is the combi-
nation of Jnata, Jneyam and Jnanam. One who knows or tries to
know is 'Jnata'; that which is to be known is 'Jneyam' and the
method of knowing is 'Jnanam'. These three together provide
Jnanam (Knowledge). This is the process in this material world.
What ever knowledge we get, comes this way. But Brahman is
one only and non-dual. So it is not possible to apply these terms
to one who knows or one who is known or the method of
knowing. Knowledge by itself is inanimate. He is Consciousness
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by which this universe is animated. Brahman the source of this
universe cannot be insentient. So it has to be accepted that
Brahman is 'Cinmaya' the Absolute Knowledge.

(3) ANANTAM (INFINITE) : According to Chandogya Upanishad
(7-24-1) : "where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else,
understands nothing else, that is infinite. But where one sees
something else, hears something else, understands something
elsem that is finite. Brahman is the 'One' and there is nothing
else to see, or to hear or to understand. So Brahman is infinite–
Brahman, the Self is with out parts. If 'Jnanam' is understood
in the sense of human knowledge which is finite. Brahman
becomes limited. Hence inorder to obviate this Brahman is said
to be Infinite.

The words Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam are infact attributive
words. But they are used here to define Brahman and not to
speak of his qualities or attributes. The implied sense is to
define Brahman as Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam and not to speak
of them as His qualities. Brahman is beyond all qualities. The
word 'Brahman' has its own individual meaning. 'Brah' means
vastness. Brahman is that which is not limited by time, space or
causation. The word 'Ananta' negates finitude while the words
'Satya' and 'Jnana' become adjectives imparting their own
positive sense.

According to Taittiriya Upanishad (2-6-1) Brahman is the
Self and the Self wished, "Let me be many, Let me be born".
He undertook deliberation. having deliberated, he created all
this that exists. He having created, entered into that very thing.
Having entered these, He became the formed and formless, the
defined and undefined, the sustaining and the non-sustaining, the
sentient and insentient, the true and the untrue. Thus Truth
became all this that there is. 'That' is called Brahman, Truth (Sat).
An objection was raised. It is said that Brahman, the Self
desires or wishes. One who wishes or desires becomes an agent
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of Cognition (knowing). If Brahman is the Cognizer (knower) it
will not be proper to hold Brahman as Consciousness. It also
leads to His impermanence. Even if we admit that Jnana
(cognition) is nothing but Consciousness, then we have also to
admit that Brahman has only cognate (related to a common
ancestor) sense of verb 'to know' – knowledge a sense conveyed
by a root dependent on a noun. Thus Brahma become imperma-
nent and also dependent.

Sankar1carya rejects this objection. Knowledge which is the
true nature of the Self, is inseparable from the Self. So it is everlasting.
Still there is one problem. The intellect is the limiting adjunct (up1dhi)
of the Self. It becomes transformed into the shape of the objects while
issuing out through the eyes to cognize things (to identify) things. These
forms of intellect in the shape of sound etc. remain illumined as
objects by the Consciousness which is the Self, even when they are in
an initial state. Even after they emerge as objects of perception they
are still enlightened by that Consciousness. The idea here is that the
objects are fit to be illumined in the initial stage. After they emerge
fully as objects they remain drenched in the light of Consciousness.

Semblances of Consciousness that is really the Self are imagi-
nations of people who cannot discriminate and these imaginations are
referred to as knowledge which bears the meaning of the root 'to
know'. They are said to be attributes of the Soul itself and they are
subjuct to mutation. But the Consciousness of Brahman is inherent in
Brahman and cannot be separated from Him. The light of the sun is
from the sun and the heat of fire is from fire. So also the Consciousness
of Brahman is inherent in Brahman. Consciousness is not dependent on
any other cause becuase it is by its nature eternal light. All that exists
cannot be transferred from Brahman in time or space because
Brahman is the Cause of time and space etc. Brahman is highly subtle
(acute and mysterious). There is nothing subtle, past, present or future
that is not knowable to Him. Therefore Brahman is omniscient. As
Svetasvatara Upanishad says (3-19), "Brahman is swift and grasping
without foot or hand, He sees without eye, he hears without ear. He
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knows whatever is to be known. There is no one who knows of Him.
He is the Supreme Person".

Brahman is eternal. So the knower is inseparable from Him
and there is no dependence on accessories like the sense-organs.
Inherently He is identical with knowledge. This knowledge is not a
form of action and has no relation with the root meaning of the verb
'know'. Further He is not the agent of cognition (knowing) as already
mentioned. So 'Jnana' cannot denote Him, because 'Jnana' means
knowing or understanding. So 'Jnana' is Brahman (Taittiriya Upanishad
2-1-1). Jnana or knowledge is the appearance of Consciousness being
true as it is said the attribute of the intellect which is the entrance to
reach the Self.

Similarly Brahman is not denoted by the word 'Satya' (truth)
but only is indicated by the word 'Satya' because Brahman is 'Satya'
(Truth). So also is the word 'Infinite'. Thus these words 'Satyam,
Jnanam, Anantam' do not denote Brahman because they are not his
attributes or qualities. They only indicate Brahman who Himself is
'Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam'. Brahman is changeless and cannot be
expressed in words. Brahman cannot be described as blue, red or white
flower. Brahman cannot be understood through relationship with
words or things or substance or quality. He is Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam
(Truth, Knowledge and Infinite). These are not His qualities.

7:12. NEGATIVE EXPRESSION
Sometimes upanishads speak of Brahman in a negative way as

given in Brihadaranyaka Upanishad (2-3-6; 3-9-26; 4-4-22; 4-5-15; and
also Brahma Sutras 3-2-6 – 22nd Sutra)

Who is Brahman? The Upanishad answers in a negative sense –
not this, not this (Neti, Neti (Na+iti))

There are many systems of 'Thinking which distinguish
between the absolutely transcendent God head and the Creator God.
The Absolute Brahman dwells in the light which no man can approach.
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Sankara says that the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad speaks of the
Absolute transcendent as non-empirical God head.

Ramajuna has different view. He thinks that this passage negates
only some attributes and not all of them because there can be
no object without qualities. According to Ramanuja Knowledge is
possible only of a qualified object. He asserts that this 'passage' does
not mean that Brahman has no qualities at all but only there are no
evil qualities in Brahman.

Sankara argues that Brahman is incomprehensible because He
goes beyond the attributes. Therefore the Upanishad describes Brahman
as "Neti" – "Neti" – Not this, not this.

There is duality because one sees the other, one thinks of them,
one knows the other etc. Now the question is where has everything
just become one's own? By whom one should see? By whom one
should know? etc; The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad says, by the Self
everything is done. But that is described as 'not this'; 'not this'
because He is incomprehensible, He is indestructible, He is unattached,
He is unfettered, He does not suffer, He is not injured. He is the
knower of all. By what one should know the knower? The suggestion
is that the knower cannot be known in the usual way, He can only be
experienced. Different views are expressed about the relation of the
individual and universal Self. But in all the unity of the two – the
individual Self and the universal Self – is accepted. It is to indicate
that when the universal Self is seen all else is seen. Here 'seen' means
known.

Brahma Sutras also speak of the same : "By the knowledge of
one thing else is known (1-4-20). In this sense alone Brihadaranyaka
Upanishad (2-4-5) speaks of the individual soul. The knowledge of
individual Self gives knowledge of Brahman and consequently
knowledge of everything. It is this non-difference between Brahman
and the individual Self is only apparent. Infact, they are not different.

The identity spoken here refers to the state which the individual
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finally attains, when he is released from all limitations (Brahma Sutras
1-4-21). But the universal is beyond any description because. It is Neti;
Neti; Not this not this. The identity is taught because the individual
Self is the form in which the universal Self exists. (Brahma Sutras
(1-4-22)). They are not seperable. The unreality of Jiva (the individual
Self) is a Creation of ignorance. In reality the Jiva is neither Creation
nor destroyed. It is our ignorance that makes us see the individual
Self limited by upadhis (limiting adjuncts) as something different from
Brahman. (Brahma Sutras 3-2-6). But the universal Self (Brahman) is
beyond any description because He is not this, not this (Neti, Neti).

7:13. THE UPANISHADS AND
THE MUNDANE LIFE

With all that is said of the Upanishads we cannot afford to
miss their effect in mundane life which means the worldly life. The
Upanishads were composed or revealed atleast 5000 years ago, though
there are differences of opinion about this. The word 'secular' is the
output of the twentieth century. The sages who revealed these
upanishads lived simple life in hermitages in forests. They spent more
time in meditation as they had no distractions. We live in modern
setting with 'Internet' and multichannel television. The sages lived
peacefully in time nature. On the other hand we live in concrete urban
turmoil. The sages were confined to their world of contemplation, but
we are all busy bodies. They, the sages and we, sophisticated and
urbanised are entirely in different situation.

Does it mean that the sages or the seers were primitive and pre
evolved Creatures, and we are the highly evolved and progressed
human beings? No, not at all. Though there is much much difference
in life-styles there is much in common. The seers sought the answers
to the ultimate questions of life. While we have microscopes and
telescopes, the seers followed the method of contemplation getting
detached from the surroundings. Thus they could enter into the world
beyond the range of the senses. They succeeded in their efforts while
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we are still struggling with temporary presumptions. The seers were
sure of their conclusions as seen in the upanishads.

Upanishads try to harmonise, all contradictions of life. They
insist that every act of life, religions or secular should be an act of
Worship of the Divine. As Vivekananda says : "In various upanishads
we find that Vedanta philosophy is not the out come of meditation
is the forests only but that the very best parts of it were thought out
and expressed by brains which were busiest in the everyday affairs of
life. We cannot conceive any man busier than any absolute monarch,
a man who is ruling over millions of people and yet some of these
rulers were deep thinkers" – comple Works (2) – Page 293.

Some speak of the upanishads as old scriptures and so they can
not be fit in the modern setting. 'Old' means something outdated, worn-
out and ineffective and so they must be discarded. Rationalists say that
the upanishads drag us into a world of hypnosis. When we come out
we find ourselves in the world that we know. But the world in the
hypnosis hangs on and we are crunched in between them.

True it is, that we have come a long way from the days of the
Upanishads but that is only physically. Are we sure that we can answer
the ultimate question of life truly? Nobody can say 'yes' for certain
because he is not sure of himself. Nobody knows how he looks
without seeing his image in the mirror. Then how can he see the world
inside his body? Man is a replica of nature. The world we live in is
external but there is world inside us with its own Cosmos. The seers
got into this inner world through contemplation. Even in the so called
modern life man atleast occasionally faces the question 'Who am I'?
Sages like Ramana Maharishi found the answer. But what about the
common man struggling in the turmoil of the so called modern life.
He needs guidance to gain peace of mind. It is here that we need the
guidance of the upanishads. Whether in the past days of sages or in
the days of modern scientific research, the ultimate questions of life
remain the same : Who am I? Where do I come from and where do I
go?
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Materialists say that there is one world that is phenomenal.
There is nothing like inner world. Body contains only flesh and blood
and nothing else. Such – 'isms' have always been there. 'C1rv1kas'
were there and materialists are there now. There are many rivers but
there is only one sea. All the rivers in one way or other have to merge
with the sea. Without source nothing comes out in this universe. Even
matter has source. This material world is the finished form of that
source which is always there whether we accept it or not. Without soil
no Vegetable or Crop comes out. The aim of the upanishads and the
situations portrayed in the upanishads are only symbolic and the
symbols are eternal irrespective of time period.

The upanishads are always young with timeless wisdom. One
may wonder how something so old as the upanishads are still effective
and youthful. The rivers are old and they have been flowing for
centuries from the Himalayas or other mountains. Though old the
rivers are new forever. They are old but new (modern) at the same time.
They keep on renewing themselves forever. So are the upanishads.

The word 'modern' is not absolute. It is today now but it
becomes yesterday tomorrow. The present age is modern, but the age
a century ago or two or three centuries ago was called modern then
compared to still older centuries. 20th Century was modern compared
to 19th Century. But 20th Century is old as we are in 21st Century. So
the word 'modern world' cannot be specific to any certain period. The
society keeps on changing from time to time but the 'Values' are
eternal. The upanishads are a body of eternal values. These values are
never outdated. The sun and the moon are old but they don't stop
dispelling darkness. Such is the wisdom of the upanishads. It is
relevant even in the present world of science and corporate bodies.
The enduring value of the upanishads lies in their message of their
divinity and the eternity of 'Soul' they preach.

The present era belongs to science, Science involves the
systematized observation of and experiment with phenomena especially
concerned with the material and functions of the physical universe.
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Science has been advancing without interruption during the last three
or four hundred years; every new discovery has led to new problems
and new methods of solution, and opened up new fields for
explanation. Hither to men of science have not been compeeled to
halt; they have always found means to advance further. But what
assurance have we that they will not come up against impassable
barriers or dead lock.

The principal concern of modern Cosmology is the beginning
and end of the universe. The question that Cosmology seeks to answer
are: Is the universe running down (becoming feeble) irreversibly or
will it bounce back? Is the universe finite or infinite? Is it eternal or
does it have a beginning? How was it created? If not, how did it get
here? Are the Laws of Physics the products of chance or have they
been designed? Is there any knowable existence beyond the recognised
dimensions of the universe?

It is rather a coincidence that the upanishads also compile such
of these questions and provide answers to them in their own way. It is
often complained that the upanishads proceed in a very abstract way
and as such the answers are very often hard nuts, sometimes too hard
to be cracked. What else it could be? The matters they deal with are
very abstract. For example, Brahman is said to be formless, actionless
and attributeless. In such a case how can we give a concrete picture
of Brahman? Brahman is supramind-substance and Isvara (not Siva) is
Its reflection combined with attributes. He is also formless but takes
form when necessary because of His attributes. As such Brahman is not
a chemical in a test tube to be tested. The modern mind has accepted
what is called 'scientific method' of observation, deduction, hypothesis,
experiment and falsification. Science claims to set rigorous standards
of procedure and places reason over irrational beliefs.

However, every discovery contains 'Creative intuition'. Einstein
speaks of the search for those highly universal laws, from which a
picture of the world can be obtained by pure deduction. There is no
logical path leading to these laws. They can only be reading to these
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laws. They can only be reached by intuition. (as quoted in "The Logic
of Scientific Discovery" p40 by Karl Popper)

Ultimately Einstein gave grudging acceptance to the presence of
a superior reasoning power, while never accepting the reality of a
personal God. Scientists continue to be divided over the existence or
otherwise of God.

It is the intuition of the Vedic seers that is the source of their
Vision of Reality. They contemplated and probed intuitively into the
ultimate Truth resulting in the formation of the upanishads. Majority
of the Western Commentators and interpreters have dismissed certain
portion of the Vedas which they did not understand as ritualistic,
superstitious and unscientific. But contrary to what these so called
'experts' or indologists struggled to make us believe, the Vedas and
their auxiliary branches of enquiry and investigation are not based
on superstition and rejection of reason. Infact, 'Vedanta Sutras' or
Brahma Sutras' elaborate comprehensively every proposition based on
intuition in five stages. First (1) the proposition is put forward, then
(2) doubts are raised and then (3) anti-thesis is formulated. Then
(4) Correct conclusion is arrived at and finally (5) Consistency between
this proposition and other propositions is ensured.

Is this superstitious and irrational or scientific? Scientific it is
or what else could it be? Brahmasutras are the substance of the
upanishads.

The view that the Vedas or the upanishads demand blind faith
is a result of ignorance about the seers' methods of enquiry. Modern
science accepts somethings as true because it serves a human purpose.
Even after the scientists have now discovered that Euclidean geometry
is actually incorrect, it continues to be taught in schools because it
serves a practical purpose of being a good approximation under most
circumstances.

From the history of modern science we find that certain theories
are accepted as true for a long time till they are found to be false. Till
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then they upheld because they are found to be adequate for human
beings in their day-to-day functions. But the theories propounded in the
Vedas and the upanishads have remained unchanged for many
thousands of years. Further the applied knowledge arising from the
principles, theories, observations and guidelines put forward in the
Vedic and Upanishadic literature by the Vedic seer – scientists have
served humanity for thousands of years.

Ultimately whether it is science or Vedanta the purpose is to
learn something about the riddle of the universe and mystery of
Creation. Only the methods and ways are different but the basis for
both science and Vedanta is intuition. They are like two phases of the
same coin. The upanishads are a book of discoveries, mostly about
human personality, its structure and uniqueness and also about
Brahman the Absolute and the universe we live in.

The sage Swetasvatara says that he has seen the Supreme who
dwells beyond all darkness and only by knowing Him does one pass
over the world or samsara and death. (Swetasvatara Upanishad (3-8).
What the modern world needs is the idea of immortality of the Self
and the oneness of existence.

The simplest value of this idea is that we get great relief that
we are not simply matter but essentially divine. Evil is not a part of
what the upanishads call 'Atman'. In truth, we are deathless. Only the
bodies are changed. We are the children of immortality, when once we
are convinced of this great truth, our approach to life becomes
positive. The ideal of immortality of the Self will take roots only if
a person is morally strong and has disciplined his senses and mind.
If not, there is possibility of mistaking the body or ego to be the Self
and make pleasure-seekers and arrogant. (Katha Upanishad 1-2-24)

'Man wants the Infinite' says the Chandogya Upanishad. The
sky which is formless cannot be rolled up like a piece of paper or a
sheet of cloth. So also it is vain to claim that man can become
happy without knowing the divine Self. Only by Self-Knowledge a
person can become truly happy in life. No other achievement whether
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scientific or secular can replace it. Swami Vivekananda said that he
never quoted anything except the upanishads. All his teachings are a
modern restatement of the eternal upanishads.

In the Chandogya Upanishad Uddalaka Aruni tells his son
Svetaketu "You are That" (6-9-3). That means the Brahman, the
Universal Self. What Uddalaka means is that man is essentially
divine. Only he has to be aware of it. As Swami Vivekananda says the
problem of increasing violence and religious intolerance can only be
solved by adopting the upanishadic view that all men and women
are essentially divine. Each one of them is at a stage of evolution in
perceiving this inherent divinity, says Swami Vivekananda.

Strength and fearlessness is what the upanishads preach. Strength
comes from that which is enduring and fearlessness comes from
knowing our indestructible and immortal nature that is the outcome of
self-knowledge. Swami Vivekananda holds the upanishads as a treasure
house of strength and fearlessness. The upanishads are the very basis
of Indian Culture and spiritual heritage.

Modern physicists are reluctant to acknowledge the non-material
foundation to the universe. The implications have meant that physics
of late has lost its drive and direction. It has turned into utililarian
enterprise. Modern physicists are trained to use very elaborate
mathematical tools that produce the right answers with amazing
accuracy but offer them no conceptual insights. The conceptual leap
necessary for physics to move forward has been shifted to a
mathematical jumble that gives the right answers. The Super sting
theories have been dominating modern physics in the last three
decades. The only resuit is that the physicists are struggling in
multidimensional universe. There are more variations in the theory
than the total number of elementary particles in the universe. There is
more divergence than convergence in modern physics. However we
cannot deny the fact that science is always in pursuit of newer
discoveries.

But it is also a fact that modern physics is loosing its impetus
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in highly divergent suppositions. Some physicists question "why should
science always converge. May be it is not meant to converge. Science
just gives us a sort of control over immediate surroundings. It helps
us to become better survivors. If we are happy with it rather than
knowing the ultimate Reality, our way of life ends in pessimism.

There must be a way to get out of this pessimism. Upanishadic
teachings show the way to unity in diversity. What is this unity? It is
Brahman, the universal Self. Brahman is consciousness. To some extent
modern physics has been forced to abandon its materialistic stance.
But it is in a dilemma how to replace it. Then there is quantum
phenomenon which describes the probability of existence. It says that
everything we experience is just moving from side to side in existence.
Swami Vivekananda says in his talk on Rajayoga that this world is
made of just two things : Akasa and Prana. Akasa is all penetrating
existence and Prana is that which is able to disturb existence. Separately
both Akasa and Prana remain out of the realm of our existence but
their interaction produces everything we experience. (Compte Works of
Swami Vivekananda Vol (1) Page 147).

7:14. CONSCIOUSNESS
There is another unique feature of quantum phenomenon. It

undermines materialistic outlook and says there is an objective reality
there. It asserts that the universe we experience is a participatory
process where consciousness plays a crucial role for the universe to
come into existence. There is strong materialistic group which strongly
resists this idea. Consciousness remains an enigma for modern neuro-
science. The question that continues to hamper the scientists is
consciousness. What is this powerful thing that gives us access to reality
and yet can not be traced to a material origin? It is Consciousness.
Quantum theory suggests that without consciousness the material world
can not come into being. Modern physicists shudder at this suggestion
because the implication of this suggestion is that matter does not
produce Consciousness but Consciousness is necessary for matter to
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come into being. This Consciousness is not the physical Conscious-
ness that we know of. It is Brahman, the Supra mind substance that is
the foundation of the universe.

Quantum simply means 'a certain quantity measured by a whole
number'. Quantum theory is that in radiation energy of electrons is
discharged not continuously but in discreet (distinct or separate) units
or quanta. Quantum (a term in physics) is a distruct quantity of energy
proportional in magnitude to the frequency of radiation it represents
(or) a discrete amount of any other physical quantity. Quantum state is
a state of quantity. Quantum mechanics is a theory that says that energy
exists in distinct units. Mechanics is an assumption of velocity and
accelaration of matter in nature. Quantum philosophy is reason and
arguments about quantum theory.

'Isa' upanishad opens with the words "Isa vasyam idam sarvam".
All this what ever moves in this moving world, is enveloped by God.
The world does not stand apart from God, but is pervaded by Him?
In other words the universe is viewed as appearance of Brahman.
Who is the foundation of thing and yet is not anything. Quantum is
the foundation of the material universe. Yet it is not material. Don't
we see similarity?

Aitareya upanishad begins with the words "1tma v1 idam eka":
'idam' = This universe. "The Self was all this, one only in the beginning.
Nothing else what so ever was there". This upanishad (3-1) says
'Prajn1nam Brahma'. 'Prajn1nam' is Consciousness which is reflected
in the intellect. Consciousness is Brahman. It appears as material
universe. Thus existence and Consciousness are intricately linked.

Science must come out of its infatuation of reducing everything
to matter and its attributes. There seems to be a gradual and subtle
shift in science from matter to spirit. It is said that there are clear
indications of this shift to spiritual foundation to everything we
experience in life. Some scientists are of the view that only when
science accepts this non-material or spiritual basis to everything we
can see some breakthrough leading science to spirituality. Though we
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owe much to Vedic seers they say that ultimately it is the modern science
that holds the key to the revival of the message of the upanishads.

Even Corporate World is not beyond the bounds of the
upanishads. The Corporate World is obsessed with rank and status
and competitive supremacy. The basic instict in the Corporate World
is money-making and exploitation. Under these conditions a genuine
interaction within the upanishads is unimaginable and there is no place
for introspection in the Corporate World. Corporate (adjective) means
forming one body of many individuals. Mostly people are animated by
gree for money and status. With such a backdrop connecting business
with Vedanta is far fleched. But at the same time the Corporate World
needs to be inspired by the upanishads because it has become down
right materialistic. The Corporate business is caught in the web of
temptation caused by 'artha' (money) and kama (desire). The heaven of
Corporate business would collapse if it continues to hang on the tenter
hooks (mental agitation due to uncertainity or in a state of suspense)
of over ambition and undue desires without ethical values. Lust and
greed are now ruling the Corporate business world. Can we apply the
principle of not coveting wealth to Corporate business? We cannot even
imagine that until and unless the upanishadic principles find place in it.

Mundaka (3-1-1) and Svetasvatara (4-6) upanishads speak of
two birds who are always united, clinging to the self-same tree (the
very same tree). Of these two, the one eats sweet fruit while the other
looks on without eating. Our life is an encounter of empirical existence
and transcendent reality. Both are companions. The reality which is
eternal is always in itself while other is in the empirical flow (in
continuous change). The world is the meeting-print of that which is
eternal and that which is manifested in time. Here the analogy
(similarity) of the birds is transferred to the humans. The tree is the
body and the bird eating fruits is the individual mad with desire and
drowned in actions and results. This individuals is deluded and
grieves on account of his helplessness. When he sees the other, the bird
not eating fruits, he becomes free from sorrow.
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'Viveka Chudani' of Sankara acharya speaks of the sheaths
which cover the Atman. (125 and 149). These are the 'Kosa's called
sheaths. Kosa or sheath means covering. Vedanta says that these five
sheaths successively make the body. They are 'Annamaya', 'Pranamaya',
Manomaya, Vijnanamaya and Anandamaya Kosas. 'Anna' means
matter, Prana means force, Manomaya means mind, Vijnana means
knowledge, Ananda means Bliss. These sheaths are already explained
in detail else where. They are mentioned again here in brief out of
contextual need.

The first comprises this body of ours. The next three make up
the subtle body (sukshma sareera). But infact all the fivesheaths form
the 'Sukshma Sareera'. It is also generally called 'Karana Sareera'
(causal body). The last covers the Atman, but Atma or Self remains
untouched. These five sheaths are the products of Its (Self's) own
power. The ceases to appear as it becomes 'Jivatma' the individual Self
which is like water covered by sedge. The Atman manifests Itself
through them and the realisation of Atman leads to liberation. From
Annamaya to Anandamaya the sheaths are gradually finer and finer.
Knowledge consists in going beyond them all by me of regulates
practice and ultimately coming face to face with the Atman.

In the worldly life the three outer sheaths are related causing
moral dissoluteness and psychological stress. Philosophy of the
upanishads lies in disidentifying with the three outer sheaths and
identifying oneself with the two innermost sheaths. This process is
hindered by obstacles in the Corporate word which has now assumed
the driver's seat for managing society. Aggression, though necessary to
some extent in the business world, should not become baneful. In this
world of business, the first three sheaths in man play prominent part
and 'want' is made keener and keener.

The leaders in the Corporate World are engaged in 'do or die'
competitive race because they ignore the universal rule that we get
only what is due to us. No doubt, certain basic human needs like food,
clothing, housing, health and education are to be satisfied and this
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satisfaction stabilizes society. But when certain destructive wants are
projected as basic needs the real needs become undermined. The
Corporate World is more interested in projecting these needs. The
Corporate World is ever driven by presumed deficit and never ending
hunger for more and also restlessness. The essence of Vedanta is :
money is for man and not man for money. If we apply this to Corporate
World, it reds as business is for man and not man for business. The goal
of Corporate World should not be dragging man more and more away
from his inner 'Self' through its inhuman designs. It should nourish
the humanity to realise what the Upanishads inspire us to follow.

Ultimately it comes to the realisation of what Sankara says in
his 'Viveka Cudamani' (493 and 494) : "I am indeed Brahman, the One
without a second and matchless, and the Reality without beginning.
I am the Supreme Being, the Ruler. I am knowledge, Absolute, the
witness of everything. I have no other ruler but myself. I am devoid
of the ideas 'I' and 'Mine'.

This is the essence of the philosophy and the message of the
Upanishads.





PART-II

The Principal Upanishads
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7:15. THE PRINCIPAL UPANISHADS
It is said that there were 223 upanishads, but Muktikopanishad

speaks of only 108 upanishads.

"Jeevanmukti Videha muktyoh ashtotara
 satopanishadah pramanam"   – Muktikopanishad (2-1)

This upanishad also states that ten of them are "Principal
Upanishads". Sankara, Ramanuja and Madva wrote commentaries on
these Principal Upanishads

"Isa, Kena, Katha, Prasna, Mundaka, Mandukya, Tittiri,
 Aitareyam Ca Chadogyam, Brihadaranyakam dasa"

Isa upanishad, Kena upanishad, Katha upanishad, Prasna
upanishad, Mundaka upanishad, Tittiriya upanishad, Aitareya upanishad,
Chandogya upanishad and Brihadaranyaka upanishad are the Principal
Upanishad. Later Svetasvatara upanishad was also included in the
Principal Upanishads. They are called Principal Upanishads because
they are the oldest of the upanishads.

The 108 upanishads are :

1) Rigveda upanishads (11) : There is only one Principal upanishad,
Aitareya upanishad.

2) Sukla Yajurveda upanishads (19) : There are two Principal
upanishads : 1) Isa vasya, 2) Brihadaranyaka upanishads.

3) Krishna Yajurveda upanishads (31) : There are three Principal
upanishads : 1) Tittiriya, 2) Katha, 3) Svetasvatara upanishads.

4) Saama Veda upanishads (16) : There are two Principal
upanishads : 1) Kena, 2) Chandogya upanishads.

5) Atharva Veda upanishads (31) : There are three Principal
upanishads : 1) Prana, 2) Mundaka, 3) Mandukya upanishads.

Total : (108) upanishads.
of which : (11) are Principal upanishads.
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Sankara wrote commentaries on ten Principal upanishads first.
Some say that later he wrote commentary on Svetasvatara upanishad
also. Though Sankara recognised sixteen upanishads as authentic and
authoritative, he wrote commentary on the above ten upanishads only.
However he included quotations from the other six upanishads. The
ten Principal upanishads together constitute the primary object of
Hindu religion. A characteristic of the upanishads is their homogeneity
though differing conceptions are found in them. These conceptions are
found in all of them, but not distributed. One upanishad may emphasize
a certain view more than the rest or may specialize in a particular
topic. But these distinctions are not planned. They are only accidental
and so not important.

The upanishads are the work of saints and seers. They only
recorded the insights which came to them in thought or Vision but
they are not superficially coherent. They were not builders of systems
but only recorders of experience. So we find in them apparent in
consistency and obliviousness to one conception and temporary
absorption in another. As such no where the whole truth is gathered
together in easy formulation. Also there is no logical beginning and no
logical end. For that reason accordingly to tradition one must have a
teacher or Guru to learn the Vedas or the upanishads.

In a nut shell – To many it is not given to hear of 'That'
(Brahman) which dwells in eternity. Many, though they hear of It, do
not understand It. Wonderful is he who speaks of It. Intelligent is he
who learns of it. Blessed is he who taught by a good teacher is able
to comprehend It.

The study of the Vedas and the Upanishads is pleasant. He who
engages himself in these attains concentration and he is no longer a
slave to his passions. He, devout, self-controlled and disciplined in spirit,
rises to fame and he is a blessing to mankind.

Now let us get introduced to the 'Eleven Principal Upanishads'
in brief.
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7:15:1. Isa Upanishad
This belongs to Sukla Yajurvedam. It derives its name from the

opening line of the first verse.

"Is1 V1syam idam sarvam".

All this is covered by Isvara (Brahman). This upanishad appears
at the end of Sukla Yajurveda Samhita. The opening line means Isvara
(qualified Brahman) pervades the whole world. This is the central
theme of all upanishads, namely the spiritual unity and solidarity of all
existence.

This Sukla Yajurveda Upanishad opens with peace chant : (see
Chapter 7:5:1)

"P3 r7am adah .......... evavasistyate"

That is full, this is full. The full comes out of the full. Taking
the full, the full itself remains full.

aum. Peace, Peace, Peace.

"Brahman is oth transcendent and also immanet."

"The birth or creation of the universe does not in any manner
affect the integrity of Brahman."

This upanishad is the last chapter of the Sukla Yajurveda
Samhita which contains forty chapters. So it is called 'Samhitopanishad'.
Its main purpose is to teach essential unity of God and the world. It is
not interested so much in the Absolute in Itself as in the Absolute in
relation to the world. The Absolute is Para Brahman and the World
is Parameswara (not Siva) – Brahman with attributes – Saguna Brahman.

This upanishad contains eighteen verses. Let us just take the
essence of the upanishad. It is fully verse-upanishad.

Verse No.(1):
The World is steeped in God and God dwells in the heart of all

beings (things).
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Isavasyam = enveloped by God. The world is not apart from
God, but is pervadedly Him. Self-denial is at the root of spiritual life.

Verse No.(2):
The first verse calls us to withdraw from the work in this, world

not in body but in mind. Some times the first verse is interpreted as:
enjoy what is allotted to you by God (ena). Do not ask for more than
what is given. 'm1g4dha#' = covet not. Do not be greedy.

The second verse speaks of performing works without desiring
their fruits. It tells us not to get adhered to work. We must work all
action to God. Salvation is attained by the purification of the heart
which results from the performance of works done for the sake of God
and dedicated to Him.

Verse No.(3):
There are worlds enveloped in blinding darkness. The ignorant

are called asuras who delight only in physical life. They are called the
slayers of the Self and they go after death to these dark worlds.

Verse No.(4):
The Self is One. It is unmoving. But It moves faster than

thought. The senses cannot overtake It, because It always goes before.
It remains still but out strips those who run. Without the Self there is
no life.

Verse No.(5):
It moves and It moves not. It is far and It is near. It is within

all and also it is outside all.

Verse No.(6):
He who sees all beings in his own Self and his own Self in all

beings, hates none.

Verse No.(7):
To one who knows all beings have become one with own Self,

there will be no delusion or sorrow because he has seen the 'Oneness'
of the Self.
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Verse No.(8):
The Self is everywhere without body or imperfection. He is the

Seer and thinker, all-pervading and self-existent. It is He that has
established perfect order among all beings from beginningless time.
Here 'Self' means the 'Universal Self'.

Verse No.(9):
Those who ignorantly devote themselves to life in this world go

to blinding darkness. Those who delight in knowledge go to still
greater darkness. Here knowledge does not refer to the knowledge of
Brahman because such knowledge does not lead to greater darkness.
Knowledge mentioned here is the knowledge of gods and devotion.
Mere knowledge of gods overlooking the Pure Being or the Absolute
is not real knowledge (Vidya). The implied idea here refers to two
things in the world – work and wisdom. Work alone without the wisdom
of the Spirit leads to darkness and wisdom alone without work leads
to still greater darkness. The two schools of thought – salvation is
attained only by means work; salvation is attained only by knowledge,
are repudiated here. Combination of works and knowledge is necessary.
Bird cannot fly in the sky by one wing only but by two wings.

Sankara comments, 'Avidya' is desire for worldly possessions
(selfishness), 'Vidya' is saying 'I am Brahman' without actual realisation
of the Absolute Brahman. Both are of no use. Both land you in darkness.

Verse No.(10):
We cannot grasp the ultimate Reality either by knowledge based

on logic and argument or by ignorance.

Verse No.(11):
Those who know the life in this world (ignorance) and also

have the knowledge of the Absolute will overcome death and attain
immortality.

Verse No.(12):
Those who worship only the body that is manifest and those who

take delight in worshipping the Spirit alone the unmanifest – both go
to darkness.
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Verse No.(13):
Worship of the body the manifest leads to one result and worship

of the Spirit the unmanifest leads to another result. So said the wise.

Verse No.(14):
Those who worship both the manifest and the unmanifest

together will overcome death through the unmanifest and will attain
life eternal through the manifest.

The meaning of the Verse is very obscure. Commentators
explained it differently but not very cleary.

Perhaps the idea implied in this verse is: getting absorbed in the
world without turning to the Source is one extreme and to be absorbed
in the transcendent Infinite without showing any interest in the events
of the world around is another extreme. This verse asks us to lead a
life in this world without attachment with the mind centred in the
Absolute Brahman, the unmanifest. This is what Bhagavad Gita also
says. Life without attachment leads to 'Jivan Mukti' – liberation while
being alive.

Verse No.(15):
O Sun (Pusan)! the truth is hidden by your golden orb. Please

remove it so that we can see the Truth.

Here the Sun symbolises the Self or Brahman. The golden orb
symbolises M1ya, the world of appearance. If the orb is removed the
Truth will be revealed.

Verse No.(16):
O Sun (Pusan) the only seer and the controller of all; fountain

of life of all creatures (Son of Prajapati) spread your rays and light so
that I may see your blessed form through your grace. Who so ever is
the 'Being' that dwells there in, that also am I.

Verse No.(17):
May this life enter into the Eternal Breath; may this body end in

ashes.
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O mind, remember Brahman.

O mind, remember thy past deeds.

O mind, remember Brahman.

O mind, remember thy past deeds.

Verse No.(18):
O Agni, lead into prosperity.

Thou knowest all our deeds.

Take away from us deceitful sins.

We offer our salutations again and again.

Note : Verses 17 and 18 are uttered at the time of death.

Even today they are used by the Hindus in their funeral rites.
We are required to remember our past because it is these deeds that
accompany the departing soul and determine the nature of its next
incarnation. Since Cremation involves fire it is natural that Agni is
invoked.

The great Seers have set an example of not neglecting the work
in this world while at the same time contemplating on the Absolute.
The God is invoked as a symbol of Brahman. The unity of God and
the world and also the unity of contemplation and activity are
emphasized in this upanishad.

The verses (11), (14) give rise to certain doubts. Verse (11) says
we can cross death through ignorance and attain immortality through
knowledge. The verse (14) says crossing death through destruction we
can attain immortality through nature.

Why cannot we know Brahman through knowledge? Why cannot
we consider knowledge itself as Brahman. Why immortality is not
liberation?

We find answers in Katha upanishad (2-4). 'Vidya' (knowledge)
and 'avidya' (ignorance) are like light and darkness respectively. They
are far away from one another and contrary mutually. That is why
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Naciketa opted for Vidya and not worldly pleasure. So 'Vidya' and avidya
are always in two different ways.

It is said that 'Vidya' is knowledge and 'avidya' is performing
religious rituals. If we know both cannot remove the contradiction,
difference is always there. We cannot combine them. Avidya
(ignorance) is removed through Vidya (knowledge). Knowing the Self
is knowledge. Ignorance is the cause of desire and misery. They can
never be together.

If we say immortality is liberation then the sentence that the
Brahman is covered with golden disc loses its meaning. For one who
gains immortality, why should Brahman in the solar glare be covered
with golden disc at the time of one's death?

So the meaning of the Verses 11, 14, is not knowledge of
Brahman and Jeevan mukti. The implied idea is that Karma (activity)
should be combined with 'Vidya' (knowledge). In other words Karmas
(activity) should be performed with devotion.

As already said immortality is not liberations and not deathless-
ness. It only means stay in heaven. Liberation is possible only with
knowledge of Brahman. This thing is not mentioned here. Vidya in
the sense of devotion and avidya in the sense of religious rites
(karmas) are used here.

Taithiriya upanishad (2-1-1) says that Brahman is Satyam,
Jnanam, Anantam Brihadaranyaka upanishad (5-5-1) clarifies this.
'Satyam' has three syllables : Sa-ti-yam-iti. 'Sa' is one syllable, 'ti' is one
syllable (t+i); 'yam' is another syllable. Together they become
'Satyam'. The first and the last syllables reflect 'Satyam' and the middle
is incomplete consonant letter. Consonant without vowel has no form.
It gets phonetic form only together with a vowel (t+i). It represents
untruth (asat). Syllables on either side represent truth 'Sat'. So asat
loses its identity in between 'Sat' on either side. Thus one who knows
'sat' (Brahman) is not affected by 'Asat'. So 'Satyam' is Brahman.

'Isa' upanishad, infact forms the core essence of all the upanishads.
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7:15:2. Kena Upanishad
Kena upanishad belongs to Saama Veda. It is called Kena

upanishad because it begins with words "Om, Keneshitam". Om = all
this; Kena = by what agent; ishitam = being directed.

"By whom willed and directed does the mind light on its
objects."

This upanishad begins with this Peace chant.

!py1yantu mamngani...... (see Chapter 7-5-1)

There is a saying "Search for what is lost in Kena upanishad".
The 'Parasakti' discloses that all our powers are derived from the
Mahasakti or Supreme Power. Adi Sankara wrote two commentaries on
this upanishad.

'Soundarya Lahari' and 'Lalita Sahasranamam' are based on this
upanishad. It is only in Kenopanishad that the Divine Mother (Maha
Sakti) appears in the form of Mother Wisdom fittingly with the name
of 'Samagana Priya'. This upanishad illumines the nature of knowledge
by pointing out the eternal knower behind all acts of knowing. It
purifies man's concept of the ultimate Reality, of all touch of finitude.
It reveals the character of ultimate Reality as the eternal Self of man
(Antaratma) and the universal Self.

This upanishad has four sections. The first two in verse and
the other two in prose. The verse portion speaks of the Supreme
Unqualified Brahman. The prose part deals with the Supreme as God,
Isvara (not Siva) the Qualified Brahman. The knowledge of the
Absolute gives immediate liberation only for those who are able to
withdraw their thoughts from worldly objects and concentrate on the
ultimate Reality of the universe.

The knowledge of Isvara, the Saguna Brahman or personal God
puts one on the way that leads to gradual liberation. The worshipper
gradually acquires the higher wisdom which results in the Consciousness
of the identity with the Supreme. Isvara, the personal God gradually
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elevates the individual soul to know and become one with the
Absolute. So Isvara (not Siva) is the inspirer and the Absolute Brahman
is the Goal.

This is the essence of Kena Upanishad.

7:15:3. Katha Upanishad
This upanishad belongs to Krishna Yajurveda. This is a Verse –

Upanishad.

It begins with the Peace chant.

OM, Sahan1vavatu, sahanau bhu nakta m1vid Vish1va hai
OM Peace, Peace, Peace  (see Chapter 7:5:1)

May He protect us, the teacher and the pupil together by
revealing knowledge. May we work together with vigour; may our
study make us illumined; may there be no dislike between us.

Aum, Peace Peace Peace

This prayer is for harmonious cooperation in keen and vigorous
study.

The knowledge of Brahman is called upanishad because of its
connection with the idea of leading to Brahman. This upanishad is an
'allegory'. An allegory is a story in which the meaning or message is
represented symbolically and so the characters are also symbolic. There
are three characters: Vaajasravasu, naciketa and Yama. Vaajasravasu is
a poor and pious Brahmin. He represents the performance of sacrifice.
Naciketa, his son represents an ignorant doubts. Yama, the Lord of
Death represents the teachers.

Upanishad is knowledge of Brahman. It splits and destroys
ignorance which is the seed of worldly existence. The seeker of
liberation after becoming detached from desire, approaches the
upanishadic knowledge. Finally having become free from virtue and
Vice, as also desire and ignorance he attains Brahman. This is the
theme of this upanishad.
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What happens to the individual soul after death is the subject
of discussion between Yama and Naciketa. Yama teaches Naciketa the
knowledge of Brahman. This Upanishad is a bled of charming poetry,
deep mysticism and profound philosophy.

Some passages from Katha Upanishad are found in the
Bhagavadgita.

The story of Naciketa is found in Rig Veda tenth mandala and
also Taithiriya Brahmana. The story of Katha Upanishad looks more
similar to that of Taithiriya Brahmana. The answer given by Yama to
the third question of Naciketa is different. In Taithiriya Brahmana
Naciketa was asked to perform Yajnas. But in Katha Upanishad Yama
elevates from Yajnas to spiritual knowledge.

The grains of Corn are stripped clean off the stalk in sheaf.
The thin skin is pealed off the coconut leaf to expose the single broom
stick. Similarly from the object which is the body, the Atma which is
the subject should be stripped smoothly but firmly and the Atma should
exist by itself. A liberated soul (Jeevanmukta) is one who in this world
itself has lost the awareness of the body and finds happiness with in
himself subjectively (in Atmaram) without recourse to outside objects
of enjoyment. Vivekananda devised the motto 'Arise, Awake' from
Katha Upanishad (3-14).

There are two chapters, each again with three parts. In some
books without parts all the six are shown as chapters. The First Chapter
is introduction. The Second Chapter speaks of Atma and the Third
Chapter also continues to speak of Atma. The Fourth Chapter speaks
of Pratyagatma, the Antaratma, the Self with in the individual Self.
The Fifth Chapter describes the ways to know Brahman. The Sixth
Chapter (last chapter) describes the Brahman.

A poor and pious Brahmin, Vajasravasu performs a sacrifice and
gives away what all he has to the priests, a few and feeble cows.
Naciketa, his son feels disturbed by the unreality of his father's
observance of sacrifice (Yajna) and asks his father to offer him to a
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priest as 'dakshina'. As he persists in his request, the father becomes
angry and says, "I give you to Yama, the Lord of Death. So Naciketa
at once goes to the abode Yama. Yama is away and so Naciketa waits
for three days and three nights without food till he returns. Yama, on
his return is pleased with his patience and offers three gifts to him.
Naciketa asks for the first, his return to his father alive and for the
second he wants to know how his good works may not be exhausted.
Lastly he wants to know how to conquer death. the third request is the
essence of this upanishad. It enlightens one on the great transition
which is called death.

This is the substance in brief of Katha Upanishad.

7:15:4. Prasna Upanishad
Prasna upanishad belongs to Atharva Veda and it is a later

prose – upanishad. It has six sections dealing with six questions put to
sage Pippalada by his six disciples : Sukesa; son of Bharadvaja; Satya
Kama, son of Sibi, Gargeya, grandson of Surya; Kausalya son of
Asvala; Bhargava of Vidarbha; Kabandhi son of K1tya. They intended
to know the nature of the ultimate, power of Aum and the relation of
the Supreme to the world. This upanishad is called Prasna Upanishad
because it deals with 'Prasnas' or questions.

The upanishad as usual begins with a peace chant. (see Chapter
7:5:1).

"OM. Bhadram Karnebhihi..........Brihaspatir dadhati."

Aum. Peace – Peace – Peace

May we hear with our ears what is good; may we behold with
our eyes the auspicious things; tranquil in body, may we who worship
the find rest; may Indra be auspicious to us; may Pusha the god of
earth be propitious to us; may Garuda the destroyer be well disposed
to us; may Brihaspati ensure our welfare.

OM. Peace – Peace – Peace.
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The First question put by Kabandi is : how do all these Creatures
come into being? Pippalada answered that the Lord of beings meditated
and produced Prana, the Primal energy and Rayi the matter or the
giver of form. Prana is the sun and Rayi is the moon. They are male
and female and they produce Creatures in many ways. Prana is the soul
of the universe and Rayi is the form.

The Second question put by Bhargava is : how many support
this body (world)? Pippalada answered that the powers are ether, air,
fire, water and earth – these five elements compose the body. They
hold the body together and support it. Prana is one that divides itself
five fold.

The Third question put by Kausalya is : from what is prana
born and how does it enter the body? Pippalada gave answer. Prana is
born of the Self. Like a man and his shadow, the Self and Prana are
inseparable. Prana enters the body at birth. Prana associates with itself
four other panas. Each of them is a portion of itself and each is
assigned a separate function. The Self dwells in the 'Lotus of the
Heart'. The sun is the prana of the universe born of the universal Self.

The Fourth question put by G1rgya is : what is the truth about
the states of waking, dreaming, and sleeping? Pippalada answered. In
waking state all senses scatter out from the mind like rays of the
sun when he rises. In dreaming state the mind revives its past
impressions. In sleeping state all the senses gather themselves up in
the mind, the highest of them all like the rays of the sun when he sets.
In truth, it is the Self that experiences through mind. The Self is
immutable Brahman.

The Fifth question put by Satyakama is; what is the benefit of
meditation on 'Aum' Pippalada gave the answer. 'Aum' is Brahman
both the personal Isvara, the qualified Brahman (not Siva) and the
Impersonal Brahman the Absolute Brahman. By meditating on 'Aum'
man may attain either Personal or Impersonal Brahman, One who
meditates on 'Aum' with some knowledge of its meaning will upon
his death ascend to lunar heaven. After enjoying pleasure then he will
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lake re-birth again. But one who meditates on Aum in full Conscious-
ness that 'Aum' is God will upon his death will ascend to God's place
and will realise Brahman. He will not be born again.

The Sixth and the last question put by Sukesa is : Where is the
Self and what is the relationship between the Purusha and the Jeeva?
Pippalada replied. The Self dwells with in this body and from it spring
the sixteen parts. The body is the universe and the sixteen parts are :
Pr1na, desire, ether, air, fire, water, earth and the senses the mind and
food, vigour, penance, the Vedas, the sacrificial rites and the world
and the names. Thus these are sixteen elements created by God.

All the rivers lose their identity when they merge with the sea.
There will be only the sea. Isvara the Saguna Brahman is the universal
Self and the Eternal Seer. The sixteen parts come out from him and
go into Him. One who knows this will become one with Brahman.
The Self is goal of knowledge. Jeeva is the Self covered by upadhi,
the body. The Self is the Supreme Brahman and beyond It there is
nothing.

7:15:5. Mundaka Upanishad
Mundaka upanishad belongs to Atharva veda. It is a verse

upanishad. It has three chapters, each of which has two sections. The
name is derived from the root 'mund' which means to shave. Symboli-
cally it means that he who understands the teaching of this upanishad
is liberated (shaved) from error and existence.

Peace chant of this upanishad is the same as that of Prasna
upanishad and also as that of Mandukya upanishad as all the three
belong to Atharva veda.

Existence is an infinite ocean out of which Brahma (not
Brahman) arose as the first among the gods and he is the maker
(creator) of the universe and also the protector. He arose by the exercise
of his own choice. His rise is unlike the birth of the individuals which
is determined by their past deeds. Brahma here means Hiranya - garbha,
the phase of Isvara, the Saguna Brahman. He taught the knowledge of
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Brahman the Absolute to Atharvan who taught the same to Angiras in
older times. Angiras in turn taught it to Satyavaha who revealed it to
Angiras later. Angiras taught it to Saunaka, the famous house holder.

Angiras said that those who know Brahman say that there are
two kinds of knowledge, the higher and the lower. The lower is the
knowledge of the four vedas and also of phonetics, ceremonials,
grammar, etymology, metre and astronomy. The higher is the
knowledge of the changeless reality, the Absolute Brahman.

As the web comes out of the spider and is withdrawn, so sprints
the universe from the eternal Brahman (1-1-7). Brahman is akshara
which means that he is free from decay and dissolution (1-1-9). Brahman
sees all, knows all, and he is knowledge itself. 'Akshara' (Panchakshara)
and (Astakshara) - Namah Sivaya and Om Namo Narayanaya. Pranava
(Aum) is basic to all aksharas. 'Aum' plays the chief role. This upanishad
says (2-2-4) that the arrow of the individual soul should be shot from
the bow of Omkara (Aum) at the target of Brahman without wavering
so that the arrow and the target are conjoured and become one.

There is also the famous imagery of two birds on the peepal
tree. Jeevatma and paramatma are the two birds living on the peepal
tree called body. The Jeevatma bird eats the fruits of action (karma)
while paramatma bird remains a mere witness (sakshi).

This upanishad classifies knowledge into 'para' the higher and
'apara' the lower. All positive knowledge is 'para' which proclaims that
one knowledge as 'para' by which the imperishable and changeless
reality is realised. It sings the glorious vision of 'one in many'.

Mundaka upanishad is to be followed by persons with mature
minds like sanyasis and a disposition free from attachment. It is said
that the manifold objects of sense asre merely emanations of Brahman.
To know them in themselves is not enough. Since all the actions of
men are but phases of the universal process of creation, action alone
is not enough.

The sage distinguishes between knowledge and wisdom.
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Knowledge is of things, acts and relations. But wisdom is of Brahman
alone. To become one with him is the only wisdom. This truth of
Brahman is explained to soaunaka by Angirasa in ancient times.
Brahman is all pervading. Those who know this are the illumined
souls. Hail to them.

7:15:6. Mandukya Upanishad
Mandukya upanishad is also from Atharva veda and so the peace

chant is the same as in Prasna upanishad. Mandukya upanishad is a
very short upanishad of twelve verses. It is an exposition of the
principle of 'AUM' as consisting of three states of waking, dream and
dreamless sleep. The life of man is divided between waking, dreaming
and dreamless sleep. But transcending these three states is super
conscious vision called simply 'The Fourth' not a state. This upanishad
is of condensed thought and it surveys the whole experience though a
study of three states of waking, dreaming and dreamless sleep and
reveals the Atman the true self of man. It finally reveals the Turiya or
the Fourth (not state), as pure consciousness, eternal and non-dual. It
is said that this upanishad by itself is enough to lead one to liberation.

It contains one of the four 'Mahavakyas' 'aryam atma Brahma'
: The Atman, the self of man is Brahman.

'Manduka' means a frog. It does not have to climb each stair. It
can jump from the first to the fourth. It shows the way to transcend
the three stages of jagriti (waking) swapna (dreaming) and Sushupti
(dreamless sleep) and directly reach the fourth. It says it is possible
to reach the fourth in one leap by means of worshipping Omkaras.
That is why it is called Mandukya upanishad.

This establishes the doctrine by using the four parts of 'Pranava'
that Jeevatma (antaratma) and Paramatma are the same.

The self, which is one with OM, has three aspects and beyond
these three, different and indefinable is - The Fourth.

The self is the syllable OM which consists of three letters
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A-U-M. The first letter 'A' corresponds to the universal person,
'Vaisvanara'. The second letter 'U' corresponds to Taijasa the univesral
person in his mental being. It stands for dreaming. The third letter 'M'
is Prajna the universal person in dreamless sleep. He is the origin and
also end of all. Prajna is 'Isvara' the Saguna Brahman or Personal
God. Dreamless sleep is ignorance in which all the three states of
Consciousness – waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep exist. Isvara
is technically Brahman associated with Maya the universal ignorance.
Isvara controls Maya and is not controlled by Maya. Individual man
is Brahman associated with individual ignorance. Isvara controls
ignorance and man is controlled by ignorance.

The Fourth is combined and indivisible syllable 'OM'. It is the
self. This syllable cannot be uttered and it is beyond mind. The manifold
universe disappears in it. It is the supreme – the one without a second.
It is Brahman. Who so ever knows OM as Brahman the self becomes
Brahman the self.

The syllable 'OM'
The impersihable Brahman,
The universe he is
What so ever has existed,
What so ever shall exist here after,
Is all OM.
What so ever transcends time,
past, present, future
Is all OM,
That is Brahman.

7:15:7. Taittiriya Upanishad
Taittiriya upanishad belongs to Krishna yajurveda, but its peace

chants are slightly different. It begins with this peace chant :

""Om, Sam no Mitrah, Sam varumah............. avatu man, avatu
vaktaram"
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Om Peace, Peace, Peace.
Om,
May Mitra grant us peace!
May Varuna grant us peace!
May Aryma grant us peace!
May Indra and Brihaspati grant us peace!
May the all - pervading Vishnu grant us peace!
Hail to Brahman!
Hail to Brahman called vayu!
Hail to Thee, Thou source of all power.

But this upanishad ends with a different peace chant :

Om!
Sahanaa Vavatu! Sahanaubhunaktu!
Saha veeryam karavaavahai!
Tejasvinavadheeta mastu!
Maavidvishavahai!
Om santi santi santihi!

The reason for saying 'Santi' three times is that all the three types
of miseries are to be terminated. They are

1) miseries related to body like ill health, diseases etc.
2) miseries caused by thieves and accidents etc.
3) miseries caused by evil spirits.

It is said that the upanishad might have derived its name from
a scholar named 'Tittiri' a disciple or disciple of a disciple of sage
Vaisanavaparayana. It is divided into three sections called 'Vavis'. The
first is called 'Sikshavalli'. It is the science of phonetics. The second is
the 'Brahmananda Valli' and the third is the 'Bhruguvalli'. The second
and third vallis deal with the knowledge of the supreme Brahma Jnana.

This is a part of Taittiriya Aranyaka. It proclaims that the
knower of Brahman attains the Supreme.
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'Brahma Vidapnoti Param' (2-1-1)

It describes five kosas that enclose and hide Brahman. Man, in
his ignorance identifies himself with these five material sheaths that
encompass his true self. This upanishad demonstrates the technique
of piercing these sheats of relativity and finitude. Transcending these
sheaths man becomes one with Brahman.

This upanishad defines Brahman as satyam, Jnanam, Anantam
(2-1-1) (See ch. 7-11 for detailed explanation). These are not his
qualities of Brahman or attributes. They define Brahman. Brahman is
Satyam (Truth), Brahman is Jnanam (Knowledge) and Brahman is
Infinite (Endless). It also provides a scientific definition of Brahman
as that from which all beings are born, by which after being born,
they live, and into which they merge when they cease to be.

It is widely studied upanishad. It is one of the ancient prose
upanishads 'Mantras' used in most rituals are taken from this.

Sikshavalli, Anandavalli, and Bhriguvalli are the three parts in
this upanishad. Each part is again divided into chapters (Anuvaks).
The first part has (12) chapters, the second part has (9) chapters and
the third part has (10) chapters.

Sikshavalli : deals with education – 'Satyam vada, dharmamchara,
Svaadhyanmapradah' (1-11-1) speak truth, practise virtue and make no
mistake about study. Do not be careless about learning and teaching.
Let your mother be a goddess unto you. Let your guest be a god unto
you.

Brahma-Ananda Valli : describes the Bliss of Brahman.
Brahman is described (defined) as Satyam, Jnanam, Anantam (2-1-1).
This is already explained in chapter 7-11 in this book). The ascending
order of bliss is crossing the five kosas or sheaths : Annamaya,
Pranamaya, Monomaya, Vijnanamaya, and anandamaya kosas. After
crossing these kosas or sheaths one can reach the self. This does not
mean that his upanishad teaches the law of common worldly life
which stops at the the level of this body, the annamaya kosa. Without
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annamaya kosa (body), there will not be other kosas and also the self.
The implied idea is that one must understand the highest truth even
while pursuing worldly objectives.

Bhrigu Valli : Varuna teaches his son Bhrigu about Brahman.
Bhrigu himself undertakes the investigation of Brahman. He learns that
matter is Brahman, life is Brahman, mind is Brahman, intellect is
Brahman and Brahman is bliss. He knows that beings here are born
from bliss. When born they live by bliss and into bliss when departing
they enter. Varuna and Bhrigu establish the highest truth (3-6-1) that
starting from food, the annamaya kosa, Jeevatma culminates in the
supreme the non-dual bliss which is lodged in the cavity, the supreme
space within the heart. Anybody who realises that bliss is Brahman by
this process and concentration gets established in the bliss that is the
supreme Brahman. That is to say he becomes Brahman itself.

Ascent from matter to Bliss brings out the increasing likeness to
God. Man has the five elements and five kosas in himself. If he
harmonises the material, the vital, the mental, the intellectual and the
spiritual elements in himself he becomes the complete man who has
realised Brahman.

The upanishad ends with this peace chant. This is infact invocation
and the second part Ananda valli opens with this chant. Invocation is
calling on God in prayer.

OM, Sah na vavatu | Sah nan bhunaktu | Sah viryam karava
vahai | tejasvi nava dhitam astu, ma vidvishavahai ||

Aum santihi, Aum santihi, Aum santihi ||

This is the invocation for averting the obstacles to the acquisition
of the knowledge of Brahman.

May, he protect us both (him and his teacher), May he be
pleased with us both. May we work together with vigour, May our study
make us brilliant and illumined. May there be no dislikes between us.

Aum Santihi, Aum Santihi, Aum Santihi!
Om! Peace! Peace! Peace!
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7:15:8. Aitareya Upanishad
Aitareya upanishad belongs to Krishna Rigveda. This is an ancient

prose upanishad. It begins with this peace chant (Santi Patha).

V1ng me manasi pratishtit1, mano me v1ci pratishtitam; 1vir 1vir
ma edhi; Vedasya ma 1nisthah. /rutam me ma prah1s2h, Anen1-1dh2ten1

hor1tr1n samdadhy1my, 4tam vadishyami. Satyam Vadishyami; tan m1m
avatu, tad vakt1ram avatu, avatu m1m, avatu vakt1ram, avatu vakt1ram.

Aum, /1ntih, /1ntih, /antih.

Om, Peace, Peace, Peace.

May my speech be well established in my mind; may my mind
be based on my speech. O Self-effulgent One, reveal Thyself to me.
May speech and mind carry the Veda to me. Do not let go my learning.
By this that has been studied, I shall bring together (remove the
difference) day and night. I shall utter what is true; I shall utter what
is mentally true. May Brahman protect me; may Brahman protect me;
may Brahman protect the teacher (speaker). Let that (Brahman) protect
the speaker, may that protect the speaker.

Aum! Peace, Peace, Peace.

This upanishad came into existence through a sage called
Itareya. It deals with, how a Jeeva (individual soul) enters the mother's
womb from the father, then is born in this world and takes rebirth
again and again. It establishes the spiritual character of the Absolute
through a discussion of the nature of the Self of man and proclaims
the truth in one of the Mahavakyas: "Prajnanam Brahman" (3-1-3).
Prajnanam means intellect or Consciousness (not in physical sense).
This Consciousness is not the physical Consciousness that we know
of. It is Brahman's Caitanyam which means the Supreme spirit. It is
pure intelligence. This vitality of Brahman is manifested as Isvara (not
Siva) Saguna Brahman or qualified Brahman. It means Brahman is
pure Consciousness.

Brahman the source, sustenance and end of the universe partakes
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in every phase of existence. He wakes with the waking man dreams
with the dreamer and sleeps the deep sleep of the dreamless sleeper.
But He transcends these three states to become Himself. His true nature
is pure consciousness. Consciousness is Brahman.

Consciousness is self-revealing and is not dependent on any other
factor for the revelation of Itself or of others. Or it may mean that
Consciousness is the one reality in which all phenomenal things
(perceptible to the senses) end just as the superimposed snake etc
end in their bases, the rope etc after the dawn of knowledge.

Before Creation all that existed was the Self, the Self alone.
Nothing else was there. Then the Self (Brahman) thought : 'Let me send
forth the worlds'. He sent forth the highest world above the sky, then
the sky, then the mortal world, the earth and finally the world beneath
the earth. Then He sent forth their their guardians and sent forth food
for them. Then He wanted to be a part in them because if, without
Him the organs of the body act, then what is He?

'Let me enter the guardians (humans)' He thought; then opening
the Center of their skulls He entered. The door by which he entered
is called the door of Bliss. The door of bliss known as the Sahasrara,
the thousand-petalled Lotus, is situated in the Center of the brain.
When the Yogi's mind, absorbed in meditation, reaches the Center, he
realises his unity with Brahman.

Having entered into them, He identified Himself with them.
Therefore now, if an individual passes to this stage from his three fold
dream of waking, dreaming and dreamless sleep, he sees no other than
the self. He sees the Self dwelling in the lotus of his heart as
Brahman, the Omnipresent. Then he declares 'I know Brahman'.
Mandukya upanishad calls this experience. 'The Fourth, Turiya'
transcending the three states and differing from them in kind.

Who is this Self? Of what nature is this Self? Is He the Self
by which we see, hear, speak, smell and taste? Is He the heart and the
mind by which we act?
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No. These are not the Self. They are only the limiting adjuncts
of the Self who is pure Consciousness. 'Adjunct' means joined or added
but not essentially as a part. Somthing that covers or encases. It limits
that which is covered. That is why it is called limiting adjunct, like
human body which liits the unlimited Self who is pure Consciousness.
This Self is Brahman. He is everything. He is God, all gods, the five
elements – earth, water, fire, air, sky (ether) and also all beings born
from the womb. The reality behind all these is Brahman who is pure
Consciouness. All these, while they live and after they have ceased
to live exist in Him.

He, a sage like Vamadeva or anybody else knows Brahman as
described and realises Brahman as pure Consciousness attains
immortality.

7:15:9. Chandogya Upanishad
Chandogya upanishad is an ancient prose upanishad. It belongs

to Sama Veda. 'Chandogya' means one who sings Sama gana. The
Mantras in this upanishad constitute the chief authority of Brahma
Sutras of 'Vyasa'. It contains combined message of many 'Seers' and
Sages. 'Chandogya' also means 'Omkara' as 'Udgita' and it details its
study. The Truth is taught through some interesting stories.

It gives one of Mahavakyas. 'Tattvam asi' That art thou. Brahman
is all. From Brahman come appearances, sensations, desires and deeds.
But all these are merely name and form. To know Brahman one must
experience the identity between him and the Self, or Brahman
dwelling with in the lotus of the heart. Only by so ding can man escape
from sorrow and death and become one with the subtle essence
beyond all knowledge.

As in other upanishads this upanishad also begins with peace
chant which is the same as in Kena upanishad. This is an ancient prose
upanishad.

This upanishad has 8 chapters. Last three chapters teach Self-
knowledge, Knowledge of Brahman.
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"Sankaracharya in his introduction says 'Om iti etat aksharam'
this letter that is 'Om'. All the rituals performed along with meditation
on Prana (vital force) and other deities, become the cause of reaching
Brahmaloka (not Brahman). It is the region of Hiranya Garbha through
the Solar path (Devayana Marg – the Path of Gods); and rituals alone
(performed without such meditation) become the cause of attaining
the Lunar region through the path of Smoke (Pitryana Marga – the path
of manas). And it has been said that those who, prompted by personal
tendencies, become distracted from either of the two paths fall
downwards. Besides, since there cannot be the attainment of the
highest human goal even by following either of the two paths
(Devayana or Pitruyana), therefore the reality of nondual Self which is
independent of rites, has to be presented through a process of the cause
leading to the three ways of rebirth. Hence is this upanishad begun."

– Taken from Swami Gambhirananda's translation.

Chapter I :
Speaks of the nature of the syllable 'OM'. Upasana (worship) of

Udgeeta (Omkara) is the main aspect and also the branches of 'Sama';
the story of Ushasti, son of Cakra are the main aspects of this chapter.
But there is a satnical protest against the externalism of 'OM'. (1-12-
1 to 5)

"Om, we shall eat; Om we shall drink; the Sun is called Om
because of his brightness." This chapter contains 13 sections and 103
mantras.

Chapter II :
Different kinds of 'Sama' upasana are described. Five fold Sama

upasana, Seven fold Sama upasana, Gayatri Sama upasana are the main
aspects in this chapter. Prajapati meditated with regard to the world.
From them issued knowledge of the three Vedas from that (knowledge)
wich was meditated on issued these letters, which were bh3 h, bhuvah
and svah (2-23-2).

From them which were meditated on, issued 'Om'. As all leaves
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are held together by their mid ribs, in this way all the world are joined
together by 'Om'. 'Om' is indeed all these (2-23-3). This chapter contains
24 sections and (81) mantras.

Chapter III :
'Sarvam Khalvidam Brahman' (3-14-1) Sarvam = all; Khalu = an

indeclinable word (has no number, case and gender.) used only to add
the meaning 'fully' just for force or decoration. No special meaning.
idam = this diversifed world. Brahma = Brahman.

All is Brahman.

This famous saying is from Chapter III.

Sandilya Vidya also is mentioned in this Chapter III (3-14-4).
Sage Sandilya used to say : after departing from here I shall become
one with Him. I shall become identified with Brahman. This is the
famous Sandilya Vidya which affirms the 'oneness' of the individual
soul and the Supreme Brahman. Sandilya says, (1) The Absolute is that
from which things are born, to which they go and by which they line,
(2) Our next life depends on what we do in this life, (3) Atman is
both the transcendent and immanent (Supreme Being and also
indwelling and (4) the end of man is union with the Self.

This Chapter III begins with 'Madhu Vidya' (3-1-1)
"Asau va adityo devamadhu"

Asau 1dityah = The younder sun (is
Vai = surely
devamadhu = honey for the gods because it delights them like

honey.

Om! The Younder Sun is surely the honey of the Gods. Honey
is the attribute of the Sun (Aditya). Here Aditya upasana (Sun worship)
is explained. So also 1tma upasana (worship of the Self).

Meditation and Upasana (Worship)

Chapter III has 19 sections and 77 mantras. It speaks of
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meditation and upasana (worship). To prevent any assumption that
non-qualified Brahman is to be meditated on. Sankaracharya explains
that in the present context, the qualified Brahman is the object of
meditation. Isvara (not Siva) is the qualified Brahman (Saguna
Brahman). !nanda Giri says that meditation (3-14-1) is to be carried
on till it takes the form of conviction. Is it the mind or the Self that
concentrates. Although the Self is free, it seems to act like the mind
because of its identification with the mind which is said to be the
door way for the Self.

According to Anandagiri (3-13-1) in this context, Brahman is
spoken of as Pr1na, Ap1na, Vy1na, Udana and Samana.

What is Swarga? and where is it? It is not a region (3-13-1) but
it is the Self itself. Swarga loka is the Lotus in the heart where the
Self shines. This is the abode of the Self and it is Swarga loka
(3-13-1).

Meditation and upasana though literally mean concentration,
they are not exactly the same. For meditation no object or deity is
necessary but for upasana (worship) deity is necessary.

It was the daily duty of the students in those days to chant the
Vedas. The students were encouraged to reflect atleast a little on
what they chant so that chanting of the Vedas should not degenerate into
a mechanical process. This reflection (reconsideration or rethinking) is
called upanishad. It also means meditating on things to be pursued
(1-3-8,9). One should meditate on 'Sama' and Rik-mantra.

There is a more sublime meditation called 'Panchagni Vidya'
(5-4-1) to (5-8-1). The five fires are the world, cloud, earth, man and
woman. It is the meditation of five fires. Whether sentient or
insentient, whether having power or perception by the senses or not,
the whole world is thought as cosmic sacrifice involving five successive
fires. They are arranged in the order of their subtleness. They are all
knit together by a spirit of self-sacrifice, so that a new creation may
emerge, new life may come into existence at every stage. Thus faith
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is poured as an oblation in heaven which is the highest of the fires;
as a consequence the lunar world comes into existence. The moon is
then poured as an oblation in second fire (ie;) the rain-god; and so
rain pours on earth which is the third fire. From this sacrifice grows
food which is offered to man who is considered as the fourth fire. The
fifth fire is his wife. The most familiar exigence (urgent need) of life
is witnessed at child-birth. To their spiritual vision, the father, the
mother and the gods who presided over the organs were all agents in
a sacrifice bringing new life into existence.

Chandogya upanishad (Chapter III – 16-1 to 7) says the whole
life is symbolically a sacrifice. Man's life is divided into three stages
and it is compared to the three periods in a sacrifice called 'Savanas'.
Each period is given to its proper deities. The first stage is presided
over by the 'Vasus' who work for life's stability. They are in youth
(second stage) succeeded by the 'Rudras' the energetic gods who are
often Cruel. Consequently a man must be extremely judicious in what
he does in his youth. Old age (third stage) is presided over by Adityas
who attract everything towards them. Men, then attracted by the
higher forces, prepare for the final departure after making them best
contribution to the world.

Upasana literally means sitting near mentally approaching an
ideal. Upasana some times is referred to by the word upanishad. Thus
upasana and upanishad are equivalent. Upasana is a kind of mental
process relating to the qualified Brahman (Saguna) such as Sandilya
Vidya (3-14-4). Upasana is not jnana, (knowledge). Upasana may be
Brahma upasana but also abrahma upasana (crying out for a rescue).

Sankaracharya defines in his commentary on Brihadaranyaka
upanishad (1-3-9). Upasana is mentally approaching the form of the
deity or the like and concentrating on it, excluding conventional
notions till one is completely identified with it. According to Sankara
the object of meditation may be any object or any deity or Brahman.
Besides, it is essentially a mental process, and aims at knowledge of
the object through identification. But upasana itself is not knowledge.
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It may be helpful to realisation through purification of the mind, but
by itself it falls far short of realisation.

The process of knowing and meditation are both mental acts, to
be sure, but knowledge of an object is not subject to the option of the
knower.

'Nididhyasana' roughly means meditation. But according to
Brihadaranyaka upanishad (2-4-15) in Nididhyasana. "The Self is to be
seen, to be heard of, to be thought of and to be made an object of
'nididhyasana'. Everything is known when Self is seen through hearing,
thinking and realisation (vijnana). Nididhyasana is not ordinary
meditation, but a meditation of higher order in which there is no sense
of exertion of will, no conscious employment of the thinking process.
It is the constant presence of a conviction of the form. 'I am Brahman'
and yet falls short of 'aparosha anubhuti' or direct realisation of the
Self.

Direct realisation of the Self is the ultimate.

Chapter IV :
The stories of Jansruti (4-1-1) and Raikva (4-1-3) and also Satya

Kama Jabala (4-4-1) and knowledge of Brahman are the main aspects
of this chapter. It has 17 sections and 96 mantras.

Chapter V :
Arguments of Svetaketu and Pravahana, the five bodily

functions, the course of soul after death, universal Self are the main
aspects of this Chapter.

It has been said that the result of meditation on qualified
Brahman is the progress along the Northern path. In this aggregate of
body and organs, the vital force is certainly the oldest and the greatest
(5-1-1). He who knows prosperity, his desires both divine and
human, become fulfilled (5-1-4). The dispute of the organs of the body
regarding self-superiority, saying 'I am the superior' is described
(5-1-6). The organs approached their father Prajapati. The Prajapati
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said "He is the greatest among you on whose departure the body
appears to be despicable". Finally it is proved that vital force 'Prana air'
is the greatest among them (5-1-12). Food is said to be 'Ana' (the vital
force).

Satyakama Jabala explains Mantha rite. If one wants to attain
greatness he should perform Mantha rite. One should stir the pulp of
all herbs in curd and honey. This oblation is offered in the fire with the
manthra 'Svaha' to the oldest, Svaha to the greatest. Then the residue
is dropped into the mash-pot (mash means soft mixture) called
Mantha. This is the beginning of the rite called Mantha. This Manthra
is recited "your name is 'Ama' since all these coexist with you. You
are surely the oldest and the greatest. Then he eats by uttering this
Rik-manthra 'we pray for the food of the progenitor'. Behind the fire
he lies down on animal skin or on bare ground (5-2-7). If he sees a
woman in dream he should know that the rite has been successful.

Svetaketu, grandson of Aruna and son of Gautama went to the
assembly of P1nch1las. To him the King Pravahana put five questions
(5-3-2). They are :

1. Where do the persons go up from here after death?

2. How do they return here again?

3. Where do the path of the gods (devayana) and the path of manes
part (Pitruyana)?

4. Why does not that world of manes become filled up?

5. How does water come to be known as 'Person' after the fifth
oblation?

Svetaketu could not answer even one question. He being
afflicted went back to his father Gautama and told him what happened.
Gautama replied that he also did not know the answers. Then Gautama
went to the king and requested to teach him the answers.

The answers to the five questions are given in (5-4-1 to 5-8-2).

By the way Gautama talked to him, the king said that this
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knowledge did not belong to Br1hmins. Therefore in the past the
teachership was the Kshatriyas. Then the king imparted the knowledge
to Gautama and said that Gautama would teach it to others. Thus the
teachership would go to Brahmins Gautama onwards.

Fifth Question
The King Pravahana answered the fifth question, 'How does

water come to be known as 'person' after the fifth oblation'? First and
said that it would become convenent then to know the answers to the
remaining questions.

The King answered the fifth question thus : That world
(heaven) is fire. The Sun is the fuel. the world will shine only when the
sun glares. Sun-rays are the smoke. The day is flame. The moon is like
ember (glowing coal) in dying fire. Stars are sparks around the moon.

The five oblations (1huti) are (1) Faith, (2) the moon, (3) rain,
(or) earth (4) food (annam) (5) Semen or wife.

Rain god is Cloud (Meghudu). He himself is fire. Air is like
wood twig to raise the fire and then it glows. So cloud is smoke,
lightning is flame, thunder sounds are sparks of fire. Gods offer 'Soma'
as oblation and as a result it rains.

Subtle water called 'Faith' is transformed into 'Soma' – soma
juice. It is offered as an oblation to cloud otherwise called Parjanya.
Faith is first oblation and 'Soma' is second oblation'.

Earth is Fire. The year period is a twig for fire. The sky is
smoke and night is flame. Four quarters (Dikku) are burning coal and
four corners in between quarters are sparks. God offer rain as an
oblation to the Earth which is fire. Thus Paddy is produced.

Year is a period. In that period earth becomes fertile due to rain
and paddy is produced so Rain becomes third oblation. Paddy is
food Man is fire. His speech is wood stick (Samidhi) used in fire. Man
glows splendid due to these wood pieces in fire. So breath is smoke.
Tongue being red is flame. Eyes are coal in fire. Ears are fire sparks.
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Gods offer food (anna) as oblation in fire which is Purusha (man).
Semen is produced from this oblation of food. Thus food becomes
fourth oblation.

Woman's body is fire and her sexual organ is fuel because of
her desire for son glows always. That, which is an indication of
desire for copulation with husband, becomes smoke. Sex organ or Vulva
is flame. What is done inside Vulva is burning coal. The happiness
derived from Coitus is fire spark (5-8-1).

Gods offer semen as oblation in the fire of woman's body. This
oblation makes the woman pregnant. That means the semen gets
foetus form. Semen is fifth oblation and it is in water form. Soon
after giving this oblation the water in the semen takes the male
form. Water is the predominant element in these five oblations.
The five oblations are offered in succession in the fires of heaven,
cloud, earth, man and woman. So man is born. Faith is subtle water.
Thus starting with water, taking the three oblations Soma, rain and
food in the middle and then finally taking Semen in water form male
birth is caused. This is the answer to the 'Fifth question' – How does
water come to be known as Person after the fifth oblation. This is also
known as 'Panchagni Vidya' – formation of man through five fires.
Water is predominant in all the five fires. Fire is one of the meanings
of water. the fact that there is water in the moon, rain, food, semen
and body, is well known. Lastly in the form of semen water takes
human form.

Oblation         result or production
Faith Soma (moon)
Soma rain
rain Paddy (food)
food Semen
Semen human form

Faith is transformed into Soma, Soma into rain, rain into food,
food into semen and finally semen takes human form. From water
through intermediate developments the foetus arises and in all these
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water is predominating element. So it is that water comes to be called
man in the 'Fifth Oblation'.

The answers to the remaining four questions are given in
Chapter 5, Section 10. The answers to the five questions are five
oblations.

I. The two oblations given in a day one in the morning and one in
the evening should be taken as on.

II. Second oblation

III. Third oblation

IV. Fourth oblation

V. Fifth oblation

Sacrifice means homa pouring ghee, milk etc. in fire. Sacrificer
is the person. Ghee, milk etc. are called oblations. These oblations
escort the subtle body up and down.

The householders and the recluses, those who leave household
life in villages and go to forests to lead life in peace. The recluses are
not ascetics – Sanyasis. They are hermits living in Vanaprastha. They
are 'Rishis' like Vasishta.

Now we come to the remaining Four Questions.

I. First Question
QI. Where do persons go up from here after death?

Those knowing Panchagnividya practise with deligence, faith and
austerity in the forests as her mmits (in vanaprastha) reach the deity of
flame (Agni). From the flame they reach the deity of daylight, then
they reach the deity bright fortnight; from there they reach the six
months of sun's northward movement; from there they reach the year;
from the year to the Sun; from the sun to the moon; from the moon
to lightning. There a superhuman person leads them to Brahma (not
Brahman) in Satyaloka of Hiranyagarbha Brahma. This is the divine
path. They get liberation at the end of Creation. This is called 'krama
mukti' (gradual liberation). But those who are liberated while alive
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(get Jeevan Mukti) don't go Hiranyagarbha loka. After death their Self
merges with Vaisvanara Atma, the universal Self and they don't return
(5-10-1,2).

The householders who remain devoted to 'ishtap3 rth karma' –
acts of sacrifice, public welfare, charity etc, reach the deity of smoke,
from there to the deity of night; from there to the deity of night; from
there to the deity of dark fortnight; from there to the six months
during which the sun moves southward. They don't reach the year as
the year ends with southward movement (dakshinayana). Here the path
splits. From there they reach the world of manes (Pitruloka); from to
the inter space (!kasa). From there to the Moon who is King Soma.
King Soma means the holder of Soma juice which is the food for
gods.

The Ritualists (those who do 'Ishtapurtha Karma') live there till
the exhaustion of the fruits of their karma. Then they return along the
very path by which they had gone. They reach the inter-space; from
there they return to air. then they become identified with smoke.
Becoming smoke they turn into white cloud (5-10-5).

II. Second Question
QII. How do they return here again (5-10-8)?

After becoming the white cloud they turn into thick cloud.
After becoming thick cloud they come down as rain. Usually the subtle
body of the souls falls in paddy fields and remain attached to the
paddy till the person of their choice comes. The subtle body enters the
semen of the person and takes rebirth. Ofcourse the choice depends on
his past Karma.

There is one difficulty here. Some times the rain with the subtle
body may fall in deserts or forests where no human being lives. Then
the subtle body has to go up and come down again in rain. This up and
down movement of the subtle body may be called hellist suffering,
otherwise there is no region called Hell anywhere. The region of the
Moon is what is called Heaven. There are no Hell or Heaven anywhere
else. They are only states of life not regions.
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III. Third Question
QIII. Where do the paths of gods (devayana) and the path of manes

(Pitruyana) part (split)?
The Third Question is answered thus. Where do 'Devayana'

and 'Pitruyana' part or split? Here one thing should be remembered.
These Devayana and Pithruyana paths have nothing to do with Sun's
apparent northward and southward movements. Because of the Earth's
inclination by 231/2

o the sun appears to move northward and southward.
The Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, 231/2

o on either side of equator
limit the apparent course of the Sun who after arriving at their first
points seems to turn back. The Sun also appears to be stand still as he
reaches these two points of Capricorn and Cancer. This is already
explained elsewhere in the book.

Those who remain devoted to the acts of sacrifice, public
welfare, charity etc. (Ishtapurtha karmas) reach smoke; from smoke to
night; from night to the dark fortnight; from the dark fortnight to
the six months during which the sun moves southward. They do not
reach the year, the deity of the year because after these six months
there is no balance of the year.

What does this mean? (5-6-1) section gives the answer. Akasa,
the sky is dhumah, the smoke because the sky appears as if rising from
the earth, as smoke does from the fire.

The earth is the fire and the sky is smoke. The night is the
flame. As a flame is bright like fire, so also is the night dark by nature,
similar to the earth which is not self-luminous. The four quarters
('disas') are embers because of the ending. Embers the coal pieces
remain after the fire is extinguished (i.e.), at the end of it. Similarly the
quarters appear to be at the end of Visual horizon. The intermediate
directions are sparks because of the similarity of their smallness.

Now we come back to the third question as to, where do
Devayana and Pitruyana part. The ritualists after they die go to the god
of smoke (dhuma); then the god night; then to god of dark fortnight,
then to the southward path of the Sun. This path is called 'Pitruyana'
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the point where the southward path of the Sun begins, the Tropic of
Cancer is the point where Devayana and Pitruyana paths part. That is
the beginning Dakshinayana so they don't reach the year (period of
twelve months).

IV. Fourth Question
QIV. Why does not that world of manes become filled up?

There are creatures who transmigrate again and again. So they
don't take either Devayana or Pitruyana paths. They are born and die
here only. They are indicated by the words 'Be born and die'. Some
persons thus take instant transmigration. They are usually animals, flies
etc. Some people also like such Creatures take instant transmigration;
but they don't become flies and creatures. Only they take instant
transmigration. They don't go the world of manes. So it does not get
filled up.

In the last 14 sections (Section 11 to Section 24) 'Vaisvanara
Atma' is explained (Universal Self).

Prac2naseela, Satyayajna, Indradyumna, Jana, Budila – the great
house holders assembled together and discussed : who is our Self?
Who is Brahman (5-11-1). They together went to Udd1laka, son of
Aruna to know the answer. Udd1laka took them to well-known
A0vapati son of Kekaya. Asvapati was the King.

Asvapati asked them which Self they meditate on. Prac2naseela
said that he meditates on heaven. Asvapati said that the Self that he
meditates on is Vaisvanara. Who is possessed of good light. (5-12-1).
Asvapati further said "He who meditates on food as the Self which is
Vaisvanara sees the pleasant". Satyayajna said that he meditated on the
Sun as the Self. The King replied "Sun is Visvarupa and so he is
the Vaisvanara Self" (5-13-1). Indradyumna said that he meditated on
air as the Self. The King said "The air is indeed Vaisvanara Self"
(5-14-1). Jana said that he meditated on Space as the Self. The King
said "Yes, the space is Vaisvanara Self" (5-15-1). Budila said that
he meditated on waters as the Self. The King said "water is indeed
Vaisvanara Self" (5-16-1). Uddalaka said that he meditated on earth
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as the Self. The King agreed "The earth is Vaisvanara Self" (5-17-1).

Then the King said to them "Each one of you meditate on
Vaisvanara by identifying yourself with a part of Him only" (5-18-1).
Then the King described Vaisvanara fully. "Heaven is the head, sun is
the eye, air is the vital force, sky is the middle part of the body,
water is the bladder, earth is the two feet, sacrificial altar is the chest,
ku0a-grass is the hair, G1rha patya fire is the heart, Amaharya-pacana-
fire is the mind and !havaniya fire is the mouth (5-18-2).

He who meditates on Vaisvanara should offer five oblations to
Him at the time of taking food each time uttering 'Sv1ha', by putting
small quantity of food (Annam) in his mouth.

First 'Pr1n1ya Sv1ha'. Prana is satisfied. Prana is outgoing breath
(15-19-1)

Second 'Vy1n1ya Sv1ha'. Vyana is satisfied (Vyana is the vital force
residing between Prana and Ap1na. (5-20-1)

Third 'Ap1n1ya Sv1ha'. Apana becomes satisfied. Apana is incoming
breath. (5-21-1)

Fourth 'Sam1n1ya Sv1ha'. Samana air is satisfied. Samana is the vital
force which helps digesion. (5-22-1)

Fifth 'Ud1yanaya Sv1ha'. Udana air is satisfied. Udana is the vital
that rises upward in the body. (5-23-1)

One who knows all this performs Agnihotra – sacrifice, the
oblations become offered in all the worlds, in all creatures and in all
constituents of a person (body, mind organs and intellect) (5-24-2).

Prana – eye becomes satisfied
Vyana – ear becomes satisfied
Apana – Speech is satisfied
Sam1na – Mind is satisfied
Ud1na – Skin is satisfied
This is 'Vaisvanara' meditation.
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This Chaper V indicates the essential correspondence between
microcosm and macrocosm. The Self which has assumed the shape of
the whole universe is the universal Self. It is to be known as the Self
of all beings. One has to realise the Self (inner Self) in one's Self
before one can comprehend him as the Self of whole Creation. The
individual 'I' and the universal 'I' are one. There are 24 sections and
78 manthras.

Chapter VI :
This Chapter is the most important of all chapters because the

great 'saying' "Tat tam asi" – 'Thou art That' is explained here (6-8-7).
Uddalaka Aruni teaches his son Svetaketu the knowledge of Brahman
and the nature of Creation. Previous to this Creation all was 'Being',
one only without a second. Name and form were not there. He does
not have 'being' as other things have being. He is known His own
'Being'. 'Being' is above all conceptions and conceptual differentiations.
It is prior to all things and all things are from 'Being', live in It and
end in it. What is other than Being is nothing.

If we depart from this life with our thoughts merged in the
Supreme, we reach Him, otherwise we will be back again into this
world through rebirth.

" 'Tat tvam asi' That art thou. This famous text emphasises the
divine nature of the human soul, the need to discriminate between the
essential Self and the accidents with which it is confused and the
fetters by which it is bound. He who knows only what is of the body
or mind knows the things that may be his but not himself. The text
'That art thou' applies to the inward person, 'antah purusha' and not to
the empirical soul with its name and family descent.

'What I am, that is he; what he is, that am I.'

Jabala Up. has the following : 'tvam v1 aham asmi bhagavo
devata aham v1 tvam asi', 'I am thou, O great God, thou art I.'

Ramanuja interprets 'Tat tvam asi' as affirming that the principle
of god is common to both the universe and the individual. 'That'
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means God having the entire universe as his body, 'Thou' means God
having the individual Soul as his body. The Principle of god is common
to both."       – 'The Principal Upanishads' by S. Radhakrishnan

The inner Self (antar1tma) and the universal Self are not
different and separate.

There are 16 sections and 69 mantras in this Chapter VI.

Chapter VII :
This Chapter deals with those which are different from the Self

and are lesser than the Self, one after another in a regular order.
This is done through discussion between Narada and sanatkumara.
Knowledge of Brahman is the essential aspect of this story. Without the
Self-knowledge (Knowledge of Brahman) it is not possible to reach
the highest goal of liberation.

This chapter contains 26 sections and 51 mantras.

Chapter VIII :
This Chapter contains Indra's and Virochana's efforts to know

the real Self. In the First Six Sections, '!tman' in the lotus of heart
is explained. (1 to 6 sections). In the next Nine sections (7 to 15 sections)
Prajapati instructs India and Virochana concerning the Real Self.

The implication in this Chapter is that the space with in the heart
extends so far as the space outside. Everything is there in space with
in and there is nothing which one has to search out to understand.

The dreaming Self does not suffer from the defects of the body.
The Self in dream comes to experience as it were, what is unpleasant
and he even weeps. In the first two stages of waking and dreaming the
Self experience either external or internal objects, but in the next stage
the Self exists without the experience of objects, external or internal.
This is the state of the Self in dreamless sleep.

This chapter contains 15 sections and 60 mantras.
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7:15:10. Brihadaranyaka Upanishad
This upanishad belongs to Sukla Yajurveda. Its peace chant is

same as in Isa Upanishad. This is the largest and the most ancient prose
upanishad. 'Brihat' means big, Aranyaka means forest treatise.

The central theme of all upanishads – the divinity of man and the
spiritual solidarity of the whole universe in Brahman – is expounded
here. It contains another of the four Maha Vakyas 'Aham Brahmasmi'–
I am Brahman, besides 'Ayam Atma Brahma' (this individual atma is
Brahman) (already explained in Mandukya Upanishad). The Atman is
described negatively – Neti, Neti (Na+eti) not this, not this. The Self
is the dearest of all things and only through the Self is anything else
dear. The Self is the origin of all – finite happiness, but it is itself
pure bliss, transcending definition. It remains unaffected by deeds,
good or bad. It is beyond feeling, beyond knowledge, but is not beyond
the meditation of the sage.

Generally the last part of Aranyaka (Forest treatise) is upanishad.
But in Sukla Yajurveda, Isa Upanishad is the whole of the last Chapter
(Chapter 40). Similarly Sukla Yajurveda !ranyaka is totally transformed
into upanishad. So it is called Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. Isa Upanishad
and Brihadaranyaka Upanishad have become the first and the last of
the Principal upanishads.

!ranyaka contains (8) Chapters. The first two chapters of the
!ranyaka are concerned mainly with Asvamedha Yaga, not with
spiritual knowledge. In the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad these first two
chapters are ignored by the commentators particularly by Sankaracharya
and commentary was written only on the remaining six chapters.

This upanishad is the largest and the most important of the
upanishads. It consists of three Kandas (Divisions). Each Kanda is
divided into Chapters (adhyaya) and each Chapter into sections
(Brahmanas). The three Kandas (Divisions) are (1) Madhu Kanda,
(2) Muni Kanda, (3) Khila Kanda.
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1) Madhu Kanda has two chapters. 1, 2.
2) Muni Kanda has two chapters. 3, 4.
3) Khila Kanda has two chapters. 5, 6.

I. Madhu K1nda
Madhu means bliss. For one who knows that everything is

Brahman, the world appears to him as the form of bliss. It teaches the
basic identity of the individual Self and the universal Self. Madhu Vidya
means knowledge of Brahman. Hiranyagarbha taught this to Prajapati.
This k1nda conveys the main teachings Advaita doctrine and is of the
nature of 'updesa'. The two chapters in this kanda deal with vedic rites.

(1) First Chapter
The phenomenal superimposition of the world on Brahman is

set forth. Its origin and its full reach are indicated. There are six
br1hmanas in this Chapter Section (1) and (2) (i.e.) Br1hmanas (1)
and (2).

In the first two Brahmanas Asvamedha upasana is described.
The world is presented as a sacrificial horse and it is meditated upon.
Then the Creation of the World is described. Brahman willed 'Let me
develop a world of conscious and unconscious objects.

Third Br1hmana
In this Brahmana meditation on vital breath (air) is described.

This vital air is Hiranyagarbha Brahma. To overcome death is the
intended result of this meditation. Here death means not the Lord of
Death, but the effect of love and hatred and evil acts. Death does not
mean taking away the vital air. Thought of some body taking away the
vital air is only illusion. Nobody can take away the vital air. The vital
itself leaves the body according to the effects of karma. Death remains
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aloof from one who realises this truth.

Fourth Br1hmana
This Brahmana deals with the Creation of the World from the

Self. Hiranyagarbha had no delight being alone. Therefore he desired
a second. He became as large as a woman and a man in close embrace.
He caused that Self fall into two parts. From them arose husband and
wife. Therefore this body is one half of oneself like one of the two
halves of a split pea. From that human beings were produced. It means
as Vishnu Purana says Hiranyagarbha or Prajapati divided himself into
two. Both are his elements. These two are not separate. The masculine
part of Prajapati became Manu and the feminine part became Satar3 pa.
Their descendants are human beings. Because they are from Manu they
are called manavas.

This implies that God did not create beings like toys. So it is
clear that Creation is the result of conjugation. Thus Isvara (Isvara's
phase is Hiranyagarbha Brahma) (not Siva – Isvara is Saguna Brahman)
became the universal Self as well as Individual Self. Devatas are the
different forms of Hiranyagarbha's energy or force or power.

Brahman knew Himself as "I am Brahman" "Aham Brahma asmi"
(1-4-10) who so ever knows thus 'I am Brahman' he becomes all this.
In the last seven mantras of this Br1hmana (1-4-11 to 17) the Creation
of Brahmins and other Varnas is described.

Fifth Br1hmana
Creation of seven kinds of food is described 1) Grain food for

humans,  2) Food put in the fire as huta.  3) food put in fire for
devatas  4) milk as food for cattle  5) mind  6) speech  7) vital air are
created as food.

Hiranyagarbha created these last three for Himself.

Mind, speech and vital air formed into the triad of food. This
triad is sixteen fold Hiranyagarbha and for one who knows this
wealth is sixteen fold triad. Wealth is compared to the spokes of a
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wheel. It is something external. If we lose wealth we lose only external
decorations. That is the difference between being and having. Being is
body and having is decoration.

Sixth Br1hmana
It is said that this world is a triad of name, form and work. For

names speech is the source because without speech names cannot be
uttered. The soul of name is !tman (Brahman). Speech holds and
sustains names. Eye is the source of form and from eye all forms arise.
So the Self (Brahman) sustains all forms. The third is work. For all
works body is the source and from it all works arise. It is common to
all works. It is their !tman (Brahman).

Self is one but appears as name, form and work (karma).

This in the First Chapter World as the aspect of ignorance is
spoken of.

(2) Second Chapter
The second chapter speaks of !tman, the aspect of 'Jnana'

(knowledge). That means it speaks of Self-knowledge. This is also a
part of 'Madhu kanda'. The principal aspect of this chapter is : a
discussion between Yajnavalkya and Maitreyi on Saguna and Nirguna
Brahman. Brahman is described as Satyasya Satyam, the Truth of
Truth. There are six br1hmanas in this chapter.

First Br1hmana
This Br1hmana deals with knowledge of Brahman through a

discussion between Gargya and Ajata Satru. Gargya was exceedingly
Vain and Ajata Satru was the King of Kasi. Ajata Satru taught Gargya
of Brahman. Brahman is everything – transcendental, selfluminous,
infinite, power, all pervading, invincible lord, forgiving, harmony vital
force, inseparable from individual Self.

Brahman is the Truth of the Truth. As a spider moves along the
thread, as small sparks come forth from the fire, even so from the Self
came forth all beings and all worlds. Its secret meaning is Truth of
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Truth – Satyasya Satyam (2-1-20). The world is not to be considered
as false. It is true, but it is true only derivately (derived from another
truth). It is sustained by the ultimate Truth.

Second Br1hmana
This speaks of !tman in the subtle body which is spoken of as

a babe which has entered the body.

Third Br1hmana
It describes two forms of Brahman, the formed and formless;

the mortal and immortal; the unmoving and moving; the actual
(existent)and the True bing – when ignorance is superimposed on
Brahman. Brahman appears (seems) gross, mortal, limited and
defined, just like a rope is mistaken for a snake. Snake continues to be
there as long as illusion continues.

Brahman is described as 'neti' 'neti' (2-3-6) by elimination process
'not this, not this' we cannot describe him either by comparison or by
qualities. There is nothing like him and He is beyond qualities. He is
'Nirguna' – not qualified. If we go on saying 'not this', 'not this' we
arrive at 'Nothing'. He is Satyasya Satyam, Truth of Truth. He who
knows it thus attains splendour like a sudden flash of lightning. So the
designation for him is Truth of Truth. Englightenment is said to be
instantaneous. Truth flashes like a sudden flash of lightning. That is
why Brahman is described negatively as not this, not this. If we
proceed on by elimination process what ever that remains is Brahman.

Fourth Br1hmana
It deals with the conversation of Yajnavalkya and Maitreya on

the Absolute Self. A lump of salt thrown into water cannot be taken
out, but the taste will be salty. So also is the individual Self dissolved
in the eternal. For all beings the one Centre is the Self. Individuality
arises by identification of the Self, through ignorance with the elements.

Those who recite the Vedas without understanding their meaning
are compared by Sayana to lifeless pillars which bear the weight of
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the roof. Krishna says to Arjuna in Uttara Gita, "Just as a donkey bearing
the weight of Sandal-wood knows its weight but not its fragrance, so
also is Br1hmana who knows the texts of the Vedas and scriptures
but not their significance.

Yajnavalkya says, "O Maitreyi, it is the Self that should be seen,
heard of, reflected on and meditated upon. Verily, by the seeing of, by
the hearing of, by the thinking of, by the understanding of the Self
all is known.

Maitreye's discussion on the Absolute Self indicates that the
later subjection of women and their exclusion from vedic studies do
not have the support of the upanishads.

Fifth Br1hmana
It speaks of the Cosmic and the individual. This earth is honey

for all beings and all beings are honey for this earth. The intelligent,
immortal being, the soul of the earth and the intelligent immortal
being, the sould of the individual being – each is honey to the other.
Brahman is the soul in each. He indeed is the Self in all. He is all.

Sixth Br1hmana
Speaks of the line of teachers and pupils of Madhu Vidya.

This is the end of Madhu Kanda. Madhu Kanda is to be taken
as knowledge of Brahman. All beings are like beads in a garland
drawn to each other by a thread and they have the same point of
dissolution. Earth, all elements, Purusha in the Atma and the body –
all these four are mutually honey for each other. The source is only
one that is Brahman. This knowledge is Madhu Kanda.

All knowledge and wisdom are the breath of the eternal
Brahman. He is greater than everything else. He is the source of all
else. There appears some confusion due to seeming contradiction in
the statement that the Self (Atman) is pure intelligence (Knowledge)
but when one (Jeevatma) departs from this world there is no more
knowledge. The same fore cannot be both hot and cold. Sankaracharya
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explains this that Brahman is pure intelligence. He remains unchanged
even when destruction takes place. It is only the individual existence
that is overcome.

II. Muni K1nda
This is also called Yajnavalkya Kanda. It contains what Yajna-

valkya instructs Maitreya. This instruction is also there in Madhu Kanda
(2-4). But here it is a little modified.

Third Chapter
This chapter deals with the questions that Yajnavalkya faced in

the court of King Janaka and the answers given by him. 'Atma
Sarvathrah' – this is the doctrine that Brahman is all pervading in subtle
form. In Madhu Kanda it was based on scripture (Vedas). Here it is based
on reasoning.

This contains nine Br1hmanas (sections).

First Br1hmana
Janaka performed a sacrifice and in that connection he distributed

costly gifts. Many wise men attended the Ceremony. Janaka wanted to
find out the wisest of the wise. He kept a thousand Cows with gold
coins fastened in between their horns. He now declared that the wisest
of them could take them. Yajnavalkya ordered his disciple S1masravasu
to drive the cows home and he did so as no body dared to come
forward. Then the otherwise men, present in the court objected to this
and asked him to prove how he was the wisest by answering their
questions.

Aswala asks "By what means can the worshipper overcome
death?"

Yajnavalkya answers; that is possible by the knowledge of the
identity between the worshipper, the fire and the ritual word, because
the worshipper is the ritual word. This knowledge leads to liberation.
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Second Br1hmana
Then Artha Bhaga asks whether there is any person who

conquers death. Yajnavalkya replies that knower of the Truth of
Brahman overcomes death. Arthabhaga further asks, when such knower
gives up his body, whether his perceptive factulties along with mind
also go out of him or not Yajnavalkya replies that they do not. They
merge in the final cause, the Self and only the body lies life less.

Third Br1hmana
Then Bhujya, the grandson of Lahya asks him in the form of

a story. Bhujya and his co-students travelled and came to the house
of Patancala of the line of Kapi. His daughter was possessed by a
Gandarva. They asked the Gandharva about the limits of the world
and where the descendants of Parikshit were. Now they put the same
question to Yajnavalkya. Yajnavalkya replied, "Gandharva evidently told
you that the descendants of Parikshit went where the performers of
the horse sacrifice go. The air, putting them in itself, making them a
part of itself, took them where the previous performers of the horse
sacrifice were. Thus Gandharva praised the air, which was the goal of
the performers of the horse sacrifice".

Gandharva further praises the air as the diversity of the
individuals and also as the aggregate. He who knows it as such
conquers death. Air is praised as symbolising the cosmic vital force.
This Br1hmana gives the gist in the form of the story. As the Air
(vital force) in the inner Self of all beings moving and stationary and
is also outside them; it is the diversity of individuals in forms relating
to the body. Similarly the air is also aggregate as the one cosmic vital
force. He who knows it attains identity with the air in its individual and
collective form and conquers redeath and rebirth.

Fourth Br1hmana
Then Ushasta questions Yajnavalkya, "what is the ultimate, and

immediate and direct Brahman who is with in us all?" Yajnavalkya
replies pointing to his heart this is your Self which is with in us all.
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That which breathes in is your Self and that which breathes out is
your Self. This your Self is with in all. The animals are distinguished
as Cow, horse and other animals, but how to distinguish the ultimate
Brahman and Brahman who dwells in all, asks Ushasta. Yajnavalkya
replies: you see, hear, think, know, but you don't know who sees,
thinks, hears, knows. That is your Self which does all this and it is
with in all. Anything that is not Self (Brahman) perishes.

Fifth Br1hmana
Then Kahola questions Yajnavalkya. Again the same question.

What is the ultimate and the immediate Brahman? We must note the
subtle difference here. Ushastha asks about the individual Self but
Kahola asks about the individual Self but Kahola asks about the Self
that is within all (united or universal Self). Yajnavalkya replies: The
Self that is with in all is beyond hunger, thirst, grief, delusion decay.
The individual Self is a part of this Self and is ultimately merges with
the ultimate Self. As long as one is attached to desires he craves for
progeny and then for wealth. So there are two Cravings. One is Craving
for life of enjoyment here and Craving for life of enlightenment which
is attaining the knowledge and direct experience of Brahman. He who
devotes himself to the contemplation of Brahman while at the same
time living his life of duties sincerely here, is the true knower of
Brahman. Such a knower of Brahman conducts himself without any
Craving. He is free from desires and he alone gets nearer and nearer
to Brahman who is also with in all individually.

Seventh Br1hmana
Then Uddalaka questions Yajnavalkya : Uddalaka while he was

a student in Madra state, learned from a Gandharva about the thread
that holds together, one after another in a row, this life, the next life,
the next and so on stringing together beings. That string is the Inner
Ruler who knows Brahman and all things. That rule is Sutr1tma who
is all-pervading Uddalaka asks Yajnavalkya if he knows that Inner
Ruler, the S3 tr1tma. Yajnavalkya replies : Here is a description of the
world spirit. As Sankara says, "Brahman lok1n1m antaratman S3 tr1tma.
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It is that which binds together all beings from the highest to the lowest.
All things are strung like a garland with a thread.

Air is that thread which holds together all the beings. Even the
organs of a person are held together by air. It is this thread that is
the Inner Ruler which is all-pervading Self, the Brahman. He dwells on
the earth, in water, in fire, in the sky, in odour, in speech, in sight, in
hearing, in touch, in the mind, in the intellect – He dwells in all things
and all beings but separate from all things and all beings. He is the
ultimate Self and He is the Inner Ruler.

Sixth and Eighth Br1hmanas
In both these Br1hmanas, it is Gargi who puts the questions. Gargi

says that she will ask two questions and that she will accept him as the
great expounder of the truth of Brahman, if he answers her questions.

Q(1). It is said that this universe is woven as warp and woof vertically
and horizontally by water (some say it is water) where is that
water.
Yajnavalkya replies that the water is above heaven and below

the earth and also between heaven and earth. It is in the air which is
the source of everything.

Q(2). Gargi then puts the second question. By what is this woven as
warp and woof?
Yajnavalkya replies : The seers call that Akshara – the Change-

less Reality. He is neither gross nor fine, neither short nor long, neither
hot nor cold, neither bright nor dark, neither of air nor of water. He
is without relations, without measure, without inside or outside. He
enjoys nothing and nothing enjoys Him. At the command of that
Akshara, the Sun and the moon hold their course and heaven and earth
keep their positions. Hours, days and nights and every moment follow
their path at the command of Akshara.

Those who offer oblations without knowing Him lose their
offerings because they are perishable. By that Akshara this universe
(water) is woven as Warp and Woof.
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Nineth Br1hmana
Here Vidagdha (/1kalya) the son of /akala puts many questions.

For want of space, questions and Yajnavalkya's answers are given in
brief.

There are many gods. But Brahman is only one. This is the
essence of the answers given by Yajnavalkya.

Q(1). How many gods are there?
The total number of gods is 3306. But in brief they are only 33.

Summarily there is only One and the rest are his manifestation.

Q(2). Which are these 3306 and 33 gods?
Infact gods are only 33. The figure 3306 indicates their

manifestations only. Vasus (8), Rudras (11), Adityas (12), Indra (1),
Prajapati (1) – 33.

Q(3). Which are Vasus?
Fire, the earth, the air, the sky, the Sun, the Moon and stars (8).

The Vasus transform themselves into bodies and organs of all beings.

Q(4). Which are the Rudras?
Sensory organs (5), motor organs (5) and mind (1). They leave

the body at the time of death and make the relatives of the persons
week. Rudra means to cry.

Q(5). Which are Adityas?
Adityas are the twelve months of the year. They rotate and carry

with them a person's longevity and results with them.

Q(6). Which is Indra?
Indra (1) Prajapati (1). The Cloud or thunderbolt is Indra.

Prajapati is sacrifice which has no form. So sacrificial animals are
sacrifice.

Q(7). Which are the six gods?
There are only six gods : Fire, the Earth, the Air, the Sky and

the heaven. The moon and the stars are not included. They include all
other gods when elaborated.
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Q(8). Which are the three gods?
In brief there are only three gods. The three worlds are the three

gods, because in them all these gods exist. The Earth and the Fire
together are one god; the sky and the air together are one god; the sun
and the heaven together and one.

Q(9). Which is One god?
The Vital force (The Breath) is one god. He is Brahman. He is

called 'Tyat' (That). This one god has different names, forms, activities,
attributes and powers owing to differences of function.

Q(10). Who is the ultimate support of soul?
The person who is the ultimate support of every soul is in the

body. It is the very being who is identified as ultimate resort of the
entire body and organs. It is the very being who is identified with the
body. The deity (cause) is Nectar (chyle). Chyle is the watery essence
of the food that is eaten. It produces the blood derived from the
mother. It generates the blood stored in a woman and this blood
produces the skin, flesh and blood of the foetus, which are the support
of its bone, marrow etc.

Q(11). Who is the person made of desire?
The ultimate resort of the entire body and organs is identified

with Lust. This very person (god) made of desire is woman.

Q(12). Who is the person in the Sun?
Truth is the ultimate resort of body and organs. It is the being

who is in the Sun. He is the eye in one's body.

Q(13). Who is the person in the Sun?
The person identified with the ear and the time of hearing. The

quarters of space (directions in the sky) is the deity.

Q(14). Who is Death?
The person identified with shadow (ignorance) is Death. His

abode is darkness, his world is heart and his light is mind.
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Q(15). Who is the person in the looking glass?
The person in the looking glass is he himself. It is the image of

his life. Vital force is the deity.

Q(16). Who is the person in water?
The person in water is one's being and his god is Varuna.

Q(17). Who is the person identified with the son?
The abode of the person is seed. He is identified with the son.

His god is Prajapati (the Father of Creation).

Q(18). If you know the deities of the quarters of the sky, tell me what
deity you are identified with in the eastern quarter?
Yajnavalkya replies the he knows the deities. The Sun is the

deity in the eastern quarters and he is supported on the eye.

Q(19). What deity is identified in the South?
The deity is Yama and he is supported on the sacrifice. Yama is

the god of justice.

Q(20). What deity is identified int he Western Quarter?
The deity is Varuna and he is supported on water.

Q(21). On what is water supported?
Water is supported on semen which is supported on heart. The

new born child is built out of the heart of the father. Semen is said to
be the effect of heart because sex desire is a modification of the heart.

Q(22). What deity have you in the northern quarter?
Soma is the moon and the Soma plant (creaper). Soma is the deity

identified in the north quarter. Soma deity is supported on Soma plant.
Otherwise called Soma initiation rite (starting rite). Soma initiation
(deeksha) is supported on truth. Truth is supported on the heart.

Q(23). What deity have you in the Zenith which is the fixed quarter
above?
Zenith is the same to all who dwell round Mount Meru. Mount

Meru is an imaginary Axis passing through the earth from north pole
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is south pole. The deity in the Zenith is fire (Agni) which is supported
on speech and speech is supported on the heart.

Q(24). Sakalya asks; on what heart is suppoted?
On hearing this question Yajnavalkya loses his temper and calls

him a ghost, because heart is no where else but with in the body. If the
heart is elsewhere, the body becomes dead.

Q(25). On what are your body and your heart supported?
The body and the heart are supported on Pr1na (vital force).

Pr1na is supported on Ap1na (the out breath) which is again supported
by 'Vy1na' (the diffused breath). The diffused breath is supported
'Ud1na' the rising breath which helps the remaining breaths to stay in
their specified places. This rising breath is supported on Sam1na the
equalizing or middle breath which prevents the other four breaths from
getting scattered. These five breaths together keep the body alive.

Eight Purushas (persons) are mentioned in the Nineth Br1hmana
in mantras from 3-9-10 to 3-9-17. They are all in the Atman. Atman
or Self is the Absolute person.

The eight purushas mentioned in this Br1hmana are :

     Eight dieties
(1) Entire body is Purusha 3-9-10 Nectar

(2) Purusha identified with Lust 3-9-11 Woman

(3) Being in the Sun is Purusha 3-9-12 Truth

(4) Pr1tisruti, identified with ear
and time of hearing 3-9-13 Quarters

(5) Being identified with shadow
(ignorance) 3-9-14 Death

(6) Being in the looking glass 3-9-15 Vital Force

(7) Being in water 3-9-16 Varuna

(8) Being identified with the Son 3-9-17 Prajapati

The Self is defined in negative way by elimination process as 'Neti,
Neti' – 'Not this, Not this'. It is not comprehended. It is not destroyed.
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It is unattached. It does not suffer It is not injured. These are the eight
abodes, eigth worlds, eight gods, eight persons as mentioned above.

He, who projects these eight persons and withdraws them into
Himself and who at the same time is beyond them is the Purusha
(Brahman) taught in the upanishads.

Yajnavalkya asks S1kalya to tell him of that Purusha and warns
him that his head will fall off if he does not explain. S1kalya says that
he does not know Him and cannot explain. So his head falls off.

Q(26). Then Yajnavalkya tells the wise men in the Court (Brhmins int
he court) that they may ask him individually or all together or
else he will question all of them. Nobody has the courage to say
anything.

Q(27). Then Yajnavalkya questions.
(I) What is the similarity between man and a tree? (or) How do
they resemble each other?

Similarities : Yajnavalkya himself answers.
1) A man is as mighty as a mighty tree. His hairs are the leaves and

his skin is its outer bark.

2) From his skin blood flows out and sap flows out from the bark
of a tree, when a man is wounded or when a tree is struck.

3) His flesh is similar to the inner bark of a tree, his nerves are like
inner fibres. His bones are wood with in and the bonemarrow is
the pith.

4) When a tree is felled it springs up from its root in a newer form.
From what root does man spring forth when he is cut off by
death.

5) It is not from semen because semen is produced in men alive.
But a tree springs forth also from the seed. After it is dead it
certainly springs again.

6) If a tree is pulled up with the root, it will not rise again.
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(QII) From what root does a man spring when he is cut off by death?
Ans. He does not spring when cut off by death.

7) Brahman has no birth and death. If you think He is born, He is
not born again because who is there to Create Him. He is
Brahman who is Knowledge and Bliss. Bliss is the final goal of
him who knows Brahman.

Fourth Chapter
This is also a part of Muni K1nda. Emperor Janaka of Videha

gave audience to those who wanted to see him. One day he saw the
sage Yajnavalkya among the visitors and welcomed him. This contains
the questions of Janaka and the answers given by Yajnavalkya.

The questions and answers deal with explanation of Atma, form
of Atma, turia, waking, dreaming and dreamless slup, rebirth, liberation
through the knowledge of Brahman; Yajnavalkya's preaching to his
wife about Brahman and finally. Yajnavalkya's renunciation to become
Sanyasi.

Janaka himself was a great scholar who acquired the knowledge
of Brahman. But still he wanted to more about the Self. For that reason
he tried to extract the knowledge from the sages who came to him by
asking them questions.

This chapter contains six Br1hman1s (sections). Discussion
between Yajnavalkya and Janaka is not given in full. Only synopsis is
given.

Note : This chapter deals mainly with definition of Brahman and
different states of the Self. Karma and Rebirth have already been
explained at length in Vol.I and Vol.II. So they are not taken
up here. Only synopsis is given as a part of the upanishad.

First Br1hmana (1)
The word (speech) or (fire) is Brahman. The organ of speech is

His abode. Water (ether) the primal cause of the universe is His support.
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Meditate upon the organ as intelligence. Through this organ or the word
the knowledge of this world and the next world is gained.

Breath is His abode and ether (water) is His support. The primal
energy is Brahman. The eye is His abode, the ear is His abode. The mind
is His abode, the heart His abode. The heart is Supreme Brahman.

Second Br1hmana (2)
Indha, indirectly Indra is the Self identified with the physical self

and Viraj, matter or physical world in his wife, the object of his
enjoyment. The space with in the heart is their place of union in dream,
when the Self in dreamless sleep is identified with dreamless sleep.
Beyond this is the Supreme Self described 'Neti, Neti' – (not this, not
this). He is incomprehensible, He never decays, He is unattached, He
is unfettered, He is never hurt and he is free from fear.

Third Br1hmana (3)
This Brahmana speaks of the unaffected movement of the Self

in the three states of waking, dreaming and dreamless sleep.

Brahman, the source, sustenance and end of universe partakes in
every phase of existence. He wakes with the waking man, dreams with
the dreamer and sleeps the deep sleep of the dreamless sleeper. But
he transcends these three states to become Himself. His true nature is
pure consciousness.

The light is the sun for man. When the Sun sets, the moon serves
as his light. When the moon sets the fire is his light, when the fire has
gone out the sound becomes his light. When no sound is heard the Self
is his light, because by the light of the Self man moves and works and
rests. The self-luminous Being dwells with in the lotus of the heart
surrounded by senses and sense organs. The light of intellect is that
Self. Being identified with the intellect He moves to an fro though
birth and death. Being identified with the intellect he appears to be
thinking. While the mind is dreaming, the Self also appears to be
dreaming. At the same time He seems to be beyond the next world and
also this world.
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Man is the individual soul. When he is born and gets related to
the body and sense organs the Self becomes associated with the evils
of the World. At death when man leaves the body the Self leaves all
the evils behind. The Self is his light because with the Self, as the
light one site, moves about does one's work and returns.

This Self is present in all the states of waking, dream and sleep.
It is the light different from one's body and organs and illumines them
though it is self not illumined by anything else (4-3-6).

Man has two states, One is the state in this World and the other
is in the next world. Next World means the World to come after
re-brith. There is also a state in between. It is intermediate state in
between these two. It is like a dream state (4-3-9).

In this intermediate state man experiences both the other two
states. When a man dies he lives only in the subtle body which carries
the impressions of the past deeds. The impressions are illumined by the
pure light of the Self. His experiences in the first state and carried
over to the intermediate state. In the intermediate state, he foresees
both the evils and blessings yet to come to him. These are determined
by his character. Thus he experiences life in the world to come. These
experiences are not real. They are created by the light of the Self.

In the state of dream the Self within makes the body to sleep,
though He himself remains for ever awake and watches by his own
light the impressions of deeds that have been left upon the mind.
Thereafter the Self associates himself again with the physical conscious-
ness of the organs of sense and causes the body to awake.

In the state of dream the Self within keeps the physical body of
flesh and blood alive with the help of the vital force. The Self goes out
whereever He likes through the intellect (mind) because if the Self
goes out the body will be dead. Everyone is aware but no one sees who
experiences (4-3-14). Regret is expressed that the Self is so near to us,
yet we don't perceive him. Therefore it is said that one should not wake
the sleeping person suddenly because the Self cannot get back to the
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body rightly. Some say that the state of sleep is just waking because
whatever objects one sees when awake, he sees also when asleep
because in the dream state the person is self-illumined. One should
not wake the sleeping person suddenly. This is a popular belief that
the Self leaves the body in dream state. It is only a belief. It is only
the mind (intellect) that leaves the body and roams out. But the mind
(intellect) also has to get back to the body rightly. That is the reason
why the psychologists also say that a sleeping person should not be
woken up suddenly. This Self assumes many forms in the world of
dreams. Who is experiencing all this in the world of dreams? It is the
Self but no one sees the Self. However it is said that the experiences
in the waking state are repeated in the dreaming state. The Self
experiences them in His own light.

The Self, having in dreams tasted enjoyment, gone hither and
thither, experienced good and evil, hastens back to the state of
waking, from which he started. What ever he may experience in dreams
does not affect him, because the true nature of the Self remains for
ever unaffected (4-3-16).

The Self, having in wakefulness enjoyed the pleasures of sense,
gone hither and thither experienced good and evil, hastens back to his
dreams (4-3-17).

Sankara says that Svapn1nta (end of dream state) also may be
interpreted as deep sleep (Sushupti). The self remains unaffected in all
the three states of waking, dream and dreamless sleep.

Anandagiri also comments "avasth1-trayepi asangatvam,
ananv1gatatvam C1t manah siddham Cet" Anandagiri – in all the
three states nonattachment continues, because Self remains witness and
allows the mind to have the experience in the three states. But how?
The Self is only covered by the sheaths (five sheaths, Annamaya,
Pranamaya, Manomaya, Jnanamaya, Anandmaya) but never becomes
one with them. As long as it is in upadhi (limiting adjunct – body mind
complex) it remains as a witness. This is the Inner Self. The upadhi
(body) makes it appear as the jiva (the limited transmigrating Self).
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The world is an up1dhi for Brahman, but Brahman is not affected by
upadhi. So also, the Sun is reflected in the water in a pot. If the water
in the pot is disturbed, the image of the Sun is disturbed but the Sun
remains the same. So also in all the three states, waking, dreaming,
dreamless sleep. Self is not affected, only the mind the reflection of the
Self experiences the three states of waking, dreaming and dreamless
sleep.

When we sit in a moving train, we move but not really. The
train carries us and we reach the destination. So also in all the three
states of waking, dreaming, sleeping the Self does not move but it is
carried through by the mind. There is no need for the Self to move.
So it remains unaffected.

Sankara gives an acccount of the different states of the soul
(Jiva). Human body is said to have three states : 'Jagrat' (waking),
'Swapna' (dreaming), 'Sushupti' (deep sleep). These three states of
Consciousness are knows as 'avastha traya' associated with 'jnana' or
individual soul. 'Jnana' is Brahman or Atman (Satyam, Jnanam,
Anantam Brahma) Atman is the inner Self (Antar1tma). Knowledge
(jnana) or Self happens to be the same in all the three states.

In wakeful state the objects of sense are perceptible and stable.
In dreamful state the impressions of wakeful state become the objects
of sense. But they are unstable because the organs remain inactive. This
is the only difference between the wakeful and dreamful states. But
knowledge (Self) remains the same. Even in deep sleep the same
knowledge or Self continues, but there is oneness or identity with
Brahman. This condition continues only as long as we are in deep sleep.
When we are awake nothing remains in the mind. However, we say that
we had good sleep. How can we say that, when our senses becomes
completely inactive and mind turns action actionless in deep sleep. In
all the three states, the inner Self remains the same which provides
the link or connection with in the three states, but no impressions are
famed in deep sleep state to be passed on to the dreamful and wakeful
states. Still we have a feeling that something unmanifested is passed
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on from the deep sleep state. As already said that most probably the
apparent Brahman which is changeless and thus moves on from deep
sleep state through dreamful state to the wakeful state.

However, if we try to get spiritual knowledge (knowledge of
!tman) experiences in deep sleep become impressions and enter
dreamful state. Though knowledge remains the same in all the three
states, it is different from the knowledge in deep sleep state. Knowledge
in deep sleep state is the knowledge of Brahman (Brahmajnana). If
this Brahmajnana is mingled with the knowledge in all the three states,
the knowledge of Atman (!tmajnana) will be attained. It is what is
traditionally called 1tmajnana siddhi.

The Self goes to the state of dreamless sleep and comes back again
to the state of dreams. But the Self is not affected because He remains
unattached for ever and remains only a witness. After experiencing the
dream state he hastens to waking state. After experiencing the waking
state he hastens back to dreaming state.

As a large fish moves from one bank of a river to the other, the
Self moves between dreaming and waking states (4-3-18). As a falcon
(hawk) gets tired flying in the sky and returns to its nest, the Self
hastens to the state of deep sleep. However the Self remains unaffected
in moving between these states. He experiences but remains unattached.
The Self is different from the body and the organs. In the form of
Jeevatma, the Self only appears in the waking state as connected with
attachment and death. The Self is upadhi (the limiting adjunct) of the
body-mind complex apparently becomes Jiva (The limited transmigrating
Self). The sense implied here is that the Self by nature is eternal, free,
enlightened and pure. His consciousness remains unaffected in all the
three states.

As a man in the embrace of his loving wife knows nothing that
is without and nothing within, so also a man in union with the Self
knows nothing without or within because all desires are satisfied.
The analogy of man and wife is given to show that it is not a state of
unconsciousness. The Self is his only desire. He is free from Craving
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and goes beyond sorrow. Eternal is the light of Consciousness and
immortal is the Self. Pure like crystal water is that Self, the only seer.

As a man passes from dream to wakefullness, so does he pass
at death from this life to the next. When a man is about to die, the subtle
body mounted by the intelligent Self, groans as a heavily laden cart
groans under its weight (4-3-35).

Fourth Br1hmana (4)
This Br1hmana deals with soul after death or Life after death.

Weakness is figuratively applied to the Self. It is the body that
becomes weak, not the Self. As the Self is formless He cannot
become weak. When his body becomes weak through old age or
disease, the dying man separates himself from his organs and by the
same way he came into this world, he hastens to his new abode and
there assumes another body to begin a new life. The dying man gathers
his senses and completely withdrawing their powers descends into his
heart. No more does he see form or colour without (outside).

All the organs (not organs physically but their functional sense
(potentiality) detach themselves from his physical body and unite with
the subtle body. The light of the Self lights up the point of his heart
when the nerves join. The Self departs through the eye, or through the
aperture on the skull or through some other aperture of the body. With
the Self, life departs (vital force) and all the functions of the vital force
depart. The Self remains conscious, and the impressions of the deeds
of the person follow behind attached to the subtle body. These
impressions of the past under the control of the intellect in the subtle
body stretch out like a leech (trinajalayaka) and build another body in
accordance with the past work.

As a leech, having reached the end of a blade of grass, takes
hold of another blade and draws itself to it. So also the Self having
thrown away this unconscious body, takes hold of another body and
draws himself to it (4-4-3).
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A goldsmith takes an old gold ornament and moulds it into
another, newer and more beautiful ornament. So also the Self, having
given up the present body and left it unconscious takes a newer and
better form (4-4-4).

The individual Self is Brahman. 'ayam 1tma brahma' (4-4-5).
Through ignorance it identifies with what is alien to it. It appears to
consist of intellect, and understanding. It appears to be one once and
now another. As a man acts, so does he become. He acts according to
the desires he clings. He who has desires continues to roll on with the
cycle of birth and death. When his desire is stilled, he suffers no rebirth.
When he realises Brahman he becomes Brahman. As the slough (skin)
of a snake lies Cast off on an ant hill. When the Self is disembodied,
it is immortal Brahman, the Light Eternal.

Yajnavalkya says that he has reached the end of the path of
liberation, which is subtle, hard and long, when one has realised the
Self, no Craving will be left in him. He that has understood the glory
of the Self within the ephemeral body (lasting for a short time) realises
that the Self is one with Brahman. The Eternal may be realised even
while we live in the ephemeral body. The knowers of Brahman
become immortal. As Sankara comments (Kena 1-2) the different
organs do not function if they are not inspired by the energy of the Self
(Brahman). The Reality cannot be known by vain and idle arguments.

There is no diversity in Brahman. He who sees diversity in
Brahman is ignorant. By the purified mind alone is Brahman realised
ceremonial observances are treated as means for purification (Bhagavad
Gita 18-5). But as Sankara says, fasting means only restraint (control)
not starving which will mean death (4-4-22).

Brahman the great unborn Self dwells within the lotus of the
heart surrounded by the senses. He is intellect of the intellect. The great
sages of old creaved not for sons and daughters. A common man
struggling in tensions and strains of life can not be a sage; but atleast
he must know that there is Self in the body who runs one's life
according to the impressions of his karma (deeds).
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The Self is once again described here (4-4-22) as 'not this, not
this' – Sa esha 'neti, neti atma'. Sa = that, esha = this. 'That' or 'This'
is not this. He who knows this, is unaffected by good or evil. Never do
such thoughts come to him. Self-controlled is he who knows the Self.
He will be poised intranquility and is free from desire. Brahman is
fearless. He who knows Brahman becomes fearless (4-4-25). 'Neti-Neti'
is repeated four times in this upanishad (2-3-6, 3-9-26, 4-4-22, 4-5-15).

The sheaths of vital force, mind, and intellect together (Prana-
maya, Manomaya, Jnanamaya Kosas) form the so called Causal body.
Infact there is nothing like Causal body. It is only the subtle body
(Sukshma Sareera or Linga Sareera). In it there is the sheat of Bliss.
(!nandamaya kosa) The subtle body is the up1dhi (limiting adjunct) of
!tman (inner Self) in the sheath of Bliss. Though this !tman or the
inner Self is self-illumined, it is not independent. The impressions of
past karma follow It. These impressions play prominent part in forming
the new body. Only through these impressions the desired new body is
formed. At the time of death a person gets distinctive knowledge of the
new body due to the impressions of the past life.

Just like a leech or small Caterpiller moves from leaf to leaf
after testing the grip, the Jeeva by the influence of the impressions of
past Karma himself forms the new body. The functional power of the
organs is revived and they become active. It is said that even before
leaving the previous body, the Jeeva finds the new body. The Jeeva by
his power of Creativity forms the new body with the help of five
gross elements. This new body gets its form and beauty according to
the past karmic impressions. The actions (karmas) of the Jeeva in the
new body depend on his attributes (gunas). The results of those karmas
(actions) are called impressions (samskaras). Beauty of the form of the
body indicates the beauty of the soul.

!nanda, the beloved disciple of the Buddha said, "Half of the
holy life, O Lord, is friendship with the beautiful, association with the
beautiful, communion with the beautiful. "It is not so, Ananda, it is not
so." said the Buddha, "It is not half of the holy life, it is the whole
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of holy life." – (Samyatha nikaya 5-2) as quoted in "The Principal
Upanishads" by S. Radhakrishna.

When the subtle body has freed itself to form the new body
why should it go to the animal body? Further the subtle body along with
Jeeva after reaching the evolved state of human beings cannot
accommodate itself in the animal body with insignificant and dwarf
mind while the human mind is highly advanced and complicated.

Some thinkers give irrelevant interpretation to the words,
"anyesham va bhutanam" (4-4-4 Br. Upanishad), as other beings like
animals and birds with the intention of motivating spiritual thinking
such fears moulded in blind faiths are propagated. Spiritual thinking
cannot be acquired through fear. Fears create only blind faiths. Vedanta
does not mean fear or blind faiths.

It should be noted clearly that the upanishads and Brahmasutras
are written in aphoristic form (short maxims or principles). This
briefness gave rise to different interpretation, sometimes irrelevant. We
can't know what exactly the sages intended in their writings. So the
commentaries only have become the source of knowledge. The different
interpretations given to the great 'Saying' 'Tat tvam asi' (That are thou)
are the best example. One interpreted, 'the individual Self' is nothing
but Brahman, the universal Self. Another said "Brahman is transformed
as the individual Self, while the other said "Brahman and the individual
Self are entirely separate.

The ancient Seers directly experienced the Self (Atma anubhuti)
by their yogic in sight. We have to take their sayings in good faith.
We can't help but depend on the commentaries. In what ever way we
examine, we can never make Atma and re-birth direct and visible.
Direct correlation between the life after death and life in this world is
absolutely impossible. Suitable and logical connection is the only way.
So faith should be combined with rational thinking to know the truth.

The phrase 'M3 dha yoni' in Bhagavadgita (14-15) has become
another victim of irrelevant interpretation. It is said in the verse
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(14-14) "when the 'Sattva' dominates the embodied Self attains the
unstained worlds pertaining to the best knowers".

And it is said in (14-15) "Dying when Rajas is dominant one is
born among those addicted to works. Like wise dying, Tamas is born
amidst the deluded". The words 'mudha yonishu jayate' are interpreted
as the wombs of animals and so forth.

If at all Sri Krishna uttered these words. We cannot know in
what sense he did so. We can not also know in what sense the Seer
Vyasa used these words while putting the Gita in writing so the
commentaries written almost four thousand years later have become our
source of knowledge. As such if we try to correlate the presently
known biological and astronomical secrets with the spiritual knowledge,
there is a chance of getting nearer to the Absolute Truth.

Now let us see what exactly the term 'mudha yoni' means. There
is no sense in interpreting it as animals. 'Mudha' means ignorance or
stupidity. It is knowledge without wisdom, more instinctive than
intuitive. Though instinct and intuition are said to be similar, they are
not the same. Instinct is motivated by excessive passion while
tranquility is the basis of intuition. Deep thinking power is the
foundation of intuition. It is natural knowledge combined with
wisdom. Intuition is found in humans only because they have mind,
thinking and intelligence. Animals don't have mind to think. They are
instinctive. Their action is stimulated by fixed pattern of behaviour.
Having risen to the level of wise and logical thinking human mind
(subtle body) shall never like to go back to the fixed pattern of
behaviour. To say that humans will revert to animal stage according to
their Karmic impressions is frivolous, fallacious and perverse argument.

We find so many people with animal instinct in society. Animal
instinct is impulsive not rational driving onward with sudden force. It
is actuated by transient feelings under the sway of emotions. From 200
BC to 200 AD efforts were made to reform the Hindu Society. Because
of the increasing influence of rites and rituals Hindu religion was
proceeding towards collapse. To prevent certain faiths were introduced.
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Faiths are always followed by fears. These faiths associated with fear
have turned into superstition. More than rational thinking the
superstitions squeeze man like leeches. One of such blind faiths is the
belief that man will be reborn as animal or bird.

In the process of this reformation the books written by great
seers like Vyasa might have been lost or decayed because they were all
written on plamyra leaves. some interpolations or additions or changes
might have been inserted in those books written to suit the then
prevailing conditions in the country. It looks that such things happened
in the case of Brahma Sutras, Bhagavadgita, Manusmriti. So it is
impossible to know how changes occured in the Brahma Sutras or
Bhagavad Gita or Smritis or Puranas and how many of them are
rewritten. Intense discussions of the historians, or scholars or critics
will never give the complete results. Some times it is possible that real
facts or truths are submerged and strange arguments are propagated.
One of such perverted arguments is the meaning given to the sentence
"m3 dha yonishu j1yate" Bhagavad Gita (14-15) that man will be reborn
as animal. 'M3 dha' actually means stupid or foolish or ignorant man.

It is natural that any language that is in regular use undergoes
changes. So the meaning given at a certain time in the past may change
in later times. 'M3 dha' means a person in delusion being involved in
nescience (ignorance) lacking intelligence. R1m1nuja says that 'm3 dha'
is a person not worthy of the four principles of human life – dharma,
artha, kama, moksha.

Some people speak of the law of Nature in this connection. It is
said that when the attribute of 'Tamas' happens to be in excess at the
time of death of a person, he will be born as 'm3 dha'. Nature makes
him to be reborn with the same attribute as at the time of death.
Rebirth is not related to Absolute Consciousness. Nature has a principle
or method and it runs the world accordingly. Thoughts and actions in
this life will guide a person in the next life. Whether we like it or not
we have to obey it. So the person lacking intelligence will be born as
animal (in m3 dha yoni) because animal has no need of intelligence. This
is their argument.
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Now let us see what this law of nature exactly is. It is a fact
that Nature has a law. This body of ours is a replica of nature. Why?
Because it is formed of the five elements of Nature, Earth, Water, Fire
(light), air and sky. But then what is the law of Nature? The new body
of a person is formed according to his karmic impressions. But science
says that human bodies are formed in the process of evolution. The
changes in the process of evolution occur according to the needs. The
ape gradually evolved into man according to its needs. This change or
evolution is always progressive and never retrogressive. Man can never
again become ape. There may be people with the attitude of an ape.
But still they are humans, not apes. Evolution has nothing to do with
karma. It is incited by need. Necessity is the mother of invention.

When the subtle body together with the Self goes into a new
body it is called rebirth. As the upanishads say the new body is formed
according to the Karmic impressions of the past. In fact the subtle body
itself creates the new body according to the Karmic impressions.
Whatever necessary material needed for the new body, the mind and
the intellect are already there in the subtle body. The subtile body forms
the new body with all those accessories.

Then what is the change that occurs in the new body? It is not
becoming an animal. The change will be in the form, beauty and
nature (character) of the new body. Man's actions depend on his
attributes (Gunas) – Sattva, Rajas and Tamas. These gunas are like a
mould in which a thing is Cast. An attribute or guna is like a substance
in which a thing is developed. The results of the actions of a person
based on the three gunas are called karmic impressions (samskaras).

Nature is composed of three 'Gunas' (qualities or attributes).
They are Sattva, Rajas, Tamas. In this world of mind and matter these
corresponde to equilibrium, activity and inertness. Sattva or equilibrium
is expressed by calmness, purity and tranquility. Rajas or activity
expresses itself in desire, power and energy. Tamas or inertia
expresses itself as ignorance, laziness, and weakness. Although all the
three forces work in everyman, always one or another predominates
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over the other two. A man belongs to a certain group as which of
these three is predominant in him. In the words of Swami vivekananda:
"The important thing is to know that there are gradations of duty and
morality, that the duty of one state of life, in one set of circumstances
will not and cannot be that of another. However the universal ideals of
purity, nonattachment, tranquility and ideal of living in the conscious-
ness of God have to be adapted to the temperaments of the various
people on the earth". Thus one should endeavour to follow his
svadharma – his duty according to the state of his growth. Sri Krishna
asserts that men are differentiated according to the Gunas born of their
nature.

When a man dies with Sattva guna established in him, he is
reborn with pure and tranquil nature. He will be a man of peace.
When a man dies with Rajoguna firmly anchored in his mind he will
develop great itch for fame, power and money. He feels superior to
every body he knows. He even becomes megalomaniac – a person who
is in delution that he is great and powerful. He often borrows but he
never ever thinks of clearing it. One may not have all these qualities
in him. He may have any one or some depending on the state of his
nature. One who dies Veiled in tamo guna, He will be born with
foolish attitude firmly based in ignorance. Blind faiths and superstitions
dominate his nature.

The idea implied here is that he will be born in the atmosphere
that suits his nature at the time of his death in the past life. However
the predominance of Rajas and Tamas gunas is not permanent. It
gradually decreases in life. This is the law of Nature. Nobody wants
to be reborn as an animal at the time of his death. The faith that a
man may be reborn as an animal is only an abnormality and speculation.
Such abnormalities and speculations should not be generalised.

It is true that the upanishads say that rebirth as animals is
possible according to one's karmic impressions. But it is also true that
certain occasions the upanishads speak more than what is necessary.
This aspect is one of such exaggerated things in the upanishads.
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However we should never take words of the seers verbatim. The
superficial meaning is not important. The real meaning remains hidden.
We have to bring it out.

Br. Upanishad (6-2-16) says that those who don't know the path
of knowledge or the path of action (karma) will get rebirth as worms
and insects and flies.

Chandogya upanishad also says that those who do not have
right impressions and conceptions will be reborn as dogs, pigs or mean
humans.

Katha upanishad says the same in a different way (2-2-7). The
ignorant and those who are passionate about this body will be born
again and again as mean persons. Some others may be reborn as
inanimate (immovable) things like trees.

The idea implied here is that such men will die and take birth
again and again like insects and flies not as (not in the form of) little
creatures. Certain popular sayings like 'a sinner lives long and good
people are taken away early in life'. These are not the sayings of the
upanishads. People vexed with evil doings of the sinners, express
their anguish that the sinners live long and good people die early. But
this is not true. The sinners will surely get punishment for their deeds.
The concept of the saying 'good die early is only an expression of
despair and also satisfaction that the man was liberated. But this is all
delusion and not true.

'Yath1 karma, yath1 /rutam' (2-2-7) Katha upanishad. This is the
principle of Nature. Rebirth will be according to one's deeds and
thoughts. These remain as Karmic impressions. But it does not mean
that the man may be reborn as in sects or flies. Such utterances that
rebirth may be in insect form or angel form are only an extravagance.
Humans will be born only as humans. No human at the time of death
wants to be born again as animal. Only his body and mind will be
formed as human according to his karmic impressions.
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Evolution of man from ape did not happen in one birth. It
took some thousands of years then how can man become ape in one
rebirth. It is possible only in folklore stories which are just fantasies.
Transformation is always progressive not retrogressive. Even if we
accept that retrogression is possible, it cannot be just in one rebirth.
It takes again some thousands of years or even more. That means it
happens only when new process of Creation begins after the dissolution
of the present world. So it is a clear fact that it is impossible for any
man to be born again as animal in just one rebirth. Ofcourse he may
be born with animal nature or instincts because human nature is qualities
or attributes (gunas) not to the transformation of the body-form. So the
belief in rebirth as animal is only an extravagant faith.

That which is told in the upanishads is metaphorical expression
which is intended to say that the life after rebirth will be different from
the present life. The subtle body takes into itself all the qualities of
the physical body. Man is highly progressed or advanced form. So his
subtle body cannot adjust itself in the animal body which has no need
for such an advanced human brain. Man may degerate into crude animal
nature but not into animal form. Thus rebirth in animal form is a
figure of speech for rebirth with animal qualities. The doctrine of
karma is responsible for the mistaken view of rebirth in the form of
animals as also for the notions of heaven and hell as the places of
resort where we receive our rewards or punishments. This life is a
'Samsara' (a circuit of mundane existence, a householder's life) and the
theory of 'Samsara' is inconsistent with any permanent bliss or suffering.

Evolution in the creation started with a single biological cell
which in course of time split into two, then into four, then into eight
and so on, ultimately into human form which has crores of cells in it.
Thus human form has become a complicated network of cells. Every
man has a family history but not his body. Body has biological
history, but not family history. Human form evolved from so many
genetic organisms. is the ultimate result of highly complicated process
of evolution.
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The subtle body is very small in size but it contains all the
qualities and all the organ-functions of the physical body. It is this
subtle body that is attached to the individual Self.

It is said that human mind contains hundred thousand crores of
cells. How can man with such highly evolved and complicated mind
be reborn as an animal which has only insignificant mind. He can
not. Progress starts from the point reached in the past life, but not
from the beginning again. When once animal form disappears it will
not rise again.

Certain stories in the 'Puranas' (mythology) are giving rise to
certain doubts regarding the doctrine of rebirth. Inability to understand
the inner meaning of the puranas is the main reason for such doubts.
To express certain eternal truth, stories are chosen as channels. So it
is not the story but the intent of the story that is important.

The story of Jada Bharata from Vishnupurana (2-13) is one
such story. It is already said that the rebirth depends on the Gunas
(attributes or qualities) prevalent at the time of death. By the influence
of Sattva, Rajas, Tamas gunas, love and hatred, likes and dislikes, and
the six qualities (arishad vargas) desire (kama), anger (krodha), avarice
(lobha), infatuation (moha), pride (mada), Jealousy (m1tsarya) are
formed. The nature of rebirth depends on these qualities. This is what
the story of 'Jada Bharata' intends to say.

Bharata was a king. He was a great devotee of Vishnu (Hari).
After sometime he left his kingdom and went for penance in the
forest. He lived uttering nothing but the name of Hari. One day when
he went for bath in the river he found a deer struggling to deliver its
offspring. As the deer was drinking water from the river, it heard the
roar of a lion. In great fear it jumped out of the water and its offspring
slipped out into the water. The deer died in scare. Bharata saved the
deer's offspring and brought it to his hermitage. Naturally the qualities
of the devotees of Hari are love and pity. With great pity he reared
the deer with love. His mind which knew nothing but devotion to Hari
was now diverted to the deer. The thoughts about the deer filled his
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mind more and more. He lost concentration of mind on God, because
it became unsteady and fickle. Ultimately he died with eyes on the
deers. He completely forgot god and died with lot of grief about
leaving it because he was so much under attachment to the deer. It is
said that he was reborn as a deer. All his penance became a sheer waste.

He was born as a deer and came to the same forest. Though he
was an animal he still had the good effects of his penance in the
previous life. He spent his life always repeating the sacred name of
Hari. Soon he died and was reborn as a br1hmin. He was named
Bharata again. He learned all the secrets of spiritual knowledge and
attained self-realisation. He remained inactive and stupid. So he was
called Jada Bharata – Jada means stupid or idiot. In fact, he was not
a stupid but was living a detached life. His brothers became angry and
sent him as a watchman in the field. When he was in the field King
of Sonveera happened to pass that way. The king renounced everything
and was in search of a suitable 'Guru' – teacher. The king was being
carried in a palanquin and the palanquin bearers asked Jada Bharata to
help them in bearing the palanquin. As the road was uneven Jada
Bharata staggered. The king rebuked him. Jada Bharata just laughed like
mad cap and said "My carrying you and your being carried – both are
nothing but illusion. Everything happens according to our past deeds.
We are not the doers." The King was surprised and made Jada Bharata
his Guru. Jada Bharata explained to him the philosophy of realisation.
The King became wise and attained realisation. Both of them attained
liberation after death.

But the question here is : is it possible for Bharata to be reborn
as a deer? What do the upanishads say? The rebirth will be according
to the dominant attribute (guna) of a person at the time of his
death. Generally any person is worried of his duties not fulfilled, his
unfulfilled desires and about his money. He dies in great grief and
with attachment to money and to his kith and kin. That is the attribute
called 'Tamas' – passion for something or other. The reason is lack of
spiritual knowledge. The same quality is carried over to the next
birth. This is what Vedanta says.
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Bharata died with great attachment to the deer. This attachment
is common to animals and humans in some degree or other. The
person will be reborn with the same kind of attachment. There is no
need for him to be born as an animal. Bharata died with great
affection for the deer. That does not mean he should be born as a deer.
He was worried about the safety of the animal. This worry becomes
his nature in the next birth. He need not be born as a deer and even
if he is born as a deer his worry will not be subsided because he does
not know what happened to that deer. His worry is not cleared.

A person may become a thing he wanted in the next life, only
when he identifies himself with it. Suppose a man dies with great
grief about his inability to acquire a house for himself. Does it mean
he should be born as an immovable house? It cannot be. His constant
desire to own a house will be carried over to the next life. His soul
will be satisfied only when he owns a house. The upanishads say
that the subtle body forms the new body according to its karmic
impressions. Bharata's intention or desire was to save the deer but
not to be born as a deer. Though he was born as a deer he could do
nothing for the deer he loved because he did not know where that
deer was.

This sort of exaggeration is found commonly in the puranas.
This story is an example. So the puranic words or stories should not
be taken verbatim and in superficial sense. We must grasp the implied
meaning. Otherwise the true meaning and purpose of puranas will
vanish.

The terms 'Heaven' (Swarga) and 'Hell' (Naraka) are often found
in the Puranas. That led to the irrational and blind belief in Swarga
and Narka. Swarga and Naraka are not regions or resorts. They are just
the states of knowledge and experience in life. Bh1gavata (3-30-29)
while describing Naraka ultimately says there is no Naraka anywhere
else, it is here in this world. It says that thinkers assert that Swarga
and Naraka are here in this world itself and all the sufferings portrayed
in Naraka are found in this world itself.
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It further says (11-19-42) that the man with the feelings of 'I'
and 'mine' is an idiot. Diversion from this feeling of 'I' and 'mine' is
the right path to liberation. Wavering mind and instinctive way is the
bad path. Increase of Sattvaguna is Swarga. It also says (11-19-43) that
increase of 'Tamas' guna is Naraka. The Swarga is only a stage in the
onward growth of the human soul. It is generally believed as a reward
for performing ceremonies (yajnas).

Nir1lamba upanishad (8) also says that over attachment to this
world of desires is Naraka. The bliss attained on realising the Truth
is Swarga.

So Swarga and Naraka are only states of life and not resorts or
regions.

Brihadaranyaka upanishad (4-4-5) says 'Ayam Atma Brahma'.
That 'Self' is indeed Brahman and is also identified with the intellect,
the Manas and the vital force. In fact Brahman transcends hunger,
thirst, old age death, sorrow and passion and other attachments.
However this body-mind complex is an up1dhi (limiting adjunct) for
the Atman (the Self) making it appear as the Jeeva (the limited
transmigrating 'Self'). The world is an upadhi for Brahman, the
Absolute. Due to upadhi Brahman becomes Prana, the vital force,
becomes earth, becomes water, becomes air and becomes light.

Everything that we see in this body of ours and in this creation
is full of (made of Brahman). With whatever He identifies, He becomes
that. So the reason for Brahman's coming into this world is desire.
Some identify Brahman with desire. What desires He resolves; what
He resolves it works out; and what He works out He attains.

Mind is the subtle body (Linga Sareera 4-4-6). In what it is
interested, it shows desire for it. It acts according to it and gets the
fitting result. So with interest, desire and the related work and it gets
suitable result. Then it comes back into this human world and again
acts. In this world action (karma) is important. Man is reborn again and
again. The source of these acts (karmas) is desire. Desire makes it to
act and experience the results.
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Then what about the man who has no desires? Man without
desires is called 'Nishkama' True Vedantist is 'Nishkama' (desireless).
When his vital forces leave this body (when the subtle body leaves
the gross body) it will not get another body. Desireless person who
realises Brahman, the Absolute becomes Brahman. While alive he
experiences the Self every minute. He is Jeevan mukta, a liberated
person while alive.

A liberated man becomes immortal because he renounces all
desires. The term immortal does not mean deathless. Human body
has to die. It is like the 'slough' of a snake. The slough left by a snake
lies lifeless. So also the body after the subtle body leaves it, lies
motionless. That which dies is not the subtle body but the gross body
(external body). Prana, the vital force remains in the subtle body. The
Prana for the Prana is Brahman the inner Self.

Absence of any desire about this body itself is 'mukti',
liberation.

The body of a person who realised Brahman is like an upper
cloth on the body. The body of a 'Nishkama' (desireless person) is
valueless. That is what is called liberation while alive (Jivan mukti).
Because there are no desires there is no residual karma. So there will
be no rebirth. As soon as the subtle body leaves the gross body, it
becomes illumined and merges with the universal light, the Absolute
Brahman. In other words the subtle body disintegrates and merges
with the five elements. There will be no rebirth.

This is the path of knowledge of Brahman. It is not understood
easily. It is very subtle and extensive. But it is the direct way to
salvation (mukti). After experiencing the Prarabdha Karma (the effects
of past karma that have started to come into experience in this life.)
This person attains mukti (liberation or ultimate salvation) immediately
after death. There will be no rebirth. This is called Videha mukti
immediately after death (4-4-8).

There is another mukti called 'krama mukti' – gradual
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liberation. Here the subtle body with Atman does not merge with
the immortal light (flame) of the Absolute Brahman as it happens in
'Videha mukti'. Here the subtle body reaches the 'place' (loka) of
Hiranyagarbha Brahma by the path of gods (davayana) and remains
there till the end of 'Kalpa' which is the period of one day in the life
of Hiranyagarbha Brahma also called Brahma the Creator. His place
or loka is called 'Satyaloka' the place of Truth. Then the subtle body
merges with immortal illumination of Isvara (Saguna Brahman, not
Siva) along with Hiranyagarbha Brahma. This is called gradual
liberation – Krama mukti. It is not 'moksha' the absolute or ultimate
liberation. It is 'Videha mukti' attained immediately after death. It is
called 'Path of Brahman' which is different from the path of gods
(devayana). There will be no rebirth after krama mukti also. (4-4-9 Br.
Aranyaka upanishad).

Different from these two paths there is another path called the
Path of Karma (rites and rituals like Yajnas). The people who are
interested not in the Absolute Brahman but in the three Vedas –
Rigveda, Yajurveda and S1maveda. They ultimately fall in the utter
darkness.

'Andham tamah pravisanti' (Br.Up. 4-4-10). The rites and rituals
are termed as 'avidya' or 'ajnana' (spiritual ignorance). The path of
ignorance is pitch-dark. The people who follow this path will be
rolling and rotating in the wheel of Samsara – the wheel of birth –
death and rebirth. Leaving aside the knowledge of the upanishads, the
people who follow only the mechanical study of the Vedas and perform-
ing Vedic rites. Is1v1sya upanishad (9) explains this clearly.

These people will not get liberation. They may reach the region
of the Moon called heaven. But it is only delusion. They cannot escape
rebirth. They will be rolling in the circle of joys and sorrows. Self-
knowledge is the only way for the ultimate liberation. (Isavasya
upanishad-3; also Br. Aranyaka upanishad 4-4-11).

One who leaves all desires and sees the Self will be free from
the sorrows of birth and death (4-4-13). Self is the external form of
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the universe. One who realises the Self while alive will transcend the
births and deaths. That is 'moksha' the ultimate liberation (4-4-14).

Brahman commands and regulates everything. 'Self' (Atman) is
that Absolute Brahman. The person who attained Self-knowledge will
not have any attachment with the body. He is free from fear. He knows
that all 'Selves' are only one and that is 'Isvara' the Saguna Brahman
(4-4-15).

Time obeys Brahman but Brahman transcends time. He is
beyond all these yugas, years, months and days. We cannot identify
time but some units are formed to measure time. We can measure
time but we cannot identify it. The form of time is Brahman (4-4-16).
The source of everything is Brahman and one who knows that
Brahman is with in himself as the 'Inner Self' becomes Brahman
(4-4-17).

The organs get their functional power through the Supra
Consciousness of Brahman, who is 'Prana of Prana' – 'life of life'.
One who understands this can know Brahman (4-4-18).

To attain the direct experience of the Self (Brahman) – !tma
anubhuti, one should purify his mind first and take 'upadesa'
(instruction) from Guru. Then he should try to comprehend Brahman.
Many are ignorant of this and continue to rotate in the wheel of
birth and death. Brahman the Absolute is only one but appears as
many like images in mirrors kept around (4-4-19).

We cannot prove Brahman by any means or measures. The
which we see before our eyes and which is different from us only can
be proved. There is nothing different from Brahman. So we cannot
prove Brahman. Brahman is only one who is in all. Atman or Brahman
is not an object for demonstration (4-4-20).

One should attain the experience of the Self through Guru and
should read such books that can give self-knowledge. As Mundaka
upanishad says, meditation on 'OM' is the best way to gain Self-
knowledge (4-4-21).
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In the Mantra (4-4-22) we find some effort to define Brahman.
"Yajnena, d1nena, tapasa anasakena' – These are some ceremonial
observances, treated as means for purification. Fasting is a ceremonial
observance. but fasting is restraint, not starvation which will mean
death.

"Yajno d1nam tapascaiva p1van1ni man2shinaam"
(Bh.Gita 18-5)

Ceremonies like yajna, charity and penanced will give purity
only to the wise men. That means only those who are not after the
gains or benefits from these ceremonies will get purity of mind. There
is one term used in the upanishad (4-4-22) 'anaasakena'. It does not
mean complete abandonment of food.

Sankara comments "K1mana0anam an1sakam, na tu bhojana –
nivrittihi, bhojana-nivrittau mriyata eva".

Fasting is restraint, not abstinence, not starvation which will
mean death. Taking limited and soft food is real fasting not starving
which leads to death.

Some who realise !tman ultimately renounce everything and
become monks (ascetics). The ancient Seers did not show any desire
for procreation. One who aims at the ultimate liberation will not get
anything frm procreation. Desire for procreation, desire for money and
desire about the world around are called the triad of desires (eeshana
triam). These three are feasible instruments for each other. Unless we
transcend this triad we cannot attain Self-knowledge.

What is !tma?
!tman is defined in the passage (4-4-22) "Sa esha neti neti

Atma".

The Self is not this, not this. Atma is incomprehensible and is
never comprehended. This sentence is found in many contexts in this
upanishad (2-3-6; 3-9-26; 4-4-22, 4-5-15).

The relationship between the individual Self and the universal
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Self (Brahman) is the essence of Vedanta. To know about Brahman is
the essence of the upanishads.

'Sa esha neti neti atma' (4-4-22)

Sah = That (He)
eshah = this (person)
Na+iti = not this
Neti = not this
Atma = is Atma

That which is defined as not this, not this is Brahman. That
Brahman is Jeevatma.

We cannot identify Brahman as not this, or not that. It is not
like anything that we know. That which is beyond description and
analysis is Brahman. He who has realised Brahman is not effected by
joys or sorrows. His power increases by actions. The knower of
Brahman is always near Brahman in his mind and he is always
immersed with the thought of Brahman. Atma has no birth or death. It
is the Atman that gives all the results.

What all has been said so far is summarised in (4-4-25). Atman
that has no birth is supreme. Because it has no birth, it has no death
and also it never undergoes any transformation. The state of fearless-
ness is Brahman, 'Abhaya' means Brahman. He who knows Atman as
fearless Brahman himself becomes fearless Brahman.

This is the essence of this upanishad.

Fifth Br1hmana (5)
Yajnavalkya had two wives, Maitreyi and Katyayani. Maitreyi

was a 'discourser' on Brahman while Katyayani possessed only such
knowledge as women have. He told them that he was getting away
into the forest and so wanted to make a settlement for them. Maitreyi
said she had no use of wealth and so wanted to know how to become
immortal.
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Then Yajnavalkya explained to her about the immortality,
"Husband is dear not for the sake of husband, but for the sake of the
Self. Wife is dear not for the sake of wife but for the sake of the Self.
The sons, wealth, the gods, the Vedas, all the beings are dear only for
the sake of the Self. So the Self is to be seen, to be heard, to be
reflected on, to be meditated on and then all is known (4-5-6).

As the ocean is the one goal of all waters, as a mass of salt is
without inside or outside but only a mass of taste, this Self without
inside or outside is altogether a mass of intelligence. The Self having
arisen out of these elements, vanishes again in them. When the Self
has departed, there is no more separate or particular Consciousness.
Particular Consciousness is physical due to association with elements.
When this association is dissolved through knowledge of Brahman,
knowledge of oneness is obtained. Then the particular (physical)
Consciousness disappears into the Supreme Consciousnes.

The Self is to be described as 'Not this' 'Not this'. He is
unattached and unfettered. The suggestion here is that the knower
(Brahman) cannot be known in the usual way. He can only be explained.
This is the ultimate goal of life.

In the Brahma Sutras different views are expressed about the
relation of the individual and the universal Self. When the universal
Self is seen all else is seen. That is the unity (1-4-20). The identity is
the state which the individual finally attains when he is released from
all limitations (1-4-21). The individual is the form in which the
universal exists. That is the identity (1-4-22).

Sixth Br1hmana (6)
Here the succession of teachers and pupils is explained.

Fifth Chapter
This is the supplement to the upanishad. It has (15) Br1hmanas.

First Br1hmana (1)
That (Brahman) in the infinite (fullness). This (the universe) is
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infinite (full). The infinite (fullness). The infinite (fullness) proceeds
from the infinite (fullness). If we take away the infinitude (fullness) of
the infinite (of fullness), it (fullness) remains as infinite alone (fullnes
is Brahman).

This world is infinite, it has its roots in the Absolute. The
manifestation of this world does not take away from the fullness of
the Absolute. Brahman the Self is with in us all. He is described as
'Not this', 'Not this'. The realisation of Brahman, the Self is the sole
means of liberation. This fact is presented repeatedly in the last four
chapters.

Second Br1hmana (2)
The three descendants of Prajapati (Hiranyagarbha Brahma) –

gods, man and asuras lived with their father, prajapati as students. After
completing their student ship. They asked the teacher (Prajapati) to
instruct them. Prajapati uttered the syllable 'Da' and asked them if they
had understood. The gods replied, "yes, we have understood. You said
to us daamyata' – control yourself (Be self-controlled). Prajapati agreed
and said "you have understood". Gods naturally have no self-control.
So they are asked to be self-controlled.

Then the men asked him to teach them. Prajapati uttered the
same syllable, 'Da' and asked them if they had understood. They said
they had understood that they should be charitable. Prajapati agreed and
said 'you have understood'. Men are generally greedy. So they are asked
to be charitable and distribute their wealth to the best of their ability.

Next the asuras requested him to instruct them. He uttered the
same syllable 'Da'. Then he asked 'Have you understood?" They said
they had understood that they should be 'dayadhvam' – be compassio-
nate. Prajapati agreed and said, "you have understood". The asuras are
usually cruel. So they are asked be compassinate.

The storm cloud (heavenly voice) thunders "Da! Da! Da!" – Be
self controlled! Be charitable! Be compassionate!
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Sankara in his commentary says that there are no gods or asuras
other than men. Man lacking in self-control but endowed with other
good qualities, are gods, if they are particularly greedy, they are men;
if they are cruel and given to inflicting injury on others they are asuras.
So men themselves are distinguished into three classes of gods, men
and asuras according to their lack of self-control, or greediness or
cruelty. Only men are given the titles of gods, men and asuras. The
Bhagavadgita also says, "Lust, anger and greed are the gateways to hell...
therefore one should renounce them" (Gita 16-21).

Third Br1hmana (3)
Who is Prajapati. This heart is Prajapati. Heart is the intellect

in the mind. It has three syllables – 'h4' is one syllable. His own people
and others bring presents to him who knows this. 'da' is one syllable.
His own people and others bring presents to him who knows this.
'Yam' is one syllable. He who knows this goes to heaven.

Heart is the seat of intelligence. 'h4dayasth1 budhir utyate" –
Sankara

Fourth Br1hmana (4)
This is That (Tat). The first born Brahman is identified with

Satya. He who knows this Conquers these worlds. Likewise the enemy
may become non-existent for him (be conquered). These worlds are
understood as enemy. He who knows this great first-born as the Satya-
Brahman gets the results of conquering the worlds. Satya (Truth) is
indeed Brahman.

Fifth Br1hmana (5)
Water is the seed of the universe and in the beginning it was

in an undifferentiated form. That water produced Satya (Truth). Satya
is Brahman. Brahman produced Prajapati, and Prajapati produced the
gods. The gods meditate on Satya alone (Truth). satyam consists of
three syllables – Sa, ti, yam. 'Sa' is one syllable, 'ti' is one syllable and
'yam' is one syllable. The first and the last syllables are the 'Truth' and
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the middle is untruth. This untruth is enclosed on either side by truth.
So there is surpassing influence of truth. Hence untruth parttakes
(shares) of the nature of truth itself. He who knows this is never hurt
by untruth.

That which is Satya is that sun – the being who is there in that
orb and the being who is there in that orb and the being who is here
in the right eye. These two rest on each other. Through his rays that
one (the sun) rests in this one (the eye) and this (the eye) rests on
that (the sun) through the function of the eyes. When a man is about
to leave this body he sees the solar orb as clear brightness. Those rays
no more come to him.

Of this being who is in the solar orb (globe) the syllable
Bhuh (Bhur) is the head because the head is one and the syllable is one.
The syllable 'Bhuvah' is the two arms because there are two syllables
here. The secret name of Satya Brahman is 'Aham' (I). He who knows
this destroys evil and leaves it.

Sixth Br1hmana (6)
This being or person is identified with the mind and he shines

within the heart like a grain of rice or barley. He is the lord of all and
governs what ever there is. Since mind reveals everything he is
identified with the mind. He is perceived in the mind and also he
perceives through the mind. By meditating on Brahman in the form of
mind we attain identity with Him as such because "one becomes
exactly what one meditates on". (Satapatha Br1hmana 10-5-2-20).

Seventh Br1hmana (7)
It is said that lightning is Brahma. It is called lightning

(Electricity) because it dispels darkness. He who knows it as such that
lightning is Brahman scatters evils ranged against him. Lightning is
indeed Brahman.

Eighth Br1hmana (8)
One should meditate on speech (Vedas) as a cow. She has four
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udders (mammary gland of cattle) which are the sounds 'svaaha',
'vashat' 'hanta' and 'svadha'. The gods live on two of her udders, the
sounds sv1h1 and 'vashat'; men live on the sound 'hanta' and 'manes'
(fathers – pitrudevatas) live on the sound 'svadha'. The vital breath is
her bull and the mind is her calf.

Ninth Br1hmana (9)
Thee is fire in man. It is the food that is eaten. That fire is

Vaisvanara who is also the universal fire. It is the sound that one
hears by covering the ears. When one is about to leave the body, he
does not hear this sound. What is this fire that is said to be Vaisvanara?
It is not one of the five elements – earth, water, fire, air and sky. It is
the one that digests the food eaten. It emits this sound that one hears
by covering the ears with one's fingers. One should meditate upon that
fire as Vaisvanara.

Tenth Br1hmana (10)
It describes the course after death. When a man departs from

this world he goes to air. The air makes an opening for him like the
size of a chariot – wheel. Through that he goes upwards. He goes to
the sun who makes an opening there like the hole of a lambara (a
kind of musical instrument). Through that he goes upwards to 'the
moon, who makes an opening there for him like the hole of a drum'.
Through that he goes upwards and reaches the world free from grief
and snow (physical sufferings). He lives there for eternal years during
the life time of Hiranyagarbha Brahma.

This is not about all who die, but only about those who attained
liberation.

Here there is one controversy. Is moon above the sun. No, it
cannot be. Modern Astronomy says that the moon is the nearest planet
to the Earth while the sun is the farthest from the Earth. The sun is at
centre of the solar system and the planets except the moon revolve
round the sun almost in the same plane or level. The gravitational pull
of the sun keeps the planets in their orbits. These orbits except that of
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Pluto lie nearly in the same plane. So if we were to make a model of
solar system, all the planetary orbits would be contained within the
thickness of a disc like a C.D.

It is said that 'Jeeva' (individual soul) reaches the sun through
the air. It is not true because the sun is too far away. The Jeeva reaches
not the sun but sun's rays in the sun's orbit. In fact the sun never
moves in an orbit. It is the orbit of the earth that moves round the sun.
This orbit apparently is mistaken as the sun's orbit. The rays of the sun
that pass into the orbit are taken as the plane of the sun. The moon
revolves round the earth in an orbit which is above the so called orbit
of the sun because the earth is inclined. So it appears that the moon is
above the sun. It is not the planets but only their orbits. The horizontal
space on both sides of the orbit is called the plane. So it is not the
moon that is above the sun but the plane ('loka') of the moon.

Eleventh Br1hmana (11)
This Brahmana speaks of three types of austerities. Suffering

when a man is ill, is the supreme austerity. He who knows this wins
the supreme world. Carrying a dead man into the forest for the funeral
ceremony is another supreme austerity. He who knows wins the supreme
world. Laying the dead man on the fire is excellent austerity. He who
knows this wins the supreme world.

Twelfth Br1hmana (12)
Some say that Brahman is food. It is not true because the food

rots without life (the vital force). Others say that life is Brahman. It is
not so, because life dries up without food. But these two which are
called deities, when they become united, will attain their highest state.

The mutual dependence of life and matter, ('prana and anna') is
brought out. Food also means body, the matter. Food is 'vi' because all
beings rest in food. Life (vital force) is 'Ram' because all beings
delight in life. All beings delight in life. All beings rest on him, all
beings delight in him who knows this.
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Thirteenth Br1hmana (13)
This speaks of meditation on Life-Breath. The Life breath the

vital force is called 'Uktha' because it raises the universe. From him who
knows this rises a son who knows the life (the vital force). He who
knows this achieves union with 'uktha' and wins abode in the same
world as the 'uktha'. 'Uktha' actually means that which is said – a
sentence, speech, a hymn of praise. Rising a son from him is the
visible result and winning the union with the uktha is the invisible
result.

Life-breath is really the 'Yajus' because in the life breath all
beings are united. One should meditate on life-breath as yajus which
means 'union' here. No one has the strength to rise without life.

One should meditate on life-breath as the 'S1man'. The life (vital
force) is s1man. All beings meet in life and secure eminance. He who
knows this wins union with the S1man.

One should meditate on life-breath as Kshatra (protection). Life-
breath is the Kshatra because it protects the body from wounds. He
who knows this needs no protection because he attains union with
kshatra. Life-force has the property of self-repair.

Fourteenth Br1hmana (14)
'Bhumi' the earth, 'Antariksha' (the sky) and 'Dyaus' (the heaven)

make eight syllables. This is one foot (line) of Gayatri. He who knows
the foot of Gayatri wins as far as three worlds extend.

Gayatri or Savitri is the sacred verse of Rigveda (3-57-10). It
reads :

1) Om

2) Bhuh bhuvah suvah

3) Tat saviturvarenyam
bhargo devasya dhimahi
dhiyo yonah pracodayat

'Om' is the first part. 'Aum' these are the mystic sounds in Om.
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This 'three' sounds 'Aum' are mystic sounds which create a sort of
sacred vibration. When uttered they create a sort of contact with the
universal Self.

Then the second part has three words  or sounds, bhuh, bhuvah,
suvah which are called 'Vyahrutis' because they were emitted from the
body of Hiranyagarbha Brahma. These together mean Brahman (not
Brahma). Taittiriya upanishad – Siksha Valli (5) says there is fourth
utterance 'maha#' which is Brahman, that is the Self. 'Bh3 h' is this
world; 'Bhuvah' is the atmosphere, 'Suva#' is heaven. 'maha#' is the sun.
They are called 'Vyahrutis' because they are uttered in various rituals.
'Maha#' is Brahman the Absolute. It is the Self; all other gods are
subordinate to the Absolute. Broadly all the three 'Vyahrutis' mean
Brahman the Absolute.

The third part is the actual Gayatri Mantra. If we break the lines
they read like this :

ya#, na#, thia#, pracodayat tat, devasya, savitu#, varenyam,
bhargah, dheemahi

ya# = which ever (god)
na# = our
thia# = intellect and work (profession)
pracodayat = inspires to grasp their potentialities
tat = that
devasya = god who runs this world by rising and setting
savituh = of sun
varenyam = excellent
bhargah = divine light
dhimahi = let us pray

Which ever (god) that inspires our intellect and work to grasp
then potentialities, that god who runs this world by rising and setting,
let us pray the divine right of that sun.

We meditate on the adorable glory of that radiant sun. May he
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inspire our intellect. There is also a metre called Gayatri which has
three feet of eight syllables each. the Gayatri verse is in this meter.

$cah (verses) yajusmi (sacrificial formulas) S1m1ni (chants)
make eight syllables, which form the second foot of Gayatri. He who
knows this second foot of Gayatri wins as much knowledge as the
three Vedas.

The three forms of vital force, 'Pr1na' Ap1na and Vy1na constitute
the third foot of Gayatri. He who knows wins all the living beings that
are in the universe. The fourth is the same as 'Turia'. It is called the
visible foot because He (the sun) shines on the whole universe as its
over-lord. He who knows this glows (shines) with prosperity and fame.

That Gayatri rests on this fourth visible, super mundane foot.
That again rests on truth. Truth is sight (eye). That truth rests on
strength. The vital force is the strength. So truth rests on the vital
force. It is said that strength is more powerful than truth. Gayatri rests
on the vital force within the body. Gayatri saved the organs. So it is
called Gayatri. The 'Savithri' verse which teaches is just this. To whom
so ever it is taught, it protects his life breath.

One should teach the Savithri which is the Gayatri. Even if a
man who knows this accepts even too much as a gift, it is not enough
even for one foot of the Gayatri. He who accepts the wealth of the
three world will be receiving only the first foot of the Gayatri. He, who
accepts the treasure of the knowledge of the three Vedas, will receive
only the second foot of Gayatri. He who receives or accepts as much
as all living beings, will receive only the third foot. but the fourth
visible super mundane foot which in the sun that shines above the dark
skies, is not attainable. Any amount of  gift is not equal to it.

Salutation to Gayatri, that is one-footed, two-footed, three-footed
and four-footed. Your are without foot because you don't go about.
Salutation to the fourth visible super foot. May the wish of anyone
who uses this Mantra is hatred towards anybody not flourish.

Accepting gifts is like carrying an elephant. He who carries the
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elephant carries the burden of accepting gifts. Fire is the mouth of
Gayatri. Even one who knows this commits sins, he burns it all and
becomes pure and clean.

Fifteenth Br1hmana (15)
The face of Truth (Satya) (Brahman) is covered with golden disc.

O Pusan! (the sun) remove it so that I whose reality is Satya may see
the face. O Sun! the sole seer, spread forth your radient light so that
I may see your loveliest form. Who so ever is that person, I am myself
that person. I am immortal. O God! Thou knowest all our deeds. Take
away the sins from us. Salutation to thee.

Sixth Chapter
Fifth and sixth chapters together are called 'Khila Kanda' which

means supplement or appendix. All the messages scattered here and
there are brought together in these two chapters. Meditation is the main
subject here. The facts that are not mentioned in Madhukanda and
Munikanda are included here. In this laster Chapter it is clarified that
Vedanta does not mean opposing rites and rituals but their proper use.
for that, knowledge of five fires and duties of the house-holders who
wish to have offspring are explained here. This chapter contains five
Br1hmanas (sections).

First Br1hmana (Section) (1)
Life-breath is the oldest and greatest (vital force). He who knows

this becomes the oldest and the greatest of his own people. It has been
stated that Gayatri is the vital force because the vital force is the first
intime as well as in importance while the organs are not.

He who knows the most excellent becomes the most excellent,
becomes the most excellent of his own people. Speech is the most
excellent. Speech is Vasishta which means that which helps one to
dwell.

He who knows steadiness lives steadily in difficult as well as
smooth places and times. Eye is indeed Pratishta (steadiness). Thorugh
eye one lives steadily.
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He who knows Sampad (Prosperity) attains what ever object he
desires. The year is sampad because in the ear all the Vedas are attained.
Only he who has the organ of hearing can study the Vedas.

He who knows the abode becomes the abode of his own people
as well as other people. The mind is the abode.

He who knows Praj1ti (that which has the attribute of generation)
is enriched with children and animals. The seed (organ or semen) has
this attribute. He who knows it to be such is enriched with children
and animals.

The organs of the body were once disputing over their respective
greatness. They went to Brahma (not Brahman the Absolute) and asked
him "Which one of us is the greatest and the most excellent?" Brahma
replied, "That one of you is the most excellent, after whose departure
from the body, the body is considered dead".

First the organ of speech went on and returned after one year
and asked the other organs, "How did you manage to live without me?"
They said, "we lived just as dumb people do but breathing, seeing,
hearing, knowing the mind and having children through the organ of
generation. Then the organ of speech entered in.

Then the eye went out and returned after one year and asked
how they managed to live without him. They said that they lived just
as blind people do, because all the other organs are working. Then the
eye entered in.

Then the ear went out and returned after one year and asked
how they (the other organs) managed to live without him. They said that
they lived just as deaf people do because all other organs are working.
Then the ear entered in.

Then the mind went out and returned after one year and asked
how they managed to live with out him. They said that they lived just
as stupids do because all other organs are working. Then the mind
entered in.
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Then the organ of generation went out and returned after one
year and asked how they managed to live without him. They said that
they lived just impotents (eunuchs) do because all other organs are
working. Then the organ of generation entered in.

Then as the Life-breath (vital force) was about to leave just as
a great horse from Sindhu pulls out the pegs to which his feet are tied,
the other organs said, "please do not go out, sir, we cannot live with
out you". Then the life-breath said, "Then give me the honour as the
most excellent". All the organs agreed.

This is just an imaginary episode. The conversation among the
organs is an imaginary one devised to teach how a wise man should
test the greatness of his equals.

The vital force asked, "What will be my food and dress?"
Whatever is known as food is your food and water your dress, said
the organs. So he who knows food as the vital force, never eats
anything that is not food. Therefore wiseman who are versed in the
Vedas, take a sip of water just before and also after eating food. They
think that removes the nakedness of the life-breath (vital force).

Second Br1hmana (2)
This Brahmana speaks of the life after death. The same topic is

discussed in V chapter 3 to 10 sections in Chandogya upanishad. It is
again discussed in this upanishad 6-2-1 to 6-2-16.

Svetaketu, the grandson of Aruna came to the assembly of
Panch1las. He went up to the King Pravahana, the son of Jivala. The
King asked him, "Have you been taught by your father?" Svetaketu
replied 'Yes'. Then the King asked him some questions. (6-2-1)

Questions (6-2-2)
1) Do you know how people after death separate in different

directions?

2) Do you knows how they come back to this world again.
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3) Do you know why the other world is not filled up by so
many people who go there again and again after death.

4) Do you know in which oblation that is offered the water
(liquid offerings) becomes the voice of a person, rises up and
speaks up.

5) Do you know the means of access to the way of Gods or to
the way of manes (fathers).

Svetaketu replied that he knew not a single one of them. dis-
regarding the invitation to stay svetaketu returned to his father. He
asked his father whether he told him that he had instructed him fully;
but then why he knew not the answer to any one of the questions of
the King. (6-2-3)

The father said that he taught him what all he knew. When he
asked his son to go with him to the King to live as students,
Svetaketu refused to go with him and asked him to go alone. Then the
father Gautama came to the King. Gautama was uddalaka Aruni, but
because he belonged to Gautamasa 'Gotra' (lineage) he was also called
Gautama. (6-2-4).

Gautama asked the King to give him the answers to the five
questions he put to Svetaketu as he came to him as a pupil. "According
to the tradition seekers belonging to higher castes have become pupils
to teachers of a lower caste by living with them. It is not necessary for
them to touch the feet of the teacher or serve them. A simple declaration
will do". (6-2-5,6,7)

The King said that this learning (knowledge) has never dwelt
with any Br1hmin but he should teach him because he could not refuse
him. The answers to the five questions are called 'Panch1gni Vidya' –
the knowledge of 'Five fires'. It is the course of the soul after death.
(6-2-8)

Then the King Pravahana answered the fourth question first
because on this the answers to other questions depend.
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The question is, "After how many oblations (liquid offerings)
water rises in the form of man and speaks?"

Yonder World (heaven-dyu-loka) is (sacrificial) fire (not real fire
that we know). The sun is its fuel, the rays its smoke, the day its
flame, the four quarters in the sky (East, South, West and North)
(directions) its Coal and the intermediate quarters (the corners in
between the direction (North East, South East, South West and North
West) its sparks. In this fire (heaven) the gods offer faith (liquid
oblations in subtle forms). As Sankara comments fire means illumi-
nation. Heaven (sky) is illumined by the sun. These are the five fires.
Out of that offering King Soma arises. Soma is the moon, the King of
Br1hmins and manes (Pitr3 s – fathers). That means a body of man is
formed in the moon. Therefore it is clear that the liquid substances
which form a part of the sacrifice and produce the body are named as
'faith'. Water is mentioned as rising up possessing human voice because
of the preponderance of water in human body; ofcourse the other four
elements are also there in the body. The formation of the body is due
to the performance of the Agni. (6-2-9)

Now Parjanya, the god of rain is spoken as fire. The year is its
fuel, the clouds its smoke, lightning its flame, thunder-bolt its coal and
the thunder sounds (rumblings) its sparks. In this fire gods offer Soma
(Soma juice is symbolic of the moon). Out of that offering rain is
produced. This passage is symbolic of the happenings in the sky during
the six reasons in a year. (6-2-10)

First of the five is the heaven, second is the rain, third is the
earth, Man is the fourth and woman is the fifth.

This world is fire, the earth is its fuel, fire its smoke, night its
flame, the moon its coal and the stars its sparks. This world means the
abode of all creatures. 'The earth is its fuel' – means the earth supplies
the materials for the enjoyment of living beings. 'Fire is its smoke' –
means fire is produced from the fuel and smoke arises from it. 'The
night is its flame' – means that flame is produced by the contact of the
fuel, the earth. The earth's shadow is the darkness of night because a
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part of the earth obstructs the sun's rays. 'The moon is its coal' – means
that light in the night is the moon so the moon is the coal that
produces fire (light). 'The stars are its sparks'– means that the stars are
scattered around like the sparks of fire. It is said symbolically that
gods offer rain in the fire of the earth. Out of that rain the food grains
are produced.

The world symbolises a person and the earth is his body.
(6-2-11)

Man is fire, the openmouth is its fuel, the vital breath is its
smoke, speech its flame, eye its coal, the ear its sparks. In this fire the
gods offer food. Out of that offering seemen (the seed) arises. The
familiar human being with head, hands etc. is the fourth fire. (6-2-12)

The last and fifth fire is 'yosha' means woman. Here sexual
intercourse is treated as a kind of sacrifice (Soma). The household fire
is identified with the wife. The sacrificial fire is the divine womb into
which one pours himself and out of that man is born. The woman is
fire. the sexual organ is its fuel, the hairs its smoke, the vulva the
flame, insertion its coal the pleasant feelings its sparks. In this fire the
gods offer semen. Out of this offering a man is born. He lives as long
as he is destined to live and then he dies. (6-2-13)

He is carried to be offered in fire. This fire becomes his fire, the
fuel his fuel, the smoke his smoke, the flame his flame, the coal his
coal and the sparks his sparks. In this fire the gods offer the man. Out
of this offering the man arises having the colours of light. (6-2-14)

Those who know the five fires and who meditate with faith upon
the Satya Brahman in the forest pass into the light, from the light into
the day, from the day into the half month of the waxing moon, from the
half-month of the waxing moon into the six months in which the sun
travels northward, from these months into the world of the gods, from
the world of gods into the sun, from the sun into the lightning (fire).
There a person born of the mind of Hiranyagarbha Brahma comes
and conducts them into the world of Hiranyagarbha Brahman. They live
there for very long periods. They no more return to the world again.
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As long as the house holders do not know either the meditation
on the five fires or Satya – Brahman, they are born from the fire of
woman and again perform rites with a view to attain the other world.
They again go to the world of Manes (Pitrus) and again return to this
world. Thus they rotate constantly like a 'ghati yantra' (a contrivance
for drawing water from a well) by their comings and goings between
this world and the next. but when they know the meditation on the
five fires, they are freed from this rotation and reach the flame which
is not the flame we know, but the deity identified with the flame and
called by that name.

Death occurs as soon as the term of life is over. One cannot make
a rule that a knower of this meditation must die at day time or in the
days of waxing moon or when the sun is in the northern path. (6-2-15)

Those who conquer the world by sacrifices, charity and austerity
pass (after death) into the smoke of the cremation fire, from smoke into
the night, from the night into the half month of waxing moon, from
there into the six months when sun travels southward, then into the
world of fathers (the region of manes or pitrudevatas) and then into the
moon. The smoke, the night, the smoke, the night, the half month of
waxing moon, the six months of the sun's southern journey and the
world of fathers (manes, Pitru devatas) are to be understood in the
sense of respective deities.

Reaching the moon they become food (soma juice). There the
gods enjoy them (soma juice). In this world the priests enjoy the soma
juice in the bowl and finish it by drinking. So also the gods enjoy the
ritualists who have got new bodies in the moon and have become the
materials of their luxury, giving them frequent intervals of rest by
rewarding them according to their past work.

When their past work is exhausted, they pass into the space, from
space into air, from air into rain, from rain to the earth. Reaching the
earth they become food, not that they are transformed into food
material. They remain attached to corn (paddy) till the man of their
choice takes the paddy. Thus they become food of the man of their
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choice and pass into his semen. From him they pass into woman and
are born in the fire of woman. Again they perform rites with a view of
going to other worlds. Thus they rotate.

But those who do not know these two ways become insects or
moths. This does not mean they will be born as insect but they are
compared to the insects in human form. The life of the insects has
no aim or goal. Their life itself is useless. They don't go to the world
of moon. They die here and are reborn here on this earth almost
instantly. The people compared to insects don't go the the world of
moon. They go only to the space and fall back to earth and are reborn
in a short period. Thus they rotate going up instantly and falling back
to the earth in no time (very soon). They experience everything in their
life only. Thus the world of moon will never be full.

This process of birth and rebirth continues till one realises the
Brahman (the Self). As Sankara comments, we cannot make a rule that
the knower of Brahman must die at day time, in the days of waxing
moon and in uttarayana only. (6-2-16)

Now we shall see how the five questions are answered.

First Question : How do people after death separate in difference
directions?

Answer : They separate in Devayana (the way of gods) or
Pitruyana (the way of fathers) after death.

Second Question : How do people come back again into this world?
Answer : They pass into space, into air, into rain, to the earth.

Third Question : Why the other world is not filled up by people who
go there again and again?

Answer : The people who go there cannot stay there forever.
They stay there only till the result of their past work
(karma) is exhausted and then return to this world.

Fourth Question : After how many oblations does the water rise in the
form of man and speak? (6-2-13)
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Answer : When the semen is offered in the last and the fifth
fire of the woman a man is born.

Fifth Question : What are the means of attaining the way of gods
or the way of manes (fathers)?

Answer : This is answered by a description of the means of
attaining the northern and southern ways. Those
who know the five fires with faith and meditate
upon Satya Brahman go by Devayana (the path of
gods) (i.e) northern path to the world of Hiranya-
garbha Brahma and return no more. Those who
conquer the world by sacrifices go by Pitruyana
(the path Fathers) (i.e) southern path to the world
of moon (heaven) and stay there till their past
karma is exhausted and then return to this world.
(6-2-15 and 6-2-16)

Note : Agni (the sacrificial fire) is considered as intermediary
(messenger) between man and gods because it is believed
that Agni carries sacrificial offerings to gods. Thos who give
the sacrificial offerings go to heaven by the same path
followed by Agni.

Smoke, night, waxing moon and sun's southern travel are
only stations on the way. They are not places. They need not
be taken in their literal sense.

Similarly in the path of gods (Devayana) days, waxing moon,
sun's northern path, year etc. are not places in fact. They need not
be taken literally. They are to be taken as stages of progressive
knowledge. In Devayana they are the stages of illumination (knowledge
of Brahman) and in Pitruyana they are the stages of darkness (avidya
or ignorance).

All this has already been explained in detail in the previous
chapters.
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Third Br1hmana (3)
In this Br1hmana, the way to attain greatness through 'Mantha

karma' is explained. As already explained there are two ways to attain
greatness : (1) Upasana : adoration or mystical ceremonial worship of
a partical deity. (2) Sacrificial rites : The upasana method is indepen-
dent and it does not depend on anything. But the way of sacrificial is
different. It requires divine and human wealth. The way the sacrificial
rites are performed according to the 'Smritis' (codes) is divine wealth.
Human wealth is money. Money is required to get different things for
the sacrifice and then for the priest. This money is to be acquired by
right ways and Mantha Karma is to be performed. (6-3-1 to 13)

Only one who is worthy of Vedic rites is eligible to perform
Mantha Karma. He who wishes to perform Mantha Karma, should
undertake a vow for twelve days in the waxing fortnight of the moon
and during the northward march of the sun. He should start this vow
('vrata') observing the upasads (i.e) living on milk for twelve days.
He should collect in a cup or bowl made of figwood all herbs, their
grains, their fruits and soak them in the curd, honey and butter. Then
this paste made into a pulp which is called the Mantha. Then, on an
auspicious day this pulp is offered as oblation in the fire uttering the
word 'Sv1ha' while chanting the relevant Manthras with reference to
the vital force, Vasishta the organs, to the eye, to prosperity and also
saying 'Sv1ha' to the moon, to the earth, to the sky, to heaven, to the
Br1hmin, to the Kshatriya, to the part, to the whole, to all and 'Sv1ha'
to 'Prajapati'.

The paste is identified with its deity, the cosmic vital force.
Then the paste is addressed as moving like the vital force, burning as
fire, being infinite as Brahman and still as the sky. It is said to
combine everything in itself. It is then addressed as 'Udgita', fully ablaze
in a humid cloud, as omnipresent and as master and food as the moon
and light as the fire. Then he touches the paste chanting the Manthra
'you move etc'. Then he takes it up with the vesel in his hand saying
'you know all' (etc).
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Then he drinks it saying, 'the radiant sun is adorable. He drinks
the first draught uttering the first foot of Gayatri, the second draught
uttering the second foot of the Gayatri and likewise he drinks the third
draught uttering the third foot of the Gayatri. Then he repeats the
whole Gayatri and says at the end 'May I be all this!' Sv1ha to the earth,
the sky and the earth. Then he drinks the whole remnant. He should
arrange before hand. So that the whole quantity of paste may be
finished in four draughts. Whatever adhere to the vessel, he should
scrape and drink quietly.

He washes his hands and lies behind the fire with his head to
the east. In the morning after saying his morning prayers, he salutes
the sun with the Manthra, 'Thou art the one lotus of the quarters (etc)'.
Then he returns the way he went sits behind the fire and repeats the
line of teachers.

Fourth Br1hmana (4)
This Br1hmana describes the ceremony for obtaining a son of

right qualities. After performing the 'Mantha' karma for greatness, one
should perform this Mantha karma for a son of good qualities. These
are procreation ceremonies. Some people may raise objection to the
inclusion of love and carnal gratification. It should be noted that k1ma
(love or carnal gratification is not an animal instinct. It is an essential
aspect of a householder's life. When we speak of love, it is not right
to take it as wrong. That way of thinking itself is unnecessary and it
is meaningless. Guilt or blemish is not in 'K1ma' (love), it is in the
way of thinking about it love (K1ma) is one of the four principal
objects of human life called 'Purushardhas' – 'dharma' (duty not simply
charity), artha (wealth, political science), K1ma (desire, love) and
m< ksha (liberation).

K1ma is also considered as one of the six internal enemies
('arishad varga'). They are six in number – K1ma, kr< dha, l< bha, m< ha,
mada, m1tsarya. But infact they are only three, the other three are their
aggravated forms.
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K1ma Kr< dha L< bha

M< ha Mada M1tsarya

Aggravate K1ma becomes M< ha, Kr< dha becomes Mada and L< bha
becomes M1tsarya.

Worthiness or unworthiness of a person depends on his impression
of perfection or imperfection. No 'Sastra' (sacred law) is mean when
one's mind is mean 'K1ma' appears mean 'Kopa' – 'Kr< dha' – Kopa is
transient anger. While 'Kr< dha' is burning anger which is deep rooted.
Anger is the result of excitement. Sometimes intention to do something
good also gives rise to anger. It is a disordered condition of mind.
Excitement, the reason for anger is only momentary. It is not lasting.
It is only an expression of displeasure.

'Kr< dha' is not like that. It is the nature of a person and it is
deeprooted. This leads to hatred and hostility.

"Dhanardhameva hi krodho bhavati" – Niruktam P210. Ambition
for money is always associated with such anger. Deep rooted anger is
an internal enemy. This anger is the result of desire for somthing.
When desire becomes aggravated it results into deep anger.

When 'K1ma' (desire) is a aggravated it results in 'M< ha'
(infatuation). When 'deep anger' is aggravated it reults in 'Mada'
(arrogance). There is a saying that 'one's anger is his enemy'. What does
it mean? This does not mean that anger is inner enemy. It does not
reflect any hostility enemy is one who has vindictive feeling. Vindictive
feeling is like water under the mat. Itis not noticeable. Anybody who
opposes our ideas need not be our enemy. It is only a difference of
opinion. Competition implies rivalry but rivalry need not be hostile. It
is always said that competition should be friendly. Competition in
sports is expected to be friendly. But occasionally competition may
lead to abnormality. Anger is caused by some displeasure when mental
balance is disturbed. But mental balance is generally restored very
soon. In an angry mood we generally lose control over our mind and

! ! !
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we do not know what we speak or what we do. Only upto that extent
anger is our enemy.

But deep rooted anger is different. It is consummate and mental
balance is not disturbed. The man will be cool but his mind will be in
search of ways to take revenge and his thoughts will be very deep.
Where as simple anger is only the charcter of a person. Similarly
K1ma (love) and M< ha are not the same. It is often said that K1ma
(love) veils the the eyes. But, infact it is not K1ma that veils the eyes
but only M< ha. Of the six inner enemies the last two are L< bha
(greed and avarice) and m1tsarya (envy). Envy is the aggravated form
of greed. Infact the inner enemies are three only, K1ma, Kr< dha and
L< bha. The other three M< ha, Mada and M1tsarya are the aggravated
forms of the first three respectively.

The present condition looks very strange and perverse. There are
science and rationalism on one side and ritualistic pedantry, traditions
born of superstitions on the other side. The people who are in neither
of these two ways are struggling in between. We are not in a position
to understand our ancient culture and we are in a state of uncertainty
in all aspects of life.

Hindu religion is Vedic religion and Vedic verses or passages
(mantras) are the spirit of Hindu religion. The inner meaning is
more important than the words in the Vedic verses or passages. In the
western out look which is temporal mundane, procreation is just a
mutual affair. But in the Vedic religion the whole process of procreation
right from pregnancy to the birth of the child is systematized by
ceremonies. Then there are follow-up ceremones like Namakarana
(naming of the child) and Aksharabhyasam (Ceremonial giving of
the first lessor to a child in the alphabet) and then sending the child
to school. Why all this process? Anything that is systematized and
formulated will be proper and favourable. Why cannot this be called a
science. It is also science indeed, because science is systematized
knowledge formulated with reference to general truths. Modern
medical science also has formulated certain rules and regulations for
procreation.
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Family life is not intended merely for procreation. But it should
not be based on animal instinct. If we say the goal (aim) of life is
procreation, then love is its basis. Son is said to be the representation
(counter image) of his father. Whatever of the moral (dharma) duties
the father could not fulfil, his son is expected to fulfil. This is the aim
or basis for procreation. But this out look is vanishing under tempestual
(cyclonic) influence of the western mundane out look.

The process of 'Mantha Karma' described in this fourth Brahman
is a part of that systematized and formulated process of procreation. It
should not be taken as amoral (having no moral principles) science
intended to incite 'making love'. The whole Creation is a process of
uniting or coupling. The Supreme Consciousness comes out of the
Absolute Brahman and unites with Nature. The Supreme Consciousness
is the energy and Nature is the matter. Coupling of matter and energy
is the creation of forms.

The ceremony for obtaining a son of right qualities is given
here. A person who knows the meditation on the vital force and has
performed the ceremony of 'Mantha' leading to prosperity is entitled
to this Ceremony of the Mantha leading to the birth of a son. Then he
should wait for the right time of his wife. The seed is said to be the
quint essence of the herbs. The earth is the quint essence of all beings
and water is the essence of earth. Plants are the essence of water and
flowers are the essence of plants. Fruits are the essence of flowers
and man is the essence of fruits. The seed is the essence of man. The
seed is the semen of man because it is the essence emanating from
all parts of the body. (6-4-1)

Prajapati (Hiranyagarbha Brahma) thought, "Let me make an
abode for him and he created woman". He impregnated her. (6-4-2)

Her lower part (organ of generation) is sacrificial altar. Hair on
her organ of generation is the sacrificial grass (darbha). The two labia
of the vulva are fire in the middle. Her Vagina is the skin vessel used
to extract the soma juice. One who knows this and practises sexual
intercourse will get the benefits of V1japeya sacrifice and also the
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benefits of her good deeds. If he practises sexual intercourse without
knowing this, the woman turns all his good deeds to herself. (6-4-3)

This passage (6-4-3) indicates the intimate connection between
Atharva Veda and the upanishads. Some practices in the upanishad are
treated in the manner of Atharva Veda. They include even love charms
to compel a woman to yield her love. The sexual act is performed as
a kind of ritual performance and its elements are identified with the
parts of the woman's body. It is said that if a man practises sexual
intercourse with the knowledge of this he gets a world as great as he
who sacrifices with the V1japeya rite and takes to himself the merit of
the woman; but if he practises it without this knowledge woman takes
to herself his merit. (6-4-3)

Knowing the sexual intercourse in terms of V1japeya rite,
Uddalaka son of Aruni, Naka son of Mudgala and Kumara Harita said
the above things about the intercourse. (6-4-4)

Those who practise sexual intercourse without knowing this, that
means those who practise sexual intercourse not as pious rite but only
as a rite of passion will become impotent and depraved both in this
world and the next. He should not touch the woman in her menses
period. If his semen is spilled when asleep or when awake, he must
expiate for it. (6-4-5)

After the period of menstruation he should approach and speak
to her about procreation of son. (6-4-6)

If she does not grant him his desire he should please her with
gifts and if she is still adament he should tell her that she will become
devoid of glory. All this simply means that he should perform sexual
intercourse only with her acceptance, but not without. (6-4-7)

If she accepts he should perform the sexual intercourse saying
"I give you glory. Thus the two become glorious". Even today, doctors
advise that the couple should be calm and joyful without any discussions
at the time of copulation. (6-4-8)
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When one comes to know that his wife is ready for copulation,
he after inserting his secret organ in her, to enjoy love with her should
join mouth to mouth and stroking her organ, he should say, "O semen!
you have come from every limb of mine, you, who have sprung from
my heart, are the essence of the limbs. As if a bird faints struck by an
arrow, make my wife charmed by me". (6-4-9)

If one things that his wife should not conceive, after his organ
in her, joining mouth to mouth he should first inhale and then exhale
and say, "with power I reclaim the semen from you". (6-4-10)

If one thinks that his wife should conceive, after inserting his organ
in her he should first exhale and then inhale and then say "with power
I deposit the semen in you". Thus she becomes pregnant. (6-4-11)

If a man's wife has a lover and if he wants to punish him,
mantras are given. He performs an oblation of arrows soaked in
clarified butter to the god of fire chanting the required mantra which
means, "you have sacrificed your essence (semen) in the fire of my
wife (Yoshagni), I take away your breath, your sons and cattle". It
results in the death of the lover, impotent and devoid of merit. There
one should not play with the wife of another, particularly of one who
is learned in the Vedas. He will get a horrible death as punishment.
(6-4-12)

Spells and incantations were familiar practices in the age when
thus upanishad was written or composed. Period of menstruation is
also called a flower. The fruit of that flower is son. When monthly
menstruation comes upon one's wife she has to observe certain rules.
She should not drink from a bronze cup. She should not put on fresh
clothes. After three nights she should take bath and put on new clothes.
One should not reach his wife who is in menstruation. (6-4-13)

If one wishes to have a son of fair complexion, interested in the
study of the Vedas and have full term of life, the couple should eat
rice cooked with milk and clarified butter. Then they will be able to be
get him. (6-4-14)
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If one wishes to have a son of Copper Colour, interested in the
study of the Vedas and and have a full term of life, the couple should
eat curd rice with clarified butter (ghee). They will be able to be get
him. (6-4-15)

If one wishes to have a son of brown colour with red eyes
interested in the study in the study of the Vedas and have a full term
of life, the couple should eat rice cooked with water along with ghee
(clarified butter). (6-4-16)

If one wishes to have a daughter well learned and have a full
term of life, the couple should eat rice cooked with sesamum along
with ghee (clarified butter). Then they will be able to be get her.
(6-4-17)

While this upanishad seems to grant the privilege of learning
and scholarship to women Sankara comments that this learning is
limited to domestic affairs.

"duhituh p1ndityam griha tantra
 Vishayam eva Vedenadhi k1rat"

We learn from this upanishad that woman like Gargei were
well versed in the Vedas it looks strange that Sankara comments like
this. The reason for Sankara saying so it perhaps due to the tradition
prevalent at the time. The other commentators also seem to have
followed Sankara in this respect. (6-4-17) Any how it is contrary to the
ancient belief and practices.

Is eating cow meat mentioned in the upanishad? No.

If one wishes to have a son learned in all the four Vedas,
frequenter of assemblies, a speaker of delightful words and has a full
term of life, the couple should eat rice cooked with Ox meat along
with clarified butter (ghee) then they will be able to beget such a
son. (6-4-18)

Anand Giri points out that this permissions to eat meat was due
to local conditions.
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But this has become a big controversy. 'Uksha' means an ox
which can emit semen. It is said that here 'Vrishabha' or Rishabha
means aged Ox.

There is another interpretation that there is no mention of meat
here because 'Uksha' is a certain medicine and 'Vrishabha' is a medicinal
root.

Taking advantage of this passage (6-4-18) some propagate
strangely that Vedas permit eating meat. They quote this passage as a
proof.

But one thing should be noted clearly that it is not justified to
impose the present-day meaning (the meaning in Vogue to day) on the
Vedic terms (words). It is highly necessary to know the meaning of the
words in use at that time when the upanishads were formed some
thousands of years ago.

In the passages that precede this one (6-4-14,15,16,17) know-
ledge of Vedas is mentioned, but there is no mention of meat-eating.

It is said that to be get a son well versed in one Veda the couple
should eat rice cooked with milk along with ghee. (6-4-14)

It is said that to be get a son well versed in two Vedas the
couple should eat rice food with curd along with ghee. (6-4-15)

It is said that to be get a son well versed in three Vedas the
couple should eat the rice cooked with water along with ghee. (6-4-16)

It is said that to be get a well learned daughter the couple
should eat rice cooked with sesamum along with ghee. (6-4-17)

No where here there is mention of meat when there is reference
to the three Vedas – Rig, Yajur and Sama. Then why there should be
mention of meat when Atharva Veda is added. It may be interpolation.

So the words 'mamsam' 'uksham' and Vrishabham were used by
the seers in a different meaning not in use now.

In Sanskrit language these words have different meanings in the
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context of medical use. Why not we think that three words were used
with reference to medicine? In the Vedas the implied meaning is called
'hidden or concealed meaning'. It is also called symbolic meaning. If we
can understand the symbolic meaning of the Vedic words, it will be easy
to grasp Vedanta from the Vedas. In this context Sri Aurobindo's
explanation of the vedas is very important and very much necessary.
'THE SECRET OF THE VEDAS' – Sri Aurobindo as mentioned in
the Essay – 'SRI AUROBINDO AND THE VEDAS' in the Book Sri
Aurobindo's 'LIFE DIVINE – A BRIEF STUDY'. – P86

"Because of the need to express clearly different shades and
varieties of idea, there is an increasing progression from the Vague to
the precise, from the general to the particular, from the concrete to the
abstract, from the physical to the psychological and so on. And here are
fixed laws of development observable in the evolution of ideas as in
the evolution of words.

"Sri Aurobindo thinks, to reconstruct to a great extent the past
history of individual words, to account for the many different and
sometimes even contradictory, sense-values, that a single word comes
to possess, and even to restore lost sense of words. For an instance of
this we shall pointout to the flexing of the vedic word 'daksha' in the
sense of intuitive discrimination by Sri Aurobindo. It is possible to
have a reliable scientific basis for our renderings of vedic words instead
of having to depend on mere ingenious conjecture."

"The Vidc word has a peculiarly live quality which we must
fully appreciate in order to understand the precise character of Sri
Aurobindo's psychological theory of the Veda and not imagine that it
is an exercise in allegorical exegesis with which one is so familiar in
India and else where."

"It is this peculiar quality of the Vedic word which led the
Rishis into symbolic diction. The Vedic word presents directly and
primarily the general meaning of the root from which it is derived and
almost as a sort of inference and secondarily the particular meaning
which, on a given occasion, it is intended to convey. 'Vrika' is first
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and foremost the 'tearer' and therefore a 'wolf' also. 'Dhenu' is fosterer
and so it could mean either a cow or a stream as occasion demanded.
So the poets of the Vedic age could use these words to convey the
ideas of tearing and fostering in a psychological sense under cover of
the physical image of the wolf and the cow or the stream."

Symbolic meaning of the Vedic words does indicate insinuated
or suggested meaning or even pun (humorous use of a word in
different meanings). As explained above 'V4ka' means not only 'Wolf'
but also 'tearer'. Similarly 'Dhenu' means cow and also 'fosterer' (that
which promotes growth). The Vedic Rishis used these words not in
the actual sense of wolf and cow but in psychological and symbolic
sense of 'tearing' and 'fostering'. So also the words – Agni, Indra,
Mitra, Varuna, Savita, Surya and other words are not their names.
They indicate their functions or duties. These words are only epithets
not names. An epithet is an adjective expressing a quality or attribute.
'Agni' does not mean fire.  It means a family priest. He symbolises
sight and intellect and he guided the mind. He is knower of the Self.
Vedic Rishis worshipped not the 'Fire' and not the person Agni found
often in the puranas. Symbolically 'Agni' represents the will of
Brahman and he is worshipped in that sense.

So it is quite reasonable to take the symbolic meaning of the
words 'm1msa', 'uksha' and '$ishabha' and not their usual meanings.
Further it is essential to take their meanings with reference to their
medical value.

'Mamsa' usually means flesh of the body. Medically it means
the pulp of a tree or fruit.

Similarly 'Gojivea' usually means the tongue of a cow. But it
also means 'Musk tree' (Kasturi).

There are so many such words in Sanskrit.

In the fourth Br1hmana (6-4-1) the semen is described as the
essence body and also the lustre or splendor of the body. Medical
science also accepts this. How can the semen be the essence of the
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body of the person? Of the five elements earth is the most fertile. The
essence of water is corn plants which are also called annual plants or
medicinal plants (Oshadhi). Flowers are the essence of the medicinal
plants. Fruits are essence of the flowers. The essence of the fruits is
man. The essence of man is his semen which is the cause of
procreation. There is no reference to meat anywhere here.

When the semen fortified by the rice food with ghee and curd
is the seed for the birth of son well versed in the three Vedas, what
need is there for the meat of an Ox to become versed in the fourth
Veda (Atharva Veda). Best seed (semen) is required to beget the best
sons. How can the sons with full life and well versed in the three
Vedas be born if the seed (semen) is not the best. What speciality is
there for the meat of an ox to be get a son well versed in the fourth
Veda? Infact the sacrifices (Yajnas) are run by 'Adhvarya' (Rigveda)
'Udgata' Yajurveda and 'Hota' Samaveda only. That is why the Vedas
are called "Vedatrayee" (three Vedas only). The priest well versed in
Atharva Veda is called Brahma who is only the supervisor. He does
not praticipate in the process. Then why this speciality is to be given
to the fourth Veda which is not there for the other three Vedas.

As such, we should take only the medicinal symbolic meaning
for the terms 'uksha' and '$ishabha'.

"aukshe7a V1r=habhe7a V1" (6-4-18)

V1rshabhe7 a = V1 + rishabhe7 a

In Sanskrit when repeated 'Va' has the sense of 'either-or'.

'aukshe7 a' is the word form of 'Uksha'. "Uksha' has two different
meanings : Ox and a medicine.

Similarly, '$ishabha' also has two meanings : Ox and a medicianl
herb.

In Rigveda, Ninth Mandala 'Uksha' is used in the sense of
'Soma' juice and it is accepted.

In the Vedic period 'Soma' Creaper is considered as medicinal
plant and Soma juice has been treated as elixer.
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Then '$ishabha' is considered as a medicine and it is said that
it strengthens the semen, that it is found in the Himalayas, that it is
medicinal plant and that this thing is found in Ayurvedic medical
books like 'Charaka Samhita' and 'Su=ruta' Samhita.

Dictionaries also say that the '$ishabha' is a herbal medicine. So
it is clear that both 'Uksha' and '$ishabha' are medicinal substances.

It is not given in the Mantha that both 'Uksha' and '$ishabha' are
to be eaten. That means the two are not the same.

So there is no need to interpret 'Uksha' and '$ishabha' as meat
of Ox and also no need to interpret that if one desires to have a son
well versed in the four Vedas should eat the meat of Ox.

Ananda Giri points out that meat was permitted on certain
occasions and that this permission was due to local conditions.

When the woman is purified by bath after menstruation, in the
morning after having prepared rice food with clarified butter in the
mode of 'Sth1lipaka' (food cooked in a pot), the husband offers it to
fire chanting the mantha "Agne swaha, anumatae swaha". After having
made the offerings, he takes up the remanents of the food and eats.
The rest he gives to his wife. Then after washing his hands and feet,
he sips water and then he fills a vessel with water and sprinkles on her
thrice with that water saying 'uthishtathah' (get up from here). (6-4-19)

Later at night, after eating rice food cooked with milk both
wife and husband go to bed. The husband should embrace her saying
'amo' ham asmi' which means, "I am the vital breath, you are speech;
you are speech, I am the vital breath." Just as speech obeys the vital
breath, you are now in my possession, I am S1ma, you are the Big. I
am the heaven (Cosmos), and you are earth. we are wife and husband
(couple). Let us strive together so that we may have a male child.
(6-4-20)

Manthras from (21) to (24) describe copulation and birth of
a male child.
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Then he spreads apart her thighs saying, "spread yourselves
apart, Heaven and Earth" (the two thighs). Then after inserting his
secret organ into her joining mouth to mouth stroking three times
from top to bottom. Then he utters the manthras, "Vishnur yonim
Kalpayat" – let Vishnu make your vagina prepared. Let the sun shape
the various limbs (members) of the child strong and beautiful.

'1sincatu Prajapatihi'  (6-4-21)

Let Hiranyagarbha (Dhata) in your form bear the seed; let
Sinivali (new moon) deity endure the seed. The Sinivali deity is said
to be delightful to see. Let the two Aswins Crowned with Lotus
Wreaths give the 'garbham' (make her pregnant). (6-4-21)

It is said that, when the human father emits the child as seed into
the womb, it is really the sun that emits him as seed into the womb.

Aswins kindle forth flame with two sticks of gold (ara7 i) and
nectar is produced from it. "I am placing germ in your womb. You
protect it for ten months. As the earth bears the fire, as the heaven
bears Indra (storm), as the air bears the quarters, even I place a germ
in you". Thus naming his wife, the man says, "evam garbham dadhamite"
– I place a germ in you". (6-4-22)

Thus the act of conceiving is over. When she (wife) is about
to deliver he (husband) sprinkles her with water saying "Yathra V1

yuhu" – Even as the wind agitates a lotus pond on every side, let the
air in your stomach at the time of delivery stir the foetus and help it
to come out with its chorion (outermost membrane surrounding an
embryo or placenta 'jarayu' – this placenta is spoken of as Indra's fold
enclosing embryo. The air or the vital force is Indra. O Indra! let the
child come out safe along with the placenta. (6-4-23)

The child is born. Then there is the ceremony of naming the
child on the eleventh day after the birth. Birth of a son is said to be
rebirth for the father. Fire is prepared and then the father takes the
baby in his lap and gives an oblation of curd with again and again to
Agni (Fire) saying, "May I increase in this son and nourish a thousand
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in my home. May fortune never depart from my line with offspring and
cattle. I, the father offer to the baby mentally the vital forces that are
in me. What ever I have done too much or what ever I have done here
too little, let Agni the all-knowing the beneficent, make it fit and good
for us. Svaha! (Hail) (6-4-24)

Then putting his mouth near the child's right year, he (father)
says (Vak) 'speech', 'speech', 'speech' three times. The idea implied here
is : let your intellect be strong in your speech, which is the combined
form of the three Vedas. Then mixing curd with honey and ghee he
feeds the baby three times out of a spoon the gold which is not
placed within the mouth saying, "I place in you the Earth (bh3 s te
dadhami), I place in you the atmosphere (bhuvas te dadhami), I place
in you the heaven (svas te dadhami), I place in you everything, the
earth, the atmosphere and the heaven – (bh3 r bhuvah svah sarvam tvayi
dadhami). (6-4-25)

"athasya n1ma karoti : Vedo, tad asya tad guhyam eva

 n1ma bhavati" (6-4-26)

Then he (father) gives the child a name saying 'you are Veda'.
So this becomes his secret name. Then he (father) gives the baby to
the mother to suck milk from her breast saying "Yas te stanah" – O!
Sarasvati! your breast is unfailing and refreshing, wealthy, abundant,
generous with which you nourish all worthy beings. Give it to my wife
for my baby to suck from. (6-4-27)

Lastly the mother and baby are consecrated by a manthra. He
(father) addresses the mother of the baby, "You are 'Ilasi' descended
from Mithra and Varu7 a". Anand Giri says 'Iha' is Arundhati the wife
of Vasishta, the son of Mitra and Varu7 a. He (father) addresses the
mother (of the baby). "I am a hero and you are the heroine. You have
given us a here as our son."

"Sa tvam viravati bhava". Seeing our son people say in surprise,
"This baby has gone beyond his father, and also beyond his grand
father. Further the baby has reached the highest point in prosperity,
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fame and radiance of spirit shining in face". The admiration for the
baby automatically becomes admiration for the father, a Brahmin who
knows all. (6-4-28)

Fifth Br1hmana (5)
This is the last Br1hmana in this chapter, and also in this

upanishad. It narrates the succession of teachers and pupils.

Note : Here there is one thing to be noted. In course of time and
for so many reasons this chanting of mystical incantations at
the time of the first night has almost vanished. Such changes
are common and inevitable as life patterns and social
conditions undergo many changes as time progresses.

However it is not necessary to ridicule the chanting of incanta-
tions for copulation of wife and husband. Till recent times girls were
married even before they attained puberty. So the attainment of
puberty was celebrated on a grand scale. This celebration is still
followed but before marriage as the girls are married long after they
attain puberty. In those days auspiciousness of the day and time of
attainment of puberty was looked upon as very important. Those days
are gone. Now the time of attainment of puberty no longer carries any
value but some celebrations are still carried on.

In the past, auspicious day (Muhurta) was necessary for nuptials,
because it was done so many days after marriage. But now the mantras
related to nuptials are coupled with marriage mantras and the actual
nuptials follows marriage in sequence. So another auspicious day is no
longer needed, but the manthras are the same. The newly married
couple does not know the meaning and sense of those manthras.

The manthras indirectly reveal the wish of the couple to have a
beautiful, strong and wise child. Sanskrit was the spoken language in
those days. Today it is not so. That is the only difference.

Copulation is not anything done with animal instinct. Man is the
highest of all beings in the world. So he should make his birth as
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human rightly fruitful.

Copulation is highly noble act. Romance is its life. Copulation
identifying ourselves with Prakriti and Purusha (Nature and Man)
gives extreme ecstasy, the fruit of which is healthy procreation. It is not
the ultimate goal of any couple?

7:15:11. Some Musings
(1) What remains at the end?

Have not they become Kings?
Have not they earned Kingdoms?
Have not they reached the peak of pride?
What remained? Where are they?
King Sibi lived for glory.
Had nothing left but his glory.
Have we forgotten it?
This, this only we lay behind.

Certain is fall for every rise,
Self-interest and sacrifice,
Extortion and charity,
Disparity between builds glory.

Alexander the Great conquered the world,
On his death bed realised
All his conquests mere mirages
Nothing remained with him;
Wanted to be tombed
With his hands raised,
To tell the world
Nothing remains at the end
But only our glory.

(2) The Universe and the Self
Ornate the universe
Isvara's dance.
Practical form
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of the Absolute will,
His aesthetic feeling
the established form
the Universe.
His gesticulatory dance
it reflects;
the dance Isvara's
the mirror, the universe.
He the Masculine
Purusha, the Self;
the conscious form
of his dance, the universe,
Prakriti, the body.
Their oneness
the world.

Without affixes
It is the form of the sound
in the embrace
it is, of the attributes
Sattva, Rajas, Tamas;
Original and accomplished
a mass of five elements.
it is Nature.
The Cause, Nature
Purusha also, of the universe.
Prakriti and Purusha
the universe and the Self.

Prakriti, the body
attributeless, the Purusha.
that Purusha, who?
None else, but we,
knowing that
denial of 'I', it is;
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Even if accomplished
the denial of 'I',
hatred and enmity
life is soiled with.
Having sight, but blind
Having ears, but deaf
We are.

Even in form
in everything
is Brahman.
Only the self-illumined
the Bliss of Self-experience
he gets.

Formless, attributeless
the Purusha;
manifest
the Prakriti.
Seeing the unmanifest
in the manifest,
Seeing the Self
in the jiva (soul),
drawing together
the manifest and the unmanifest
the Bliss.
Service to God
it is
service to man
as well, it is.

Scorcher of world
the sun
leaves some of his fire
by the advent of the winter,
why can't
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any one
leave some of his self-interest?

Leaving that
one knows
th Divine Self
becomes self illumined.

The Self, the relative of the soul
again the Self, also the enemy
the weapon?
The knowledge of the Self
wins the Self.
Then the Self
a friend and a relative.
Lack of Self-knowledge
result, self-interest.
Blindness, having sight
is selfishness.

Scattered cloud
the life;
should sail ashore
the scattered life.
Leave
hatred, self-interest,
Then only
life of selfless
consciousness
Similar to, it is
the crescendo
of the mystical 'OM'
that flurries and diffuses
all over the Cosmos;
sinking the germ of doubt
the mind perceiving
gets ready for delight.
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with peace
fills the mind,
instant happiness
it brings in;
it sets up
sacred and delicate
thoughts of happiness
gives the thoughts of brotherhood
that creep up
to bloom the mind.

The earth bristles
at the full radiance
of the offsprint flowers.

(3) Some Maxims (General Truths)
We know
the blink of eyes is our life.
Yet in anguish we are
day by day to acquire something
needed or not.
Trapped in ignorance
we forget
we get only
what is due to us
The Universal law.

Any precept, learn
as education,
not as mere precept.
As mere precept
a dead weight
in the mind.
As education
flourishes intellect
awakes wisdom.
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To learn this yoga,
To be able to teach this
is an art.

Wealth, the jasmin creaper
With serpent coiled around.
However much we make
Contentment remains far away.
Mind the devil
hotter than fire.
Desire the night
ignorance the darkness;
desire turns any one
mean in a second.
Peace of mind
Concealed in contentment.
Contented man
the happiest one.

Intellect and wisdom
revealed
in the process of Creation,
reflected
in the individual,
to realise the reflection
the individual duty.

Conglomeration
of molecules, our body,
its energy
every molecule has.
Distinctness
it proclaims,
its duty
every molecule fulfils.
The molecules cooperate
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the reason for
our survival.
Mutuality and togetherness
we find
among the stars in the sky.
Our bodies
a replica of the universe.
universe, a mystery.

Non-dualism,
qualified non-dualism,
or dualism
The Gita does not proclaim.
Gain Self-knowledge
What the Gita says.
Be steady
in good nature,
energy you have
do your duty.
Not born as a menial
fulfil your duty;
Your due in the world,
everything
kept in lock in your soul.
Your love, a flower,
Your knowledge, the sun,
should be.
You attain all,
non-dual
qualified non-dual
dual
the Gita says.

All precepts reveal
one thing
Self-surrender to Isvara;
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Without it
even asceticism
a futile effort.
What ever you do
it is not you
but through God only.
By mind, speech and action
surrender yourself.
'I' and 'mine',
such thoughts will vanish
Get elevated
to think
God is everything,
the highest stage
to reach.
As much confidence
in God you have
you will have
as much in yourself.

Togetherness,
the secret of Creation,
give and take method.
Every particle in our body
gives and takes
to and from the others;
no such question
they have.
What is for me in this?
About the result, no thinking
being beyond karma
they do
what they should.
In our bodies,
in the Cosmos as well,
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Karma yoga
the method of work
goes on for ever
Karma without
earthly desire.
The path of work
a means of liberation,
says the Gita.

Intellect, the cause
of present actions
follows
our past karma.
Doesn't mean
every action now
the result of the past.
Only the tendency
of the mind
the past guides.
If not,
no freedom
our intellect
will have now.
Mesterious
deep and wavering
our intellect is.
So the human effort
the 'prima facie'.

Gita does not say
self-surrender
is mechanical work.
Self-surrender
as easy to say
as difficult it is.
Our activity
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unchanged
it remains
in self-surrender.
Only we do
our duty
With no thought of
Why should I?
However long we work
We do
Keep the mystic
aura of God
reflecting on the shield
of our mind.
It is He,
doing the work.
Only instruments
we are
in His hands.
This experience
the Self-surrender.

From the impressions
of the past 'karma',
no escape.
But to divert the flow
of the impressions
into the blessed way
we should effect
our mind
the source of our actions
not the physical organs.
Infact, no chief cause
there is
for our actions.
One action
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causes another action
and so on.
The result of the past,
everything now,
meaningless, it is
to say.

Whatever happens
With no effort of ours,
no required result
however hard
we try,
the past impressions
are in play
it means.
For any thing now
if we know
the cause
not the play of
te past impressions
it is.
It is our action
indeed now.

Om Namo Bhagavate Venkatesaya
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